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Abstract 
 
Innovation is not always enough. In the beginning of the 2000s established pharmaceutical 
firms had developed several drugs, yet these new products were far too few. Patents of many 
blockbuster drugs were to soon expire and substantial profit would then be lost. A potential 
solution emerged: implementing new biomarker technologies in drug development.  
 
Biomarkers are required for knowledge creation about the drug effect on underlying causes 
of a disease. The problem is this: although academia, industry, and policy makers have 
deemed biomarkers as necessary for successful drug development, pharmaceutical firms 
have not used them in actual drug development projects.  Since the 1990s, established 
pharmaceutical firms have invested financially and restructured organizationally in order to 
implement biomarkers. Still, cases show that more than 50% of project termination in 
Clinical Phase 2 (the bottle neck of drug development) can be attributed to the lack of 
implementing biomarkers.   
 
Challenges of established firms transforming in the face of technology change is a 
commonly studied phenomenon within innovation management literature. Several 
explanations have attempted to determine why established firms fail in following technology 
change. However, most of this literature has been based upon an empirical context where 
technology change is conceptualized as an innovation of the dominant product design in the 
industry. Consequently, the challenge is to develop or adapt a discontinuous product 
innovation.  
 
Conversely, implementing biomarkers is a case of technology change that impacts R&D. 
Since drugs lose their value when the patent protection expires, the established 
pharmaceutical firms need to continuously develop new block buster drugs – not just one 
product. More research is needed to fill this gap in the literature in order to develop an 
understanding of the established firm challenge in implementing biomarkers. 
 
This thesis builds upon a longitudinal case study of AstraZeneca. Using multiple data 
sources, the findings show that the dominant architecture of the drug development process 
during the 2000s impeded the implementation of biomarkers. AstraZeneca required an 
“architectural process innovation” in order to complete this implementation. The company’s 
process-based management structures distorted it from recognizing the need for process 
change.  
 
This thesis has three contributions: First, it describes the process change and the firm’s 
managerial challenges associated with biomarker implementation; Second, it contributes to 
the literature on the established firm challenge by developing an understanding of the 
phenomenon of architectural process innovation; Third, it develops a process-based 
framework for studying technology change that affects R&D.  
 
Key words: established firm challenge; technology change; R&D management; 
architectural process innovation; drug development; biomarkers   
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Sammanfattning 
 
Innovation räcker inte alltid. Under början av 2000-talet utvecklade läkemedelsföretag 
många nya läkemedel, men tyvärr alldeles för få. Patenten för många storsäljande läkemedel 
skulle snart löpa ut och bortfallet från dessa inkomstkällor behövde täppas igen. En 
potentiell lösning var att införa biomarkörsteknologier i läkemedelsutvecklingen. 
 
Biomarkörer är nödvändiga för att utveckla kunskap om ett läkemedels verkan på en 
sjukdoms underliggande mekanismer. Problemet var att: även om universitet, industrin och 
policystiftare fastslagit att biomarkörer är nödvändiga för framgångsrik 
läkemedelsutveckling, användes dessa sällan i faktiska läkemedelutvecklingsprojekt. Sedan 
1990-talet har etablerade läkemedelsföretag gjort stora finansiella investeringar i 
biomarkörsteknologier och genomfört organisatoriska förändringar för att anpassa 
verksamheten till användning av biomarkörer. Trots detta visar studier att hälften av alla 
misslyckade projekt i klinisk fas 2 (flaskhalsen i läkemedelsutveckling) under 2000-talet 
beror på brister i införandet av biomarkörer. 
 
I den här avhandlingen ses detta som ett exempel på hur etablerade företag har svårt att 
ställa om när en ny teknik introduceras på marknaden; ett fenomen som diskuterats i 
litteraturen om innovationsledning. Flera förklaringar till varför etablerade företag ofta 
misslyckas med att införa radikalt ny teknik har presenterats. Ett problem med dessa studier 
är att de oftast utgår från en empirisk kontext där teknikförändringen berör huvudprodukten i 
en bransch. Konsekvensen är att utmaningen för etablerade företag blir i detta sammanhang 
att lyckas utveckla nya produkter baserade på den nya tekniken. 
 
Biomarkörer, däremot, är en grupp teknologier som innebär förändringar i FoU-
verksamheten, snarare än i produkterna. För att förstå läkemedelsföretagens utmaningar i att 
klara av teknikskiften behöver således kunskapen om radikala teknikskiften i FoU utvecklas.  
 
Avhandlingen bygger på en fallstudie av AstraZeneca. Genom att använda flera empiriska 
källor såsom intervjuer, dokument och deltagande observationer, visar studien att 
svårigheterna med biomarkörsimplementering beror på den rådande arkitekturen hos 
läkemedelsutvecklingsprocessen. Företagets processbaserade managementstrukturer 
hindrade ledningen från att upptäcka behovet av processförändring. AstraZeneca behövde 
genomföra en ”arkitektonisk processinnovation” för att införa biomarkörer.  
 
Den här avhandlingen ger framförallt tre bidrag: För det första beskriver den 
processförändringarna och läkemedelsföretagets ledningsutmaningar förenade med att införa 
biomarkörer. För det andra bidrar den till litteraturen om etablerade företags utmaningar 
gällande teknikskiften genom att utveckla en förståelse av fenomenet arktektonisk 
processinnovation. Slutligen utvecklar den ett processbaserat ramverk som skulle kunna 
appliceras även på FoU-verksamhet i andra branscher.  
 
Nyckelord: etablerade företag; teknikskifte; innovationsledning; arkitektonisk 
processinnovation; läkemedelsutveckling; biomarkörer   
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1. Introduction – The Challenge of Technology Change in 
R&D  

 
This thesis is about the challenges established firms face when a new technology changes 
how R&D is conducted. More specifically, it focuses on the challenges established 
pharmaceutical firms faced during the 2000s with the implementation of biomarkers. The 
whole pharmaceutical industry has promoted biomarkers since the 1990s in an attempt to 
change the blockbuster drugs development (FDA, 2004; Ginsburg & McCarthy, 2001; 
Owens et al., 2015). The problem is that, although established pharmaceutical firms have 
tried to implement biomarkers for more than 25 years, as of 2015, there are still only few 
drugs developed with biomarkers. Some innovations were developed, yet these were too 
few. The problem highlights a context “when innovation is not enough”. 
 
This is where this thesis fits. The purpose is to develop an understanding of the established 
pharmaceutical firm challenge in transforming R&D with regard to implementing biomarker 
technologies in drug development.  
 
This thesis contributes by showing that this established firm challenge is a problem of the 
R&D process architecture. An in-depth longitudinal study of AstraZeneca and thick-
description of the case, reveals that implementation of biomarkers was impeded by the 
commitment to, what I in this thesis call, the Pharmacology Chain process architecture. I 
show how biomarkers broke with the Pharmacology Chain and its logic. The challenge of 
technology transformation was associated with the R&D process and how management 
structures aligned with the process. 
 
AstraZeneca is a particularly good case study since the company conducted a 
comprehensive company-wide reorganization in 2009 in order to implement biomarkers, 
which had a notable effect. As a result, it is possible to compare two periods in time – before 
and after 2009 – with different technological content in R&D.  
 
Established firms having challenges when a new innovation enters the market is a common 
phenomenon within the innovation management literature, usually under the label of 
incumbent firms (see reviews in Ansari & Krop, 2012; Murmann & Frenken, 2006). 
However, as will be argued in this chapter, this literature is based on a conceptualization of 
technology change as a (discontinuous) innovation of the dominant product design of an 
industry. The challenge of established firms is to develop or adapt to new product 
innovation. In contrast, biomarkers are not new product technologies; they are technologies 
changing how new products are developed and, thus, require a transformation of R&D 
within the established firm. Implementation of biomarkers implies different dynamics than 
that of product technologies; a challenge that previous literature does not capture.   
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1.1. AstraZeneca’s Challenges of Implementing Biomarkers 
 
Per aspera ad astra, through hardships to the stars, illustrates the history of the great 
pharmaceutical company, Astra. Formed in 1913 as a small-scale producer of 
pharmaceuticals and other fine chemicals, Astra faced several hardships, but rose to become 
an international “Big Pharma” firm with several blockbuster drugs on the market in the 
1990s.  
 
Astra merged with the British company Zeneca in 1999 to form the new pharmaceutical 
mega giant AstraZeneca. The merger was considered to be one of equals: two companies 
with size, culture, and business model. Both companies earned their living by continuously 
developing new patent protection drugs for large healthcare markets. The product and R&D 
portfolios complemented each other, and AstraZeneca held a strong drug development 
pipeline with several promising projects and had industry dominance in several business 
area s, such as cancer, neurology and gastrointestinal diseases. The future looked 
prosperous.  
 
However, AstraZeneca faced new major aspera at the end of the 2000s. The company had 
one of the strongest product portfolios, consisting of such major blockbusters as Nexium, 
Seroquel and Crestor, among others; within a couple of years, patents of these important 
drugs would expire and most of the income would then be lost. After the earlier cash cows, 
AstraZeneca needed to launch new drugs to fill the gap, yet the development of new drugs 
was slow. The company had not been able to follow up on the prior success and found itself 
in an R&D productivity crisis. Although the object was to develop two blockbusters per year 
(drugs selling for more than $1B annually), when things were at their worst (between 2004-
2008), AstraZeneca was not able to develop a single new drug. 
 
There was one potential solution: to transform its R&D by implementing the new 
technologies of biomarkers.  
 
Biomarkers are observable indicators of an otherwise not visible biological process used for 
drug diagnosis. In drug development projects, biomarkers are particularly necessary to study 
the effects of drugs on the patient’s internal biochemistry. Although symptoms are seen in 
the physiology1 of the patient, it is the biochemistry of a person’s body2 where the 
underlying cause of a disease may be found. Technologies that could be used to study 
biomarkers in drug development include biochemical-based assays, Positron Emission 
Tomography, flow cytometry, mass spectrometry, and classic biotechnologies that analyze 
the biochemical content of various body tissues.  
 

1 The term “physiology” should be understood here as the functions of the living system - in this case human, 
animal or other organisms. In drug development the function is studied as being carried out by organs or cells. 
2 When studying the chemistry or biochemistry of patients, the focus is the study of function and interaction of 
molecules in the body that malfunction because of disease. 
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The value of biomarkers arises primarily when drug development projects fail, which the 
majority of projects do. According to KMR Group (2009), this amounts to 94% in the 
industry. Modern drug development projects are initiated based upon the hypothesis that 
changing the biochemistry will render a positive change in symptoms. When failure occurs, 
it is essential to understand the reason for this failure (falsify the hypothesis) in order to 
decide how to continue the project: pursue the same path with a slight modification or 
terminate the project to try a different R&D path (Frank & Hargreaves, 2003). Biomarkers 
help doing this by diagnosing whether or not the drug has changed the biochemistry. 
 
Biomarkers can also increase clinical trial success. When developing the understanding of 
what is the cause of a disease, drug developers can start to distinguish between diseases with 
similar physiological symptoms but with different causes. Patients who are more likely to 
respond to a treatment can be better selected, which is important when designing clinical 
trials in order to determine whether the correct patient is being tested. In the later marketing 
stage, having selected right patients can increase the price of a drug (Trusheim et al. 2011). 
 
As early as the 1990s, biomarkers were a hot topic at AstraZeneca. As the rest of the 
industry, AstraZeneca had traditionally measured drug effect by studying how the symptoms 
in the physiology of patients changed during drug treatment. There was a growing interest in 
biomarkers to change this traditional knowledge creation.  
 
The activities of developing biomarkers were not considered as difficult to comprehend or 
put into place; the company had been in the forefront of medical research for a long time. 
Furthermore, many of the biomarker technologies have existed within the industry for a long 
time; however, in order to be used in drug development project, development activities 
needed to be conducted to adapt the biomarker technology to the particular project scope. 
Although validating a biomarker that enabled knowledge creation about the cause of the 
disease was difficult, developing a biomarker tool was not as challenging. 
 
Following a number of attempts, AstraZeneca realized that implementing biomarker 
development activities in the R&D operations was anything but straightforward. The 
company knew that biomarkers were needed in projects, but the biomarker development 
activities did not seem to fit with the daily operations. Over a time period of 15 years, the 
company launched several reorganizations and allocated extensive financial resources with 
the hope that projects would use biomarkers; a global R&D center was established at the end 
of the 1990s with huge investments in biomarker related technologies. In 2002, the head of 
global R&D at AstraZeneca announced that biomarkers were core for project success, and 
an organizational unit was founded based on that with the responsibility to implement 
biomarker development activities in the drug development projects. Biomarkers became 
mandatory for all project plans. In 2006, this unit was expanded with more scientists 
accountable for biomarker development; further technological investments were made. 
Biomarkers were considered an important issue by both the top management of R&D and 
the scientists working in the projects.  
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However, in spite all of the strong interest, organizational restructurings and financial 
resource allocations, biomarkers development activities were only occasionally conducted in 
the actual drug development projects. Biomarkers were considered important on all 
organizational levels at AstraZeneca; when it came to conducting the activities in the drug 
development project, they were not prioritized and were postponed instead. Nevertheless, 
when the company conducted an investigation in 2009 of the failure of projects in the latter 
phases; it concluded that failure of conducting biomarker development work was the reason 
behind 50% of project termination.  
 
After more than 15 years of failures, a new reaction came in 2009: a major reorganization of 
the company’s R&D function. This was a complete remake of the management structure 
with new leadership positions, new functional structure of the departments, new supporting 
IT-system, new structure of the project portfolio, and investments in new technology. The 
reorganization, which took several months to implement, meant a substantial capital 
investment and affected all of the R&D sites within the global enterprise. This feat was 
considered to be the largest reorganization in the modern history of the company (i.e. even 
larger than the merger between Astra and Zeneca). The company claimed that a complete 
reorganization was necessary in order to make the drug development projects seriously 
implement biomarker development activities into their operations.  
 
This time, the organizational changes did have an effect. Although resources for conducting 
biomarker development activities in projects existed as early as 1995 and it became formally 
mandatory in 2003 for drug development projects to use these resources, they were actually 
carried out in practice in 2010. Following the reorganization, biomarker development 
activities were somehow aligned with the previous R&D operations. Soon, most projects 
applied a whole spectrum of biomarkers and created important knowledge about the 
underlying causes of diseases.  
 
The problem was that this reorganization came too late. The poor earlier performances 
moved AstraZeneca’s board to terminate most of its established R&D operations and 
relocate them elsewhere. Considering the long duration of drug development, the effects of 
the final solution to implement biomarkers development activities would take many years to 
yield final drugs on the market. Instead, AstraZeneca set up R&D sites in new locations and 
started relying more on acquiring start-up companies for innovative drug development. 
 
The story of AstraZeneca is puzzling. After more than 15 years of various organizational 
efforts to implement biomarkers, the results were very poor. Although developing biomarker 
tools was considered not to be technologically difficult and there were resources available, 
there were only limited projects with actual conducted biomarker development activities. 
When the company took a last step in 2010 that actually did make a difference, it was too 
late. The implementation of biomarkers into the R&D operations has been challenging, to 
say the least. There is a need to develop an understanding of the managerial challenges that 
AstraZeneca faced in implementing the biomarker technologies.   
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1.2. The Industry-Wide Challenge  
  
The AstraZeneca case is not unique for the pharmaceutical industry. During the 1990s and 
2000s, the pharmaceutical industry experienced a dramatic decrease in R&D productivity. 
Even though pharmaceutical companies were investing greater amounts into R&D, fewer 
drugs reached the market (Booth & Zemmel, 2004; Cohen, 2003; Paul et al., 2010). This led 
to the termination of many R&D sites around the globe that had not been performing as well 
as they had previously. Established pharmaceutical companies turned to harnessing the 
innovativeness of smaller and “more innovative” biotech companies instead of tuning to in-
house R&D (Carayannopoulos & Auster, 2010; Stuart et al., 2007).  
 
The dominant business model in the pharmaceutical industry during the 1990s and 2000s 
was similar to that of AstraZeneca: to continuously develop new patent protected drugs that 
could be sold in short timeframe of market monopoly. Before biomarkers gained ground, 
drug development was based upon a “blockbuster” model where the focus was to develop 
drugs for large patient populations defined by similar symptoms: i.e. the symptoms of how 
patients felt and functioned physiologically (Aspinall & Hamermesh, 2007). For example, a 
project could have the goal of developing a drug against pain, regardless whether pain was 
due to a headache, arthritis, or something else. Industry experts have predicted that this 
traditional drug development technological regime, which led to the tremendous growth of 
the industry between 1950s and 1990s, was outdated (e.g. Aspinall et al., 2007; Garnier, 
2008).  
 
By the 1990s, the low hanging fruits in drug development had already been picked: i.e. that 
these projects were technologically relatively simple because they were based upon studying 
drug effects according to a change in patient’s symptoms (Scannell et al., 2012). For 
diseases that still had large medical needs (Alzheimer, Cancer, Obesity, etc.), more basic 
science was needed to explore the underlying causes. Biomarkers were more or less 
essential, albeit insufficient, when developing drugs for such diseases. 
 
The fact that the regulatory hurdles for drug approval were gradually raised is an additional 
factor that is argued to have induced the downfall of the blockbuster model (Bartel & 
Thomas, 1985; Scherer, 1993). By the 2000s, pharmaceutical companies had to in some 
cases submit millions of pages of documentation in order to gain drug approval (Scannell et 
al., 2012). Medical agencies demanded stronger evidence of the drug effect. This was partly 
because drug development increasingly targeted markets where drugs had been already 
developed: i.e. new drugs gave only an incremental benefit and, therefore, needed large 
patient samples to establish the statistical significance of the benefit (Schramm & Hu, 2013). 
 
Biomarkers were seen as one possible solution to the problem (Woodcock & Woosley, 
2008). There was an industry-wide new technological regime that entered the scene during 
the 1990s and 2000s. The regime emphasized knowledge creation about the difference in 
causes of diseases and subpopulations with different disease types that were often defined by 
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specific underlying disease causes. The biomarker technology was not only thought to have 
the potential to lead to the development of drugs for much more complex diseases than ever 
before (Liu et al., 2014); they also facilitated learning about why drug development projects 
fail. The single most important issue in the US Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) 
Critical Path Initiative was to modernize the measurement of drug effect through 
biomarkers; this would turn around the decreasing R&D productivity in the pharmaceutical 
industry, it was claimed (FDA, 2004). The problem was the following: 
 
 “The [newly developed] scientific tools… are generally not utilized in… [the later drug] 
development stages. Instead, traditional empirical evaluation is used in both animal and 
human testing. [The pharmaceutical industry] is using the tools of the last century to 
evaluate this century’s advances.” (Woodcock et al., 2008: pp 4-5). 
 
Biomarkers entered the industry under a family of similar labels, yet they all highlighted the 
need for knowledge creation about the underlying cause of a disease on biochemical level 
during drug development. The two most important of these labels were personalized 
medicine and translational science. The former was the concept used in the discourse of 
public policy institutions in the 2000s to promote the need for healthcare to be more adapted 
to individual patient needs, implying that patients with similar disease symptoms were 
stratified based upon different causes of the disease (Trusheim et al., 2011). Biomarkers 
were the operationalization of personalized medicine in R&D operations since stratification 
of patients based upon the underlying causes of disease could, in principle, only be done 
with the help of biomarker-based diagnostic tools (Woodcock, 2007).3  
 
The latter label, translational science, related to the family of biomarker concepts, which 
was used to highlight the importance of translating basic research into applied drug 
development that would yield real patient benefits. Translational science was 
operationalized in the pharmaceutical industry; to facilitate translation, similar biomarkers 
would be used in basic biomedical experiments on rats and other experimental animals as in 
applied human drug development trials (Wehling, 2009). The three concepts of biomarkers, 
personalized medicine, and translational science implied that drug development was moving 
into an era where drug effects were to be studied through the underlying causes of diseases 
done with biomarkers rather than on studying the symptoms.4  
 
At the beginning of the millennium, biomarkers attracted the attention of policy (Kean & 
Batchelder, 2004), academia (see e.g. Ginsburg et al., 2001) as well as industry. When 

3 In contrast to other industries, where products often are stratified based upon demographics or other 
parameters related to behavior of customers, pharmaceuticals cannot be stratified solely on positioning through 
sophisticated market branding or technical performance. The idea of low cost or premium alternatives of 
pharmaceuticals exists only to a limited degree, because there is the ethical aspect doctors have to consider 
when choosing a low-cost alternative drug.  
4 From now on I will use biomarkers as an umbrella label for the changes made by established pharmaceutical 
firms in promoting creation of basic knowledge of diseases causes and creation of tools to measure these, even 
though they often came under the disguises of the labels such as personalized medicine or translational science. 
The reason for using “biomarkers” is to highlight the actual operational R&D activities that these labels 
implied.  
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National Institutes of Health (NIH), one of the largest biomedical research funding agencies 
in USA, launched an industry biomarker committee in the early 1990s, most pharmaceutical 
giants participated in order to help develop the science and the strategies of biomarkers 
(Atkinson et al., 2001). The most important industry actors joined forces with the European 
Union in the mid-2000s to fund a great consortium called the Innovative Medicine Initiative 
(IMI) (IMI, 2014). This aimed to create knowledge about underlying causes of disease. One 
of the core research programs focused on biomarkers. Biomarkers and related concepts 
circulated in industry media and in scientific journals as well.  
 
When it comes to the actions of specific established pharmaceutical companies, several 
significant restructurings of the R&D functions were also done to transform into the new era 
of biomarkers. Although the documentation of the content of implementing biomarkers of 
these cases is poor, which in itself is a motivation for this thesis, there are several examples 
of initiatives taken by big pharmaceutical companies that implied a strong strategic 
dedication towards biomarkers. These initiatives include: Lilly’s Chorus group implemented 
a drug development process with biomarker development as a crucial activity (Owens et al., 
2015); the implementation of the “three Pillars of survival” framework to evaluate drug 
development projects at Pfizer with biomarkers as a key tool in the criteria (Morgan et al., 
2012); the founding of Novartis Institute of Biomedical Research dedicated to understanding 
the underlying cause of disease (Bowen & Purrington, 2008); Roche’s integration of its 
diagnostics and pharmaceutical unit; GlaxoSmithKline’s creation of small specialized R&D 
units with the mission to create knowledge about underlying causes of diseases (Huckman & 
Strick, 2010); and Boehringer-Ingelheim’s efforts to transform from the block buster 
business model to targeting personalized medicine (Chandrasekhar, 2014). The R&D 
strategy for biomarkers of these pharmaceutical giants was to make financial resource 
allocations to biomarker technologies and organizational restructurings to implement 
biomarker development activities: either in-house or in collaboration with academic 
institutions or diagnostic companies (Allison, 2008; Aspinall et al., 2007).  
 
Although there were huge interests in biomarkers and significant financial investments made 
towards their development, the results were poor. As of 2015, there is still only a limited 
amount of drugs that has been developed with an adjacent biomarker as recognized by the 
FDA5. Little was known about the underlying cause of many complex diseases, such as 
obesity, Alzheimer, Multiple Sclerosis, or certain forms of cancer. The pharmaceutical 
industry actually saw a dramatic drop in overall R&D performance during the end of the 
1990s and 2000s, as fewer new drugs entered the market while R&D costs were rising 
(Booth et al., 2004; Drews, 1998; Paul et al., 2010). Some argued that the reason behind the 
poor performance was failure of implementing biomarkers in R&D (Allison, 2008; FDA, 
2004).  
 

5 www.fda.gov/Drugs/ScienceResearch/ResearchAreas/Pharmacogenetics/ucm083378.htm, accessed 2015-07-
27 
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Thus, a similar story as that of AstraZeneca seems to be the general case for several 
established pharmaceutical companies. Established pharmaceutical companies were both 
interested in the new technology and made organizational restructurings as well as financial 
resource allocations towards biomarkers; however, the industry level performance in 
applying biomarkers was poor. What emerges is a fundamental organizational question 
about how established pharmaceutical companies transform in the face of a technology shift.   
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1.3. Previous Explanations  
 
The low R&D performance of established pharmaceutical firms during the 2000s spurred 
interest in what the reason for the performance decrease was. Labeled as the “pipeline 
problem”, this issue ignited debate in the media, in academic circles, and in the 
pharmaceutical industry about the reason for the performance decrease. Although there was 
external pressure in establishing pharmaceutical firms to transform in face of implementing 
biomarkers, it is not certain that biomarkers were the solution to the productivity problem.  
 
Previous explanations have deemed that this poor performance is a problem associated with 
technology. Some of the most popular alternative explanations were based on three factors: 
(1) the large organizational size of the R&D units of the established pharmaceutical firms; 
(2) the misuse of high-scale biotechnologies in drug development; (3) the failure to develop 
biopharmaceuticals, and (4) the implementation of process management methods (such as 
Lean Management and Six Sigma) in R&D.  
 
First, previous research has argued that the large organizational size of the established 
pharmaceutical firms made innovation management too bureaucratic. Most of the large 
pharmaceutical firms merged in the 1990s to create a couple of dominating pharmaceutical 
giants; the new large organizational sizes were said to bring a deep hierarchy with long 
decision processes that seem to kill creativity (Barden & Weaver, 2010; Garnier, 2008; 
Ringel et al., 2013). There are limited actual empirical studies on how size explicitly has 
affected the R&D work of established pharmaceutical firms. The arguments are, instead, 
based upon an assumption that stems from the popular idea in mainstream organization 
theory: that large organizations are poor at innovating (see e.g. Damanpour, 1992). 
 
Secondly, new technologies (sometimes referred to as biotechnologies) entered the industry 
in the 1990s, and automatized much of the manual experimentation done in drug 
development (Henderson et al., 1999; Hopkins et al., 2007). Such technologies as high-
throughput screening, combinatorial chemistry, genomics, and so on dramatically increased 
the scale of drug development and increased output (Nightingale, 2000a). Genomics made it 
possible to explore many new disease targets; combinatorial chemistry led to concurrent 
automation of synthesis of new chemical substances; and, high-throughput screening made it 
possible to automate the actual testing of substances and their disease targets. All in all, the 
effectivity of certain activities in the drug development process rose up by as much as 300 
times. Therefore, it was initially thought that these (bio) technologies would revolutionize 
drug development; they did not (Hopkins et al., 2007). Some researchers argued instead that 
biotechnology had led to a broadening of the R&D project portfolio strategy, which implied 
less resources and less attention to the single project (Booth et al., 2004). The 
pharmaceutical firms had lost the knowledge depth in favor of scale in R&D. 
 
Third, a new technology for producing biopharmaceuticals (enzymes, proteins, and 
antibodies) emerged in the pharmaceutical industry during the 1980s. Drugs such as insulin 
or Human Growth Hormone had been previously extracted from tissues of dead animals, 
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and now could be produced on a high scale using genetically engineered biological cells 
grown in the lab (McKelvey, 1996; Pisano, 2006). Compared to chemical pharmaceuticals, 
biopharmaceuticals often have a lower probability of side-effects and can be used as 
replacement therapies in diseases where important proteins are missing. The drawbacks, 
however, are that biopharmaceuticals can seldom be administered as pills, thus, requiring 
less patient friendly treatments (Walsh, 2009). Mainly start-up Biotech firms 
commercialized the new technology and many large and established pharmaceutical 
companies took a long time before deciding to invest. However, it is only recently that 
synthetic biopharmaceuticals have entered the market on a significant scale (Hopkins et al., 
2007). Diseases that need replacement therapies are limited in number and, when it comes to 
other diseases, biopharmaceuticals are only rarely better choices over chemical compounds. 
Biopharmaceuticals had limited effect on R&D productivity in the 2000s (Hopkins et al., 
2007). 
 
Fourth, in the quest of improving R&D productivity, pharmaceutical companies started to 
employ several new process performance enhancing management methods, such as Lean 
Management and Six Sigma (Carleysmith et al., 2009; Hammond & O'Donnell, 2008; 
Ullman & Boutellier, 2008). These methodologies were controversial since traditionally 
productivity is seen as a counterpart of innovation (Abernathy, 1978; Benner & Tushman, 
2003). When the overall productivity decreased rather than increased, they were given 
partial blame (Cook et al., 2014). However, in the case of pharmaceuticals, there is also 
evidence that control of the input, behavior and output, which the process management 
methods tend to do, have been positively correlated with R&D performance (Cardinal, 
2001). 
 
The variety of explanations only demonstrates the complexity of the problem they address. 
Although each and every one of the explanations has important merits, it is impossible to tell 
which one is the “true” reason for the productivity decline or if failure in implementing 
biomarkers is a better explanation. The subject of R&D performance is itself multifactorial. 
With the exception of the intra-organizational factors that impact performance (size, 
technological investments, and use of management methods), an analysis of R&D 
performance must take exogenous factors into account: the regulatory environment, 
scientific progress, market factors, and the overall competition in the industry.  
 
In contrast to the studies dealing with reasons for the R&D performance problem, this thesis 
answers a different question: i.e. one associated with the implementation of a new 
technology. The inability of implementing biomarkers could only explain the failed 
transformation of established pharmaceutical firms from the outdated technological regime 
of the blockbuster model – and not poor performance per se. Whether or not the failure to 
implement biomarkers can explain poor performance is outside the scope of the thesis. The 
explanations of organizational size, investments in high-scale technologies, and 
implementation of management methods for the poor R&D performance may be used to 
explain why established pharmaceutical companies have failed to implement biomarkers; 
however, this is yet to be determined.   
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1.4. From an “Established Firm Challenge” Perspective 
 
The transformation of established firms in face of technological shifts is a commonly studied 
phenomenon. There is a recognized theory stream within the academic management 
literature on the established firm challenge of technology transformation, usually under the 
label of the “incumbent firm” or “incumbent challenge” (see review in Ansari et al., 2012)6. 
Several industries have been explored in this literature; however, limited attention has been 
paid to the particular challenges of in the context of the pharmaceutical industry.  
 
This literature has a long history. As early as 1911, Schumpeter was already writing about 
how entrepreneurs drove established firms out of business through “creative destruction” of 
the technological base of an industry (Schumpeter, 1911/1934). The topic has gained even 
more scholarly attention in recent years, as we have moved into an age when technological 
evolution is rapid; where innovation and the ability to quickly respond is one of the core 
capabilities of a company (Teece et al., 1997). Therefore, scholars within several disciplines 
have studied companies struggling with transforming their organizational level technological 
base in response of industry wide technological shift.  
 
According to this research, when technology changes, it is difficult for established firms to 
transform its capabilities into what is needed in the new technology regime (Tushman & 
Anderson, 1986). A radical technology change can shift the industry leadership from the 
established firms to the new entrants driving the technology change (e.g. Christensen, 1997) 
or to single established firms that have been successful in transformation (e.g. Bergek et al., 
2013). Well known cases of failure of established firms have been documented for industries 
such as automotive (Utterback & Abernathy, 1975), disc drive (Christensen, 1997), 
semiconductor alignment equipment (Henderson & Clark, 1990), video cassette recorders 
(Rosenbloom & Cusumano, 1987), and  digital camera (Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000). When the 
result of the implementation of biomarkers has played out, the established pharmaceutical 
firms can be next in line to be driven out of industry.  
 
Alignment of Management Structure and Dominant Product Architecture 
 
Within this tradition, the adjective “established” refers to the fact that these firms are old 
actors on the market and operate during a mature phase of an industry when technology is 
stable. Most established firms were once start-up companies that grew because they were 
able to develop a product innovation that became a wide market success. The “pre”-
established firms are seen to grow rapidly during this early phase and double their revenues 
many times over. After the initial growth and innovation, industries often mature to consist 
of only few established firms with large market shares that have all adopted the same 

6 The term incumbent firm is used by scholars to conceptualize technology transformation as driven by new 
firms entering the market with new innovation. The incumbent challenge is conceptualized as the need for 
reaction to the innovation conducted by new entrant firms. I use the term established firm challenge to indicate 
the general challenge of technology transformation, regardless of whether technology change is driven by new 
entrant firms, competing established firms, or institutions (see also discussion in Loudres-Sousa 2006). 
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standard technology: i.e. what the researchers refer to as “dominant design” (Suárez & 
Utterback, 1995)7.  
 
The emergence of dominant designs (i.e. widely adapted product architectures in industries) 
have been found to mark an important event in the competitive environment of established 
firms (Suárez et al., 1995). As the success in the infancy of an industry is based upon 
developing a product innovation, success when a dominant design exists is dependent on 
increasing operational efficiency (Utterback et al., 1975). Hence, innovation activities are 
shifted from concerning the product to being focused on radically improving the production 
process. Product innovation is only directed towards incrementally improving the 
functionality of the product and directed towards the subparts of the product, thus, leaving 
the architecture of the dominant design intact (Abernathy & Clark, 1985). The industry is in 
a phase of technological stability. 
 
The existence of dominant designs has also been found to be important for the management 
structures of established firms. Before a dominant design enters the industry, firms are small 
entrepreneurial entities that thrive on their creativity, with “loose organizational structures” 
(Utterback, 1994). Successful established firms appear to have aligned various parts of their 
management structure8 with the technology architecture in the phase of technological 
stability. These firms have managed to create a management structure that constrains day-to-
day action regarding how coordination is done, the expected performance of the personnel, 
how complementary assets are exploited, and how the organization learns to improve 
(Sydow et al., 2009).  
 
Technology becomes embedded in the different management structural elements of the 
organization: for example, social and functional structures (Henderson et al., 1990); 
performance management system and key performance indicators dictating what is 
considered as good work (Leonard-Barton, 1992; Sydow et al., 2009); the established rules 
for resource allocation (Christensen, 1997; Noda & Bower, 1996); blueprints of processes 
dictating what routines are to be conducted and when (Nelson & Winter, 1982); physical 
layouts of work places (Allen & Henn, 2007; Leonard-Barton, 1992); and the overall 
business model of the firm (Christensen, 1997; Sandström & Osborne, 2011; Tongur & 
Engwall, 2014).  
 
Within the theoretical discourse of modularization, researchers go as far as to argue that the 
management structure of well performing established firms “mirror” the technology they are 
producing (Cabigiosu & Camuffo, 2012). The normative recommendation from this stream 
of thought is that the accountability subunits (Baldwin & Clark, 1997; 2000), the structure of 
the supply chain (Nepal et al., 2012), and the organization’s development activities (Fixson 
& Park, 2008) should all be based on the structure of the modules of the product in order to 
create efficient organizations during technology stability.  

7 See also the literature on the S-curve of technological market diffusion (Foster, 1985)  
8 Management structures should here be understood as the “abstract, formal relations that constrain day-to-day 
action in social settings… and a contour of human behavior” (Barley, 1986, pp. 79).  
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The Established Firm Challenge When Technology Changes 
 
The established firm challenge arises when a new discontinuous product innovation enters 
the industry and disrupts the technology stability. A discontinuous innovation is 
conceptualized as a change in technology that comes with new product architecture. 
Developing discontinuous innovations requires the established firms to be creative and to 
conduct activities outside of the previous ordinary operations (Tushman & Oreilly, 1996). In 
other words, this means developing new capabilities (Tushman et al., 1986), perhaps a 
change in the customer base and business model of the firm (Christensen, 1997) and, most 
importantly, to break the previous alignment between the old technology and management 
structure (Henderson et al., 1990). 
 
Failure of the established firm in the face of technology change has been explained as an 
management challenge (Henderson et al., 1990) or a business model problem (Chesbrough 
& Rosenbloom, 2002) - and not strictly as a technological one. The established firm is 
required to change its management structures in order to follow the technology shift. In 
many cases, established firms have understood the technological complexities, but have 
failed to exploit it in the core of its operations because the management structures have been 
left intact (Henderson et al., 1990). The focus on increasing operational efficiency with 
regard to the old technology has, in many occasions, led to managers of established firms 
not understanding how a discontinuous innovation can eventually become superior; this is 
because the new technology does not fit with what is widely accepted as good performance 
(Benner et al., 2003; Christensen, 1997; Henderson et al., 1990; Tripsas et al., 2000).   
 
There are several explanations why this happens. One is that, when new technology changes 
the product architecture of the dominant design - i.e. an “architectural innovation” - 
established firms do not recognize that technology change requires a change in product 
architecture since the management structure is aligned with the previous technology 
(Henderson et al., 1990). Another explanation is that established firms are organized to serve 
their historically big customers and to allocate resources to programs to improve their 
demanded functionality instead of developing technology for an emerging group of 
customers (Christensen & Bower, 1996). A third explanation to why established firms fail is 
that people within the organization would lose power if the new technology were to be 
implemented and distort development of new products (Morison, 1966).  
 
One, therefore, needs to simultaneously take both the dimensions of organization and 
technological changes into account when analyzing the transformation of the established 
pharmaceutical firm to transform its R&D in accordance with prior literature on 
transformation of established companies in general. Concepts such as dominant design, 
product architecture, technology-organization alignment and management structure can 
help explain why it has been difficult for established pharmaceutical firms to transform 
when implementing biomarkers. The problem is that there are limited studies relating the 
literature of established firms with the particular challenges of pharmaceutical firms. Since it 
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is often claimed that drug development is different from “ordinary” product development 
processes (see e.g. Pavitt, 1984; Pisano, 2006), it is not known whether the framework of 
established firm challenge is applicable when understanding the challenges of established 
pharmaceutical firms. 
 
The Established Pharmaceutical Firm Challenge – An Overlooked Phenomenon 
 
Although the pharmaceutical industry is a popular empirical context in the research on 
technology and innovation, previous research on established pharmaceutical firms has been 
primarily concerned with either organizational or technology issues separately, thus, seldom 
integrating analysis of the two. With few exceptions Nightingale 2000 (Henderson et al., 
1999; McKelvey, 1998; Nightingale, 2000a), research about pharmaceutical innovation has 
lacked in-depth analysis of how technology in the industry changes. Furthermore, the 
standard concepts used in the mainstream literature on established firms and technology 
change and are seldom exploited in the context of the pharmaceutical industry.  
 
The literature on established pharmaceutical firms is, instead, dispersed. Unequivocally, the 
most scholarly interest has been in established pharmaceutical firms’ collaboration with 
smaller biotech firms and academic research groups (e.g. Chiesa & Manzini, 1997; 
McKelvey, 1998; Pisano, 1990; Powell et al., 1996; Stuart et al., 2007). Other management 
studies try to relate findings from the pharmaceutical industry to general management 
literature and have, for example, focused on organizational creativity in drug development 
(Sundgren, 2004), decision making when evaluating drug development projects (Hedner, 
2012), scale advantages in R&D (Nightingale, 2000a; Styhre, 2008), organizational changes 
during the entrance of biotechnology and molecular biology in the industry (Cockburn et al., 
2000; Zucker & Darby, 1997), and the failure to outsource R&D to contract research 
organizations (CRO) (Azoulay et al., 2010). With the exception of a few instances (Lourdes 
Sousa, 2006; Rothaermel, 2001; Zucker et al., 1997), it is seldom seen that the studies of 
established pharmaceutical firms are related to the literature on established firms and 
technology change. One reason for this might be that mainstream literature is difficult to 
apply in the context of pharmaceutical innovation. There is no general “mid-range” theory 
(c.f. Pinder & Moore, 1979) for the technology transformation of established pharmaceutical 
firms that can explain the contemporary changes in drug development regarding biomarkers.   
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1.5. Limitations of the Current Literature on Established Firms 
 
Although the established firm challenge associated with technology transformation is a well-
researched phenomenon, and one that has been empirically observed in a number of 
industries and theoretically widened to include several aspects of the challenge (see reviews 
in Ansari et al., 2012; Hill & Rothaermel, 2003), there are problems when applying it to the 
context of established pharmaceutical firms. There are particular limitations in the literature 
of established firms that are brought to light in the analysis of innovation and technology 
change in the case of pharmaceuticals: First, the discontinuous innovation is conceptualized 
as an innovation of a tangible product; and secondly, the timeframe of the established firm 
challenge is one discontinuous innovation: i.e. a shift from one technology regime to 
another. 
 
Technology in the Case of Pharmaceuticals is More Than the Tangible Product 
 
Discontinuous innovation, the source of the established firm challenge, has often been 
conceptualized as an innovation of the core product design in the literature on the 
established firm challenge. In this literature, a product is conceptualized as a tangible artifact 
with a complex hierarchy of components performing sub operations of the product 
functionality. The dominant design is actually conceptualized as a dominant product design 
(Murmann et al., 2006). 
 
In past studies of established firms, the tangible product artifact embodies the technology of 
an organization and industry. Why this conceptualization has emerged can perhaps be 
explained by the fact that most examples of established firm challenges are based on 
empirical analysis in electrical or mechanical engineering industries where the product is 
tangible (Peltoniemi, 2011). A consequence of this empirical limitation is that the focus is 
on the design of the tangible product components, which is the center of analysis of 
alignment between product architecture and management structure (Henderson et al., 1990; 
Murmann et al., 2006). Thus, an empirical study based on this framework of an established 
firm producing and developing automobiles, for example, will have the expected results that 
the functional structure will be composed of separated departments based on accountability 
for components such as the engine, the gearbox, the exhaust system, and so on. The 
normative advise is this: when new superior technology emerges, established firms need to 
realign their functional structure based upon the new product architecture; they are locked in 
the old structure (Henderson et al., 1990).  
 
If one would use the same conceptualization of technology as the tangible product for the 
case of pharmaceuticals, it would mean that technology would be manifested in the drug 
compound. However, pharmaceuticals are a clear example of when the intangible properties 
are much more important than the tangible. Although the pharmaceutical pill itself is 
tangible, it is intangible knowledge about the therapeutic effects (and side-effects) that is the 
core value of the pharmaceutical. Without knowing what disease the pharmaceutical cures, 
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what the side-effects are, and which dose to take, a pharmaceutical is merely a fine chemical 
compound or protein without known use. Although the value of other products also lies in 
the intangible knowledge about their use, in the case of pharmaceuticals this has important 
implications on the product development process itself.  
 
The actual R&D process for pharmaceuticals is concentrated on creating this knowledge, 
and only a small fraction is about designing the pharmaceutical itself. When a company 
develops this knowledge, it is relatively easy for its competitors to copy the product. Since 
pharmaceuticals are considered to be “integrated product” - i.e. not made up of complex 
components that are in control for a part of the functionality of the product (Pisano, 2006) - 
there is not a variety of radically different technological capabilities needed in the design 
work concerning the tangible artifact, as it might be with products such as automobiles, 
telecom systems, or even computer software. 
 
Knowledge creation is, thus, at the core of drug development. The final goal is to create 
knowledge about whether the drug has therapeutic effects and, if so, learn about the 
relationship between the therapeutic effect and the side-effects of the drug for a given dose. 
If a drug is to be successful as a therapy and launched on the market, the benefits of the drug 
must be greater than the side-effects. Knowledge about therapeutic and side-effects created 
in a range of different studies, including wet laboratory experiments done in test tubes, 
pharmaceutical trials on animals, and human clinical trials. Consequently, the main 
industrial output of the pharmaceutical industry is “knowledge and documentation for 
regulators, rather than tangible products” (Nightingale, 2000a: 2).  
 
The knowledge about pharmaceutical effects on patients should to be taken into account 
when conceptualizing technology in the case of pharmaceuticals. Therefore, the 
conventional solution to the established firm challenge – i.e. to align management structure 
with the new product design – is not relevant in the case of pharmaceuticals. There is no 
significant difference in the product design between pharmaceuticals developed using 
biomarkers and those that are developed without. What is different is the knowledge created 
about the effects of the pharmaceutical on patients during the process of drug development. 
Biomarkers are to be understood as a technology affecting change in knowledge creation in 
R&D.  
 
Therefore, the management structures supporting knowledge creation needs to be taken into 
account when developing an understanding of the implementation of biomarkers from an 
established firm challenge perspective. Knowledge about product use is also important for 
products in other industries; however, since the value in pharmaceuticals is so dominated by 
the knowledge about their therapeutic effects, the intangible properties are particularly 
highlighted in this empirical context. 
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Development of Several Discontinuous Product Innovations 
 
A second underlying assumption in the literature about the established firm challenge is that 
the challenge concerns developing one discontinuous product innovation: i.e. the 
transformation from one technology regime to another. Phases of technology stability are 
seen as long and only rarely disrupted by a technology shift (Gersick, 1991; Gould & 
Eldredge, 1977; Romanelli & Tushman, 1994). In essence, the literature implies that, if the 
established firm survives the transformation, it can expect to be safe for many years to come.  
 
However, within the pharmaceutical industry, established pharmaceutical firms cannot rely 
on developing one single discontinuous new product in order to stay competitive in the long 
run. The basic business model is to continuously develop new pharmaceuticals that have 
discontinuous effects on the medical practice in their therapy area and are strongly patent 
protected during a limited time and sold with a large margin (Lourdes Sousa, 2006). This 
empirical context is a clear example of when change is not only about one product 
innovation; it is also about how innovation itself takes place. 
 
The reason for why this is the dominant business model is because the product designs of 
pharmaceuticals are relatively easy to copy compared to complex products such as cars, 
digital cameras, or disc drives. Therefore, established pharmaceutical firms rely upon strong 
intellectual property protections to impede competitors to enter the market. During the 
window of patent protection, which lasts usually between 10 and 20 years9, drugs can be 
sold with a huge margin given the monopoly a company has on the product. When patents 
expire for a drug with large revenues, there are usually several companies ready to launch 
“generic” versions of the drug: i.e. drugs with the same chemical design, yet branded under 
different names.10 The monopoly is lost and the price drops dramatically as price 
competition can start to take place. To be economically stable by ensuring capital inflow, 
technology must change.  
 
Thus, in order to ensure future revenues after patents expire, the dominant business model of 
established pharmaceutical companies is to continuously develop several discontinuous 
product innovations - and not just one11. New entrants on a pharmaceutical market are both 
firms developing discontinuous innovation and generic drug makers making copies of old 
products. There is a need to take into account the empirical context where the business 

9 Patents expire 20 years after filing. Usually, a pharmaceutical firm patents a drug many years before an actual 
market launch is made, which implies that a market launched pharmaceutical is patent protect much less than 
20 years before it expires. 
10 “Generic drug makers” is the term most often used to describe pharmaceutical companies with the strategy 
to launch generic versions of pharmaceuticals with expired patents. The market for generic pharmaceuticals is 
growing, but the dominant business strategy in the industry is still to develop new drugs. It is estimated that 
69% of prescribed pharmaceuticals are generic and 16% of the market and growing as patents expire for 
several pharmaceutical blockbusters in the middle of 2010s (USA figures from Espicom 2012). 
11 Discontinuous pharmaceutical innovations are here to be understood as discontinuous in their effects on the 
market, and not discontinuous in the product design. Discontinuous innovation from a technological 
perspective is difficult in the case of pharmaceuticals, exactly because much of the value of the product exists 
in the intangible values, as discussed in chapter 8.  
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model is to continuously developing discontinuous innovation in order to use the established 
firm framework when analyzing the empirical case of pharmaceutical industry, as illustrated 
by the AstraZeneca case. Technology change in regards to implementing biomarkers in drug 
development projects is a challenge of continuous development of new drugs, transcending 
the one product innovation time-scope limitation in current literature on established firms.   
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1.6. The Scope of This Thesis 
 
The specific context of the established pharmaceutical firm challenge needs to be analyzed 
in its own right since it breaks with three fundamental limitations in past literature on the 
established firm challenge: that technology needs to be understood more broadly than just as 
manifested in only the product design; that the scope of the challenge is broader than just 
developing one discontinuous new product; and that the literature on established firm 
challenge has paid limited attention of the specific context of the pharmaceutical industry.   
 
Following findings from previous research about the general established firm challenge, 
what is required is an in-depth analysis of both the organizational and technological 
dimensions. To operationalize this into the context of established firm challenge means 
studying the R&D organizational changes when implementing biomarker and the 
technological changes that the biomarker imply. Only through the study of the “internal 
structures” of the organization during the transformation (Ansari et al., 2012), something can 
be said about the reason for the challenge and how established pharmaceutical firms can 
manage through the change. 
 
Bearing this in mind, an in-depth longitudinal case study of the transformation in regards of 
implementing biomarkers during the 1990s and 2000s fills an empirical gap. Such a case 
study is needed as a starting point in order to understand the complexity of the technological 
implementation and its impediments (Eisenhardt, 1991). This methodology allows for the 
evaluation of several competing explanations at once in order to select the one that is most 
reliable (Eisenhardt, 1989). Subsequently, the case study can be further quantitatively 
studied to gain statistical significance; without the first step of in-depth analysis of a single 
case, it is difficult to know what to look for when quantitatively assessing several cases. As 
aforementioned, the challenge of transformation in regards of implementing biomarkers was 
difficult for the entire industry.  
 
As has already been described, the challenge of transformation in regards of implementing 
biomarkers was difficult for the whole industry. AstraZeneca is a representative case of the 
general population of established pharmaceutical firms given its size, age, business model, 
technological competence, and a vanguard position in the biomedical sciences. Thus, the 
overarching research question of this thesis is: 
 
Why was it difficult for established pharmaceutical firms to implement biomarkers in R&D? 
 
While building upon previous research on the challenges of established firms during 
technology transformation, exploration needs to be done about both the content of the 
biomarker technology and how it relates to the previous technological regime in order to 
successfully answer the overarching question of this thesis. As aforementioned, biomarkers 
are implemented by developing the proper biomarker diagnostic tool for the particular 
project need in order to create knowledge about the underlying cause of the disease. For this 
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reason, analyzing the application of biomarkers requires the focus to be activities on the 
project level. Since biomarkers did not affect any dominant design, it is rather the dominant 
way of drug development that needs to be studied. Therefore, the overarching question can 
further be broken down into the following sub-questions: 
 
- How does the biomarkers development activities relate to the dominant way of 

developing drugs during the 2000s? 
 
- How did the management structure of R&D relate to the dominant way of drug 

development? 
 

- How has biomarker implementation been progressively managed throughout the 2000s?  
 
 
Summary of Findings 
 
The case study reveals that the challenge of AstraZeneca in transforming R&D by 
implementing biomarkers was a process problem. The historical reconstruction of the 
managerial and technological changes from the end of the 1990s until 2012, uncovers that 
AstraZeneca was locked in a sequential innovation process: the Pharmacology Chain 
process. The name reflects the two main characteristics of the process: that knowledge 
creation was based on Pharmacology (i.e. the symptoms of the disease) and that the 
activities were sequentially organized as a Chain. The lock-in impeded the implementation 
of biomarker development activities because they did not fit into the technological logic of 
this innovation process. Meanwhile, since biomarkers required a reconfiguration of the 
already existing technological capabilities, the management structures impeded the 
transformation into a new technological regime. AstraZeneca failed to recognize the 
changes. 
 
The management structures distorted the organization, thus, preventing it from performing 
the transformation. The structure of the R&D organization of the 1990s and 2000s 
“mirrored” the Pharmacology Chain. In particular, the performance management system, 
which was the formal organizational structure, along with the method for resource allocation 
aligned with the Pharmacology Chain. The formal organizational structure was process-
based with one department accountable for each phase of the Pharmacology Chain drug 
development process. The performance management regarded optimizing R&D operations 
based on a “value-added model”, where projects were financially assessed on the sequential 
accumulation of knowledge when progressing through the Pharmacology Chain. The value 
model was used to prioritize the knowledge creation activities and incentivize personnel. 
Third, resource allocation was based on the amount of projects in each of the standardized 
phases of the Pharmacology Chain and financial resources needed to conduct every 
standardized activity in each phase. This left little authority to the project teams to choose its 
own knowledge creation activities. AstraZeneca became progressively better over the years 
in developing drugs in accordance with the Pharmacology Chain. Small incremental process 
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and organizational changes resulted a decreased cost of up to 50% of some activities; 
duration decreased by as much as 66%, and the quality (success rate of projects not being 
terminated in a phase) increased by as much as 100%. 
 
The Pharmacology Chain process and structure of the R&D organization had mutually 
enhanced each other to successively become more locked in. The lock-in meant that all 
managerial changes to implement biomarkers were filtered through the logic of the 
Pharmacology Chain process. This, however, was a problem for biomarker implementation. 
Because the structure of the R&D organization was based on the architecture of the 
Pharmacology Chain innovation process, all biomarker development activities needed to be 
coordinated outside the ordinary operations. Due to the performance management system, 
AstraZeneca was able to increase the efficiency of all activities in terms of how performance 
was measured and managed, which gave positive feedback to the organization. When 
allocating resources to biomarker development, this feedback was missing. Whenever 
managers suggested biomarker development activities, a negotiation of accessing resources 
was required since these were not standard in project budgets. Biomarkers were not 
prioritized in the projects since they were not considered to be anything difficult or new; it 
did not matter that biomarkers was considered to be important for the overall success in 
R&D, nor that dedicated resources were allocated to the technology. Departments were sub-
optimally conducting what was minimally needed to progress to the next phase. This meant 
extra coordination efforts were needed whenever biomarker development activities were 
conducted. The biomarker development activities did not fit with how the R&D workers 
were expected to perform (c.f. Sydow et al., 2009).  
 
The fact that biomarker development activities did not fit with the Pharmacology Chain 
logic was also evident when analyzing the major 2009 reorganization. One of the main goals 
was to redesign the innovation process and the structure of the R&D organization, so that 
biomarker development activities constituted the core in drug development projects. I refer 
to this new innovation process as the Biomarker Loop process design. The name denotes that 
knowledge created in the process was about the underlying causes of disease, which was 
done through biomarker development activities that were organized in a Loop. When drugs 
development projects failed, an informed decision could be made about whether to terminate 
the project or “loop” back to earlier phases. The process structure was different than the 
previous organization of biomarker development activities. When analyzing the two process 
architectures a posteriori, the Biomarker Loop seems more intuitive for how biomarker 
development activities are better organized. Biomarkers required a reconfiguration of the 
existing technological capabilities: i.e. an architecture process innovation that AstraZeneca 
failed to recognize because the structure of the R&D organization was aligned with the 
Pharmacology Chain process.  
 
Consequently, AstraZeneca also changed the R&D management structure during the 
reorganization in 2010 in order to align with the Biomarker Loop process architecture. The 
formal structure would now include a department accountable for Biomarker Development, 
which transcended the sequential functional structure; the performance management was 
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changed to emphasize knowledge creation of drug effect on the underlying mechanism of 
the disease; resource allocation was based on the overall knowledge creation in the projects. 
Although the structure was only active for two years prior to the complete termination, 50% 
of all projects conducted biomarker development activities only one year after the 
reorganization. One could say that the established pharmaceutical firm challenge to 
transform in the face of change to biomarkers had been at least partly overcome.  
 
Theoretical Relevance of the Established Pharmaceutical Firm Challenge 
 
The transformation of established pharmaceutical firms with regard to implementing 
biomarkers can be related to more general phenomena of the established firm challenge. The 
empirical context of pharmaceuticals highlights the two characteristics: (1) the dominant 
business model of continuously developing discontinuous product innovations and (2) the 
intangibility of the knowledge embedded in the product technology. None of these features 
are unique for pharmaceuticals. Therefore, the study of the established pharmaceutical firm 
challenge has implications on other empirical contexts and inspires further management 
studies. 
 
First, a business model of continuously developing new product innovations is not 
uncommon. Studies have shown that many established firms are efficient in developing new 
products based on radical technologies (see e.g. O'Reilly & Tushman, 2008). In several 
industries, discontinuous innovation is not a rare event; it is something that constantly 
occurs, and the established firm needs to relate to in order to stay competitive (see e.g. the 
cases of the computer industry in Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; or the disc drive industry in 
Christensen, 1997). During their history, technology-intensive established firms, such as 
Ericsson, General Electric, IBM or Intel, have followed not only one technological shift; 
they have adopted to several. These industry leaders do not presently only allocate 
significant amount of resources to develop the next generation of discontinuous innovations; 
they continuously innovate by developing discontinuous innovations for the distant future. 
Throughout the years, they have implemented several complex technologies to improve their 
R&D and will certainly need to implement many more in the future, be it Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD), 3-D Printing, Big Data, or any other R&D technology. There is a veritable 
need to extend the scope of technology change in the literature in order to understand the 
established firm challenges these companies have faced and will continue to do so in the 
future.  
 
Secondly, products in many industries are, at least partly, intangible. Management 
researchers that study technology change and the transformation of established firms in 
industries where there is no tangible product at the core, such as service (Barras, 1986) or 
process industries (Linton & Walsh, 2008), often problematize that theory does not take 
intangibility into account. Within the discourse of the “service-dominant logic”, researchers 
go so far as to claim that the value of every product lies, not in the tangible artifact; it lies in 
the intangible function it has or service it creates when used by the customers (Vargo & 
Lusch, 2004). As a matter of fact, it has been suggested that dominant designs - the concept 
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capturing modern thinking about technology change - are to be conceptualized as consisting 
of what is referred to as “operation principle”: i.e. intangibility in “the abstract logic of how 
an artifact works” (Murmann et al., 2006). Few product development researchers or 
professionals would dispute the fact that there is a high degree of intangible knowledge 
developed during any product development process. Conceptualizing technology as the sum 
of the tangible artifact and the intangible of the product use (as is important in the case of 
pharmaceuticals) can be relevant for understanding the established firm challenge in other 
empirical contexts: both of established firms explicitly developing intangible products, such 
service firms, and even established firms’ tangible products loaded with intangible 
knowledge about their use/effect. Conceptualization of technology in present literature needs 
to be extended in order to understand such established firms’ challenges in the face of 
technology change.  
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1.7. The Societal Benefit of the Study 
 
Drug development is one of the most important product development processes in society; it 
leads to products that cure and improve the patient’s quality of life and, creates important 
basic scientific knowledge about medicine. And, one cannot ignore that it is big business. 
Pharmaceuticals are society’s dominant method for treating diseases. Over the years, the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in USA – the most influential medical agency in the 
industry – has approved more than 1500 new pharmaceuticals for market launch since 
market regulations were initiated in 193812. During this period, the world’s life expectancy 
has increased from approximately 40 to 70 years (Acemoglu & Johnson, 2006; WHO, 2011) 
and pharmaceuticals have been accredited to account for 50.7% of this increase 
(Lichtenberg, 1998)13, thus, significantly reducing death rates for diseases such as HIV, 
cardiovascular diseases, and cancer, as well as decreasing the cost of care. 
 
Drug development also creates important basic scientific knowledge about medicine and 
human biology. Biomedical knowledge is at times created as a side effect; at other times, it 
is essential to learn about the basic functions in order to find a way to cure a disease. 
Pharmaceutical companies have large R&D budgets with a significant portion dedicated to 
rudimentary knowledge, which results in the significant amount of publications in scientific 
journals (Rafols et al., 2012). The pharmaceutical can work as a scientific tool for studying 
biomedical functions since it shuts down specific targets (Tsou, 2012).  
 
As if impact on human health and scientific progress was not enough, drug development is 
also big business. The pharmaceutical market was estimated to be worth a striking $959 
billion in 201214 of which most account for recently developed and IP protected 
pharmaceuticals. The main business model in the industry is (still) to continuously develop 
IP protected drugs sold in the period of market monopoly: from launch until IP expire. 
Therefore, drug development is the absolute core capability in the pharmaceutical industry 
and what accounts for long-term firm survival and industrial competitiveness. Eight of the 
top twenty R&D spending companies in the world are pharmaceutical companies15.  
 
Thus, when established pharmaceutical firms have difficulties transforming to a new 
technological era, it is also a problem for society. Understanding the contemporary 
challenges of established pharmaceutical firms will therefore have societal benefits.   

12 
www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/WhatWeDo/History/ProductRegulation/SummaryofNDAApprovalsReceipts1938to 
thepresent/default.htm, accessed 2013-10-07 
13 Lichtenberg’s (1998) estimation of life expectancy increase by pharmaceuticals is based on the period of 
1970-1991. Accounting for the period 1940-1970 might give even higher impact of pharmaceuticals on life 
expectancy since this was the time when e.g. antibiotics became first developed and widely used against 
infectious disease. 
14 
www.imshealth.com/deployedfiles/imshealth/Global/Content/Corporate/Press%20Room/Total_World_Pharm 
a_Market_Topline_metrics_2012.pdf, accessed 2013-10-08 
15 http://www.booz.com/global/home/what-we-think/global-innovation-1000/top-20-rd-spenders, accessed 
2013-10-07 
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1.8. Structure of the Thesis 
 
This thesis is structured into nine chapters that can be grouped into four parts, which is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The first part of the thesis is that which has just been presented: i.e. 
the introduction to the thesis, where the problem of established firm challenge of 
transforming R&D in the face of technology change is presented and its importance is 
underlined.  
 

 
Figure 1 – Structure of the thesis 

 
The second part concerns the theoretical background and methodological approach to the 
thesis, which consists of three chapters: Theoretical Background, Background to Drug 
Development, and Method. Each of the chapters can be read independently. The literature 
about the established firm challenge is reviewed in the chapter dealing with theoretical 
background; the conclusion is that, in order to accomplish technology transformation, the 
established firm needs to transform simultaneously its technology and organization. The 
basic logic of drug development and how biomarkers function is described in Chapter 4. 
This chapter introduces the pharmaceutical industry as an interesting context in which to 
study the established firm challenge. In the methodology chapter, I further explain why 
AstraZeneca is a well-suited case to study the established firm transformation in the face of 
the shift to Biomarker Development and how the in-depth empirical study of AstraZeneca 
was conducted.  
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In the third part of the thesis, the empirical study of AstraZeneca is presented in three 
chapters that more or less follow a chronology. Chapter 5 is the first of these chapters, and it 
describes the standard knowledge creation activities that built the content of the 
Pharmacology Chain; it also presents how the structure of the R&D organization at 
AstraZeneca was aligned with the process. All the different initiatives taken for the 
implementation of biomarkers are described in Chapter 6. These initiatives were taken at the 
same time as the dominance of the Pharmacology Chain, which had a limited effect on 
changes in the actual projects. AstraZeneca’s major reorganization to implement biomarkers 
that occurred in 2010 is described in Chapter 7. All of the details of the content of the new 
R&D process architecture and the R&D organization are described here, which provide 
further evidence that biomarker required an architectural process innovation.  
 
An answer to the research question of the thesis is provided in the fourth part of the thesis, 
based upon the empirical results. The relevance of the findings are discussed in relation to 
the general literature on the established firm challenge. In the first of the two chapters in this 
part, Chapter 8, the AstraZeneca case is analyzed as an established firm challenge, which 
leads to the explanation that the implementation of biomarkers was a challenge because of 
the lock-in of the Pharmacology Chain R&D process. In Chapter 9, the relevance of the 
findings from this thesis is discussed with regard to the literature on established firm 
challenge in general.  
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Part B – Theoretical and 
Methodological Background 
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2. Theoretical Framework and its Limitations  
 
The established firm challenge of technology transformation has been a core part of modern 
innovations studies since their founding in Schumpeter’s time. The phenomenon of the 
established firm - i.e. a company with a long tradition and industry leadership in the midst of 
a technological regime that finds it difficult to follow a technological transformation when a 
new technological regime arises - has become a widely research focus (Christensen & 
Rosenbloom, 1995; Hill et al., 2003; Tripsas, 1997)16. The idea is that organizations have 
difficulties following new technologies since they come with new technological solutions 
and require new ways of organizing.  
 
Several different reasons have been used to explain the established firm challenge. In 
principle, reviews of the literature on established firms (Ansari et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2003) 
have structured the challenge in three dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 2: Challenge Type 
& Technology Change, Management Structure, Strategic Context. Depending on the study, 
one of the dimensions is highlighted while the other is downplayed. 

  
Figure 2 – Three previously explained dimensions of the established firm 
challenge (modified from Ansari et al., 2012) 

 
A theoretical framework based upon the literature on established firm challenge is provided 
in this chapter, and its limitations are discussed. The chapter gives an overview of the 
literature relating to the framework. The first three sections in this chapter (2.1, 2.2, and 2.3) 
deal with the three dimensions of the explanations of the established firm challenge. 
Subsequently (in Section 2.4), the methods proposed to solve the established firm problem 
are reviewed. In Section 2.5 it is argued that there are two limitations within the established 
firm literature: the main product industry is conceptualized as a tangible artifact and that the 
scope of technology shift is from one product technology to another. In Section 2.6, a short 
review of the literature is given on studies about how established firms manage the 
challenge of following or pioneering a technology shift. A conclusion then follows.  

16 The established firm challenge is often referred to as the incumbent challenge. Within the literature about 
incumbent firms, technology transformation is seen as driven by new entrant firms wanting penetrate the 
market with new innovation. The incumbent challenge is conceptualized as the need of reaction to the 
innovation conducted by new entrant firms. I use the concept of established firm challenge to indicate the 
general challenge of the need of technology transformation, regardless of whether technology change is driven 
by new entrant firms, competing established firms or institutions (see also discussion in Loudres-Sousa 2006). 
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2.1. The Organizational Dimension of the Established Firm 
Challenge 

 
One of the three dominant dimensions used to explain the established firm challenge comes 
from within the firm itself. Within organization theory, the idea that history matters in 
organizational development is an old and common theme. In order to accomplish 
technological transformation, an organization needs to overcome the difficulty of changing 
from its current technology. Organizations create competence, capabilities, strategy, 
business models, routines, and economies of scale based on a prevailing technology, which 
are difficult to transform (Burgelman, 2002; Henderson et al., 1990; Johnson et al., 2008; 
Leonard-Barton, 1992; Nelson et al., 1982; Sydow et al., 2009; Tripsas, 1997; Tripsas et al., 
2000). Established firms experience difficulties transforming their technology because their 
organization is aligned to the technology that it produces and develops. “Lock-in” is an 
expression that is often used to describe the technological evolution (or lack of) of 
established firms (Arthur, 1989; Burgelman, 2002; Geels, 2004; Liebowitz & Margolis, 
1995).  
 
Scholars from a range of different fields - e.g. including institutional theory (e.g. Dimaggio 
& Powell, 1983), organizational ecology (e.g. Hannan & Freeman, 1984), and strategy-
process (e.g. Bower, 1986; Burgelman, 1983; Quinn, 1980) - have emphasized different 
factors that constrain and determine the evolution of organization. Lock-in is a part of 
several concepts such organizational imprinting (e.g. Johnson, 2007) and structural inertia 
(Hannan et al., 1984) that has been created to capture a different description for how the 
future of an established firm is shaped by intra-organizational sociological factors and 
external institutional factors.  
 
In most studies on established firms, scholars use the concept of “capabilities” when 
describing the features that lead to technological lock-in of the established firm (e.g. Bergek 
et al., 2013; Christensen et al., 1995; Hill et al., 2003; Leonard-Barton, 1992; Tripsas, 1997). 
This, however, has been criticized as being tautological and devoid of any clear definition 
(Argyres et al., 2012; Williamson, 1999). Capabilities are seen as being connected to the 
knowledge and skills of the established firm, which makes it able to perform well: i.e. 
capabilities are the capabilities of the firm. Although capabilities are aimed to create an 
explanation of the established firm challenge based upon “opening the black box of what is 
in the firm”, a discussion of how capabilities relate to the internal management structure of 
the established firm is missing, to a large extent. One exception is Henderson et al. (1990) 
who theorize capabilities as the “architectural knowledge” of the firm, consisting of the 
formal and informal coordination mechanisms such as communication channels, information 
filters, and problem-solving strategies. Nonetheless, there is ambiguity in most of the 
research on established firms in how the capabilities’ concept relates to the “organizational 
inner workings” during technology shifts when describing how established firms become 
locked-in. 
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A Management Structures Perspective 
 
A perspective that emphasizes the organizational level changes of the established firm 
during technology transformation is that on, what I in this thesis call, the “management 
structure”. Management structure implies studying the structure as “patterned action, 
interaction, behavior, and cognition” (Barley, 1986: p. 79) enacted within the established 
firm. One can see structure as an image of what is going on in the organization: i.e. the 
general imprinting of operations of the firm (Barley, 1986). The management structure 
constrains day-to-day action of the organization, including that of technology use and 
technological development. The concept of “administrative structure”, used to explain path 
dependency of the firm (Baron et al., 1999), is one concept closely related to what here is 
referred to management structure17. 
 
Meanwhile, management structure is the result of action. A given action in an organization - 
e.g. the use of technology - influences consecutive action, while organizations learn and 
institutionalize an anticipation of how people are expected to perform. In this model, the use 
and development of technology is reflected in the “actions” performed by the established 
firms (Barley, 1986). Actions are repeated several times over when use of technology is 
stable over time and space in the organization, which is the case of established firms before 
a technology shift occurs. Some innovation theorists may refer to such repeated actions as 
“routines” (Nelson et al., 1982).  
 
Thus, structure has a duality of both emerging from past technology use and constraining 
how technology is used in the future. “Structures consist of sets of rules that specify 
parameters of acceptable conduct, but structures are also modified by the actions they 
inform” (Barley, 1986: 80). Functional structure is often developed to reflect how work is 
already coordinated within the organization while, at the same time, it dictates how 
individuals coordinate themselves in the future (Sydow et al., 2009). Task lists (as imprinted 
in information material distributed within the organization) emerge as organizations learn 
how to conduct an operation and constrain what is the expected operation in the future 
(Karrbom Gustavsson & Jerbrant, 2012). Budgets emerge as a result from costs of previous 
activities and influence how resources are to be used in the future (Noda et al., 1996). In 
order to transform in the face of technology change - i.e. to change action - an established 
firm needs to perform something that it has not done before and, thereby, change its action. 
The problem is that the management structure constrains the change in action.  
 
The “management” part of management structure refers to the notion that actors within the 
organization can modify structures. This is needed to emphasize the power of actors within 
the organization in order to design the management structure and ultimately action. 

17 Baron, Hannan, & Burton (1999) conceptualize administrative structures as consisting of mechanisms for 
coordination/control (formal, peer, cultural, professional, or direct), selection of employees (skill, fit, or 
potential), and incentives of employees (work, love, or money). As discussed below in this section, several 
different management elements can be included when conceptualizing management structure. Baron et al. 
(1999) focus on control mechanism, employ selection, and incentives suits their research enquire (how 
management structures become path dependent from the initial founding of a firm). 
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Management structure can emerge from the authoritative position of top managers 
(Burgelman, 2002) or through intrapreneurs on a lower level that change the organization 
from the bottom (see e.g. Burgelman, 1991). Ultimately, this perspective implies that the 
emergence of structure is not purely deterministic; it is still guided by action.  
 
Management structure can be understood through the elements of which it consists. Prior 
research on the established firm challenge has used different models for grouping 
management structure into elements that explain the whole. Some examples are the Star 
Model (Galbraith, 1995), architectural knowledge (Henderson et al., 1990), components of 
core competence (Leonard-Barton, 1992), and organizational architecture (Nadler & 
Tushman, 1997). Each of these management structure models highlights what are considered 
to be important aspects in impeding established firms to transform in the face of technology 
change. While some of the elements are common in most of the models (such as functional 
structure, values of the organization, and knowledge), others are unique in one of the models 
(such as the communication channel in the architectural knowledge model of Henderson & 
Clark 1990). No explicit research validates that the elements are correct representations of 
what is important when describing the content of management structure. In fact, less 
important is which components the models include rather than the fact that management 
structure should be understood as consisting of several elements. Management structure 
may, indeed, be best described as management structures.  
 
One way of grouping management structures is through the three elements: the functional 
structure, the performance management system, and the method for resource allocation. This 
captures the essence in the previous models of management structure that impede 
established firms from transforming; moreover, the elements are easy to empirically 
observe.  
 
The functional structure is enacted rules for the division of labor, which is displayed in the 
design of the organizational hierarchy, reporting structure, etc. (Mintzberg, 1979). Many 
successful established firms have been found to align their functional structure with the 
technology, when technology is stable (Baldwin & Clark, 2000; Cabigiosu et al., 2012; 
Henderson et al., 1990; Hill et al., 2003). In this case, alignment means that the hierarchy of 
the functional structure corresponds to hierarchy of the product technology. Functional units 
become accountable for managing production and product development of particular 
components of the product technology, thus, enabling segregation of problem solving and 
local learning (Hill et al., 2003). Communication channels become fixed, which makes 
coordination of activities simple (Henderson et al., 1990). In the theoretical discourse on 
modularization, researchers go so far as to propose that there should be a “mirroring” of the 
formal organization structure and technological design of the dominant product of the 
industry (Baldwin et al., 2000; MacCormack et al., 2012).  Modular organizations are 
claimed to be an effective and innovative form of modern organizing in large established 
firms (Galunic & Eisenhardt, 2001). There are also some empirical evidence that there is 
mirroring (or alignment) between R&D organizations and the technologies they develop 
(Sosa et al., 2004). 
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Research shows that during technology change, functional structure impedes the established 
firm to transform since the technology (if changed on architectural level of the product 
technology) will require new coordination within the organization (Nadler et al., 1997; 
Wheelwright & Clark, 1992) and communication over the previous functional borders 
(Henderson et al., 1990). The argument is that the institutionalized way of working is no 
longer a benefit; instead, it impedes new coordination. In order to implement new 
technology and learning new operations, established firms need to unlearn the old 
operations, which established firms often fail to do (Ansari et al., 2012). When innovating, 
the formal organizational structure appears to even leads established firms to implement the 
new technology as an extension of the previous one (Henderson et al., 1990).  
 
Researchers, therefore, propose that organizations are designs so that discontinuous 
innovation is organized outside the ordinary operations: i.e. in projects (Clark & 
Wheelwright, 1993), autonomous units (Tushman et al., 1996), or as internal corporate 
ventures (Burgelman, 1984). The concept is that established firms cannot manage to both 
exploit existing knowledge based on the old technology and explore new knowledge based 
on the new technology within the same functional organization (March, 1991).   
 
The performance management system of established firms has also been found to have 
lock-in effects for transformation (Baron et al., 1999). The performance management system 
can be understood as the enacted structure that determines how personnel are expected to 
perform (c.f. Sydow et al., 2009). One can also call these the “basis of control” within an 
organization (Baron et al., 1999). The structure of the performance management system can 
be seen as consisting of both formal structures, such as key performance indices and rules 
for distributing bonuses to employees (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2007), as well as the 
informal organizational cultural elements such as symbols, language, beliefs, rituals, etc. 
(Pettigrew, 1979). With the perspective that structure is a result of action within the 
organization (c.f. Barley, 1986), performance management system can be seen as reflecting 
the practices in the organizational culture (Hofstede et al., 1990). Established firms identify 
themselves with the present technology (Tripsas et al., 2000). 
 
Researchers found that performance management of established firms was aligned with the 
product design during phases of technological stability. They have argued that competition 
in technologically stable industries is mainly based upon cost effectiveness and functional 
product differentiation (c.f. Porter, 1980). Consequently, it has been found that the measured 
and expected performance of the established firm is based upon innovation of the following: 
(1) the production process in order to make it more efficient to manage cost effectiveness 
(Utterback et al., 1975) and (2) incremental product and component level innovation with 
the intention of increasing product functionality (Henderson et al., 1990).  
 
When technology changes, the performance management system has been found to distort 
established firms from implementing the new technology (Christensen, 1997). New 
technology comes with new capabilities, values, and methods of working; this leads to key 
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performance indices, bases of incentives, and ways of evaluation that will likely need to be 
changed. This, indeed, can be a problem if the established firm is expected to perform by 
enhancing the previous technology. The expected performance becomes so embedded in the 
established firm’s operations after a while that personnel can become overconfident that 
their way of working is superior even to new technology (Miller, 1993). Resistance to other 
ideas may arise. Creativity, autonomous initiatives, and flexibility needed for technology 
change are not appreciated in an organization that has long since become formalized (Miller, 
1993).  
 
In the past, resource allocation of established firms during technological stability has been 
based upon past performance (Bower, 1986). For example, budgets are used to manage 
future resource allocation, while reflecting the outcome of the previous term. Since 
traditionally strong customers provide the resources needed for profits, significant resources 
are spent on programs that benefit them (Christensen et al., 1996). The performance of 
established firms in stable environments has been argued to correlate with a low amount of 
slack resources (Sharfman et al., 1988). Thus, some established firms go so far as to 
implement management methods, such as Lean Management, to only allocate resources to 
what are considered “value creating activities” to increase operational efficiency (Womack 
& Jones, 2010).  
 
In the face of a technology shift, the method for resource allocation is said to impede the 
transformation of established firms. Resource allocation to high uncertainty projects, such as 
those of discontinuous product innovation, are considered as risky investments since they 
seldom lead to a clear outcome (Hill et al., 2003). In order to be able to follow a technology 
shift, the established firm often needs to allocate resources towards developing products for 
small customer groups that may grow in the future (Christensen et al., 1996). However, 
established firms have had troubles in making the profound shift in the required resource 
allocation and, at best, make slow incremental bets on resources used to move closer a 
technology transformation (Noda et al., 1996).  
 
Organizational Path Dependency – Explaining the Increased Lock-in Over Time 
 
Organizational path dependency explains the incremental increased commitment and lock-in 
to a particular technology of an established firm. The idea of path dependency primarily 
comes from studies on evolutionary economics and economic history to depict the increased 
technological lock-in (Arthur, 1989; David, 1985; Dosi, 1982). The concept emphasizes the  
evolutionary process nature of organizational development that leads up to that of a final 
organizational lock-in (Schreyogg & Sydow, 2011). The model is based upon the fact that 
the past history and accumulated commitment of the organization paves the path of further 
organizational development. If historical events are transformed into self-reinforcing 
mechanisms, an organization becomes gradually locked into an evolutionary path (Sydow et 
al., 2009). Due to the previously created capabilities, structures and ideas regarding an 
earlier regime, the “established firm” (e.g. Ansari et al., 2012; Tripsas, 1997) will have 
difficulties escaping when dependent of a path.  
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In the path dependency literature, the organizational development is conceptualized as a 
step-wise accumulation of decision-making guided by earlier decisions (Noda et al., 1996). 
In an initial phase, when an organizational path has not been formed, there may be multiple 
alternative actions open for further exploration. One alternative may become preferable and 
escalate the commitment of the organization. The further evolution can be seen as 
“incremental” (Gersick, 1991; Hill et al., 2003; Quinn, 1980; Romanelli et al., 1994), where 
actions are built on top of each other until a complete lock-in exists (Sydow et al., 2009). As 
path dependence increases, the scope of action of the organization diminishes. Sometimes 
only a complete shock or major reorganization can change the technological path (Valorinta 
et al., 2011).  
 
Whether the individuals in a given organization or an independent deterministic force that 
creates the organizational path is a matter of theoretical perspective. For example, strategic 
choices in the organization guide change, according to the literature on the process of 
strategy formation (Bower, 1986; Burgelman, 2002; Mintzberg, 1978; Quinn, 1980). 
Strategic decisions can emerge at the bottom of the organization and rise to the top, to 
become acknowledge by the top management. Conversely, this is also the case: a decision 
from top management can be implemented across the organization (Mintzberg, 1978). The 
changes can occur incrementally and be governed by strategic choices (Quinn, 1980). One 
way that companies conduct this incremental strategy is through careful budget changes: at 
first allocating small resources to a new venture and, if it appears to have potential, 
gradually allocating more and more resources (Noda et al., 1996). Another way established 
firms consciously become progressively locked in is through the application of management 
methods to lead the activities, such as lean management. This perspective sees the 
organizational path formation as a learning process that is essentially deliberately governed 
by the organizational decision making (Mintzberg et al., 1998).  
 
Conversely, within the literature on organizational ecology (Hannan & Freeman, 1989), for 
example, the evolution of organizations is seen as being determined by the environmental 
changes. In this perspective, organizations are trapped in an “iron cage” shaped by 
institutional forces from which it is difficult to escape (Dimaggio et al., 1983). In the 
extreme sense, the evolutionary process is theorized as being “historical efficiency”, 
meaning that history is an optimizing force that eliminates disadvantageous organizational 
strategies. This hypothesis that has been proven false in many studies (Barnett & 
Burgelman, 1996). 
 
Organizational path dependency is conceptualized as neither completely open to choice nor 
environmentally deterministic; rather, it is based upon a perspective that decisions are 
“rationally bounded” by history (c.f. March & Simon, 1958). According to Sydow et al. 
(2009), who recently reviewed the literature on organizational path dependency, hence, 
creating a definition of the concept, the core mechanism that creates path dependent 
processes is self-reinforcement. Self-reinforcement is a kind of positive feedback loop 
mechanism where “the increase of a particular variable leads to a further increase of this 
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very variable” (Sydow et al., 2009: 694) accumulating an action pattern that becomes 
embedded in the practice of the organization. Alternatives that were previously decided 
upon are likely more preferable to enforce in the future. This is due to the cognitive 
preference and the constraints of management structure: from patterns of historical actions 
and institutional pressure, (Tripsas et al., 2000) and outcome optimizing, due to the more 
efficient use of resources (Arthur, 1989).  
 
Sydow et al. (2009) point out that self-reinforcement of path dependency is created through 
four effects. First, coordination effects explain the structural rule-guided adaptation to a 
particular behavior, which becomes more routinized as time passes. Second, 
complementarity effects lie in the economies of scope that lead to synergies becoming more 
evident over time. Third, learning effects constrain organizational work because, as 
individuals repeatedly perform the same activities, the more efficient and specialized the 
performance will be. Fourth, adaptive expectation effects are the increased preferences of 
performing an activity as it becomes spread and popularized within the organization. These 
four mechanisms self-reinforce the conduct of one activity in favor of other alternative 
activities.  
 
The self-reinforcing mechanism of path dependency is often deeply rooted in the values and 
knowledge of an established firm; meanwhile, the rigidness of path dependency can be 
understood as influenced by the structures and rules of the organization (Christensen et al., 
1995; Henderson et al., 1990; Leonard-Barton, 1992). Having a management structure 
perspective - i.e. that the action and structure within an organization are mutually dependent 
on each other (c.f. Barley, 1986) -one can argue that structure creates the coordination, 
complementarity, learning, and adaptive expectation effect mechanisms of path dependency. 
As the action and decision of an established firm become path dependent - e.g. technological 
use or technology development - so does the structure.  
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2.2. The Technology Dimension – Dominant Designs and the 
Established Firm Challenge 

 
Researchers have argued that one must understand the technological content dimension of 
the change in order to understand the technology transformation challenge the established 
firm faces (e.g. Henderson et al., 1990; Tushman et al., 1986). Established firms find it 
much easier to transform if the change in technology is incremental and only affects a 
subpart of the technology being developed; whereas discontinuous change of technology, 
which requires the established firm to develop new capabilities based on new competences, 
is much more difficult to adopt (Tushman et al., 1986). The technology transformation of the 
established firm is dependent on the content and type of the actual technology 
transformation.  
 
The reason for why the technology dimension matters at all is that technology change itself 
is inert (David, 1985). This inertness has been described in both the discourse about the path 
dependency of technology and that of dominant design. 
 
Dominant Designs and Industry Life-Cycles 
 
The concept of dominant design has been developed as a model of the life-cycle of a product 
where producers and markets are core variables (Utterback & Suarez, 1993). Roughly, the 
model is based on a cycle where a product first outcompetes its rivals during the infancy of 
an industry, then becomes the “dominant design” in the industry, thus, creating a path 
dependency of the producers and users, and finally declines when a new dominant design 
emerges that shifts the leadership in the industry (Utterback, 1994). 
 
In the infancy of an industry, several different technologies compete with each other, the 
rate of product innovation is fast, and an extensive amount of companies are in competition 
(Foster, 1985). There is no technological standard to which customers have adapted. At this 
point in the industry life-cycle, it has not yet been determined which technology has better 
performance or even which property is measured in terms of performance (Shapiro & 
Varian, 1999). Through different marketing methods, companies try to persuade “early 
adopters” to use their technology and, thereby, gain network externalities (Arthur, 1989). 
The dominant design does not have to be a better technological solution, as long as a 
company succeeds in making users adapt it (Rosenbloom et al., 1987). The technology 
becomes more valuable to the users and the producer can enjoy economies of scale and, 
possibly, lower the price as more users become customers (Arthur, 1989). A telephone is 
worth much more if many users are using it. 
 
According to past research, the early phases of an industry end when one technology 
outperforms the others and the dominant design becomes the standard in the industry 
(Suárez et al., 1995). Both users and producers become locked in to a particular technology. 
The companies producing the dominant design prosper, while the companies with 
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alternative technologies are driven out of business (Suárez et al., 1995). Competition is 
shifted from product innovation to process innovation in order to enable efficient mass 
production (Utterback et al., 1975). Instead of developing the best performing technology, 
the strategy of lowering production costs is greater. The previously innovative organizations 
become increasingly committed to their technology and only innovate it incrementally 
(Christensen, 1997). The industrial dominant design becomes standard on the organizational 
level as well.  
 
This is the point at which established firms are found to have become path dependent to a 
particular technology. In order to become competitive in the market place, where the 
technology has become standardized, organizations focus their efforts on the core 
capabilities aligned with the dominating technology (Leonard-Barton, 1992). As described 
in Section 2.1, organizations are said to become path dependent when they align several 
different parts of their management structure with their technology. As a new technology 
emerges, established firms have difficulties transforming their organization to adapt, which 
enables new actors to come into business. In this way, the dominant design concept 
embodies the theorizing about the co-evolutionary dynamics of technology and organization 
(Nelson, 1994; Tushman & Rosenkopf, 1992).  
 
A range of different industries have been found to follow the industrial life cycle, which is 
based upon the emergence, maturation, and decline of a dominant design (see reviews in 
Murmann et al., 2006; Peltoniemi, 2011). Since Abernathy & Utterback’s (1978; 1975) 
initial theoretical development, based on studies in the automotive industry, dominant design 
is seen as a robust explanatory model for the evolution and the life-cycle of industries. The 
dominant design concept is conceptualized as a tangible product artifact (Murmann et al., 
2006), applicable to mass market manufacturing industries based on precisely a tangible 
artifact as the core product (Nelson, 1994).  
 
Technology Levels and Change in Dominant Design 
 
As described, a dominant design is considered to emerge when a product design attracts a 
significantly large market share with regard to other products. However, there are often 
variations between products that are similar in certain aspects and different in others. 
Whether similar products are part of an overall category of a dominant design or whether 
they can be considered as competing technologies is a problem of homogeneity. To solve 
this, researchers have created a framework for analyzing technologies based upon 
homogeneity on different granularity levels (Murmann et al., 2006).  
 
A complex technology can be interpreted as being constructed on several levels, from the 
highest architectural level to the lowest component level (Simon, 1962). In such a model, the 
overall architecture consists of several components that work together to form the overall 
functionality of the product (Baldwin et al., 1997). Although connected to each other, each 
component works independently with the function it is designed to do. As long as the 
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interfaces are the same between components, a component can be discontinuously changed 
without affecting the functions of other components (Baldwin et al., 1997). 
 
The technology hierarchy ranges from the overall, what is called, architecture of a product to 
the lowest component that actually performs the product functions (Henderson et al., 1990). 
Components consist of lower order components on a lower granularity. A car consists of an 
engine, wheels, interior, exhaustion system, and so on; in turn each of these components 
consists of components such as pistons, sparking plug, tires, etc.  
 
The levels of technology have been found to have important connections to the structure of 
organizations, industries, and supply chains. First, there is a general idea in organization 
theory that many organizations producing and developing a dominant design have related 
their formal organization with the structure of technology, as discussed in Section 2.1. Some 
scholars go so far as to claim that effective organizations “mirror” their functional structure 
with the design of the product that is in development (Baldwin et al., 1997; Baldwin et al., 
2000; Cabigiosu et al., 2012; MacCormack et al., 2012). Some organizations are structured 
with functional units or departments assigned to produce or develop each of the components 
of their technology. For instance, Scania, one of the most effective established firms in the 
production of trucks, has modularized its technology and mirrored its organization. Both 
R&D and production functions are divided into departments accountable for product 
components such as the engine, exhaustion system, or chassis, which is said to make 
operations very effective (Munthe et al., 2014).  
 
Second and based on the same notion, supply chains of companies appear to be connected to 
the design of the artifact (Nepal et al., 2012). It is not uncommon that companies outsource 
the production or development of a well-defined component instead of producing it 
themselves. Several companies are even found to be mere assemblers of components that 
they buy from contractors.  
 
Third, industry structures are found to be connected to the design of technology (Fixson et 
al., 2008). Organizations specialize themselves by taking a position within the industry to 
produce a particular component, which is sold vertically in the value chain.  
 
The connection between the technology of a dominant design and the structure of 
organizations, supply chains, and industries can be explained by what is known as “loose 
coupling” between organizational units (Baldwin et al., 1997). The explanation is that, since 
the components of a technological architecture can be changed without affecting the 
functions of other components, organization units can work independently of each other 
when constructing a part of the technology. The task of coordination becomes less complex 
when organizational units can work independently of each other (Nickerson & Zenger, 
2004). In the same way, the contractual relationships between buyers and suppliers become 
less complex if the outsourcing is based upon a well-defined product.  
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The relation between the design of technology and organizational structure can have 
important implications for the technology evolution. From a perspective that technology has 
several levels, the emergence of a (new) dominant design can be understood as an 
“architectural innovation” (Henderson et al., 1990). A dominant design can arise as old 
technologies of components are combined into new configurations to form a high 
performing product. During the phase when a dominant design exists, its performance can 
be enhanced discontinuously on modular level without affecting the overall structure of the 
technological architecture or the organization, supply chain, and industry structure 
(Henderson et al., 1990). Meanwhile, a small change in the technological architecture can 
lead to a change in the structure of the organization, supply chain, and industry (Henderson 
et al., 1990). Therefore, architectural technology transformation is difficult to manage since 
the architecture is locked in when it is aligned to the structure of the organization, supply 
chain, and industry. Thus, there are several evolutionary processes taking place at the same 
time on different levels in the technological hierarchy (Baldwin et al., 2000; Murmann et al., 
2006).  
 
A particular case of technology change is when the architecture dominant design changes, 
yet the main components of the design remain (Henderson et al., 1990). This means that 
there are no particular new technological capabilities developed, but a reconfiguration of the 
existing ones and how they are applied.  
 
It has been proposed that architectural innovation is difficult for established firms to conduct 
since they do not recognize the changes made in the product technology. The reason is that 
architectural innovation does not change the components of the product technology; rather, 
it changes the reconfigurations and interfaces with each other. This change is not recognized 
by the established firm because it does not change the technological capabilities or scope of 
work within the departments; it is a change of the communication between departments, the 
information filters within the organization, and the overall problem-solving activities that 
need to be change. In other words, the management structure distorts the established firm 
from recognizing the slight architectural change in technology. (Henderson et al., 1990) 
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2.3. The Strategic Context Dimension 
 
The strategic context dimension is the least researched dimension of the three in the 
literature on the established firm challenge. The motivation for researching this dimension is 
that the established firm is embedded in a strategic context of the industry, including all of 
its actors (c.f. Porter, 1980) upon which it becomes dependent (Christensen, 1997). When an 
industry is on the verge of a technological change, it is not uncommon that established firms 
will defend their technological position and succeed in doing so, even though the old 
technology is inferior (Cusumano et al., 1992). If technology does change, it may change the 
power relationships in the industry: e.g. leading to a different type of customer in the 
industry and a different value network (Christensen et al., 1995). 
 
There are several actors in the strategic context that have been found to both give rise to an 
established firm challenge and impede technology change. Examples of such actors are 
customers, competitors, and institutional organizations. First, customers have been shown to 
be important since they provide necessary resources for the established firm (Burgelman, 
1996). A shift becomes difficult if the customer base shifts since established firms become 
successful in the era of technology and stable by being oriented towards the dominant 
customers in the industry. The willingness of the customers and suppliers to adapt to the 
new technology affects the possibility to transform (David, 1985).  
 
Second, competitors in the industry - i.e. other established firms - can both pioneer 
technology change or impede technological change by aggressively defending their 
technology (Ansari et al., 2012). Competitors can sometimes disrupt the market they are in 
by renewing their own technological capabilities and developing discontinuous innovation 
(Bergek et al., 2013). At the same time, rivalry may emerge when a discontinuous 
innovation arises that threatens to take part of their market shares (Cusumano et al., 1992).  
 
Third, institutional organizations such as governmental regulators may spur technology 
change or lock-in technology by regulating it. Usually, regulations (and the broader term of 
institutions) are seen as the constraints of technology change in the literature on established 
firm (Laurell & Sandström, 2014). Entrant firms need to act as “institutional entrepreneurs” 
in order to disrupt the technology of an industry (Laurell et al., 2014). One example is the 
Californian hospital system. Regulators of the California hospital system disrupted the 
industry in the state several times over as changing policy of reimbursement, subsidization, 
and health service permissions lead to established hospitals needing to fight off rivalry from 
new entrants by technologically changing their service offerings (Haveman et al., 2001).  
 
From a broader perspective, researchers argue that technology is embedded in a larger 
social-technical system (Geels, 2002; Hughes, 1983) or value network (Christensen et al., 
1995). Those who study the embeddedness of technology and the established firm challenge 
argue that, in order to develop a discontinuous, the whole system it is a part of what needs to 
change. An example is the development of electrified vehicles that need an infrastructure of 
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electricity in order to disrupt the market of gas power vehicles (Tongur et al., 2014). The 
structure of such systems have been described based upon modular systems of the product 
artifacts, or “nested hierarchies of product architectures” (Christensen et al., 1995). The 
technology change in the computer disc industry during the 1970s and 1980s occurred 
because the overarching architecture of the computer changed from mainframe to personal 
computers (Christensen et al., 1995). 
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2.4. Projects, Ambidextrous Organizations, and Open Innovation – 
Surviving the Challenge 

 
Just because it is challenging for established firms to transform in the face of technology 
shifts does not mean it cannot be done. There are many examples in the literature of 
established firms accomplishing a transformation in the face of technology change, both in 
pioneering the technology change themselves (see cases in e.g. Bergek et al., 2013; Brown 
et al., 1997; Tripsas, 1997; Östholm, 1995) and adapting to externally induced technological 
changes (see cases in e.g. Bergek et al., 2013; Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995). In fact, it is not 
uncommon that established firms have large dedicated R&D functions with the aim of 
developing new discontinuous product innovations.  
 
A common theme in the research on product development and R&D management is how 
firms organize discontinuous product innovations and, indeed, accomplish developing them. 
Findings suggest that in order to succeed in developing a discontinuous product innovation, 
great deal of creativity is needed (O'Connor & DeMartino, 2006). Three methods are 
especially required to organize discontinuous product development; each is based on the 
notion that discontinuous product innovation is organized outside the ordinary operations of 
the established firm: as projects, autonomous organizational units, or outside the 
organization through “open innovation”. One of these can help inspire the development of 
an understanding about the established pharmaceutical firm challenge with regard to 
implementing biomarkers. 
 
First, scholars within the discourse of new product development (Brown & Eisenhardt, 
1995; Clark et al., 1993) and project management (Kwak & Anbari, 2009) emphasize that 
technology transformation is possible as long as projects of discontinuous innovation are 
managed well. According to the findings from this research, the difficult part, is managing 
the uncertainty and the needed creativity within such a project. In order to do so, the project 
management needs to take into account such aspects as senior management support, cross-
functional team composition, communication, and flexible planning (Brown et al., 1995). 
Projects should also be cross disciplinary, involving project members from the functions of 
marketing, production, and R&D (Tushman & Anderson, 2004). Such cross disciplinary 
projects can arise as a method for combining product and market capabilities in firms 
organizationally designed as “dynamic communities” in order to achieve architectural 
innovation (Galunic et al., 2001). 
 
Second, scholars of “ambidextrous organizing” emphasize that managing technology 
transformation can be done by allocating work with discontinuous innovation into an 
autonomous organization, separated from the traditional activities. In doing so, the 
established firm can focus on both optimizing the product, based on the old technology, and 
creatively developing new discontinuous innovation at the same time (Gibson & 
Birkinshaw, 2004; He & Wong, 2004; O'Reilly & Tushman, 2004; Tushman et al., 2010; 
Tushman et al., 1996). Since exploiting investments made into old technology (through 
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incremental innovation) and explore new technology (through discontinuous innovation) are 
based on two different managerial logics, researchers suggest that these two need to be 
organized as separate organizations (March, 1991). This dual capability and organizational 
form has been conceptualized through the metaphor of “ambidexterity” (Tushman et al., 
1996). Several established firms have been shown to have made technology transformation 
possible because of such ambidextrous organizing (O'Reilly et al., 2004). 
 
Third, scholars of “open innovation” emphasize that discontinuous innovation can be 
managed if it is accessed from outside the organization (Chesbrough, 2003). If innovation 
cannot be conducted in-house, it can be bought from other more innovative organizations. 
Research has shown that established firms often position themselves the end of the vertical 
value chain of innovation, collaborating with or buying technologies from universities and 
SMEs to access newly developed technologies and exploit them into discontinuous 
innovations (Stuart et al., 2007). The concept of “open innovation” has become increasingly 
popular in academia to describe the many types of collaborations in which established firms 
are involved in order to access outside innovation (Chesbrough, 2003).  
 
These three solutions are gathered under the common umbrella of “dynamic capability” in 
the field of strategic management: i.e. firm capabilities that make it possible to conduct 
change (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Teece et al., 1997). In contrast to the literature on 
established firms, the concept of dynamic capabilities considers organizational change in 
general rather than associate it with a shift in technology.  
 
The Literature on Continuous Innovation 
 
There is a small body of research under the label of continuous innovation that deal with 
established firm’s efforts to survive in the long run by developing several products; 
however, the literature exploring continuous innovation is scarce. The idea that firms engage 
in simultaneous multiple discontinuous innovations was spurred through the seminal paper 
by Brown et al. (1997). They found that, when several innovations entered the industry, 
there were some firms that performed better at multiproduct innovations than others in the 
high-velocity computer industry of the 1990s. The better performing (established) firms 
created loose structures that enabled them to be both flexible yet hinder organizational 
chaos; they engaged exploratory research through experimentation and strategic alliances, 
and carefully manage the transition into new projects. In essence, Brown & Eisenhardt’s 
(1997) findings describe how well managed continuous innovation is conducted: i.e. a sort 
of best practice. They take a long-term perspective of the established firm challenge that 
complements the short-term perspective, thus, transforming in accordance with one 
technology shift. 
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Describing how successful firms manage continuous innovation has also been a theme in the 
research that built on Brown & Eisenhardt’s studies18. Several models have been proposed 
to single out important components needed for the established firm to continuously develop 
discontinuous innovations. For instance, Verona and Ravasi (2003) argue that continuous 
iteration between knowledge integration, knowledge reconfiguration, and knowledge 
creation and absorption leads to both continuous incremental and discontinuous innovation. 
Similarly, Helfat and Raubitschek (2000) argue that the “product sequencing” - i.e. the 
future launched products of the established firm - is in coevolution with the firms knowledge 
and learning. In order to change future products, the firm needs to change its knowledge. 
From a more structural perspective, Slater et al. (2014) propose that the components of 
senior leadership, organizational culture, organizational architecture, R&D process, and 
product launch strategy are antecedents to continuous radical product innovation success. 
This followed their literature review about what is known about capabilities for 
discontinuous innovation, which can be understood as the ability to continuously innovate. 
With the exception of studies of continuous innovation, per se, this is also an implicit topic 
in the study of R&D processes. 
 
The literature on continuous innovation surely extends the scope of innovation studies to 
several technology shifts. However, the limitation of the literature on continuous innovation 
is that it considers a binary situation where the firm is either continuously innovating or it is 
not. The fact that conditions for continuous innovation can change over time (because e.g. of 
new technology) and can be difficult to accomplish for established firm is not considered. 
The implicit logic is that there is a one-size-fits all model for the process for developing 
discontinuous innovation for all firms and types of discontinuous products as long as the 
established firm gets the ingredients right, as the one proposed by Brown et al. (1997).  
 
The focus becomes the process rather than the product when one expands the scope to 
several technology shifts. The change in the innovation process with its activities becomes 
the core of the analysis.   

18 Continuous innovation is also used with a different connotations compared to that of continuously 
developing discontinuous innovation in order to follow multiple technology shifts. First, continuous innovation 
is used as a dichotomy with discontinuous innovation, where continuous innovation means innovation that 
follows earlier innovations, similar to incremental innovation (Garcia & Calantone, 2002). Second, continuous 
innovation is used in a broad sense in the research community of Continuous Innovation Network, to include 
all types of innovations, and is not limited to discontinuous innovation that occurs constantly. An accepted 
definition in the community is: “Continuous innovation is the ongoing interaction between operations, 
incremental improvement, learning and discontinuous innovation aimed at effectively combining operational 
effectiveness and strategic flexibility, and ambidextrously balancing exploiting and exploratory efforts in order 
to achieve superior performance” (Boer & Getsen 2003 paraphrased in Martini, Gastaldi, Corso, Magnusson, 
& Laugen, 2012:157). Third, continuous innovation is sometimes used as synonymous with continuous 
improvement, which implies incremental innovation of the process (often manufacturing) (Sharma & 
Vredenburg, 1998). How the established firm innovates is not included in any of these three other connotations 
of “continuous innovation”.  
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2.5. The Tangibility and Time-Scope Limitations of the Literature 
on Established Firms 

 
The established firm challenge of technology transformation is a well-researched 
phenomenon; it has been empirically observed in a number of industries and theoretically 
widened to include several aspects of the challenge (see reviews in Ansari et al., 2012; Hill 
et al., 2003). Some have claimed that there are few new stories to be told about established 
firms19.  
 
However, two limitations in the literature is that technology is often conceptualized as the 
tangible product artifact that is dominant in the industry and that the time-scope is based 
upon a shift from one product to another.  
 
Conceptualization of Technology as the Dominant Tangible Product Artifact in the 
Industry 
 
Most literature on established firm challenge explicitly describes the change in technology 
as being grounded in an empirical context where the technological base is in engineering 
disciplines such as software, mechanical engineering, and electronics: where there is a 
tangible artifact that manifests the technology of the firm (see review in Murmann et al., 
2006). When describing the type of challenge that the established firm faces, researchers 
compare the old product technology with the new emergent one and their tangible 
differences. With few exceptions (e.g. Barras, 1986; Cappetta et al., 2006; Linton et al., 
2008; Tushman et al., 1986), the literature on innovation, technology change, and R&D 
management is biased toward companies and industries where the technological capabilities 
are manifested in the design of the artifact in place, thus, neglecting such innovation as in 
service, cultural, and healthcare industries where it is not primarily the design of product 
that influences the technological development and organization of R&D (Peltoniemi, 2011). 
 
The focus on tangible products is most obvious in the studies on dominant design, where 
dominant designs are explicitly conceptualized as tangible artifacts (Murmann et al., 2006). 
The idea is that dominant designs further comprise of tangible components that build up the 
whole (see Section 2.2). Within the research emphasizing the management structure 
dimension, some argue that management structures of established firms are based upon the 
tangible product design, which impedes technological transformation. The established firm’s 
functional structure is often based on departments accountable for particular components of 
the product; performance is based on incremental innovation on component level of the 
product (see Section 2.1). 
 
The perspective that it is the tangible product artifact that embodies the technology of an 
organization and industry has led to a particular methodology for studying technological 

19 See e.g. Loudres Sousa 2006. Also claimed by Mary Benner, authority in the research on established firms, 
during the MIT TIES seminar 2014-11-17 
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evolution: where the different artifact designs are tracked over time. Researchers taking a 
historical perspective on technology transformation, where an analysis might transcend 
several technology shifts, conceptualize the technological evolution by aligning the most 
dominant artifacts within the industry at a certain point in time. There are several examples. 
David (1985) studied the evolution of the computer keyboard design by aligning the 
mechanical typewriter, the electric typewriter and the computer in time and observed that 
the QWERTY keyboard design survived all of the shifts. Abernathy et al. (1985) mapped 
the different components of the car, evolved over time, and grouped them into relevant 
categories. Christensen et al. (1995) studied how the size of disc drives changed as the 
overall computer system shifted from mainframe computers to engineering workstations to 
PC, thus, driving incumbent firms out of business. This logic is most explicit in Stuart & 
Podolny’s (1995) social structure theory of technology change: where technological 
evolutions is conceptualized as a network where the inventions are the nodes. Although 
technology is sometimes understood as the function it produces (Nightingale, 1998), it still 
considers innovation as the change in the artifact of the technology. 
 
In other areas of academic management literature, technology is understood more as 
operations of an organization (for example, in classical contingency theory as Woodward, 
1958) or as the function of transforming an input to an output (e.g. Nightingale, 1998). The 
community of researchers that study the established firm challenge has not adopted this 
conceptualization, however.  
 
The problem with the focus on the design of tangible products has limited explanatory 
power when applied to technological evolution in industries where no well-defined tangible 
good representing the outcome exist. Industries such as service (Barras, 1986), fashion 
(Cappetta et al., 2006), and process-based (Linton et al., 2008) are argued to have other 
evolutionary dynamics when it comes to technology change. The pharmaceutical industry is 
also one of these industries. 
 
The Single Technology Shift Limited Time Scope  
 
Although many different solutions to the established firm challenge and types of established 
firm challenges have been considered in the literature, all of these challenges are within the 
boundaries of one technology shift, which is characterized by one discontinuous innovation. 
Within the literature, discontinuous innovation is seen as a rare event, occurring after a long 
period of technological stability (Gersick, 1991). If the established firm manages to survive 
the technology shift, the challenge is solved and the established firm is on the track to 
further industry leadership. There is an obvious limitation with the time scope of the 
analysis. 
 
Most documented cases of the established firm challenge in the face of technology 
transformation are based on analyzing transformation during one shift. Some examples 
include: Polaroid that had troubles transforming to the digitalization in the camera industry 
(Tripsas et al., 2000); Sony that did not manage to stay competitive when the VHS standard 
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became a technological standard in the VCR industry (Rosenbloom et al., 1987); Facit, a 
company that produced mechanical calculators in the 1960s, did not survive the shift to 
electronic calculators (Sandström, 2010); all firms in the disc drive industry that did not 
survive any of the technology shifts (Christensen, 1997); the success of Toyota to transform 
to hybrid engine technology (Bergek et al., 2013). The argument is: established firms that 
are competitive in one technology regime need to adapt when the next comes.  
 
The fact that the dominant product manifests the technology of the established firm is a 
consequence of the one technology shift focus. Because the design and functionality of the 
product is in the core of a technology shift, researchers also become interested in studying 
the interrelationship between the dominant product at the time and the management structure 
in order to describe the established firm challenge.  
 
Reinterpreting findings from well-known studies of technology transformation in the 
industries of photolithography (Henderson et al., 1990), disc drives (Christensen, 1997), or 
typesetting (Tripsas, 1997), shows that transforming with regard to one technology shift 
would not be enough for the established firm to survive in the long run. For instance, three 
different shifts occurred during only 24 years in the photolithographic industry with no firm 
surviving through them all (Henderson et al., 1990). One would have to study the whole 
history of the industry and how established firms navigate through it, in order to understand 
the long-term challenges. There is a need to extend the time scope of the analysis of the 
established firm challenge. 
 
Today’s technological development takes place at high pace. Established firms cannot only 
conduct the transformation needed to stay competitive in the near future; they also need to 
continuously develop discontinuous innovations that follow multiple technology shifts.  
Established firms such as Ericsson, Apple, Google, or Scania do not just improve their 
dominant technology and try to develop the next generation of discontinuous innovations; 
they also look at the technology of the coming generations. Firms successful in multiple 
innovation engage in what has been framed as “low-cost probing into the future”, which 
implies that experimental products are developed to test the market demand; futurists are 
employed to create visions about how technology might change in the future; and strategic 
alliances are formed with firms engaging in basic research (Brown et al., 1997). 
 
Other diversified multinational established firms such as General Electric or ABB, 
simultaneously develop multiple discontinuous innovations for several industries (Bergek et 
al., 2013): similar to the established pharmaceutical firms. The established firms need to 
keep a continuous R&D process running with high output of discontinuous product 
innovations in order to be profitable in the long term. Projects, ambidextrous organizations, 
and open innovation are only potential solutions to the established firm challenge of 
transformation with regard to discontinuous shift in one product technology. The innovative 
established firm uses many of these methods simultaneously to organize product innovation 
in order to be competitive in the long term. However, the way that R&D projects are 
conducted can change.   
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2.6. Innovation Processes and the Established Firm Challenge 
 
The research on innovation processes transcends the scope of scope of one product 
innovation and does not have the tangible product as a unit of analysis. While most literature 
on organizational level innovation management focuses on the actors that are innovating and 
their strategies and structures, the study of innovation processes dwells deeper into the 
activities conducted beneath the general structure of organizations that perform them. 
Mainstream innovation theory (c.f. Nelson et al., 1982) deals with how the overall activities 
(or routines) of an established firm impedes innovation; however, when it comes to the study 
of innovation processes, the activities of product innovation themselves are the core of the 
analysis. Activities such as those of problem-solving, product design, experimentation, and 
trial-and-error are the unit of analysis. The question of who conducts the activities and 
within which structures they are performed is of secondary importance.  
 
The structures for innovation as cross-functional projects, autonomous units within 
ambidextrous organizations, and collaborations of open innovations from the perspective of 
innovation processes are only relevant to how they affect the content of the activities. A 
cross-functional project and an internal venture may theoretically consist of the same 
activities of innovation, yet be organized within different structures. Meanwhile, the 
structures themselves imply that some activities are conducted: e.g. open innovation might 
require that the innovation process include activities of forming joint ventures and writing 
legal contracts between the partners.  
 
Processes have been both studied as variables in equation models together with other 
variables, such as organizational structures or as “developmental event sequences” and 
examining the content of the process (Vandeven, 1992), whereas the latter ontological view 
is what is used in this thesis. The literature on innovation processes is generally large and 
dispersant. In the context of the established firm challenge of transformation in the face of 
technology change, the topic of innovation processes of discontinuous innovation is of 
primary relevance. Sorting through the literature with these foci dramatically reduces the 
quantity of studies. Nevertheless, four themes in the literature become apparent: (1) the 
overall structure of the process, (2) specific activities in the process, (3) the social aspects of 
the process, and (4) contingencies of how the innovation process is structured. 
 
The first and largest theme in the innovation process literature deals with the overall 
structure of the process (see reviews in Mahdi, 2003; Saren, 1984). The innovation process 
in these studies is conceptualized as a being based on problem-solving (Mahdi, 2003). From 
this perspective, the structure of the process can be understood as being broken down into 
phases that finally lead to a solved problem: in this case, a developed product (Mahdi, 
2003).  
 
Some of the models of the innovation process structure are based on sequential organizing 
of phases, while others problematize the sequential structure and claim that there is much 
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iteration between phases. The sequential model builds upon a logic that innovation projects 
are in one phase at a single point in time (Kline & Rosenberg, 1986). When the projects then 
transfer to the next phase, there is no return. Models of innovation process structure that 
include iteration between phases instead emphasize that projects can be in various phases at 
the same time (Cooper, 1994). Iteration means that significant parts of the product are 
redesigned as time progresses and the targeted customer base might change. Sometimes 
iteration occurs as a result of prototyping to fit a product component with the whole, and 
sometimes to increase functionality of a single product component. Iteration is also seen in 
the literature as enhancing the speed of learning (Eisenhardt et al., 1995). Regardless of 
whether the process is seen as sequential or iterated, researchers studying the structure of the 
innovation process still include phases of idea generation, product design, and market launch 
(Kline et al., 1986). 
 
The models of the innovation process structure typically contain a set of activities for the 
generation of product ideas as the first phase. This idea for a new product innovation is seen 
as being derived from either the market (referred to as “market-pull”) or new technology 
(referred to as “technology-push”) (see e.g. Cooper, 1983). Market based ideas often arise as 
market departments work with users and the users’ needs (von Hippel, 1986), whereas 
technology-based ideas often arise as a collaboration with university scientists and the R&D 
department (Powell et al., 1996). In terms of problem solving, the idea developed during this 
phase is the formation of the problem that is supposed to be solved. This phase has been 
found to often contain an idea about what the product (the solution) can be in the end. 
Recently, this phase has been coined as the phase of “ideation” (Bjork & Magnusson, 2009). 
 
Subsequent phases after the idea generation have been found to vary in content and time 
between various studies of the innovation process. One can understand this phase as the 
“activity of building and testing” that is the “middle phase” between the idea creation and 
market launch (Mahdi, 2003). The activities may be differently designed depending on the 
product, the organization (or organizations) developing it, the market on which it is being 
launched, etc. Some activities that commonly exist in these phases are: creation of 
prototypes (an activity also referred to as “prototyping”), market research, and testing 
products on users (Cooper, 1983; Saren, 1984). The time at which these activities are 
conducted in the process and the way in which they relate to each other varies between 
different studies. 
 
The last set of activities of the overall structure of the innovation process has been labeled as 
“market launch” (Cooper, 1983). This phase is usually what researchers distinguish to be the 
difference between “invention” and “innovation” (Roberts, 2007). Invention is a product that 
has been developed to a point when it technologically works, whereas innovation includes 
the market diffusion of the product. Hence, market launch consists of different market 
activities: such as promotions, public relations, advertisements, campaigns, and so on.  
 
A second theme in innovation processes research deals with how the particular types of 
activities within the innovation process are managed, such as product designing, prototype 
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building, contracting suppliers of innovation, etc. Research on open innovation deals with 
the activities of organizing innovation contests (e.g. Piller & Walcher, 2006) or process of 
crowd collaborating around open source products (e.g. Demil & Lecocq, 2006); the design 
research literature deals with how product (or service) design activities are conducted 
(Linse, 2013); the research on R&D collaboration discusses the specific activities conducted 
as several organizations collaborate in product innovation (Uppvall, 2009); and the research 
stream on user-involvement discusses the activities when firms create tests products on or 
get ideas from users (e.g. von Hippel, 1986). Each of these areas has extensive research and 
covering this literature here would be impossible. 
 
A third theme within the literature conceptualizes innovation process from more social 
aspects rather than problem-solving ones. The innovation process is modeled as one of trial-
and-error learning (Beckman & Barry, 2007; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), sense-making 
(Krippendorff, 1989), or decision-making (Cooper, 1994). The goal of the process is not that 
a problem is solved; it is that an organization comes to a decision on the different aspects of 
the product, learns what can be achieved with the product, or makes sense of what is going 
on in the innovation project (Mahdi, 2003).  
 
Within this theme, the idea that the process is clearly structured is fundamentally 
problematized. The argument is that the innovating organization cannot know which phases 
product innovation projects go through since this is the first time this product innovation is 
created. Therefore, the innovation process is seen as a rather chaotic one with activities, 
roles, and responsibilities blending into each other. The project ideas are questioned and 
redefined several times over and, in all the aspects of content, time and cost, the scope of the 
project (Quinn, 1985). To support this claim, authors often point to case studies of how the 
process leading to successful innovations has been chaotic (e.g. Östholm, 1995). Studies in 
this research theme argue that it is more relevant to study the activities on the level of 
interaction between individuals during innovation projects, instead of looking at the 
development activities. 
 
A fourth theme in innovation processes literature deals with different contingencies that 
affect how an innovation process is structured. The most common contingency deals with 
whether the innovation is continuous or discontinuous (often labeled as incremental or 
radical) (Veryzer, 1998). If the product innovation builds upon prior designs, there will be 
less uncertainty about what will be the design of the final product; consequently, the 
innovation process will be organized in a more structured way (MacCormack, 2000). 
 
Other contingencies that have been found to affect the structure of the innovation process 
are product complexity, life cycle of the industry, and the capabilities of the innovator 
(Mahdi, 2003). Product complexity (defined as quantity of components and sub-components 
of the product design) has been shown to affect how many parallel activity streams the 
innovation process consists of based on the product design (Nightingale, 2000b). The life 
cycle of the industry has been shown to affect whether planning of the process is either 
recursive or fixed; it shows that innovation processes are more recursively planned early on 
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rather than later on in the life cycle (Utterback, 1994). Capabilities of the innovator, 
specifically in conducting multiple search, rationally designing, and problem-parsing, have 
been argued to affect the division of the process into parallel activity streams and the clarity 
of the cut phases of the process (Mahdi, 2003).  
 
The Static View of Innovation Processes 
 
Innovation processes literature transcends the time scope and tangibility limitation that exist 
in the literature on established firms; it has also produced a nuanced view of the contents of 
innovation process, discussing different types of innovation processes, as well as how 
activities can differ within these. The contingency approach has also related the different 
process structures to different circumstances. 
 
With the exception of a few studies (Thrane et al., 2010; Utterback, 1994), however, the  
overall architecture of the innovation process is seen as static. Few investigate how 
innovation process change over time. Although it is known that the innovation capabilities 
of firms can evolve as firms learn to be more innovative (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003), this 
research is not related to the evolution of innovation processes. Thus, whether organizations 
have troubles in switching from one innovation process to another is not part of the analysis. 
Surely, how established firms have trouble being locked in the routines is one of the 
fundamental issues in literature on innovation (Nelson et al., 1982). However, the fact that 
the established firm might have difficulties changing the product innovation activities is not 
considered.  
 
The exception to this is the study of Thrane et al. (2010): on how the innovation process and, 
subsequently, the technology of a northern European Medtech firm was path dependent due 
to past history. The analysis of this study is based on the fact that the innovation process and 
technology are two different capabilities. This shows that, while a firm may break with its 
earlier technological capabilities to explore new ones, its innovation process can, 
simultaneously, restrict it. However, the scope of the study of Thrane et al. (2010) is one 
discontinuous innovation at a time. It is not known whether the company was able to 
fundamentally change its innovation process or if it was only done in these instances. The 
study also depicts mutual path dependency of the innovation process and technology 
capabilities as something positive when the two interact, rather than path dependency as a 
challenge to escape from. The study is not related to the literature on established firms. 
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2.7. Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, the literature on established firm challenge and innovation processes has 
been reviewed and its limitations have been discussed. The literature on the established firm 
challenge has primarily focused on two dimensions that affect the challenge: one from inside 
the firm: focusing on the management structures, and one on the external industrial and 
technology changes that exist in the literature: primarily under the label of dominant design. 
While the industrial and technological dimension is used to explain the preconditions of the 
challenge, it is primarily the organizational dimension that explains the managerial 
challenge. The literature includes several managerial elements that are important in the 
transformation of the established firm when new technology enters the industry. Three of 
these are the functional structure, the performance management system, and methods for 
resource allocation.  
 
The limitations in the literature on the established firm challenge, which are particularly 
important in the analysis of the established pharmaceutical firm challenge with regard to 
implementing biomarkers, is that it is primarily grounded in an empirical context of 
transformations concerning discontinuous shifts in the tangible product technology, and that 
the limited time-scope of one single shift in product technology. In order to develop an 
understanding of the established pharmaceutical firm challenge, the framework of the 
established firm challenges needs to be expanded.  
 
Projects, ambidextrous organizational design, and open innovation are viewed in the 
literature as solutions to the established firm challenge. However, these consider only the 
situation of developing one discontinuous product and transforming with regard to a single 
shift in technology. When a new technology affects the way in which established firms 
innovate, such as biomarkers have done in the pharmaceutical industry, the fundamentals of 
executing these three solutions is under trial. Research on innovation process considers the 
context of continuously developing new products. The problem is that this literature does 
not deal with the challenge of shifting from one way of innovating to another.  
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3. Method 
 
3.1. Research Design 
 
The study is based on an in-depth exploratory case study methodology using multiple 
sources of data. Since there are limited studies on the established pharmaceutical firm 
challenge that take into account both the managerial and technological aspects, this 
methodology is consistent with the research question and aim of the thesis. The exploratory 
methodology enabled me to search for unknown results and compare the results to existing 
theory.  
 
Having an education as an engineer within biotechnology helped me to understand the 
technology of drug development, especially the parts involving molecular biology and 
chemistry. Still, I had limited understanding about what biomarkers meant and how these 
were conducted in practice.  
 
This research project was initiated based on an intuition that innovation in the 
pharmaceutical industry might have different dynamics than the empirical context of prior 
research on innovation. After an initial exploratory study on contemporary managerial R&D 
challenges in the pharmaceutical industry, findings showed that established pharmaceutical 
firms were struggling with, what I understood to be, several different technologies: 
translational science, biomarkers, and personalized medicine20. This seemed intriguing.  
 
The case study methodology is well suited for the kind of research endeavor when the 
empirical phenomenon had not been previously explored since it allows for serendipitous 
findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). Before initiating the case study, I had some prior understanding 
about the literature on innovation; this helped to understand the case study. The initial part 
of the study was to comprehend and describe the technological details of the evolution of 
biomarkers and how it related to the management structures. However, theoretically framing 
the empirical findings with regard to past literature on established firms was a result after 
iteration between exploring the literature and juxtaposing it with state of the art literature. 
Thus, one can see the similarities with the logic of grounded theory: i.e. in building theory 
from an unexplored empirical phenomenon (Glaser & Strauss, 1967/2009). This, however, 
was not purely an inductive tabula rasa grounded theory approach since I had a prior 
understanding of the innovation literature that guided the exploration.  
 
The empirical field work was conducted as a single case study given how much was known 
about the phenomenon of the established pharmaceutical firm challenge in past literature 
and how much new knowledge an additional case would give (cf. Eisenhardt, 1991). Few 
prior studies on the established pharmaceutical firm challenge have combined an analysis of 
both the technological and organizational dimensions at the same time. Prior literature on 

20 It was only later that I conceptualized together under the common label of biomarkers 
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the established firm challenge was expected to have some explanatory value; however, there 
were expectations to yield conflicting results. The success in framing the case study as a 
new phenomenon within a theoretical discourse depends upon whether the case can be 
justified as an outlier from previous theory. The case can also been interpreted as a sort of 
“black swan” in regards to previous cases of established firms (Popper in Flyvbjerg, 2006). 
From this perspective, one case is a large enough sample.  
 
Additional cases were considered to yield stronger internal validity (Eisenhardt, 1991) and 
even two pre-study cases were conducted with the aim of assessing whether new knowledge 
could be obtained. These pre-study cases were conducted with Pfizer and Boehringer-
Ingelheim, and included five and eight interviews, respectively, with top R&D executives 
who worked in the companies throughout the 2000s. However, no new understanding about 
the either the content of technology or management structures was obtained from these. For 
this reason, the AstraZeneca case is reported here.  
 
Justification of AstraZeneca as a Case Study  
 
AstraZeneca case is a good case study of biomarker implementation for three reasons. First, 
AstraZeneca is generally a good representation of established pharmaceutical firms and their 
business model at the time of the study. The company shares the same basic properties and 
history as the other established firms in the industry. The type of merger that Astra and 
Zeneca conducted in 1999 was common in the industry at that time (e.g. Glaxo Wellcome 
merged with SmithKline Beecham in 2001; Pharmacia and Upjohn came together under the 
same company in 1995 and was later bought by Pfizer in 2002; Sanofi-Synthelabo and 
Aventis formed Sanofi Aventis in 2001). Since its inception, the company had been one of 
the top ten pharmaceutical companies in the world in sales, revenues, and expenditures on 
R&D21. AstraZeneca had a dominant position in all its therapy areas (neurology, 
cardiovascular and gastrointestinal diseases, oncology, and inflammation), with drugs that 
were leaders in their specific medical practice22. For this reason, AstraZeneca had a long 
held vanguard position in science. The strategy was to continuously develop new 
pharmaceuticals with strong IP protection and market them globally: the classic Big Pharma 
business model. 
 
External sources report that the overall R&D cost for AstraZeneca was $5.5 billion in 2011, 
and there were 11300 employees working with R&D, which is within the Top 10 in the 
pharmaceutical industry23. The R&D operations were organized in geographically separate 
R&D sites that were primarily located in United Kingdom, Sweden, and USA; they were 
also organized in business area s such as CVGI, Oncology, CNS/Pain, Infection, and 
Respiratory & Inflammation. Both chemical and biological pharmaceuticals were developed 
for a global market, where the focus was often on large globally widespread diseases where 

21 http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/2006/industries/Pharmaceuticals/1.html accessed 2014-
05-13 , and updated 2006-07-24 and (Nilsson 2010; Sundling 2003) 
22 Document7 
23 Document58 
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there was a large market potential. There was a total of 86 R&D projects24 that had entered 
clinical development and, in 2011, there was an undisclosed amount of projects within the 
Discovery organization. Thereby, AstraZeneca shares the basic organizational properties as 
did other dominant established pharmaceutical firms at the time. The company had been 
created as an M&A; it shared the basic size of the R&D function, the scope of R&D was on 
large markets, and there was a global expansion of R&D sites. 
 
Secondly, AstraZeneca was neither considered as an early adopter nor a laggard with regard 
to implementing biomarkers in drug development; rather, it was seen as an average case. 
Scientists from AstraZeneca participated in a project at NIH for defining the concept of 
biomarker (Atkinson et al., 2001), yet it did not have one of the leading roles. The fact that 
AstraZeneca organized a conference in 1999 with biomarkers as one of the main themes 
indicates that the issue came early in the company. Additionally, AstraZeneca had 
developed one of the total 13 personalized medicine drugs, which existed on the market in 
2011 (IRESSA in 2002) that were marketed together with a companion diagnostic tool for 
stratifying patients eligible for the treatment25. This indicates that AstraZeneca was 
performing approximately on average in personalized medicine compared to other 
established pharmaceutical companies. 
 
Third, given the huge reorganization of R&D during 2009-2010 to implement biomarkers, 
the AstraZeneca case was particular revelatory (Yin, 2009) since it gave an opportunity to 
clearly compare two eras: i.e. technology and management structures before 2009, and after 
2010. Technological implementation might gradually occur over a long period of time; the 
concept of biomarkers gained ground the industry as early as the 1990s. Other case 
companies that might gradually implement biomarkers in drug development could have been 
difficult to track changes in technology over time.  
 
The fact that AstraZeneca conducted the reorganization also shows that the company 
responded significantly to the technological changes occurring in the industry at the time. 
Response to technology change is crucial when studying the established firm challenge at 
all. If the company had not made any response, the study of the dynamics of the challenge 
would not have been possible.   

24 Document57 
25 Document53  
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3.2. Data Collection 
 
The case study consisted of several different data collection methodologies, such as 
interviews, participant observations at meetings, informal interactions with staff and 
secondary written material, as is common practice within the case study methodology 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). A total of 46 interviews, 22 meeting participant observations, and 34 
recorded informal interactions with R&D personnel were conducted. 55 respondents have 
been an active part in the interviews, participant observations, and informal interactions. In 
addition, a large database of written material was created; this included meeting notes, 
PowerPoint presentations from meetings, project descriptions and plans, miscellaneous 
reports, newspaper articles, etc. Of these documents, 59 were found to be relevant as 
exhibits when describing the change over time in implementing of biomarkers in the 
company. Each data source is coded in order to keep interviewees anonymous and not reveal 
business sensitive issues from the empirical material. The description of the raw data 
sources can be found in Appendix 1, Appendix 2, Appendix 3, Appendix 4, and Appendix 5. 
 
To provide a transparent presentation of the case (Bryman et al., 2005: p. 320-321), each 
interpretation is referenced to the raw data source on which the interpretation is built, 
including a comment about the interpretation and, when possible, a short citation. This way, 
the reader can follow the correspondent between the pure data sources and the aggregations 
of several data sources to general claims. The full description of the data source is located in 
the Appendices. This way of referencing and annotating data sources has similarities with 
what is referred to as “active citation” (Moravcsik, 2010), although the format here is 
slightly different.  
 
The raw data sources are abbreviated as follows: 

• InterviewX – Interview (X corresponds to a number of the data source) 
• ParticipantObservationsX – Participant observation at formal meetings (X 

corresponds to a number of the data source) 
• InformalInteractionX – Informal interaction (X corresponds to a number of the 

data source) 
• DocumentX – Documents used as secondary sources (X corresponds to a number of 

the data source) 
• RespondentX – Respondent (X corresponds to a number of the data source) 

 
The main unit of analysis was the R&D unit level on which the management structure of the 
operations of AstraZeneca was conducted. Yet, in order to understand the effects of 
management, drug development projects and other cross functional working streams were 
needed as examples and evidence of the action occurring. The business units of CNS/Pain 
(neuroscience diseases and pain) and CVGI (cardiovascular and gastrointestinal diseases) 
received special attention since they permitted meeting participation and informal 
interaction. 
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Several projects were followed within the two therapy areas. Specific interest was paid to 
the two projects H3 and MC4 that had existed for a long time at AstraZeneca and had gone 
through a period when biomarkers were not implemented; they also went through a period 
when immense focus was put on biomarkers. The projects are described in Appendix 9 and 
Appendix 10. However, data gathering was also done to reflect what was going on global 
R&D function level at AstraZeneca not connected to a specific business unit.  
 
The selection of what secondary material to include was based on documents dealing with 
the management structure of AstraZeneca R&D and the different technology used. Much of 
this material was found in a collection of presentation material in AstraZeneca’s external 
communication: found on the homepage.  
 
How the collection of data was divided among the two therapy areas CNS/Pain and CVGI is 
shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 – Comparison of Data Collection Within the Two Therapeutic 
Areas of CNS/Pain and CVGI.  

 

 
Global R&D 

Functional Level 
Business Unit 

Level: CNS/Pain 
Business Unit 
Level: CVGI 

Total # of interviews 21 15 11 

Total # of participant 
observations  4 28 4 

Projects and 
“Biomarker 

Development Working 
Stream” 

N.A. 

●  H3 project 
●  Prodromal 
Alzheimer working 
stream 

● MC4 Project 

Informal interaction 
documented 0 10 1 

Pieces of secondary 
material 38 15 6 

 
 
Interview Method and Respondents 
 
Respondents were chosen depending on the theme of which the interview was a part. A 
snowball method (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981) was used when it was difficult to find 
respondents that fit into the criteria: i.e. asking the interviewees to recommend a respondent 
from their professional contacts within AstraZeneca. To reconstruct the management 
structure of the whole R&D operations of AstraZeneca, interviews were conducted with 
managers and scientists that had worked at AstraZeneca during the 1990s and/or beginning 
of the 2000s. Interviews were conducted with both managers that had previously held a 
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leadership position and scientists working on projects. Special focus was given to managers 
that had, in some way, worked with developing and using biomarkers. 
 
The interviews were of a semi-structured nature, each involving certain themes with open-
ended questions and a clear focus on the theme of how biomarkers were implemented at 
different points in time. Each interview had a different theme due to the exploratory nature 
of the study. A specific interview guide was constructed for each interview in order to direct 
what information I wanted to obtain from each respondent (see Sankar & Jones, and their 
citations). The interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 2 hours. As previously described, 
some of the interviews were based on a discussion of something ongoing at AstraZeneca, 
while most centered on explaining a historical event in relation to the evolution of 
biomarkers. Three to four themes with a list of possible questions associated to each theme 
were constructed in the preparation work for each individual interview. The themes and 
questions varied for each interview depending on the context of the interview. A total of 44 
out of the 46 interviews were recorded and transcribed and, in the remaining two, only notes 
were taken. (The reason for this was that the two respondents were uncomfortable with 
participating in a recorded conversation). The list of coded respondents present in the study 
appears in Appendix 1, and the interviews can be found in Appendix 2. 
 
Participant Observations and Informal Interactions  
 
Participant observations were made to understand the technology of biomarkers in practice 
and to build a network within AstraZeneca to follow up with interviews. By focusing upon 
developing deep knowledge about several cases of implementation of biomarkers in certain 
therapy areas and on certain projects, a general understanding could be built that could be 
transferred for the implementation of biomarkers in general. This was done on site between 
September 2010 and June 2011.  
 
The participation at the meetings was, in most cases, passive26. I participated in the meeting, 
but spoke only when asked. When I was new to a meeting crowd, a short presentation was 
conducted explaining the research project and its background. The meetings were recorded 
and I took notes if there was something relevant that would not be captured by the recording. 
Only parts of the meeting material have been transcribed. One could, thus, argue that the 
participant observations were not ethnographic in that I became a full participant of the 
organization; rather an outside observer (see Gold classification of participant observations 
in Bryman & Bell, 2015) 
 
The participant interactions took place at the following R&D meetings: (1) Translational 
Science Leadership Team meetings; (2) project meetings (referred at AstraZeneca to as iPT 
meetings); (3) project-based Translational Science Working Group meetings (referred at 
AstraZeneca to as TS WG meetings); and (4) other project specific meetings (including the 
prodromal working group meeting and a similar meeting within the MC4 project discussing 

26 In addition, in one of the meetings that concerned the strategic development of the Translational science 
organization the meeting asked the author to share his opinions. 
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stratification markers for obesity). The Translational Science Leadership Team meetings 
lasted around three to four hours; the iPT were two to three hours; and, the rest of the 
meetings lasted around two hours each. 
 
First, Translational Science Leadership Team meetings gathered the most influential people 
within the Translational Science department that was responsible for conducting biomarkers 
in each business area. The leadership team gathered the heads within the different subunits 
of the department of Translational Science, Translational science representatives at projects, 
and additional heads of other functions with which the Translational science unit had to 
coordinate. The team met about once a month for three or four hours to discuss managerial 
topics and hear about the different projects in order to obtain input about biomarkers from 
scientists who did not work directly on the specific projects. Frequent meeting issues dealt 
with what biomarker development activities had not been done in specific drug development 
projects (prior to 2010) and how rapidly one could get the projects on track, in terms of 
biomarkers. One of these meetings lasted 1.5 days, since it involved a review of all projects 
within the portfolio.  
 
Secondly, drug development projects were followed at both CNS/Pain and CVGI. A single 
high status drug development project was chosen in both therapy areas, called the H3 
(within CNS/Pain) and MC4 (within CVGI). The aim of the H3 project was to develop a 
pharmaceutical that could improve the cognition of patients within a variety of disease areas 
(Alzheimer, excessive daytime sleepiness, etc.). The aim of the MC4 project was to develop 
a pharmaceutical that would help obesity patients to loose or maintain a low weight. 
Participant observations were done at project team meetings and in meetings concerning 
biomarkers. Additionally, ethnographic interviews (Spradley, 1979) were conducted with 
project managers and key personnel within the project, as a complement to participant 
observations and to get a historical content of what was happening. The content of these 
projects is explained in appendix 9 and 10. 
 
Third, biomarker development “working streams” were meetings where specific issues 
regarding biomarker development were discussed: e.g. within CNS/Pain a “working stream” 
was organized within, what was known as, the Alzheimer cluster (a program organization 
consisting of all Alzheimer projects); its purpose was to find a personalized medicine 
biomarker for stratifying patients with early signs of Alzheimer’s, called prodromal 
Alzheimer (Welsh-Bohmer, 2008). I participated in the meetings within one biomarker 
development working stream in CNS/Pain and one in CVGI.  
 
Fourth, participant observations were also done at other events, including several open 
events at AstraZeneca. The author attended three of these: two “town hall meetings” where 
the entire Alzheimer and cognition project portfolios were presented, as well as a meeting 
with Alzheimer patients to recognize the humanitarian benefit the potential pharmaceuticals 
would have.  
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The informal interactions took place at the R&D site. I had a work place in connection to 
that of the scientists and managers at AstraZeneca. The informal interactions could take 
place as chitchat in the office space, during coffee break, between meetings or at lunch. The 
interactions that could be actually considered useful for the research purpose were later 
noted. 
 
The list of coded participations and informal contacts and their descriptions are listed in 
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4. 
 
Secondary Material 
 
The secondary material was collected in a variety of ways: from the AstraZeneca file storage 
system, the AstraZeneca intranet, the AstraZeneca public homepage, by e-mail sent by some 
contacts at AstraZeneca, and articles in media about AstraZeneca. Due to general data 
security policy within the company, only parts of the AstraZeneca file storage system were 
accessed (which connected to the following projects and the biomarkers area within 
CNS/Pain). 
 
Internal reporting using this format was a common practice at AstraZeneca with the purpose 
to spread information through PowerPoint presentations. During project meetings at 
AstraZeneca when the members were to decide on an issue, it was not uncommon that that 
they discussed what should be done in a PowerPoint presentation. Therefore, the PowerPoint 
presentations acted as a good and efficient secondary source of information.  
 
Some reports, especially project reports and plans, were written as long documents. These 
were good secondary reference material and were a significant part of the historical analysis. 
 
The list of coded secondary and their descriptions are listed in Appendix 4. 
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3.3. Analysis 
 
As indicated above, the methodology of this research project is based upon an inductive 
approach, where initial findings guided the further empirical gathering and theoretical 
positioning. The analysis, therefore, continued throughout the project, and was conducted 
concurrently with the empirical gathering. The analysis was done as an iterative process 
(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009), where the interpretation of the empirical data was based 
upon prior understanding, which then guided further analysis and conceptualization. As new 
interpretations were made, the understanding was changed; this guided further 
interpretations, where the same situation could be interpreted and reinterpreted several times 
over. The empirical description chapters are a result of final iterations.  
 
In order to conceptualize the content of the project-based R&D operations, generalizations 
(see also the concept of ideal types in Weber, 1949) of the dominant R&D process at 
different points in time were created. Two dominant process designs were identified, based 
upon the qualitative data. They are referred to as the Pharmacology Chain Process and 
Biomarker-Loop process, representing the dominant process of which drug development 
projects went through at AstraZeneca. R&D process should be understood as an 
“developmental event sequences” (Vandeven, 1992) that describe a pattern of how R&D 
projects change over time. The process is an aggregation of the activities leading to the 
development of products or services.  
 
The R&D processes are aimed to reproduce reliable correspondence of how projects at 
AstraZeneca were conducted on “average”, thus, depicting the core activities that were done 
most often (Doty & Glick, 1994). Activities are seen as bounded packages of how work is 
conducted in principle that are stabled of over time defined in a similar way as definition of 
ostensive aspect organizational routines (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). The various data 
sources helped construct the generalizations of processes by adding evidence of which 
activities were often conducted and those that were not.  
 
Analyzing and looking for details in the data in order to understand the whole is, therefore, a 
core part of the methodology. Different kinds of data were used to capture the same events 
in the evolution of biomarkers at AstraZeneca. When projects with which the author was not 
familiar were presented at the Translational Science Leadership Team meeting or in the 
other formal meetings, I would spend time analyzing what was said and also read research 
articles and textbooks about the subject. One could also draw parallels to the concept of 
triangulation: i.e. using different kinds of methods for the study of the same phenomenon to 
understand it better and confirm earlier interpretations (Eisenhardt, 1989).  
 
The drafts of the analysis were discussed in several fora with respondents and research peers 
to ensure that the analysis of the case was a trustworthy interpretation. First, a project 
reference group was organized every other month with two participants from AstraZeneca 
and two outside researchers, where formal presentations and discussions were held about the 
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findings from the study. Second, three senior researchers provided guidance during the 
empirical work, and met once a month to discuss interpretations and findings. The senior 
researchers did not participate in the actual fieldwork and, in doing so, could provide an 
“outside” perspective (Bartunek & Louis, 1996). Third, a final draft was sent to each 
respondent with markings for what he or she had said and the author’s interpretation of it. 
Fourth, three presentations were held for a wider audience at AstraZeneca, and a discussion 
about the findings then followed. The final version of the written case study was presented 
and authorized for publishing during a meeting in Boston in 2013. However, the author is 
solely responsible for the final text.   
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4. Innovation in Drug Development  
 
Since this thesis is built upon a methodology that includes in-depth analysis of the content of 
the technological changes that biomarkers imply, there is a need to describe the basic logics 
of drug development and methods used in modern drug development. Although drug 
development uses different methodologies and technologies depending on business area s - 
whether the drug compound is a chemical or biochemical, and the specifics of a certain 
project - there are, indeed, some basic properties that hold for most of the industrial 
activities in the industry. This chapter is an introduction to these issues.  
 
The chapter is structured as follows: first, the business model of drug development is 
elaborated upon; secondly, an overview is provided about the rudimentary idea for how a 
complex disease can be treated with a simple chemical or biochemical compound; third, the 
different types of settings for experimental drug development are described, including test 
tube experiments, animal studies, and clinical studies with human subject; fourth, a short 
exposition is given on how knowledge creation of drug development has changed 
throughout history, which can explain the background to the contemporary change to 
personalized medicine. Lastly, there is a detailed background regarding the science behind 
biomarkers through which personalized medicine is operationalized. 
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4.1. The Drug Development Business Model of Continuous 
Innovation 

 
The dominant business model of pharmaceutical companies is to continuously develop drugs 
that are sold under the period of market monopoly because of strong intellectual property 
protection (patents). Most product innovations in the pharmaceutical industry are 
discontinuous new pharmaceutical treatments that transform the medical practice of the 
business area  in which they are launched (Achilladelis & Antonakis, 2001). There are large 
margins for each sold IP protected pharmaceutical, which can be used to finance drug 
development of further discontinuous innovation. There are four reasons why this business 
model based on continuous innovation is so dominant in the pharmaceutical industry: 
 
First of all, with the exception of biologics, drugs are relatively simple to manufacture in 
comparison to how difficult it is to develop them. Once developed, pharmaceuticals are then 
easy to copy. Pharmaceuticals are not complex electronic gadgets or sophisticated 
assembled products such as trucks, where much of the capabilities lie in the complex 
manufacturing system. In the most basic university-level chemistry courses, students can 
learn how to synthesize some of the most sold drugs in the world. Perhaps not with the 
highest purity needed or cost efficiency, but the actual active ingredient of these drugs can 
still be taught – and learned. The production of drugs is not the most difficult part of drug 
development. Drugs are integrated products that are not assembled with complex 
components. Although there are subgroups of the chemical or biological compound, these 
have no theoretical relevance on innovation theory as with complex artifacts overall 
(Murmann et al., 2006).  
 
Secondly, patents are very important. Drugs are relatively easy to patent, which leads to a 
long monopolistic advantage for a pharmaceutical company that has been able to develop a 
drug with good curing properties. Meanwhile, since the manufacturing process is relatively 
easy to copy, pharmaceuticals lose most of their value in the contemporary market 
legislation for patent property protection once intellectual property protection is over. 
Following the 1984 Waxman-Hatch legislation in USA, it became much easier for generic 
pharmaceuticals (not the original patent protected product) to enter the market, as IPP was 
over (Berndt & Aitken, 2011). Pharmaceutical companies could not continue to keep market 
dominance of old products as they did previously (Schramm et al., 2013). Therefore, to keep 
being competitive, pharmaceutical firms need to continuously develop radical new drugs.  
 
Third, there are large synergies within pharmaceutical R&D with having large project 
portfolios of drug development (Nightingale, 2000a). Many instruments used for drug 
development have a high fixed cost, which need to be distributed throughout many projects. 
Having a large portfolio of innovation projects lowers the R&D-cost per project. Therefore, 
it is beneficial for pharmaceutical companies to engage in several innovation projects at the 
same time.  
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Fourth, there are synergies within marketing management of having large and diverse 
product portfolios of pharmaceuticals (Freankel, 2010; Nerkar & Roberts, 2004). In 
particular, there are synergies in the fixed costs of creating and maintaining relationships 
with the authorities of a geographic market by lowering the marketing cost per product. 
Being diversified through an “M-form organization” (Chandler, 1990) - in this case, 
meaning diversifying in many business areas - is also effective in the pharmaceutical 
industry (Lourdes Sousa, 2006). 
 
Together, these four properties of drug development ensure that continuous innovation is the 
primary competitive strategy of the established pharmaceutical firm. Therefore, most large 
and medium-sized pharmaceutical firms have a business model where continuous 
development of radically new pharmaceutical products is at the core (Achilladelis et al., 
2001; Stuart et al., 2007). There are other business models being employed in the 
pharmaceutical industry, such as biotech firms that specialize in early phases of the R&D 
process (Sabatier et al., 2010; Stuart et al., 2007) as well as “medical-generic drugs 
companies” that specialize in manufacturing and selling drugs for which IPP has been 
outdated (Chaudhuri, 2013). However, even if some have been given significant attention, 
these companies are (still) minor actors in the industry. 
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4.2. Logic of Novel Drug Development – Biochemical Engagement 
and Physiological Effect 

 
A disease can be understood by both the physiological disabilities that it causes and by the 
biochemical malfunctioning within the body. The physiological disabilities are those that are 
easily diagnosed by the visible symptoms of how patients feel and function. The 
biochemical malfunctioning is, instead, the underlying biological mechanism within the 
body that may be difficult to notice, but that does not function properly. A pharmaceutical 
acts upon a “biochemical target” (i.e. a protein), thus, modifying the body’s biochemistry 
and, hopefully, changing the physiology of the disease.  
 
Most biochemical reactions in the human body are conducted by proteins. Proteins are 
responsible for catalyzing chemical reactions that normally would not spontaneously 
happen, thus, acting as receptors for cell signaling, transporting compounds over cell 
membranes, breaking down food into energy storing compounds, stabilizing different 
molecular fibers, and much more. Chains of proteins build up basic biochemical 
mechanisms that render the physiological properties of the human body. 
 
Proteins are also the targets for drug development. Scientists choose a protein that is 
hypothesized to be connected with the disease physiology, also referred to as a disease 
target, when initiating a drug development project. Drugs achieve their biochemical effect 
by either blocking the disease target or enhancing the function of the disease target (in rare 
occasions, drugs actually replace abundant proteins). Blocking or enhancing a disease target 
can have further effects in part of the overall biochemistry within the body. Thus, drug 
effects are not only on the disease target; they are also on the biochemical mechanism: i.e. a 
chain of proteins that perform a certain biological function, and physiology of a disease, of 
which the disease target is a part.  
 
One can see the connection between disease target, biochemical mechanism, and physiology 
as two levels of biological hierarchy (see also Figure 3) where, together, the functions of all 
the proteins in a mechanism builds up a whole, almost as an assembly line that is composed 
of machines or manual operators that perform a certain function in order to refine the 
material in place. A physiological function (such as degradation of neural fibers, balance in 
energy storage, absence of insulin, and so on) can be explained by the underlying 
biochemical mechanism consisting of proteins performing a certain function on a lower 
hierarchical level (Menzies, 2012)27. The drug can change a damaging or a poorly 
functioning pathological mechanism by acting on the molecular mechanism. The drug 
penicillin, for example, binds to a disease target called “DD-transpeptidase”, which is 
responsible for the function of crosslinking proteins that stabilize cell walls. By blocking the 
function of DD-transpeptidase, penicillin also blocks the biochemical mechanism of the 

27 It is worth noting that there are sometimes several hierarchies in the mechanistic explanation of a 
physiological property. Cognition, for example, is a rather aggregated physiological concept, involving several 
different biochemical mechanisms. 
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bacteria’s cell wall generation, kills the bacteria, and finally renders the physiological effect 
of curing a patient’s infection. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Relationship between diseases, physiology, biochemical 
mechanism, proteins, and drugs. Modified from Menzies (2012) 

 
The desired end result is that drugs cure diseases or provide therapy; this aim is then broken 
down to the basic action of the drug itself. One could say that the functional solution of 
curing the disease is extrapolated to the fact that a drug binds to a target (Nightingale, 1998). 
There are several intermediary steps in between. The first extrapolation is that stopping a 
disease can be achieved by stopping a biochemical mechanism. Stopping the biochemical 
mechanism is achieved by stopping the protein function. Stopping the protein function is 
achieved by binding a drug molecule to the protein. Thus, the overall aim is to find a 
molecule that binds to the protein. Sometimes this logic is labeled as Rational Drug 
Development (Nightingale, 1998).  
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Drug development logic – molecular binding with protein, 
intervening with biochemical mechanism, and rendering a physiological 
response in curing a disease. Modified from Nightingale (1998) 

 
Drugs are often developed for diseases where there are no prior treatments, and the basic 
biochemical mechanisms corresponding to the disease physiologies are unknown. The drug 
development projects are initiated based upon a hypothesis, which states that intervening 
with a particular protein will render a positive therapeutic effect for the given disease. The 
aim of the project can be seen as either verifying or falsifying the hypothesis. Each of the 
arrows on the left side in Figure 4 that represent an extrapolation is a hypothesis and needs 
to be validated. Scientists often have to test several disease targets and biochemical 
mechanisms before finding one that is connected to the physiology.  
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Throughout the drug development process, the knowledge for testing is gradually 
accumulated through various studies such as human clinical experiments, pre-clinical animal 
studies, wet laboratory test tube experiments, and computer simulations. There are several 
different studies needed to answer the hypothesis; one is not enough. Each study adds a 
piece to the whole jigsaw puzzle of knowledge created in a drug development project 
needed to answer the hypothesis. The principal task of a drug developer is to design these 
knowledge creation activities and organize their sequence.  
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4.3. Test Tubes, Animal Studies, and Clinical Trials – Settings for 
Knowledge Creation 

 
Despite the fact that drugs are designed to cure humans, only testing drugs in experiments 
with human subjects would be unsafe and expensive. Because alien chemical compounds to 
the human body can lead to serious damages to patients involved in a drug trial, safety 
measures need to be taken through laboratory experimentations in both test tube and animal 
studies prior to clinical trials involving humans. Such trials are also extremely expensive28 
since they require access to clinical facilities as well as the recruitment and compensation of 
trial subjects. Thus, knowledge creation during drug development is essentially conducted in 
three types of experimentation settings: test tube experiments, animal studies, and clinical 
trials.  
 
Test tube experiments are often done with the purpose of exploring the interaction between 
candidate drugs and different proteins in a controlled chemical environment outside living 
organisms (referred to as in vitro). The interaction between various drug candidates and a 
selected disease target can also be studied in a test tube to see which one binds the best. 
Drug candidates are also tested for their undesired interaction with proteins that are 
responsible for functions that are essential for our biology to perform. In order to predict the 
outcome of these experiments, computer modeling of chemical interactions are sometimes 
used (referred to as in silico).  
 
Animal studies are conducted to test how drug candidates react in a biochemical 
environment (referred to as in vivo). Drugs are tested for therapeutic properties as well as 
what are referred to as pharmacological properties of the compound: i.e. how the drug 
affects the body and the body affects the drug substance. Knowledge could be created during 
animal experiments: for example, which metabolic digestion of the drug leads to which 
metabolic derivatives during the decomposing of the drug, chemical stability, duration of the 
drug in the body, interaction with the disease target, interaction with other targets in vivo, 
and change in the physiology of the organism.  
 
Animal studies are needed in prospect to lower safety concerns of clinical trials. 
Contemporary governmental regulations require pharmaceutical firms to conduct 
pharmaceutical safety studies in order to file for approval to start clinical trials. The FDA 
and its equivalence in Europe, European Medicines Agency (EMA), call this filing an 
Investigational Drug (IND) and Clinical Test Application (CTA) respectively. This 
regulation requires the pharmaceutical firm to conduct a standardized battery of possible 
pharmacological safety experiments that test such issues as changes in heart frequency, liver 
values, blood pressure, medical cognition, behavior, respiration, urine pH and volume, and 
much more (ICH, 2000) . These studies last 6 months when tested on rodents and nine 
months when tested on other animals (ICH, 1998). The idea is that studies with animals can 
predict outcome in a clinical trial. A common understanding is that prediction does not hold 

28 Some trials can cost several hundreds of millions of dollars. 
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for all pharmaceuticals; however, it at least limits the risk of humans developing side-
effects29.  
 
Clinical trials are the ultimate test of the properties for a candidate drug. Throughout the 
process, knowledge is created about the relationship between the therapeutic effect and the 
side-effects of the drug, which is the basis for market launch and future use in clinical 
practice. If a drug has been proven to have a satisfactory ratio between therapeutic and side-
effects, an application is filed to the regulatory agencies to await a market approval verdict. 
This is called New Drug Application (NDA) by FDA and Marketing Authorization 
Application (MAA) by EMA.  
 
Clinical trials are regulated for both the content of a single trial and the organization of the 
different clinical trials with each other. The single trial is regulated by the Good Clinical 
Practice protocol that has been internationally harmonized to apply in all trials around the 
world (ICH, 1996). The protocol regulates such issues as recruitment of subjects and the 
procedure to ensure consent to participate in trial, different roles when conducting a clinical 
trial and the required qualifications to be recruited for the roles, the necessary 
documentation, the production process, the handling and storing of the drug product that is 
to be tested, and the ethical foundation of the trial, including that risks are weighted against 
benefits (ICH, 1996).  
 
The clinical trials are executed through the three clinical phases 1, 2 and 330 (see Figure 5). 
In Clinical Phase 1, the safety and some pharmacological properties are tested on a small 
group of health volunteers for an average of one year with the cost of $320M. During 
Clinical Phase 2, the therapeutic properties of the drug are tested on patients in trials that 
take an average of 2.7 years and cost $540M. In Clinical Phase 3, results from previous 
phases are validated in large trials to ensure statistical significance that lasts an average 2.3 
years and cost $1600M. The Clinical Phase 1-3 structure is not regulated, per se; it is a 
natural consequence of the regulations that safety risks should be minimized and that each 
trial should be guided by the results from the previous one, which means that the complexity 
and size of the trial increases the further in the process the project moves. (KMR Group, 
2009) 
 

 
Figure 5 – Illustration of the three regulated clinical phases of drug 
development  

29 The animals used are very closely related genetically to humans, but a guaranteed predictability of safety is 
very improbable. In a project with the purpose to develop a therapy for leukemia and autoimmune diseases, a 
drug candidate had shown to be safe in studies with apes. However, when only 1/500 of the dose was tested on 
humans, it injured several organs and caused gangrene on the fingers of one of the patients treated (Dowsing & 
Kendall, 2007).  
30 Clinical development also contains phase 4 studies that are conducted after the drug is launched on the 
market. These are outside the scope of this study. 
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4.4. Technology Change of Drug Development 
 
Over the last hundred years, the pharmaceutical industry has gone through several 
transformations changing the knowledge creation process of drug development. Medical 
treatment by pharmaceuticals has been conducted throughout human history; however, it 
was not until the scientific breakthroughs in organic chemistry at the end of the 19th century 
that drug development became an extensive industrial activity (Henderson et al., 1999). The 
knowledge creation process transformed from searching for natural products with desirable 
therapeutic effects to testing new methods for synthesizing compounds.  
 
World War II marked the start of an industrial era of drug development, as the first mass-
market drug, penicillin, was developed. Penicillin became an example for how a newly 
developed drug can be sold with a large margin on a global market (Henderson et al., 1999). 
Companies started to invest in large R&D facilities and employ research scientists to 
enhance their scientific abilities. The knowledge creation methodology was based on so 
called “random screening”, which meant that novel synthetic chemical compounds were 
randomly tested on patients and animals to see whether they had the desired physiological 
effect (Henderson et al., 1999). The idea was to develop chemical programs with a group of 
compounds that had similar functional structure, and screen out the one that showed the best 
effect.  
 
Losec is an example of a drug that was developed this way; this drug against peptic ulcer 
(stomach acidity) that was the most sold drug in the 1990s. Organic chemists synthesized 
many different compound groups that were injected into the stomach of dogs, and the drug 
effect of the compounds was measured through pH of the stomach acid. The one that 
lowered the pH the most was taken into clinical trials (Östholm, 1995).  
 
The concept of ‘random’ is exaggerated, since there was some knowledge about the effect of 
the compound that guided the search. By creating a pharmacological profile of the given 
compound, in terms of its administration and metabolism in the body, and measuring the 
physiological effect in animals, researchers could screen out the compounds with desired 
properties. Although the screening was a core part of the process, it was the medicinal 
organic chemists that were regarded as working in the “heart” of the process and 
pharmacologists “working in a fundamentally reactive mode”; that is to say, simply testing 
what the chemists gave them (Henderson & Cockburn, 1994). 
 
With the exception of opening pharmaceutical markets, World War II also led to the 
development of the first international protocol regulating drug development, the Nuremberg 
Code, which was created in 1947. This was the basis for what is now the Good Clinical 
Practice protocol, regulating the ethical foundations of clinical trials (Otte et al., 2005).  
 
There was an increase in publicly available basic biological knowledge in the 1940s and 
1950s. The industry responded by developing strategies to better access such knowledge to 
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be used in-house (Parascandola, 1985). The pharmaceutical companies started to employ 
more basic researchers within their respective organizations. This biological paradigm of 
drug discovery (Hopkins et al., 2007) or “science-driven research ” (Cockburn et al., 2000) 
was based upon a more biochemical mechanistic understanding of diseases. Researchers 
were now developing biological models through which a more biological understanding of 
diseases could be obtained (Gambardella, 1995). 
 
The pharmaceutical companies at that time had gained their competitive advantage by 
investing in competence in basic science and had close connections to the overall medical 
and scientific community (Henderson et al., 1994). The R&D organizations were organized 
a bit like academic institutions, with scientific disciplines forming departments such as 
chemistry, biology or pharmacology. The need for competence to explore complex disease 
required creativity and many companies organized their R&D very flexibly and informally 
(Gambardella, 1995). 
 
Companies managed the change to science-based drug development by creating incentives 
for scientists to pursue basic research; letting researchers engage more in the overall 
scientific community by encouraging scientists to publish in scientific peer reviewed 
journals and create collaborations with academic partners, and by employing world leading 
scientists on high hierarchical level positions (Cockburn et al., 2000; Parascandola, 1985). 
The competences in generating chemical compounds for screening remained, yet this 
process could now be guided by knowledge about how the compound interacts with the 
molecular target. 
 
The Industrialization of Drug Development 
 
A new paradigm for drug development entered the industry in the 1990s: the 
industrialization of drug development. From being rather ad-hoc organized, based on 
academic disciplines, and involving a great deal of scientific autonomy, pharmaceutical 
companies started to invest in automatization technologies and homogenizing the knowledge 
creation in the development process. Instead of resembling academic institutions, the new 
role model was the factor and the new model was communicated as the “R&D factory” 
(Handen, 2002).  
 
Two factors induced the industrialization of knowledge creation activities in drug 
development: (1) innovations in biotechnology, and (2) the foundation of the international 
association International Conference of Harmonization (ICH). First, innovations in (bio) 
technology automated several phases of wet laboratory work of pharmaceutical companies. 
Chemical compound synthesis went from being based on manual labor conducted by single 
scientists with low throughput, to a higher degree of automation by biotechnological 
machinery.  Combinatorial chemistry was a notable new technology used to automate 
chemical synthesis (Geysen et al., 2003). High Throughput Screening (HTS) was another 
biotechnology that lead to automation of test tube experimentation by enabling large scale 
testing of the many synthesized compounds with many disease targets at the same time 
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(Nightingale, 2000a). The most astounding was the HTS machinery that allowed for 
automated tests of a million drug-disease target interactions per year (Houston & Banks, 
1997). 
 
Genomics is another biotechnology that increased the throughput of test tube experiments. 
Genomics and DNA sequencing during the Human Genome Project led to the discovery of 
30000-40000 protein-coding genes of which some could be potential disease targets (Venter 
et al., 2001). The number of targets rose from 480 disease targets in 1997 (Drews & Ryser, 
1997) with an astonishing 600-1500 new disease targets by 2002 (Hopkins & Groom, 2002). 
The problem was that it was unknown how the new disease targets were related to disease 
physiologies. Thus, there was need for a high-scale analysis of the genome to find them. 
This led to the development of automated tools for analysis of genetic profiles of whole 
populations, referred to as Genome Wide Association Studies (GenoWAS).   
 
The second factor that induced the industrialization of knowledge creation activities in drug 
development was the global harmonization of regulation of clinical studies that came with 
the founding of ICH in 1991. Through a panel of representatives of the most influential 
governmental medical agencies and pharmaceutical companies, the association was able to 
create an internationally harmonized protocol for how to organize clinical trials. Prior to the 
1990s, pharmaceutical companies had to obey each nation’s regulations for clinical trials 
when they wanted to launch a drug in that country. According to Peck et al. (2003), prior to 
the harmonization, it was not uncommon that a company had to conduct a large amount of 
clinical studies (sometimes about 75 to 100 studies) in order to satisfy the regulation of each 
country in which they wanted to launch a drug. Now, the standardized animal studies safety 
studies and the Phase 1-3 organization could be applied to every project, regardless of the 
target market.  
 
The Era of Biomarkers and Personalized Medicine  
 
Productivity, as defined as new drugs per dollar, dropped dramatically during the end of the 
1990s and throughout the 2000s (Paul et al., 2010). The successful years from the past were 
not matched. This was explained in several ways; some argued that it was an external reason 
behind the downfall, namely that regulatory hurdles increased dramatically (Abraham & 
Reed, 2002). Others argued that it was an internal industry problem based on several factors 
that had to do with the focus on target-based drug discovery shifting away from 
physiological screening (Sams-Dodd, 2005): the investments made in high-scale process 
technologies (including genetics, HTS, combinatorial chemistry, etc.) increased the quantity 
rather than build knowledge about diseases (Betz, 2005); the investments in biotechnology 
had been done too early for the industry to receive a positive return on investment (Hopkins 
et al., 2007); there was a disconnect between basic biological research and clinical 
development that had evolved due to the process organization of the companies (Wehling, 
2011); and, mega mergers cost too much and had not led to the productivity gains initially 
predicted. Regardless of which was the significant factor, there was a consensus in the 
middle of the 2000s that the industry was in a crisis that needed to be rectified. 
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Meanwhile, there was a changing public debate about healthcare, especially in the US. 
There was a policy drive for better understanding of disease mechanisms and translating 
knowledge into clinical practice through drug development. This discussion has been 
running under the catchword “Personalized Healthcare” in public debate, referring to the 
medical benefits of stratifying the understanding of patients’ diseases in more detail (see e.g. 
Allison, 2008; Ginsburg et al., 2001; Kean et al., 2004). Too many drugs did not have an 
effect on the patient for whom they were prescribed and, in some cases, the drug use could 
even be lethal for certain patients. Additionally, payers for reimbursement of 
pharmaceuticals (insurance companies, governments, and so on) have asked why they are to 
pay for pharmaceuticals that have no effect for the treated patients (Aspinall et al., 2007).  
 
In the Genomics and Personalized Healthcare Act of 2006 sponsored by Senator Obama 
outlined a governmental policy direction for sponsoring the further development within the 
area. Although the act was not enacted in congress, nor was it the first policy initiative on 
the topic, was an important landmark for a public drive toward personalized medicine. In 
practice, the policy initiatives led to a change in regulation for what was needed in order for 
a new pharmaceutical to be approved. This meant more knowledge would be needed about 
which patients would and would not respond to a given treatment, and the reasons why. In 
principle, this meant better scientific underpinnings of the basic biology concerning diseases 
and biochemical mechanisms.  
 
Related to the public initiatives within personalized healthcare was a debate on 
“Translational Science”. There was a public frustration that the extensive amount of public 
funding that went into basic research did not result in any clinical benefit for patients. 
Promoting translational science was the way of saying that there should be a more 
purposeful agenda for the basic biomedical research conducted in the industry and academia. 
The Translational science slogan was touted “From [laboratory] bench to bedside” 
(O'Connell & Roblin, 2006).  
 
Once the concepts were translated to the scientific community, they adopted a more 
scientific character. The label of translational science was loaded with rhetoric that there 
was a need for deeper knowledge about the basic biochemical mechanisms that could 
provide better evidence for which disease targets to pursue in drug development. Although 
there had been a drive for a science-based drug development decades earlier, there was a 
need for an even deeper scientific understanding about the effects of the drug on the 
molecular mechanisms of the body and how this translated to the disease. Some coined this 
as “system biology”, or even the system biological paradigm of biopharmaceutical research 
(e.g. Allarakhia & Wensley, 2007).  
 
“Biomarkers” became the third catchword that emerged during the changing technological 
regime of the 2000s. The biomarker concept emerged as a reaction to the growing debate for 
how effects of pharmaceuticals could be objectively measured and how knowledge about 
pharmaceutical effect could be transformed to evidence-based treatments in healthcare. This 
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was especially the case for the Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act, signed by 
Bill Clinton in 1997, which changed the demand of scientific evidence needed to establish 
the efficacy of drugs (Kulynych, 1999). As the scientific society had started to build a larger 
knowledge base about the underlying mechanistic causes for why diseases arise, the 
government also changed regulations. Besides “adequate and well-controlled studies” the 
drug developer should also have “confirmatory evidence” of a drug’s efficacy. Evidence in 
this case meant an explanation for why a drug worked and, for this, the underlying 
mechanism was needed and an explanation of how the drug affected it (Kulynych, 1999). 
 
Biomarker as such became defined in 1998 by the National Institution of Health’s (NIH) 
Biomarker Definition Working Group as “a characteristic that is objectively measured and 
evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or 
pharmacological responses to therapeutic intervention” (Atkinson et al., 2001: pp. 89). A 
biomarker that had a causal connection to the final clinical effect would be called a 
“surrogate endpoint”. Instead of measuring the aggregated clinical endpoint (the desirable 
physiological effect) of a drug, researchers could measure the surrogate endpoint and 
translate the results. For example, arterial blood pressure could be a surrogate endpoint for 
heart failure during hypertension.  
 
There have been indications of three reactions from pharmaceutical companies with regard 
to the recent wide technology changes in the industry. First, there was a trend in the industry 
to outsource R&D activities to external organizations such as biotech companies, technical 
CRO31, or universities (Powell, 1997; Stuart et al., 2007). The rationale of opening up the 
drug development process to involve other players is that pharmaceutical companies are able 
to gain access to innovative projects elsewhere and to employ all the expert capabilities 
needed for the whole drug development process (Stuart et al., 2007). Some call this the 
virtual business model of drug development (Chiesa et al., 1997; Sabatier et al., 2010).  
 
Secondly, pharmaceutical companies have sought collaboration with diagnostic companies 
in order to exploit the requirements of personalized healthcare (PWC, 2011). In order to 
prescribe the drug to the right patients, the pharmaceutical company needs to develop not 
only the pharmaceutical, but also launch a diagnostic tool to single out whether a patient is 
eligible for the treatment or not. The diagnostic tool is often referred to as a “companion 
diagnostic” (Trusheim et al., 2011). 
 
Third, firms have invested in capabilities related to implementing biomarkers in drug 
development projects in order to create better basic biological underpinnings of the drug 
projects. Operationalizing the capabilities into concrete activities means creating diagnostic 
laboratory tools for measuring the different pharmaceutical effects on a biochemical level in 
both animal and human experiments. The present case study of AstraZeneca is one example 
of such an initiative.  
 

31 Technical CROs are companies that provide laboratory services for pharmaceutical companies 
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Two Historical Product Innovations 
 
Historically, the change in the drug development process has been the cause of the evolution 
in the pharmaceutical industry, yet, there are a few historical changes in the product design 
of the pharmaceutical that have had some implications on the technology change in the 
industry.  
 
One example is the emergence of biochemical pharmaceuticals such as proteins, enzymes or 
antibodies (also called biopharmaceuticals), which are much larger in size (referred to as 
macromolecules) than small chemical compounds. Only recently have synthetic 
biopharmaceuticals entered the market on a significant scale (Hopkins et al., 2007)32. 
Compared to chemical pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals often have a lower probability 
of side-effects and can be used as replacement therapies in diseases where important 
proteins are missing (such as diabetes or growth hormone deficiencies). The drawbacks are 
that biopharmaceuticals can be seldom administered as pills, thus, requiring less patient-
friendly treatments (Walsh, 2009). This is surely a significant change in artifact. However, 
this product innovation has not revolutionized the industry (Hopkins et al., 2007). Diseases 
that need replacement therapies are limited in number and, for other diseases, 
biopharmaceuticals are only in rare occasions better choices over chemical compounds. The 
drug development process itself is still quite similar for biopharmaceuticals and chemical 
compounds, which made the transformation to develop biopharmaceuticals quite smooth for 
established firms (Zucker & Darby, 1996; Zucker et al., 1997). Although biotechnology in 
itself has been considered a creative destruction of earlier competence (McKelvey, 1996), it 
did not actual “destroy” any established firms.  
 
A second product innovation worth mentioning is the constant development of different 
pharmaceutical delivery mechanisms: such as pills, syringes, drops, capsules or 
suppositories, which has made it possible to enhance drug treatment and making it more 
comfortable for patients to take them. Although important, these innovations give only 
incremental benefits to pharmaceutical therapies and are of no use when treating diseases for 
which there still are no pharmaceutical options.  
 
Although these two innovations of product designs have certainly been important in the 
pharmaceutical industry, they have not changed the fundamental business model of 
continuous innovation. Instead, they shift in the way in which knowledge is created during 
drug development, thus triggering the major industrial transformations.  
 
 
  

32 Initially biopharmaceuticals were not product innovations, but manufacturing innovations for synthetically 
producing the macromolecules. Prior to the 1980s, biopharmaceuticals existed naturally and had to be 
extracted from corpses and animals. This sort of “biopharmaceutical harvesting” was very inefficient, and 
synthetic manufacturing made great improvements to obtaining these compounds. (See e.g. Pisano, 2006; 
McKelvey, 1996) 
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4.5. The Science Behind Biomarkers 
 
A biomarker is an indicator of a biological process in the body, which can be used as a 
measurement of both biochemical and physiological changes of humans during therapeutic 
intervention (Atkinson et al., 2001). Instead of the traditional technology of quite blunt 
measurements, biomarkers could be used to study specific biochemical changes (Frank et 
al., 2003). This means it is a more sophisticated, precise, and less uncertain way to establish 
the relationship between the selected disease target and the actual disease; it also means a 
higher precision when selecting the targeted patients. In order to measure pharmaceutical 
effects through biomarkers, scientists often use advanced biotechnology or medical 
technological tools.  
 
A commonly used example of a biomarker is that of sweet urine as an indicator for diabetes, 
which already was used by physicians in ancient India (Dews, 2010). Physicians could 
understand that patients were sick when their urine was sweet. Only much later was it 
understood that it was diabetes, which was defined as the result of poor uptake of sugar from 
the blood. Sweet urine could be tested in drug development against diabetes for measuring 
biochemical differences. If a drug lowered the sweetness of a patient’s urine, chances are 
that it will also help patients to cure their diabetes. By measuring the effect on a molecular 
level, predictions could be made about the effect on a physiological level. Sweet urine is 
quite easily measured because it contains sugar that can tested. Other biomarkers, however, 
may be much more difficult to test and need to be done with sophisticated methods. The 
difficult part with biomarkers is finding a measurement that is correlated with the disease 
symptoms.  
 
Biomarkers can be classified according to the hierarchical level of the biological process that 
they indicate (c.f. Danhof et al., 2005): 

• Disease Target Engagement Biomarker – a biomarker that indicates 
whether a drug candidate has the desired effect on the target: i.e. enhancing 
or inhibiting the function of the target. In order for disease target 
engagement to occur, the drug needs to reach the target site and chemically 
bind to the target in in the desired way. 

• Biochemical Mechanistic Biomarker – a biomarker that indicates whether 
a drug candidate has the desired effects on the molecular mechanism.  

• Functional Biomarker (also called Physiological or Proof-Of-Principle 
Biomarker) – a biomarker that indicates the functional physiologic changes 
of a patient. This could be degradation of neurons in the brain, blood 
pressure, magnetic roentgen imaging (MRI) of different tissues, or other 
functions on organ level. 

• Genetic Biomarker – a genetic test to single out the patients that would 
and would not respond to a treatment or for whom a treatment could have 
severe safety issues. 
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This classification corresponds to the Figure 4 diagram. Disease target engagement 
biomarker measures whether the molecule binds to a protein; a biochemical mechanistic 
biomarker measures whether the drug has effects on the biochemical mechanism, and the 
functional biomarker measures whether the drug has effects on the disease physiology.  
 
Disease target engagement biomarkers are important because they help to validate whether a 
drug interacts with the intended target in the human body. Designing a substance that 
actually has the right properties to interact with the target in a human body is not an easy 
task. Disease target engagement biomarkers can measure whether or not this is achieved. 
There are numerous barriers in the human biological system that can stop the candidate drug 
from reaching its target. These include: the digestive system that can metabolize the drug, 
the cell membrane that hinder drugs to reach intracellular targets, the blood-brain barrier, pH 
barriers and body fat that can bind lipophilic compounds. These all hinder the potential 
pharmaceuticals to reach their target. It is not possible to see in a microscope whether or not 
the drug reaches its target. In some cases the actual tissue, where the target is located, can be 
removed and tested in the laboratory; at other times, measurements need to be conducted in 
vivo (within the living body) with the help of biomarkers.  
 
Biochemical mechanistic biomarkers are important because they help measure how drugs 
change (or do not change) the biochemistry of the human body. These are needed to answer 
project hypotheses that engaging with a target renders a positive physiological response. 
Diseases that seem to have similar physiological symptoms may actually be different on a 
biochemical level. Physiological symptoms are quite well known in complex diseases, such 
as Alzheimer’s; however, the underlying biochemical mechanism still has not been validated 
and there are no prior treatments for such a disease (see e.g. Appendix 7 for a description of 
the difficulties in developing drugs for Alzheimer). The role of a disease target in a 
biochemical mechanism is often not known.  
 
Functional biomarkers are mainly used to measure physiological changes more objectively 
than traditional methods have done. Examples of functional biomarkers are Magnetic 
Roentgen, blood pressure, brain scans, etc. The benefit of functional biomarker is that a 
clear quantitative outcome of a physiological effect of the pharmaceutical can be obtained, 
which can be used for statistics in whole patient populations. The tools themselves for 
measuring functional biomarkers are often old technologies. During the era of personalized 
medicine though, they have received increased importance. When used together with the 
disease target engagement biomarkers and biochemical mechanistic biomarkers, functional 
biomarkers could quantify the connection between biochemical mechanism of a disease and 
the physiological symptoms.  
 
Genetic Biomarkers are sometimes considered to be the core of personalized medicine as 
their only purpose is to stratify patients that are eligible for a treatment (see e.g. the cases 
used in Trusheim et al., 2007). There are genetic variations within the population for certain 
diseases, which means that some patients do not have the type of the disease target for which 
a pharmaceutical is designed. Other patients might have a genetic variation of a protein 
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peripheral in the biochemical mechanism of the disease, which can lead to pharmaceuticals 
having interactions and unwanted side-effects. Selecting patients that will not respond to a 
treatment or will have severe side-effects of a treatment is the benefit of genetic biomarkers.  
 
Biomarker development (i.e. adapting a biomarker technology for a specific purpose of a 
drug development project) is a core part of modern drug development practice in the era of 
personalized medicine since the biomarkers are needed to test whether the concept of the 
intended drug is or is not effective. Most substances turn out not to have the right properties 
to qualify as therapeutic pharmaceuticals. Indeed, Pisano (2006) claims that drug 
development today is about deselecting all substances that have no effect, rather than 
designing the perfect substance from the start. The technological development within 
organic and population chemistry during the industrialization of drug development in the 
1990s has led to pharmaceutical companies improving their efficiency of chemical synthesis 
and now own libraries of millions of different compounds that can become future drugs. 
Having advanced tools for measuring pharmaceutical effects through biomarkers makes it 
easier to disqualify drug candidates for not having the desired effect.  
 
Although most pharmaceutical projects fail, knowing the reason for failure can build 
knowledge and move development further. A project may have failed because of a lack of 
efficacy when the drug candidate did not reach the target or because the selected target was 
not a part of the underlying molecular mechanism of a disease. In the former, a project could 
continue by designing a new drug candidate with better properties for the same target. In the 
latter, a new target would have to be selected for further development in the quest to expand 
a therapy for the targeted disease. Without knowing whether or not the pharmaceutical 
interacts with the target, it is difficult to make a rational decision to continue with a new 
substance or a new target (Frank et al., 2003). For this reason, different measurements of 
drug efficacy are important to conduct for go/no-go decision for project continuation.  
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4.6. Biomarker-Associated Technologies 
 
In essence, all of the technologies used in drug development for measuring drug effect could 
be associated with biomarkers. The technology to measure blood pressure could be used to 
diagnose a change in the physiology during a cardiovascular drug development project. 
Therefore, blood pressure is a functional biomarker. The type of blood sugar measurement 
tools that patients with diabetes use could also be a biomarker-associated technology, if used 
in drug development. Blood sugar would also be a biomarker. However, in the purpose of 
understanding the underlying cause of diseases, technologies used for disease target 
engagement biomarkers and biochemical mechanistic biomarkers primarily need to be 
implemented.  
 
Although many technologies associated with disease target engagement and biochemical 
mechanistic biomarkers exist today, there are specifically two types of technologies that are 
often used: “assays” and positron emission tomography (PET). 
 
“Assays” to Quantify the Amount of Biochemical Substances 
 
Assays for measuring biochemical substances make up a family of biotechnologies used for 
measuring the chemical or biochemical content of a sample. They are very commonly used 
in a biochemical laboratory and most were developed a long time ago. The list of different 
assays is long and the use in drug development is based upon what is to be measured. 
 
There are specific types of assays for specific types of measurements. Some can be used for 
cell counting, while others are used for detecting proteins in a sample. Enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is an example used for detecting microorganisms in a 
sample. Biacore is an example of a technology used to detect protein concentration in a 
sample. Both of these use specifically developed antibodies that bind to what is intended to 
be measured.  
 
These technologies are usually quite user friendly in that they have a clear signal (a display 
indicating a number, a color shift, or some other signal) to display whether there is a 
concentration of the studied target chemical, biochemical, cell, and so on.  
 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
 
PET is based on radiation technology used as a method for studying how different molecules 
are distributed in the body. In CNS/Pain projects, where the target is often located in the 
brain, invasive methods are difficult to use for the study of disease target engagement. 
Therefore, what is known as a “PET-ligand” is created, which resembles the drug candidate 
except for a radioactive atom bound to it. This makes it possible to track it in the body and 
used to see whether or not it binds to the potential target. The radioactive atom can be 
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detected in the PET machine. This radiation is seldom harmful for the subject; it was mostly 
used to study disease target engagement in humans, and sometimes in animals as well.  
 
With PET a 3D picture can be made for where the drug is located in the body. If there is a 
high concentration in the brain, it is likely to establish the drug that binds to the disease 
target located in the brain and the disease target engagement. If the highest concentration is 
in the gut, it is likely that the body started digesting the drug and that target engagement had 
not been achieved.  
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5. The Pharmacology Chain: The Dominant Drug 
Development Process During the 2000s  

 
In 1999 AstraZeneca started to standardize the drug development process and homogenize 
the content of the projects in line with the general industrialization trend of drug 
development in the pharmaceutical industry. A dominant drug development process 
architecture emerged, which I in this thesis refer to as the Pharmacology Chain process. The 
name reflects the two main points of the process: that it was mainly knowledge creation 
about how the pharmacological properties of the drug (i.e. how the drug affects the 
physiology of the disease) and the sequential chain-like structure of the process33. Each 
process phase fed into the next phase. The new standardized Pharmacology Chain process 
dominated drug development practice at AstraZeneca R&D during the end of the 1990s to 
the end of the 2000s.  
 
As has been described in Chapter 4, there were two important changes in the regulatory and 
technological environment in the pharmaceutical industry at the time: the global 
development of high-scale biotechnologies and the harmonization of clinical regulation34. 
Both of these changes made it possible for pharmaceutical companies to standardize their 
drug development process. The high-scale biotechnologies helped automatize the wet 
laboratory experiments early in the process computer-based drug design modeling and the 
synthesis of chemical drug compounds. The harmonization of global clinical regulation 
meant that it was now possible to conduct standard drug development trials with patients 
(and health volunteers) regardless of which country the drug would be launched. The 
alignment with the structure of the R&D organization was a third important force that 
enabled standardization.  
 
The structure of the R&D organization at AstraZeneca went from being loosely organized in 
the early 1990s35, with scientific disciplines forming departments such as chemistry, biology 
or pharmacology to being a process-based structure with departments having clear 
accountability for phases in the process, standardized performance measures, and systems 
for resource allocation to projects in the beginning of the 2000s. This process-based 
management structure emerged during a time when AstraZeneca was expanding its 
operations after market successes of Losec and other blockbuster drugs during the 1990s. 
AstraZeneca was also on the verge of finalizing the development of the next generation of 
major blockbuster drugs, such as Crestor, Seroquel, and Nexium. 

33 That the process was sequential is an exaggeration. There were activities conducted simultaneously within a 
project and a project could iterate between phases. There was, however, seldom that several phases were 
conducted simultaneously in a project and iteration was mostly limited to within phase iteration. 
34 Both Astra and Zeneca did invest in the different technologies and had global strategies for drug 
development and harmonized clinical trials. Interview18 describes how Astra invested in high-scale 
technologies after the biotech investigation conducted within the company in 1995. Document5 describes the 
type of high-scale technology in which Zeneca invested. When the two companies merged in 1999, they were 
regarded as “equals” in terms of culture and technology. Document6 cites the common media conception of the 
merger: that Astra and Zeneca had “similar science-based cultures and a shared vision”. 
35 Zeneca was also organized based on academic institutions, according to Respondent52 (in Interview44) who 
was project leader in a cross disciplinary project at the time. 
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The Pharmacology Chain R&D process involved, first, experimentation in laboratory 
studies: i.e. with test tubes or animal studies, which was referred to as Pre-clinical 
Development36 and then trials with human subjects, referred to as Clinical Development. 
The architecture of the Pharmacology Chain process then consisted of six parts (referred to 
as components, activity sets or phases): Hypothesis Creation, Drug Compound Synthesis, 
Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 1, Clinical Phase 2, and Clinical Phase 3 (see Figure 6)37. 
Each phase ended with a milestone with specified output and associated activities of 
knowledge creation to reach this output. This process architecture built on the rationale that 
the components of activity sets are sequentially organized and that the knowledge creation is 
mainly about effects of drugs on the physiology of patients. 

   
Figure 6 – Standardized process architecture that emerged at 
AstraZeneca during the 1990s and 2000s  

 
The standardization was on a ‘rough granularity level’ of the process: i.e. the architecture of 
the process was standardized; yet not all single activities within the activity sets were. The 
standardization was primarily of the output of each phase, yet indirectly this also meant 
standardizing the process of reaching the output. The phases were differently standardized 
and to a different degree. AstraZeneca management team (and the clinical trial regulators) 
decided which criteria had to be fulfilled in order to enter a following phase, as well as 
which type of studies had to be conducted to achieve this outcome. This meant standardizing 
both the activities and the outcome in duality.  
 
In this chapter, the emergence and the content of the Pharmacology Chain process are 
further described. The content of the Pre-clinical Development part of the process is 
described in the first Section (5.1), and the evidence reveals that it was the dominant way 
drugs were developed at AstraZeneca. In a similar manner, the Clinical Development part of 
the process is presented in the second Section (5.2). The organizational management 
structures of AstraZeneca during the era in which the Pharmacology Chain was the 
dominant process are presented in the third Section (5.3). The fourth Section (5.4) deals with 
the results of the increase in process performance that resulted from the standardization and 
gradual learning. The chapter is summarized in the concluding Section (5.5).  

36 Pre-clinical Development was also referred to as Drug Discovery. 
37 AstraZeneca used other labels to describe the different parts of the process. Hypothesis Creation was referred 
to as “Target Generation”; Drug Compound Synthesis was called “Lead Generation” and was sometimes 
divided into “Hit and Lead Identification” and “Lead Generation”; and Animal Testing was sometimes divided 
into the two components: “Lead Optimization” and “Pre-clinical Development”. Even if the labels are different 
between what was used at AstraZeneca and what I have used, the content remains the same. Here, I have 
chosen labels with words that are understandable for the reader with limited experience in drug development.  
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5.1. A Standardized Pre-clinical Development Process 
 
The overall output of the Pre-clinical Development part of the process was a “Candidate 
Drug” that had been shown to bind to a disease target with the qualities needed to potentially 
become a pharmaceutical. The candidate drug and the knowledge about its therapeutic 
properties were created in three separate phases: Hypothesis Creation, Drug Compound 
Synthesis, and Animal Testing. The overall logic was that a hypothesis was created that a 
disease target (a protein in the human body) was connected to the underlying cause of the 
disease, a drug compound was created that binded to the target in a test tube chemical 
environment, and finally the drug was studied in animals to test whether the drug compound 
also had the necessary qualities to have therapeutic properties in a biological environment.   
 
The process architecture consisted of the sub-components on lower level: Target Generation, 
Target Validation, Compound Family Identification, Compound Selection, Animal Efficacy, 
and Animal Safety (see Figure 7). On an even lower level, there were certain activities 
associated with the work within the components. The knowledge created in the activities 
together formed a whole, more aggregated, knowledge package of the component. 
 

 
Figure 7 – Summary of the process architecture of the pre-clinical part 
of the drug development process at AstraZeneca and the associated 
activities  

 
AstraZeneca had organized the Pre-clinical Development part of its projects in this way 
many times prior to the 1990s. The fact that a hypothesis was created, a drug compound 
synthesized, and tested in animal studies was nothing new. However, there were other ways 
that AstraZeneca organized projects prior to the 1990s that were even more common. The 
Pharmacology Chain became the main architecture of organizing projects in the 1990s and 
2000s. Few projects were structured in a different way. The reason why this became the 
main process architecture of the 2000s was the introduction of biotechnologies that 
automated the process and made this method the cheapest and most robust way of 
developing Candidate Drugs.  
 
What was called the Biotechnology Investigation was launched in 1995, with the purpose of 
modernizing its drug development operations. The technological development within 
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biotechnology had brought many new tools and methods into the industry that could 
potentially increase the performance.  
 
One of the outcomes from the investigation was that many new biotechnology tools were 
introduced into R&D. The aim was to enable automation of standard activities performed in 
the lab in order to increase the scale of operations. Tools such as high throughput screening 
(HTS), genetics tools, transgenetics, structural chemistry, and bioinformatics3839 were 
implemented into Pre-clinical Development. The rationale was that the technologies could 
speed up the drug development process, allowing AstraZeneca to have a larger project 
capacity40. The company needed to build infrastructure and capabilities when using these 
technologies. The strategy of implementing biotechnologies into Pre-clinical Development 
followed the pattern of most other companies in the industry (see Section 4.4). 
 
As the implementation of the technologies progressed over time, they became the standard 
technology infrastructure used in the R&D projects process of AstraZeneca. Respondents 
that worked with Pre-clinical Development during this time claim that their work became 
formalized41. There was little room to work outside the given process phases. The key 
rationales behind the implementation of these technologies were “improving performance”, 
“information technology” and “automation”, as it was presented to the press and investors in 
199942. 
 
Standardization was evident in all the three components of the process. There were 
variations in several of the activities of the actual projects on an architectural level: i.e. the 
configuration and content of which components of the process would be included in a 
project. Many of the activities in the Drug Compound Synthesis phase had been automated 
by the high-scale technologies and were, therefore, standardized. There were also certain 
types of activities in the Hypothesis Creation phase that widely used select potential targets 
for further drug development. The first part of the Animal Testing phase, when the 
pharmaceutical effects were tested in animals, was perhaps the most variable one and 
depended, to a large degree, on the project at hand. Conversely, the second part of the 
Animal Testing phase - when the pharmaceutical safety was tested in animal studies - was 
highly standardized by governmental regulation agencies (as described in Section 4.3) and 
was very homogenous.  
  
Those projects that conducted activities that did not fit into the standardized process 
architecture and were considered “anomalies”, as respondents’ narrations below will show. 
In addition, the process was not entirely homogenous over the years; there were, in fact, 

38 The Biotechnology Investigation of Astra is described in Interview18. 
39 Similar tools were introduced at Zeneca, e.g. high-throughput screening technology (Document5) and 
genetics (Interview16). When the company merged in 1999, a common global technology center where 
technological competence from both of the companies were combined. 
40 Interview40, Document7, and Document13 
41 Interview5 
42 Document7 
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time-dependent variations. Nevertheless, the core parts of the process architecture described 
below remained quite constant over the years. 
 
In the remaining part of this section, the content of the phases will be described. Each 
subsection will dig deeper into describing how the Physiological-Chain was the dominant 
process for drug development during the 2000s.  
 
The Hypothesis Creation Phase43 
 
Hypothesis Creation phase was the first part of the Pharmacology Chain process. The 
hypothesis created was based on that a target was connected to the underlying cause of the 
disease and that a drug that interacted with this target would have therapeutic effects. 
Scientists first did a thorough search about promising targets for projects and then conducted 
experiments to further investigate the targets, from a drug development point of view. Some 
targets were to be selected, while others would be found ineligible for some reason: e.g. 
because the targets were expressed in the heart or other sensitive areas or that there was no 
robust evidence that the biochemical drug target was connected to the disease physiology. 
Thus, the outcome from the phase was a target selected for further exploration.44  
 
The Hypothesis Creation phase comprised of two sub-components: Target Generation and 
Target Validation, as displayed in Figure 8. The Target Generation part of this phase was 
simply a study of which targets seemed worth investigating. This was done through 
literature reviews on the latest scientific breakthroughs or contacts with academic groups; it 
did not have to involve any particular experimentation45. The Target Validation part of the 
process involved more experimentation. Depending on the project, there were several 
methods that could be used. Four are mentioned in particular: Genome Wide Association 
Studies, Proteomic and Transcriptomic Expression Studies46, Transgenic Technologies, and 
Other Bioinformatics. 
 

43 This phase was internally called the “target identification” or “target exploration” phase at AstraZeneca.  
44 Interview45 
45 Interview45, ParticipantObservation6, Document23 
46 With transcriptomic and proteomic studies, scientists could characterize where a target was located in the 
body. This was done through investigating the concentration of a protein or RNA in various human tissues (the 
mediator between DNA and protein). (Interview45) 
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Figure 8 – Activities of the Hypothesis Creation phase 
 

Biotechnologies made a substantial impact on work within the phase. Investments were 
made in biotechnologies such as Genome Wide Association Studies (GenoWAS)47, 
transgenic technologies48 (knock-out mice and other) and bioinformatics to generate and 
validate new targets (see Figure 8). AstraZeneca had invested in two technology centers for 
transgenic technologies and genetics, which led to the conclusion that these studies could be 
done on a high-scale49. The large investments probably led to the fact that these technologies 
were frequently used in the projects, even though the quantity of times the technologies were 
used was never measured50.  
 
Projects within CVGI used the high-scale technologies for target generation and validation 
in quite a few occasions. In particular, GWAS seemed to have been a frequently used 
method for generating and validating targets during the time at which the Pharmacology 
Chain process was dominant51. In CSN/Pain, the technologies of proteomic and 
transcriptomic studies dominated this part of the process52. 
 
Another tool that was occasionally used for Target Validation was, so called, “Clinical 
Phase 0 Studies” (also referred to as MeMo Studies) a “tool compound” was dosed with a 

47 GWAS was a technology based on large genetic studies of human population to see whether there was a 
connection between people’s diseases and there genetics. If a certain disease was found to be couple to a gene, 
the target associated with the disease could be chosen for further drug development.  
48 It was mostly knock-out and overexpression transgenic technologies that were used in the Target validation 
phase. By either removing (knock-out) or increasing the concentration (overexpression) of a target an easy 
factor analysis could be done for how the target worked was connected to the physiological effects 
(Interview18). 
49 Interview18 
50 Interview18 
51 Interview24 
52 Interview45 
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very small dose and investigated for its properties53. This was an already developed 
compound known to bind to the target, yet could not be developed as a drug due to poor 
safety or some other reason. 
 
The basis of the validation was to falsify that the targets were useful as drug targets. As 
shown in Figure 954, the different studies within the process made it possible to reduce the 
number of targets. The various experiments made it possible to determine bad targets; 
however, they failed to say which were good. In this sense, “validation” is a not the correct 
term for what was done. The final validation that the target was connected to human 
physiology and could be used as a drug target was not determined until Clinical Phase 2. 
The validation in this phase was simply to build enough confidence needed to further work 
in the project. 
 

 
Figure 9 – Selection of targets throughout the target generation and 
validation process. Reconstruction from Int47 

 
How standardized was the process? The substantial investments made into the high-scale 
technologies that needed to get leverage. For example, AstraZeneca in Mölndal employed 
many geneticists that performed the GWAS and other genetic associated studies55. Likewise, 
the investments in transgenic technology were, among others, leveraged through the use 
within this component. When it comes to conducting any activities at all that had the aim to 
generate or validate targets, it seems that all projects went through the Hypothesis Creation 
phase at some point in time: be it at the beginning of the process or at another time when a 
project was brought in from external parties. It seemed difficult to run a project without any 
knowledge of the target whatsoever. This is evidenced by one respondent wanting to start a 
new project based on an old drug development process that existed prior to the 
Pharmacology Chain (based on the process of Physiological Screening, see Brown, 2007). 
There was no interest or resources at all in the organization.56 
 
 
 

53 Interview32, Interview41 and Interview7 
54 Reproduced from Interview45 
55 Interview37 
56 Interview42 
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The Drug Compound Synthesis Phase57  
 
The Drug Compound Synthesis phase consisted of activities that, in the end, had the aim of 
creating one or several compounds58 that bonded in test tubes to the target selected in the 
previous phase. AstraZeneca achieved this by developing a large number of compounds and 
randomly testing them through high throughput experimentation machinery. This phase of 
the process was the most standardized on an activity level. See Figure 10 for the sub-
components and activities of the Drug Compound Synthesis phase. 

 
Figure 10 – Activities of the Drug Compound Synthesis phase 

 
As the name suggests, the aim in the first part of the phase, called Compound Family 
Identification, was to synthesize compound families that had strong bindings to the target. 
Compound families were groups of similar chemicals that differed only by parts of the 
chemical formula. These families were synthesized in-house at AstraZeneca, bought from 
substance providers or collected from plants or organisms found in nature59. The compound 
families did not have to be created for a single project; instead, they were stored in large 
high-tech facilities and taken out when used for a specific project60.  

57 This phase was sometimes divided into two parts: hit identification (or lead identification) and lead 
generation. Sometimes the whole of this phase was simply called lead generation.  
58 This was somethimes called ligend, a compound that binds to protein, to the target generated in the target 
generation and validation phase. 
59 Interview37 Respondent47 explains how the strategy was to expand the compound libraries in the screening 
laboratories during the early 2000 by buying compounds from other companies. InformalInteraction3 
(Respondent6) also explains how AstraZeneca drove an initiative in the beginning of the 2000 to gather “exotic 
substance” in the rain forest of South East Asia. This is an example of creative and non-standard way of 
acquiring new compounds. 
60 ParticipantObservation7, Document7, Document14  
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In parallel to the synthesis or gathering of compound libraries, a high quality assay that 
would test the particular target interaction with the compound had to be developed. This 
activity could be done in several different ways depending upon the target in place and the 
preference of the scientists working on the project61.  
 
The actual screening in the Compound Family Identification could be conducted once these 
two activities – creation of compound libraries and assays development – were complete. 
This was achieved through the automated high throughput screening machinery that would 
mix each compound (which could be up to 2 million compounds in a single batch) with the 
target.  
 
When the compound families that bound to the target were found, it was time to optimize 
the design of the compound: i.e. that parts of the molecule were modified in order to bind to 
the target even better; this was done in the Compound Selection phase62. This could be 
realized by adding different side-chains of the molecules63. Scientists could either randomly 
change the molecule or “rationally” change it by building computer models based upon 
quantum chemistry that showed a 3D representation of the target and how a possible 
compound could bind64. The new compounds went into “screening” to test whether they had 
better qualities than the original drug. In this screening, pharmacological properties of the 
compounds were tested through biological-type assays based on human or animal tissues or 
cells65. This part of the process was typically iterative, as an initial design was tested and 
analyzed in order to improve the next design66.  
 
The selection of compounds in this phase was primarily done on the basis of their 
pharmacological properties67. Pharmacological properties here refer to different properties 
of the drug compound that are necessary in order to be considered to be given to humans at 
all. The scientists of AstraZeneca had long lists of pharmacology properties that were used 
to define the criteria for which potential drug compound were selected. Some examples of 
these criteria were: solubility, potency, chemical stability of the drug compound (so that the 

61 In ParticipantObservation7, Respondent30 mentions that AstraZeneca generally have used two types of 
assays: biochemical and cell-based, that each contain sub-types depending upon the type of readout that is used 
(e.g. radiometric or photometric). The process of controlling the quality and optimizing these assays is 
somewhat different. 
62 The second part of the hit and lead identification was sometimes referred to at AstraZeneca as the Lead 
identification process phase. In several pictures of the drug development process at AstraZeneca, the Drug 
Compound Synthesis phase is separate phases with a milestone (called MS2) in the middle of the phase. At 
some point during the 2000s, these were considered as separate phases of the process (e.g. Document26, 
Document27 and Document28).  
63 ParticipantObservation7, Document7 
64 The “rational” method for developing substances, referred to as structural chemistry, came later to 
AstraZeneca, because the technologies for sequencing proteins had not yet been developed fully in the 1990s 
or the necessary computer power was very expensive (Document13) 
65 Interview8 
66 ParticipantObservation7, Document7 
67 ParticipantObservation7, Document7 
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compound was not broken up into pieces), interaction with common proteins in the liver, 
heart, brain and so on, and where on the target the binding occurred68.  
 
Other selection criteria than by pharmacology properties were not possible to use in this 
stage of the process. Since there were no organism with the disease used in this stage, the 
physiological effects of the drug were not possible to measure. For the same reason, the 
biochemical effects could not be investigate either. 
 
Prior to the 1990s, researchers also did this type of screening, yet it was done manually in a 
labor-intensive manner. Therefore, the biggest benefits from the investments in 
biotechnology of the 1990s came within the Drug Compound Synthesis phase. As described 
in Section 4.4, the 1990s and 2000s saw an impressive technological development, which 
automated many of the activities associated with the lead identification and generation 
phase. 
 
The automated technology meant that standard experiments of testing binding between 
target and compound could be done for many projects at the same time. This increased the 
speed and output several thousand times69, which makes it reasonable to assume that it 
became difficult for scientists to motivate less effective manual experimentation. 
 
Animal Testing 
 
In the Animal Testing phase, the effects of the potential drug compounds were studied in 
animals to see whether they bonded to the target in a “biological” environment. The test tube 
experiments done in the earlier phases were not very “biologically complex” and could, 
therefore, create limited knowledge useful for drug development. As complex biological 
beings, animals provided an opportunity to test the drug effect with many other 
biochemicals, cells, body organs, and other biological entities. This was something that was 
a limitation in test tube experimentation of earlier phases. 
  
The core outcome of this phase was the Candidate Drug that had been tested for its disease 
curing properties (efficacy) in animal models and in standardized regulated safety 
experiments. The two goals of efficacy and safety in animal models were separately 
achieved in the Animal Efficacy and the Animal Safety sub-components70 (see Figure 11).  

68 ParticipantObservation7, Document7 
69 ParticipantObservation7, Document7 
70 This process component is not always seen as a connected whole phase of the two parts of Animal Efficacy 
and Animal Safety. Both parts mutually use animal models for testing the properties of the drug.  
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Figure 11 – Activities of the Animal Testing phase 

 
The two sub-components, Animal Efficacy and Animal Safety, were standardized to 
different degrees. While the Animal Efficacy phase was quite open for creativity, the 
Animal Safety involved all the safety studies in animal standardized by regulation that were 
globally harmonized (see also description in 4.3). 
 
There were typically several compounds that entered the Animal Efficacy phase from the 
previous Drug Compound Synthesis phase. These were now tested for their efficacy and 
safety properties in a biological system, where there were several biological factors in the 
animal body that could influence how the compound behaved. In essence, there were four 
issues that were investigated in animals: whether or not the drug had a desired 
pharmacology and exposure where it could have a therapeutic effect, if it had the desired 
therapeutic effects as measured on physiological level; and if it was safe to use. The 
“optimization” of the phase meant that, out of several selected compounds, the most optimal 
one was selected. 
 
Poor exposure occurs when the drug compound was, for example, stuck in the gut, liver or 
in any other of the protecting organs of the animal body. For CNS/Pain projects, where the 
drug is often aimed to affect a target located in brain, there is a blood-brain barrier in many 
mammals that protect alien substances from entering the brain71. Due to the similarity in 
biology between the species, the scientist could somewhat predict the tissue exposure on 
human beings simply by testing the tissue exposure in animals. This was also more easily 
done in animal studies because invasive methods could be used: i.e. a sample could be taken 
from the brain and analyzed whether or not it contained the sample72. Poor pharmacological 
properties could be because of degradation in various body organs or binding with other 

71 This has been a common example used by respondents working with CNS projects to illustrate why it is 
difficult to design drugs within this therapy area. 
72 E.g. Interview4 
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biochemical. The drug compounds could become degraded in a different way than 
previously. Also, if this would happen, the chances were quite high that the substance would 
not reach the desired tissue where the disease is located in humans73. 
 
In this phase, the scientists could get an indication whether the drug compound actually 
changed the physiology in the desired way. AstraZeneca often used animal models that were 
standard in the scientific community for a specific disease area and were generally accepted 
as models for studying certain biological processes74. The most common animals that were 
used were rats; sometimes mice, pigs, dogs or other animals were used. Some special races 
of animals were also used, bred for the sole purpose to be used in a particular business area . 
Some animal models were used in most projects within a therapy area, while others were at 
most used in a program of projects towards the same disease or in a single project. There 
was no standardization across the company for what studies were conducted or which 
animal models were used within the Animal Efficacy phase.  
 
As described in Section 4.5, pharmaceutical efficacy can be broken down into two parts: 
physiological effect and biochemical effects. Out of these two, it was primarily knowledge 
about the physiological effects that was created in the Animal Efficacy phase. Knowledge 
about the physiological effects of the drug could be created through a different standardized 
test: e.g. Morris Water Maze or scopolamine induced freeze tests as used in the H3 project 
(see appendix 9)75; or erection, appetite and blood pressure as used in MC4 project (see 
appendix 10)76. These studies of physiological effects of the drug compound often had a 
limited translatability to the drug effect in humans. For example, how could dementia or 
memory loss be studied in rats in a reliable way? The Morris Water Maze test - i.e. a test 
where rats were put in a maze with and without drug treatment and studied whether they 
could find their way out - was one way of, at least, creating some knowledge about drug 
effects on a physiological level; whether or not this translated into human dementia was less 
known. 
 
Additionally, projects studied pharmaceutical efficacy through disease target engagement: 
i.e. whether or not the drug engaged with the target. The method for studying disease target 
engagement in animals was by simply extracting a sample of the tissue from the region of 
interest and analyzing whether or not it had the drug compound present content. Some more 
advanced methods for analyzing disease target engagement were also used: e.g. knock-out 
mice in the MC4 project77 or PET studies in CNS/Pain projects. What seemed lacking in 
terms of efficacy measures in too many projects was knowledge creation about the 

73 Interview38 and Interview28 
74 Interview38 and Interview28 
75 Interview28 
76 Interview38 
77 Knock-out mice are transgenic models where a gene has been removed from the genotype of the animal in 
order to study what effects it might have. Within the MC4 project, a comparative study of pharmaceutical 
effect was done between a mouse with a knock-out MC4 gene (it lacked the MC4 receptor altogether) and a 
wild type (regular mouse). When the wild type rats were treated with the main candidate drug in the MC4 
project, a significant weight reduction was found in comparison with the MC4-knock-out rats, which increased 
the confidence that it was the MC4 receptor that was tied to appetite.  
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biochemical effects of the drug: i.e. whether the target was connected to a biochemical 
mechanism in the body that was connected to the physiology of the disease aimed to be 
treated78. There was one scientist on each drug development project team at AstraZeneca 
who had the responsibility of driving “molecular biology thinking” in the project: i.e. to 
study the biochemical effects of the drug79. However, it must be noted that the actual studies 
to create such knowledge were seldom conducted.  
 
The method that was used to create knowledge about the pharmaceutical efficacy varied 
from project to project. There was no clear notion at AstraZeneca of how many studies were 
needed to do so in this phase. In some cases, there were major programs consisting of more 
than 200 Animal Testing experiments80; in others, there were only a handful that were 
conducted81. The problem was that many scientists at AstraZeneca, and the scientific 
community in general, regarded the animal models as poor specimens for translation to 
human biology82. It did not matter that AstraZeneca had invested in building up a 
competence in transgenic technology in 199583: a technology where animals were 
genetically modified to become more “human-like”84. Perfect translatability, however, was 
not possible. Some scientists still regarded studies with animal models as a resource-
effective way to build knowledge within the project, while others thought that they were 
waste of time85. When scientists were negative to an animal study, they would call it a “nice-
to-know” study in contrast to the concept of a “must-know” study86. 
 

78 General statements are given about this in Interview37, Interview29, and Interview45. The cases of H3 and 
MC4 also show that this knowledge had not been created during the lead optimization phase. In the H3 project, 
the studies that would generate such knowledge had to be back loaded: i.e. when the project was in Clinical 
Phase 1, which occurred because AstraZeneca changed its drug development process and required that this 
knowledge was generated in every project (Interview4). The exact same situation occurred in the MC4 project: 
the mechanistic effects had not been studied in the lead optimization phase and had to be done when the project 
had already entered the planning of Clinical Phase 1 trials, which was after AstraZeneca had reorganized its 
process. 
Concretely, the study in the H3 project that was done was to quantify the change in concentration of the 
neurotransmitters that were thought to be affected by inhibition of the H3 receptor, as described in Appendix 9. 
This was achieved through a brain microdialysis study of rodents treated with the main candidate drug in the 
project. Microdialysis is a technology where a tube is inserted into the brain of the animal in which analysis of 
chemical compounds can be made. It was used in the H3 project to measure the difference in neurotransmitters 
at different points in time after the candidate drug had been administrated. (Interview4) 
In the MC4 project, the study of mechanistic effects of engaging with the MC4 receptor did not require any 
advanced technologies. The scientists in the project took blood samples from rodents that were treated with the 
main candidate drug in the project, and analyzed the concentration of compounds associated with downstream 
effects in the mechanism. The choice of what biomarkers to analyze came from an internally conducted 
literature study of molecular mechanisms associated with the MC4 receptor. In total 15 potential biomarkers 
were found and testing them in pre-clinical models was the first step to determine which were relevant in order 
to short list the best for clinical analysis.  
79 Interview45 
80 Example given in Interview28 
81 Interview27 
82 E.g. Interview13, Interview28, and Interview37 
83 Interview18 
84 The word “humanizing” comes from Document14 
85 Interview37 
86 Interview4  
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The Animal Safety sub-component of the Animal Efficacy phase was much less flexible. 
The goal was to receive an IND approval: a decision from a regulatory medical council 
(typically the FDA in USA) to allow the drug to be tested on humans, which required that 
AstraZeneca had to conduct several standardized studies87. The main purpose of the IND 
was for governments to ensure that a high safety standard was provided to the human 
subjects and patients in the later clinical trials.  
 
To conclude, the outcome of the Animal Testing component was a candidate drug that had 
been tested for efficacy and safety in animal models. Knowledge about efficacy was created 
in the Animal Efficacy sub-component, which principally focused on physiological changes 
and disease target engagement: i.e. whether or not the drug hit the target, and had 
physiological effects on the animal model. Biochemical changes were often ignored. 
Knowledge about safety was created in the Animal Safety component, which was 
standardized through global governmental regulations.  

87 See an example for the current needed studies for an IND filing at http://www.fda.gov/drugs 
/developmentapprovalprocess/howdrugsaredevelopedandapproved/approvalapplications 
/investigationalnewdrugindapplication/default.htm, updated 2011-06-06, accessed 2012-10-11. Also 
ParticipantObservation11, ParticipantObservation13, ParticipantObservation14, and ParticipantObservation17.  
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5.2. Standardizing Methods for Clinical Development 
 
Before the merger of Astra and Zeneca in 1999, the two companies had two different ways 
of managing clinical drug development. Astra was more about improvisation and flexibility, 
while Zeneca had more rules and formalized processes. A harmonization of the management 
processes took place with the merger, and common way of managing clinical development 
evolved.88  
 
During this time, the institutionalized clinical drug development process also emerged in the 
industry; this consisted of the three generic Clinical Phases 1, 2, and 3. The phases were 
implemented at AstraZeneca as three formalized components of the process, each proceeded 
by a tollgate where decisions were made whether or not to enter the next phase89. The 
process architecture and its associated activities are summarized in Figure 12. 
 

 
 

Figure 12 – Summary of the process architecture of the clinical part of 
the Pharmacology Chain process at AstraZeneca and the associated sub-
components.  

 
The content of each process component of the clinical part of the Pharmacology Chain 
process followed the institutionalized process of the industry. Clinical Phase 1 consisted of 
knowledge creation activities about human safety; Clinical Phase2 consisted of knowledge 
creation activities about the human efficacy; and Clinical Phase 3 consisted of wider 
confirmatory and differentiation studies of the pharmaceutical effect. On a lower level, 
Clinical Phase 1 trials consisted of SAD and MAD studies (described in Section 3.2), and 
Clinical Phase 2 consisted of two different studies: Clinical Phase 2a and Clinical Phase 2b 
trials, where efficacy was tested in two different ways. Clinical Phase 3 included extensive 
multicenter studies and involved many different parts that needed to be complete before 
marketing could occur (I have not included Clinical Phase 3 in the study of the content of 
the Pharmacology Chain, since this component is outside the research scope). AstraZeneca 
often outsourced the actual realization of the studies to an external partner9091.  

88 Interview17 
89 Interview17 
90 Document29 
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The clinical development activities of the time were generally seen as standard activities 
with low innovation in comparison to those of discovery. The conception was that the 
innovations were done in the discovery phase and pushed through the standardized 
development to reach the market place, as Figure 13 illustrates. This was similar to a pistol-
shot strategy: the scientists aimed in the discovery phase for the type of innovation they 
were going for, and shot as the project entered the development. Following the fire - i.e. the 
end of discovery phase - little could be done to change the direction of the bullet: i.e. the 
project content. 
 

 
 

Figure 13 – Conception of the development activities, as implementing 
innovations made in discovery through to the market place. The arrow 
represents development as a mediator. (From Document10) 

 
The degree of standardization of the actual content of the studies varied between the phases. 
The projects were quite similar in Clinical Phase 1, where free volunteers were tested for 
their side-effect reaction towards the drug. Conversely, the efficacy measures varied largely 
between the projects in Clinical Phase 2. Each project has its own idea for how the 
therapeutic would work. Nevertheless, the actual logic for testing drug efficacy was quite 
standard between projects.  
 
Standardization of Clinical Phase 1 
 
Clinical Phase 1 studies were the most standardized of the phases from 1999 to the late 
2000s. AstraZeneca employed the widely-used methodology (based on ICH regulation) to 
ensure safety as soon as possible, which meant that the all projects conducted a Single 
Ascending Dose study (SAD) and then a Multiple Ascending Dose study (MAD). In SAD 
the tolerability of the drug with one specific dose given to the trial subjects was tested and in 
MAD the upper safety limit of the drug through multiple doses administrated sequentially to 
the trial subjects was tested. These were relatively small clinical trials done on health 
volunteers (see Figure 14).  

91 AstraZeneca had a partnership with a global CRO company that organized the clinical trials and made 
contact with the hospitals and other sites where the clinical trial was performed. 
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Figure 14 – Clinical Phase 1 and associated activities 

 
The trial subjects in Clinical Phase 1 were health volunteers - i.e. regular healthy humans 
who received high payments for participating in the trial, which were the same regardless of 
the business area . For this reason, Clinical Phase 1 studies were quite similarly organized 
across the whole company and all the therapy areas. What could vary were particular safety 
issues connected to the target or disease being treated. For targets in the brain, there was a 
larger emphasis on CNS associated side-effects (cognition, dizziness, depression, etc.)92. If a 
candidate drug had shown signs of a particular safety issue in pre-clinical studies, these 
would be further studied in the clinical trials. Otherwise, standard protocol was employed 
for what safety studies were conducted.  
 
In most projects, SAD and MAD were the only studies conducted in Clinical Phase 1. The 
Clinical Phase 1 structure of SAD and MAD were referred to as the “standard”93, 
“normal”94, “predictable”95, and “template-based”96 activities to conduct.  
 
In quite rare occasions, AstraZeneca organized Clinical Phase 1 trials with a different 
purpose than showing safety through SAD and MAD studies. Occasionally, a combined 
safety and efficacy study was conducted involving patients in Clinical Phase 1 and 
performing additional efficacy analysis. These studies were referred to as POM studies 
(Proof-Of-Mechanism) and involved creating knowledge about whether the pharmaceutical 
affected the molecular mechanism through a measurement of a biomarker. In these studies, 
it was mainly patients that were used rather than health volunteers. Because patients are 

92 Interview20 
93 Interview10 
94 Interview20 
95 Interview4 
96 Interview4 
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much harder to recruit, since they are much less in numbers and must be found through 
clinics, the cost of recruiting patients rather than health volunteers and performing additional 
analysis meant a much higher cost for such trial design. It is not evident how many such 
studies were done this way, yet there is no indication that there were significant in numbers.  
 
Standardization of Clinical Phase 2 
 
Clinical Phase 2 studies differed in the type of standardization from those of Clinical Phase 
1 when the Pharmacology Chain was dominant. Drug efficacy - the main knowledge 
creation issue in Clinical Phase 2 trials - was different in almost every single project. 
However, there was a preference for a certain type of measurement of drug efficacy. 
Respondents call this the “traditional clinical measure”97 and refer to measurements of drug 
efficacy on a physiological level in contrast to biochemical level. Conversely, measurements 
of biochemical effects of the drug were seldom conducted in Clinical Phase 2 trials.  
 
Respondents refer to projects in Clinical Phase 2 where it was not even known whether or 
not the drug had entered the right tissue. In this case, no studies exist about how the drugs 
affect the body’s biochemistry98. Disease target engagement studies became more common 
over the years; effects on the biochemical level were still uncommon in early 201099. The 
measurements of biochemical effects drugs were not regarded to be part of “clinical 
practice”100. Sometimes even detailed studies of the pharmaceutical effect on physiological 
were not done101. After all, knowledge about the biochemical effects of the drug was not 
necessary if the drug was successful in curing the disease. Knowing the reason why the drug 
cured the disease was not crucial. 
  

97 Interview17 and Interview34 
98 Interview4 and Interview7. This was most usual in CNS/Pain projects. In 2003, there were only two projects 
where PET, the dominant method for analyzing target engagement when the target is located in the brain, were 
done within the CNS/Pain area out of probably more than 100 projects (Interview4). Also, there was one 
CNS/Pain project that had entered Clinical Phase 2 trials where it was not verified that the target even existed 
in the human brain (Interview4). 
99 It was uncommon to do the efficacy measures used in the MC4 project to study the molecular effect of 
engaging with MC4 through measurement of biochemical biomarkers in a patient’s blood (Interview20).  
100 E.g. Respondent44 refers to a dissertation that is regarded as pre-clinical in the sense that it was molecular 
biological even though it was done in clinical studies with human samples. The dissertation was considered 
“laboratory-based”, which meant that the analysis was done in the laboratory and not the hospital and, 
therefore, not regarded as clinical (Interview34). Similar arguments can be found in Interview33, Interview6, 
Interview20, and Interview41. 
101 Respondent44 explains about an old obesity project where it took a lot of effort to “lobby” in a standard 
physiological pharmaceutical efficacy measures within the project: ”Sometimes it took half a year just to lobby 
in a project. I came from the clinic and knew what we were doing in a fat reduction medical center. We were 
going to do fat burning measurements. I mean that, if you are working with obesity, it is a no-brainer that you 
have to do the two primary read-outs on food intake and energy burning. But I think that we were discussing 
this for half a year just to get approval for this energy burning study. It was no mastodon study: not a lot of 
patients and no expensive equipment. This mail went to so many bosses for approval. This was a major 
problem… It has been many times that it took years to loop this. And I am thinking that, during the time it took 
for people to loop this, we could have done the study and gotten the results. And the salaries for people that are 
on high level to answer this: I think that would have paid for the whole study.” (Interview34) 
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5.3. Alignment of the Management Structure of R&D 
 
The two external forces of the development of biotechnologies and the harmonization of 
clinical trials made standardization a well-suited strategy for AstraZeneca. Without aligning 
the management structures with the process, however, standardization could not be 
accomplished102. In parallel to the standardization of the technological process, a process 
management system evolved based on constraining projects to the Pharmacology Chain 
R&D process. 
 
The idea was to create a well-functioning and efficient R&D process that could be optimized 
to increase output. With this underlying idea, a number of actions followed. AstraZeneca 
developed a system for managing this process inspired by the operational methods used in 
traditional manufacturing industries. This was achieved by the following: 

• Creating a notion of the process as sequential for how projects advanced103; 
• Redesigning the formal organization, so that it mirrored the architecture of the 

process, which meant that there was an organizational unit accountable for the 
execution of the standardized activities for each process component, with an 
accountable organizational unit corresponding to each component of the process104 
and homogenizing the output of each phase by specifying the criteria to be used by a 
project assessment council105; 

• Managing performance by modeling accumulated “value” in the R&D operations by 
moving the projects through the sequential process106; 

• Reducing slack and time in the process by streamlining the process and 
implementing the so-called “Lean Sigma” management method to remove “non-
value added” activities from the process107; 

• And allocating resources based on the resources needed in the standardized 
phases108,  

 
These six points are described in more detail in the following section. 
 
 
 
 

102 Res8 describes why there was a need to discipline the scientists through management in the following way: 
“[With the management system] it became more consistent as well. I think that, like many good ideas, people 
were reaching for something like this anyway, even in the old organizational structure, but it wasn’t consistent 
across all of AstraZeneca. You could find some groups or some sites where this worked better than in others. 
So, there is kind of best practice they are trying to implement across the board” (Interview15) 
103 E.g. Document31, Interview39, Interview40, Interview43, and Interview44 
104 Synthesized conclusion based on Interview15, Interview8, Interview5, and Interview37.  
105 Interview1 
106 Interview19 
107 Interview43 and Interview44. Also, the concept of “value stream” is regularly used throughout the 
AstraZeneca organizations at various meetings and in documents; it is often used to illustrate how far in the 
development process a project has progressed: i.e. how much value has been built in a project (e.g. 
Document27, Document28, and Document32). 
108 Interview19 and Interview26 
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The Sequential Logic of Process and Organizational Management Structure 
 
The design of the Pharmacology Chain process was based upon a sequential structure of 
phases. After initial experimentation in test tubes, drug candidates were tested in models 
and, finally, on humans. As the project moved further in the process, the biological system 
became successively more complex. “The project time axis is correlated to an increase in 
order of “biological systems” as one respondent express it109.  
 
The notion that the process was sequential was strong. When illustrating the drug 
development process, scientists at AstraZeneca often, actually almost always, draw it as an 
arrow divided into subsections that represent the different phases (see an example in Figure 
15). The phases are connected to each other and the tip of the arrow signals the direction in 
which the process moves. The arrow could be used as a symbol for the “straightness” or 
sequentiality of the process.  
 

 
 
Figure 15 – Example that the drug development process was represented 
with an arrow. (From Document8) 

 
The structure of the R&D organization was also envisioned as being based upon a sequential 
logic. The idea was that each department was responsible for one “phase” of the project 
process. When the activities of that organization had been done, the project was handed over 
to the next organization, responsible for the next phase.  
 
Another symbol that expressed the logic of the Pharmacology Chain process at AstraZeneca 
is displayed in Figure 16, which was used internally to communicate how drugs were to be 
developed. The figure shows two things: the sequential organization of activities and the 
focus on pharmacology. AstraZeneca saw the drug development process during this time as 
a funnel where different drug candidates entered in one end and drugs came out on the other. 
During the process, there would be a step-wise organization of knowledge creation activities 
that would test the pharmacology of the drug candidates to select those with the best 
properties. The process was to develop several million chemical or biological compounds, 
test their pharmacological properties in animal models (labeled “Preclinical Pharmacology” 
in the figure), test the toxicity and side-effects in animal models (labeled “Preclinical 
Safety” in the figure), and test the pharmacology and safety in patients (labeled “Clinical 
Pharmacology & Safety” in the figure). Each of the components in the Pharmacology Chain 
process would be comprised of lower level knowledge creation activities. 
 

109 Interview6 and Interview39 express it almost the same, with different wording. 
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Figure 16 – Compound selection throughout the drug development 
process at AstraZeneca. (From Document25) 

 
There was a discourse at AstraZeneca at the end of the 1990s and throughout the 2000s: that 
the R&D organization was “factory-like management” and emphasized “process 
thinking”110. This discourse was used more and more both in the external communication 
about how R&D was managed111 and in the internal communication of workshops112 or on 
the intranet113. Similarly, the “conveyor belt” was used as a metaphor to describe how each 
phase was built on the previous one114.  
 
In practice, there were several projects that did not conduct activities in sequence and 
projects in which activities were conducted simultaneously to each other. However, iteration 
was often limited to within phase iteration115 or, at most, iteration between the phases of 
Pre-clinical Development or between the phases of Clinical Development. Projects did 
seldom iterate from Clinical Development back to Pre-clinical Development.  
 
Functional Structure Based on Process 
 
The talk about sequential logic was also how AstraZeneca reorganized when its company in 
relation to the merger of 1999. The functional structure was changed from the traditional 
academic discipline-based organization to process-based, with departments accountable for 
each phase in the process.  
 

110 Respondent54 claims that there was a tendency for this discourse changed as early as the end of the 1980’s 
(Interview40). 
111 See e.g. Document7, Document8, Document9, Document10, Document11, Document12, Document13, 
Document14, Document15, Document16, Document17, Document18, Document19, Document20, 
Document21, Document22, and Document59. E.g. Interview39: “You have this model where with a factory 
where you measure productivity”.   
112 E.g. Document33, Document34, Document38 
113 E.g. Document31 
114 Interview39 
115 A project could, for example, iterate within the Drug Compound Iteration phase by developing, testing, and 
redeveloping compounds and gradually learning what type of compounds seemed work. 
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On overall level, the formal organization was divided into the following departments: 
“Discovery”, which was accountable for Pre-clinical Development, and “Development”, 
which was accountable for Clinical Development.116 On a lower level, certain were 
responsible for components of within the process. One could say that the R&D organization 
“mirrored” the technology process.  
 
The new R&D organization that was implemented in 1999 was focused on process and 
became even more process-focused over time117. On an overall level, each business area118 
was divided into Discovery and Development, based upon the process separation of pre-
clinical and clinical work (see Figure 17). Each Discovery organization further consisted of 
several departments: Bioscience, Medicinal Chemistry, and Animal Safety (the name was 
changed over time). Each Development function consisted of Early Development and Late 
Development. There were also technological expertise platforms connected to Global 
Discovery organization, such as transgenic technology, genetics and so on, as well as  
Global Development assisting the TAs with the organizational parts of conducting the 
clinical trials.  
 

116 Prior to 1999, there was already an organizational separation based on the pre-clinical and clinical phases of 
the process: i.e. the two organizations “Discovery” and “Development” were accountable for pre-clinical and 
clinical work, respectively. The actual content of the pre-clinical and clinical phases was not so standardized at 
this time. Respondent13 claims “it was quite fluent when projects went through the different phases” 
(Interview6). It is claimed that the projects that had the strongest power in the organization (Interview6). They 
could choose what should be done at a certain time in the project, how it should be done, and who should do it. 
Respondent13 claims: ”you had really strong project organizations at the time. You had a project manager and 
that project manager; he could have five, six people in his management group that represented key areas in 
drug development. They went out and gathered the human resources from the functions. They were in control. 
The functional managers were mad at the time. They had no power… You were in constant feud with the 
function because you decided and managed and said ‘I want that person that works with this and now you have 
to do that quicker and you cannot do that’. 
117 Interview6, Interview7, Interview39, and Interview43. 
118 The label “Business Area” does not completely correspond to the functional structure of AstraZeneca. Each 
Discovery organization was considered as a separate Research Area (RA) and each Development department 
was considered a Therapeutic Area (TA). There were four RA organizations: CNS/Pain, CVGI, R&I, and 
Oncology) and six TA areas: Cardiovascular, Gastrointestinal, Neuroscience, Oncology, Respiratory and 
Inflammation, and Infection. There was also a TA organization for Pain (Document9) for a short time. The 
concept of Business Area is used only for simplification purposes. 
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Figure 17 – Approximate picture of the process-based organization of 
AstraZeneca119  

 
Sub-departments were created on a even lower level that were responsible for each 
component of the drug development process:  

• Hypothesis Creation – There was a function within the Discovery 
organizations, which was part of Bioscience (or Neuroscience within the 
CNS/Pain RA)120.  

• Drug Compound Synthesis – The responsibility was with the Medicinal 
Chemistry function and the screening function (sometimes referred to as the 
Screening Science and Compound Management121 or Lead Discovery 
science122), which was a sub-department of each Discovery organization.  

• Animal Efficacy – The responsibility was within the Bioscience department 
and several its sub-organizations of the Bioscience. Examples are animal 
pharmacology, cell and molecular pharmacology, specific disease related 
groups, and other groups with a particular specialization123. Each Discovery 
organization had its own structure for what function of Bioscience 
participated in the Animal Efficacy process124.  

• Animal Safety – The function that was accountable for this component was 
the Safety Assessment department, which was a sub-organization of Global 
Discovery125. 

• Clinical Phase 1 and Clinical Phase 2 – There was an organization within 
each Therapeutic Area called early development that held responsibility for 
the activities associated with Clinical Phase 1 and Clinical Phase 2126. This 
organization was supported by the Global Development organization127. 

 

119 Based on Document8 
120 Interview45 
121 Document24 
122 Interview37 
123 Document35 
124 Interview8, Interview15, Interview28, and Interview38 
125 Document8 
126 Interview6 and Interview9 
127 Document7 
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The departments had much more power to dictate how resources would be used and for what 
purpose than what the projects had128. This became the basis for this organization. A 
“checklist” was created that specified what needed to be done in order to reach the outcome 
of each phase and the functions became accountable for each issue on the list129. The 
checklists described the minimum requirements for what needed to be done. However, it 
would be difficult to address an issue if it was not included on the list130. The resource 
planning and allocation system for how functions were funded was then based upon the goal 
of how many projects should be in each phase and what a standard activity would cost in 
order to reach the outcome131. It took some time for the process to homogenize, but 
eventually did.  
 
Performance Management – Adding Value to Compounds  
 
The performance management system was based on modeling the process as a “value 
chain”, where value was sequentially accumulated as projects progressed through the 
process. The logic was: as projects moved into new phases of the process, so, too, did they 
become more valuable. This idea was the basis for how well the R&D organization was 
performing; for example, the finance department used the method to value the project 
portfolio and set incentives for managers and scientists within the organization. As more 
knowledge was produced within the project through the accumulated steps in the process, 
“value” was generated. This framework for managing value was not only used internally; 
stakeholders (especially investors and stock brokers) also employed it to calculate the value 
of the pharmaceutical companies132. 
 
The value in the value chain was based upon a punctuated model of knowledge 
accumulation. As a project entered a phase, a new value was assigned to it (see Figure 18). 
As has been introduced in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, knowledge of the properties of the 
compound was accumulated through the Pharmacology Chain process in the following 
sequential steps: (1) the binding between drug candidate and target in the Drug Compound 
Synthesis phase; (2) pre-clinical efficacy and safety properties in animal models in the 
Animal Testing phase; (3) human safety in Clinical Phase 1; and (4) patient efficacy in 
Clinical Phase 2. Therefore, the value was connected to knowledge accumulation133. The 
project “entered the portfolio”134 as a target had been selected, and followed the subsequent 
phases sequentially.  

128 Respondent6 claims: “We had a very strong function and functional heads decided how they think and have 
the desire not to put so much money on this project; they will not. They can do their own prioritizations. On 
paper, it is not really like that, but there is stuff that happens underneath the operations as well”. (Interview6) 
129 E.g. Interview15. Examples of checkboxes on the list were the following: half time of drug, effect on QT-
prolongation in rodent model, target engagement in pre-clinical model, or specific pharmacological issues. The 
content of the list varied throughout the years. 
130 E.g. Interview4 
131 Interview19 
132 Interview4 
133 This is a simplified value chain model of the one that was used at AstraZeneca. In reality there were more 
points within model for when value was added to the project.  
134 Interview2 
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Figure 18 – Knowledge-based value chain used for performance 
management, as used by AstraZeneca.  

 
A checklist determined what knowledge had to be generated within the project for each 
transition from one phase to another. The value of projects and portfolio was assessed on 
each phase in the project, the probability of the project to lead to a finished drug, and the 
potential market for the pharmaceutical:  
 
Net Present Value of a Project = Potential Market Size * Probability of Success – Further 
Investments 
 
The probability of success was modeled through advanced benchmarking of industry 
numbers in particular disease areas. The value of the whole project portfolio would be the 
sum of all the projects. Through this modeling, managers could conduct a financial analysis 
for estimating a risk-benefit ratio when allocating resources, as well as set goals for how 
many projects needed to be in a certain phase, so a new pharmaceutical would be potentially 
developed per year. 135136  
 
Following each phase there was a scientific and managerial committee decided whether or 
not the project fulfilled the demands of the phase and could enter the next phase. There were 
checklists for which output was demanded of each project when entering the next phase137.  
 
The punctuated value model was the basis for performance, capacity, and quality 
management. There were stated objectives for how many projects should be in each phase, 
resources needed to accomplish the project capacity in each phase: committees that decided 
what projects were to enter the next phase and the improvement measures taken.  
 
However, it was not before Clinical Phase 1 or even Clinical Phase 2 that the project could 
be, assessed as of any significant monetary value138. Prior to these phases, the company 

135 Interview19 
136 Such a model for valuing pharmaceutical project portfolios has also been proposed by Gambardella (1995). 
It was also common in the whole industry (Interview4). 
137 ParticipantObservation2, Interview4, Doc 
138 Interview23 
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estimated the probability of success was so low and that so many investments were still 
needed that it made little difference for the portfolio value in the early phases of a project. 
Nevertheless, projects in the early phases of the value chain were still managed as though 
there held significant value when they passed into the next stage139.  
 
In order to understand the basis of the value chain model of the Pharmacology Chain 
process, it helps to discuss what was not included as value-creating activities. There were 
several issues that were not included, of which the most important one was knowledge 
creation about the underlying biochemical cause of disease. 
 
What was considered to be “value-adding” was mainly knowledge creation about properties 
concerning the drug compound: i.e. its physiological effects (safety and efficacy) and 
pharmacology (degradation of the drug, target engagement, etc.). For this reason, 
AstraZeneca prioritized activities that created knowledge about pharmacology drug effect on 
the physiology; activities of knowledge creation about the biochemical effects of the drug 
were not considered as value adding in any of the phases except Clinical Phase 2. Following 
the initial work during the Hypothesis Creation phase, little effort was made to answer the 
hypothesis that a disease target was connected to a disease physiology. Some of the efficacy 
and safety issues that were studied had to do with properties of the disease target as well 
(mainly in Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 2 trials, and target-specific safety studies in 
Clinical Phase 1); however, these were a minority. Instead, knowledge about certain things, 
such as the metabolites of the drug or concentration of the drug entering the tissue, was 
considered to be “valuable”.  
 
The incentive system at AstraZeneca was also based upon the value chain. The portfolio of 
projects would gain in value as the projects progressed through the process, which was the 
cornerstone of how the performance of managers and scientists was evaluated. The process 
was managed to ensure there was an incentive to advance projects in the process and 
increase project capacity.  
 
The overall performance goal was set in the number of pharmaceuticals developed per year. 
This overall goal was then broken down to how many projects were required in each phase, 
based upon numbers about standardized probabilities of success for each phase. This was 
then further broken down to the goals for each department in terms of the number of 
standardized activities that were to be conduct per year. All managers and scientists were 
evaluated based upon how much they contributed to the value-adding activities and whether 
they reached the stipulated goal140. 
 
The aim of the performance management system was to make the scientists work toward 
what was regarded as value creation in order to ensure high productivity. The system 
became a method to help the organization in prioritizing. If something would be regarded as 

139 Document37, Document38, Document39, Document40, Document43, Document44, and Document45. 
Interview26 and Interview19 
140 Interview45 
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a “nice-to-know” activity, as the AstraZeneca lingo went141, it would not be regarded as 
value creating; thus, there would be little incentive for the scientists to prioritize such 
activity.  
 
Reducing Slack and Time in the Process 
 
Streamlining the R&D process was one effect of implementing the idea of the value chain. 
The purpose was to optimize the ratio between work/value. If “lead times” and cost per 
activity could be decreased and success probabilities increased, value would be generated in 
a more efficient and cost-saving way142. Only activities that added “value” to a project were 
worth doing; “non-value added” activities should be limited as much as possible. That is the 
principle behind the methods, or philosophy, of Lean Sigma that emerged at AstraZeneca in 
the beginning of the 2000s143.  
 
The logic was to improve the productivity, i.e. the quota between input (resources) and 
output (new drugs on the market), by improving the steps in the process. The pharmaceutical 
industry was previously separated in their management thinking from the general 
management discourse in other industries144.  
 
It was argued that by making the organization more efficient the costs could be lowered, 
which would free resources that could be used in further drug development projects145. The 
solution was to create “disciplinary structures” that would drive “performance gains” and 
“quality improvements”146. Disciplinary structures meant “process focus or process 
orientation” and the use of lean principles that came from lean management147.  
 
AstraZeneca used several indicators to measure the performance in order to drive the 
reduction of “non-value” activities. Improvement projects and efforts were directed to 
improve the following areas: 

• Number of projects in the pipeline148 
• R&D costs in each phase149 
• Success rates in each phase150 
• Costs per candidate drug151 

141 See Interview2, Interview4 and Document33 
142 Interview43 and Interview44 
143 Lean Sigma is a merge between the popular management methods of Lean management and Six sigma 
(Interview43 and Interview44) 
144 One respondent claims that ”[the productivity decline led to] a philosophy that ’let us look at other 
industries for how you work with streamlining, monitoring, etc. The pharmaceutical industry was completely 
isolated before [in its management thinking]. Now we started to approach other industrial practices.” 
(Interview40) 
145 Interview44 
146 Interview44 
147 Interview44 
148 Document9, Document15, Document16 and Document48 
149 E.g. Document40, Document48 
150 Document48 
151 Document47 
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• Clinical trial patients per employee152 
• Costs per patient in clinical trials153 
• Cycle time of each phase, both pre-clinical154 and clinical155 

 
Process development projects based on the Lean Sigma principles was applied to a range of 
R&D activities (see Figure 19). Lean sigma advocates started applying process development 
activities in areas such as compound synthesis, transportation, architecture of laboratories, 
and design of experiments in order to avoid redoing activities.156  On a higher level, an 
AstraZeneca lingo emerged, where experiments were labeled either as “must have” or “nice 
to know”, where “nice to know” activities were considered not critical for the projects to 
progress through the process157.  
 

 
 

Figure 19 – Table displaying type of activities to which Lean Sigma was 
applied in AstraZeneca R&D in order to streamline the process. (From 
Document33)  

 
Resource Allocation of Process Needs 
 
In essence, the resource allocation system logically followed the design of the process and 
the performance management. Resources were allocated based upon the standardized 
activities and the performance goals of the organization.  
 
The organization’s capacity was based upon systematic calculation for each of the 
standardized activities in the process. AstraZeneca had dedicated financial controllers that 

152 Document47 
153 Document47 
154 Document40 
155 Document16 
156 ibid 
157 See e.g. Interview4 
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continuously gathered information about the activities of cost, duration, and probability of 
success158. The resource allocation to departments and projects was based upon these 
figures. The needs of the functional organization mainly steered the resource allocation since 
the standardization of the process phases was strong.159  
 
Non-standard activities required lengthy negotiations between the project members. If there 
was a consensus that a non-standard activity was needed in the project, a request was sent to 
the top R&D management team at each business area  for approval. The whole process of 
getting resources for non-standard activities was long and tedious. 
 
  

158 E.g. Respondent25 and Respondent39  
159 Interview19 
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5.4. The Incremental Process Improvement of the Pharmacology 
Chain Process  

 
Once AstraZeneca standardized the process, a lot of energy was directed toward improving 
the process components. Over the years, each part of the process became more swift and 
cost effective. The improvement projects that aimed to increase the efficiency in the R&D 
process were, indeed, successful. 
 
Decrease in Phase Duration 
 
The output of the Hypothesis Creation phase increased dramatically over the years, as 
incremental development was made to the (bio)technologies that were used during this 
phase. Faster computers for calculating genetic correlations and new bioinformatics software 
improved genetic testing160. The knock-out mouse technology also continued to dramatically 
improve in quality and speed161. 
 
The Drug Compound Synthesis also saw dramatic improvements in performance over the 
years (see Figure 20 for the improvements within CNS/Pain). The performance of 
Compound Family Identification in CNS/Pain was lowered from an average of about 20 
months per project during the period of 2003-2005 to 10 months during 2007-2009; the 
duration of the Compound Selection phase decreased from 22.5 months to 7.5 months 
during the same period162. Similar performance improvement existed in the rest of 
AstraZeneca163.  
 

 
Figure 20 – Performance improvement of the Drug Compound Synthesis 
phase between the periods 2003-2005 and 2007-2009 in CNS/Pain164. 
(From Document27) 

 

160 InformalInteraction8  
161 Interview18. Respondent57 claims that the organization that performed these experiments of measured the 
effectiveness of activities where knock-out mice were developed and that this effectiveness increased over the 
years.  
162 Document27 
163 Document48 
164 A similar performance development existed in the rest of AstraZeneca R&D according to Document48. 
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Animal Testing performance increased as well. Between the periods of 2003-2005 and 
2007-2009, both the Animal Efficacy and Animal Safety developed incrementally in speed 
(see Figure 21 for the improvements within CNS/Pain). 
  

 
Figure 21 – The performance improvement of the Animal Studies phase 
between the periods 2003-2005 and 2007-2009 within CNS/Pain165. 
(From Document27) 

 
The clinical development process also decreased in duration. The median decreased from 
10.6 years in 2003-2005 to less than 8 years in 2010, as is shown in Figure 22. Although it is 
not evident how much the duration of each phase decreased over the years, it seems that all 
phases decreased in duration. The lower duration was attributed to the management 
structure’s alignment with the process166.  

 
Figure 22 – Illustration of the decrease in duration of the clinical 
development phases, which was used in external communication to 
stakeholders. (From Document19) 

 
Decrease in Development Cost 
 
The development cost per project decreased as well. Several indicators of this are listed 
below:  
 

165 According to Document48, similar performance development existed in the rest of AstraZeneca R&D. 
166 Document19 
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• Number of Full Time Employees (FTE) – The FTE per Animal Safety 
decreased from 210 in 2006 to 155 in 2008, meaning a change in nominal 
costs from $80M during its peak in 2002 to $40M in 2008167.  

 
• Larger capacity – The total R&D spending only increased by one fourth 168 

(26% increase when corrected for inflation), while the overall projects in 
clinical development increased from 91 in 2004 to 143 in 2008169.  

 
• Capacity per process phase – There was increase in capacity in basically all 

of the phases of development. There were more projects in the Pre-clinical 
Development phases (counted as targets explored) that passed through the 
milestones after Drug Compound Selection, Animal Efficacy, and Animal 
Safety sub-components (see Figure 23). This was the case for the overall 
clinical development phase: Clinical Phase 1, Clinical Phase 2, and Clinical 
Phase 3 (see Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 23 – Increase in project capacity in the Pre-clinical Development 
phases within CNS/Pain. (From Document19) 

 

167 Document27 
168 Document48 
169 Document18 
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Figure 24 – Increase in project capacity within the Clinical Phases. “Pre-
Clinical” in the figure corresponds to Animal Safety.170 (From 
Document41) 

 
Increased Phase Success 
 
There was a selection of projects and compounds following each phase. The success of a 
phase was reflected in the percentage of the total number of projects that passed through the 
phase. In a sense, it was conceptualized that phase success reflected quality of projects. 
Therefore, AstraZeneca measured the success rate in order to increase it over time (see 
Figure 25). Those in the CNS/Pain business area  wanted to increase its success rates - 
particularly in the later phases - as these were less successful than they were in other disease 
areas.  

170 LCM is an abbreviation for Life cycle management: i.e. phase 4 studies and other research on already 
marketed drugs. 
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Figure 25 – Increased success rates in Pre-clinical Development phases 
in CNS/Pain. (From Document19) 

 
The Overall R&D Performance 
 
During the 1990s and 2000s when the Pharmacology Chain was dominant, AstraZeneca was 
able to develop such drugs as Crestor, Seroquel, IRESSA, and Brilique. Crestor and 
Seroquel became very successful and, for several years, were on the Top 10 list of the most 
sold drugs worldwide. Crestor was developed within the therapy area of cardiovascular 
diseases used for cholesterol reduction. In 2009, it sold for $4.5B. Seroquel was developed 
within the neurology cluster for psychiatric diseases, and primarily given to patients with 
schizophrenia and bipolar diseases. Seroquel has seen a major market success with annual 
sales reaching $4.9B in 2009. IRESSA was first approved by the FDA in 2003171 and fully 
market launched in 2009172; it was developed as personalized medicine with a companion 
diagnostic during most of the 2000s and late 1990s, 
 
Unfortunately, these launches of radically new drugs were exceptions. On an overall level, 
the rate during the end of this period decreased dramatically. Between 2004 and 2008, 
AstraZeneca developed no new drugs173. Although AstraZeneca performed better and better 
in most phases, the overall performance of newly launched drugs drastically decreased. In 
particular, performance in Clinical Phase 2 (i.e. with the first verdict about whether or not 
the drug had any therapeutic effect) was as low as under 20%174. 
  

171 http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/2004/ucm108383.htm visited 2014-05-
16, updated 2013-04-02 
172 Document19 and Document20 
173 Document48 
174 Document48 
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5.5. Summary  
 
The Pharmacology Chain process that emerged at the end of the 1990s became the dominant 
process for drug development projects within the AstraZeneca R&D organization. The basis 
for this was that drugs were developed to target large patient populations stratified by 
similar physiological symptoms of diseases. The core of the process was to create 
knowledge about the physiological effects of the pharmaceuticals in both pre-clinical animal 
studies and clinical studies. The process itself was designed based upon the logic of 
sequential organization of six consecutive phases where drug candidates were tested in 
biological systems with increasing complexity: starting with test tubes, then animal studies, 
and studies on humans in clinical trials. The standardization was implemented on an 
architectural level for what were the outcomes of each process phase, while there was still 
some variability in the actual activities in many of the process phases. The process was 
mainly based on knowledge creation about the pharmaceutical properties of drug candidates 
within the project.  
 
The organizational management structure of R&D at AstraZeneca reflected the process 
design: the organizational structure “mirrored” the process design, with functions having 
accountability for each phase of the process; the process was modeled as a value chain, 
where value was accumulated as each project moved forward in the process to create more 
knowledge about the pharmaceutical properties of the drug candidate; improvement projects 
were organized for removing, what was regarded to be, non-value adding activities and slack 
from the process; and the incentive system of organizations and individuals was based on 
value-creating activities.  
 
As competence was built around the process over the years, AstraZeneca incrementally 
increased the performance in almost every phase. Indicators such as phase duration, cost and 
capacity, and phase success were used to monitor performance: e.g. AstraZeneca was able to 
reduce the duration of clinical development on an average of 25%, double the output in 
certain research areas, and increase phase success in some phases by as much as 75% during 
the 2000s.  
 
The problem was there were few new drugs being developed. AstraZeneca did develop a 
couple of new drugs in the beginning of the 2000s; however, this reflected that they were 
doing well at the beginning of the 1990s. Between 2004 and 2008, not a single new drug 
managed to make it through the pipeline. The Pharmacology Chain process for developing 
new radical drugs - where the measurement of pharmacological efficacy (only) on a 
physiological level was integral for knowledge creation in both pre-clinical animal studies 
and clinical trials - had led to great success in the development of previous block buster 
drugs such as Losec, Crestor, and Seroquel. However, this had now decreased the rate of 
new drug development.   
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6. The Emergence of Biomarkers at AstraZeneca 
 
Simultaneously to the increased commitment to the Pharmacology Chain the new biomarker 
technologies of started to emerge within AstraZeneca. When biomarkers entered the 
industry, there was already a great interest in the genesis: both from the top R&D 
management and the scientists working in the projects. Top management drove the policy 
behind the implementation of biomarkers by spreading a scientific discourse in which 
biomarkers was thought to be an important part of drug development. On a lower level, 
scientists attended biomarker conferences and tried to apply advanced biomarker 
technologies in the projects.  
 
Biomarkers were initially a blurry concept without a clear translation into the operations of 
AstraZeneca’s R&D. There was no common set of biomarker development activities or how 
activities could fit into the R&D process of drug development. Even though, the 
technologies associated with biomarkers still seemed promising.  
 
The concept of biomarkers circulated at AstraZeneca as a solution to three different 
problems the company had with its drug development process: the efficacy measurement 
problem, the stratification problem, and the translational problem. The efficacy 
measurement was that many projects at AstraZeneca failed in Clinical Phase 2 (when the 
first actual test on efficacy for sick patients was made) and there were no knowledge about 
whether or not the drug had an effect on the underlying cause of the disease. The 
stratification problem (which could also be understood as the personalized medicine 
problem) was that the drugs developed according to the Pharmacology Chain were tested on 
patients with the same symptoms; however, this could mean that they had different 
underlying causes of the disease. A drug could have an effect on one patient yet not on 
another, and the AstraZeneca scientists would not know why. The translational problem 
(could also be understood as the translational science problem) was that it was not known 
whether knowledge about the drug created in animal models (in the Animal Testing phase) 
was “translatable” to knowledge about the drug effect in humans.  
 
Putting biomarkers in practice consequently meant specific activities needed to be done in 
the drug development process at AstraZeneca. AstraZeneca conducted functional 
biomarkers and genetic biomarkers (see Section 4.5) in many areas175, yet had trouble 
performing the other biomarker development activities. In essence, there were two types of 
biomarker development activities that were not standard in the Pharmacology Chain 
process176: 

175 During the meeting when ParticipantObservation25 was performed, there was a consensus among the 
members that development of functional biomarkers was not a problem at AstraZeneca. 
176 Post-2009, biomarker development at AstraZeneca was operationalized by including biomarker 
development activities of all types of biomarkers in accordance with Danhof et al (2005), yet regarded type 5 
and 6 as “traditional clinical biomarkers” (Interview13) and type 0 as “personalized medicine biomarkers” not 
entirely included as the core of biomarker development (Interview34 and ParticipantObservation16). In 
essence, the remaining biomarkers can be summarized in the four knowledge categories.  
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• Developing a tool for measuring biochemical drug effects177 – how the drug 
changes the biochemical mechanism associated with the pathophysiology of pre-
clinical models and patients. These are referred to as Biochemical mechanistic 
biomarkers (see Section 4.5).  

• Developing a tool for measuring disease target engagement in human trials178 – 
the binding of the drug to the target in a clinical setting. These are referred to as 
target engagement biomarkers  (see Section 4.5). 

 
Because these activities were not standard, the logic of AstraZeneca’s management was to 
structurally alter the organization in order to implement the activities. There were both 
formal units within the R&D organization formed to take care of biomarker development 
and methods to directly force the projects to conduct biomarker development activities.179  
 
Although the structural changes were based on realizing the new technology of biomarker 
development, the logic was that the actual activities were to be conducted adjunct to the 
activities of the Pharmacology Chain. The actual biomarker development activities were 
performed by departments responsible for either Animal Testing activities or Clinical Phase 
2 at each of AstraZeneca’s therapeutic units or at a centralized department directly under the 
R&D function. The activities were conducted within the sequential process architecture of 
the Pharmacology Chain (see Figure 26) often before Animal Testing (Animal Efficacy) or 
prior to Clinical Phase 1, and sometimes after Clinical Phase 1. The biomarker development 
activities were sometimes conducted after Animal Testing or before the Clinical Phase 1. 
The individual activities were often isolated from each other.  
 

 
Figure 26 – Visualization of approximately where AstraZeneca tried to 
implement biomarker development activities in the architecture of the 
Pharmacology Chain prior to 2009  

Prior to 2009, there was a broader operationalization at AstraZeneca focusing on creating surrogate endpoints 
in general and improving the predictability of pre-clinical disease models.  
177 Interview2, Interview4, Interview6, Interview20, Interview29, Interview33, Interview34, Interview38 and 
Interview45 deal with this subject: both in CVGI and CNS/Pain. The MC4 and H3 projects are two concrete 
examples where mechanistic effects in pre-clinical models were not conducted when the value chain model of 
the Pharmacology Chain process existed. Interview30, Interview37 and Interview38: both in CVGI and 
CNS/Pain. In the H3 project this knowledge creating activity (a study of the concentrations of neurotransmitter 
release in clinic) was not planned even after the reorganization when clinical mechanistic effects became closer 
to the core of the value chain. 
178 Interview4, Interview7 and Document29. This holds mainly for CNS/Pain projects where the target is 
located in the brain. Scientists could not measure whether the drug binds to the target in the brain by simply 
removing brain tissue and, thus, they needed to develop a more sophisticated method. This usually meant to 
use the PET technology. 
179 Interview7 and Interview17  
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6.1. Three Problems of the Pharmacology Chain Process 
 
The basis of the Pharmacology Chain process was that knowledge is accumulated by first 
studying the binding of target-substance in vitro, then studying the effects in pre-clinical 
animal model and finally, testing the therapeutic effects in human patients. Projects moved 
higher up the scale in biologic order as they passed through the process. There was 
underlying sequential thinking behind this structure. If a large study necessary for clinical 
trials was to be done, it was difficult to fit it in the pre-clinical phases. 
 
In principle, biomarkers could solve three problems with the Pharmacology Chain process: 
the efficacy measurement problem, the stratification problem, and the translational problem.  
 
The Efficacy Measurement Problem 
 
One limitation of the process design of the Pharmacology Chain process and its management 
was that it did not quite promote effective learning from project failure. Projects were 
initiated based upon a hypothesis that a target part of a biochemical process was connected 
to the physiology of a disease; that enhancing or inhibiting the target with a pharmaceutical 
would lead to a change in the physiology of a patient. The problem was that the way in 
which the process was designed, the hypothesis was not tested whether it held or not in too 
many cases. Because no knowledge about the biochemical effects and target engagement 
were created, it was difficult to relate the reason why a project failed when it failed for 
efficacy: was it because the dose was too low, the drug candidate did not engage with the 
target in humans or simply because the hypothesis was wrong from the beginning? The 
process lacked feedback-loop learning180.  
 
Target engagement and the biochemical effects of drugs were tested in animals for some 
projects; however, they were not tested clinically181. Thus, projects could not establish what 
is called “human target validation”. Not knowing the reason for project failure made it 
difficult for the scientists to know how to proceed: whether to try again with a different 
dose, find a new substance that could bind to the target, abandon working with the target or 
abandon working with the molecular pathway altogether. This issue is illustrated in Figure 
27.  
 

 
Figure 27 – The ineffective learning of the Pharmacology Chain process.  

180 The need for such feedback-loop learning is further described in Frank & Hargreaves (2003). 
181 A common example is drug development in the area of neurology, where drugs enter the brain. In pre-
clinical models, it is easy to extract brain tissue to see whether or not the drug entered the brain. This, however, 
is not possible in a clinical setting. 
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Clinical studies of target properties -were not conducted either: i.e. target engagement and 
mechanistic properties. Clinicians thought it was too late to start building an idea about the 
holistic picture about the drug effect when the drug was already in clinical trials and would 
delay the project182. Their job was to test whether or not the substance was a good candidate 
as a drug183. Although some projects had been shown to have target engagement in pre-
clinical animal models, target engagement was not studied in humans184. Such laboratory-
based experimentation seemed to be not always included in the “clinical research”185. 
 
In summary, the Pharmacology Chain process centered upon creating knowledge about the 
physiological effects of the drug resulting in too many projects not conducting necessary 
studies about the biochemical effects of the drug and its possible connection to the disease 
hypothesis. When drugs failed due to a lack of efficacy, too often was there a lack of 
understanding what the reasons for failure were186: whether it was because the substance 
was not engaging with the target, that the target’s impact did not have the intended effect on 
molecular pathway or whether changing the molecular pathway did not affect the clinical 
endpoint. Biomarkers could solve this problem. 
 
The Stratification Problem 
 
Another drawback with the Pharmacology Chain process was that it was based upon an 
R&D strategy where patient group were defined by similar disease symptoms. The 
traditional clinical indicators used to measure drug efficacy did not diagnose on a detailed 
level the disease of the patients. In order to segment diseases, there was a need for more 
knowledge about the link between the disease target and its role in the body’s biochemistry, 
and the disease physiology. The Pharmacology Chain process was based on a too-broad 
definition of diseases and patient groups. 
 
An example for how the disease definition was narrowed down could be the R&D 
operations within pain, as illustrated by the following quote: 
 

182 Interview6, Interview29 and Interview37  
183 Interview15 
184 The reason for why target engagement was not conducted in projects was different depending on therapy 
area and project. For example, projects had to create a completely different procedure to investigate target 
engagement in animals and humans in the therapy area of CNS/Pain, since the drugs are aimed to have an 
impact on a target that is in the brain (e.g. Interview7). When testing whether a compound engaged with a 
target in an animal model, scientists could extract brain samples to access the target. Extracting brain samples 
in human trials is not a viable option. Instead, the CNS/Pain scientists tested target engagement through the 
PET technology. The problem was that it was not exploited to a high degree. According to Respondent3, there 
had only been two studies based on the PET methodology conducted in the CNS/Pain business area in 2003 
when the interviewee (Interview4). Whether this was because it was considered too expensive or for other 
reasons is not known.  
185 Based on Interview6, Interview13, Interview33 and Interview34. 
186 E.g. Interview6 and Interview37. Document29 refers to the result of the Baselining report, where all project 
failures in Clinical Phase 2 at AstraZeneca were studied.  
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“Previously there was the case that the [drug compounds] got the properties that we are 
looking for. Let’s take it into clinical phase 1 and, if it’s safe, then we will take it into 
patients with chronic pain, but they did not say that we want to look at exactly postherpatic 
neuralgia patients who have had the disease for more than two years and insensitive to 
other treatments, that kind of depth.”187 
 
In the quote, postherpatic neuralgia is a certain type of chronic pain that emerges because of 
a certain cause that has a biochemical explanation. Based on traditional physiological 
efficacy measures, different types of chronic pain can be characterized quite similarly; from 
a biochemical point of view, there could be large differences. There was a risk that some 
patients would not respond to treatment because they had a different underlying reason for 
the disease. In order to define the disease and patient group more narrowly, more knowledge 
about the connection between target, its role in the biochemistry, and the connection to the 
disease physiology would be needed188. 
 
The idea of more narrowly stratifying patient populations meant that the size of the potential 
market would also decrease. From targeting the whole chronic pain market to targeting the 
market for postherpatic neuralgia, means decreasing the amount of patients that would 
benefit from a possible pharmaceutical. Therefore, the AstraZeneca strategy for a long time 
was to avoid decreasing the size of patient groups by stratifying the treatment189.  
 
As described in Section 4.4, this was a time when the policy drive toward a personalized 
healthcare had not yet begun. AstraZeneca’s stance was as long as enough patients 
responded to the treatment; it did not matter whether every patient in the whole patient 
population did not benefit from the treatment. In the middle of 2000s, when the big payers 
of medicine (insurance companies, public medicine funds, etc.) started demanding that 
knowledge should be provided about which patients would not respond, pharmaceutical 
companies had to start changing their strategy190.  
 
The marketing department of AstraZeneca was hesitant in the beginning; stratifying the 
healthcare market they were targeting would imply that fewer patients would buy their 
drug191. The company experienced some internal struggle regarding whether or not to 
implement biomarkers for stratification purpose. Eventually, there was a common agreement 
that biomarkers are important. 
 
 
 

187 Interview2 
188 Interview2 and Interview25 
189 Interview16 
190 Respondent55 claims that “So back in the 1980’s we could hand out; for example, we could hand out 
oncology drugs - thousands of dollars to anybody - and if a person would not respond to it then they would be 
prescribed something else. Now payers are saying that I can’t afford paying thousands of dollars if they are not 
going to respond, so I want you to tell me first whether they are going to respond or not.” (Interview16) 
191 Interview2 
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The Translational Problem 
 
A third problem was that animal studies were not predictive of outcome in clinical trials. As 
is described in Section 4.3, although animals have complex biological systems that resemble 
human biology in many ways, their predictability is seldom perfect. The Pharmacology 
Chain, which was based on sequential increase in biological complexity of pharmaceutical 
efficacy, suffered from that studies in animal models did not predict outcome in human 
trials. This could be exemplified with the following quote:  
 
”You had animal pharmacology and you had clinical pharmacology. There is always a 
tension between these two groups. There are those on the animal side and those on the 
human side. Often those on the animal side think that ‘you in the clinic, you don’t know how 
to develop these drugs further. You do it really bad. Our nice drugs, you ruin them’. While 
we, on the clinical side, said: ’what bad substances we get from you. Nothing can be made 
from them. They will soon give loads of side-effects’.” (Int6) 
 
Academically, animal pharmacology and clinical pharmacology are partly two different 
disciplines that are in need of two types of competence. Whereas animal studies require 
laboratory skills associated with biomedical scientists or engineers; clinical studies require 
medical skills of taking care and handling patients that most often are associated with 
medical doctors or nurses. The management of animals and managing is different from a 
medical aspect. This is something that lies in the nature of the subjects and has been a 
competence problem in the pharmaceutical industry for a long time.  
 
A different aspect of the problem was that scientists created an identity and competence with 
the phase to which they belonged. The major identity issue was between the scientists 
working in the Discovery organization: with animal research, and the Development 
organization: with clinical research.192 However, there was also an identity with the phase 
with which the scientists were working. The identity issue between Discovery and 
Development was partly rooted in the educational background of the scientists that work in 
the two different organizations193. The “clinicians” were mostly medical physicians or 
scientists that were used to working with human subjects; while the scientists working in 
Discovery were mostly chemists, pharmacologists, molecular biologists, etc. with an 
experience with working in the laboratory194.  
 
There was an invisible barrier between the Discovery and Development organizations that 
had prevented communication and common understanding. The division line was the 
nomination of the candidate drug: i.e. a clear-cut point where the decision was made 

192 Interview6. Also: There was a team building activity at the AstraZeneca R&D site in Södertälje during the 
reorganization in 2009 where all scientists had to place their photography in a picture of the drug development 
process depending on the phase in which they were working. The picture was then hung on the wall at several 
places at the site. (ParticipantObservation9)  
193 Interview6 
194 At the Mölndal site there were very few “clinicians in discovery and we [were] very few people who [were] 
cardiovascular scientists in the clinical organization” (Interview37) 
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whether or not to test the drug in clinical trials. When the project was nominated as having a 
candidate drug, it was moved to a new organization and received new resources. When the 
respondents discuss this transfer of projects, they often use the metaphor “throw the project 
over the fence” or “throw the project over the wall”195. The metaphor describes how the 
Discovery organization handed over the whole control of the project to the development 
organization. The fence or wall represented that the project had been shut into one of the 
organizations and shut out of the other. The scientists working with the project did not 
follow it over the wall, but handed it over to new receivers. The fact the project is “thrown 
over” implies that there was limited communication during the hand-over.  
  

195 E.g. Interview6, Interview37, Interview39 and Interview40.  
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6.2. AstraZeneca’s Interest in Biomarkers at the Turn of the 
Millennium 

 
Scientists at AstraZeneca recognized quite early that there were limitations to the way they 
were developing drugs with regard to the Pharmacology Chain. To a large degree, the 
scientists were involved on the scientific front line within the biomedical community and the 
pharmaceutical industry196. Considering the biomarker concept and method for drug 
development became popular in the scientific and industrial community, it was not strange 
that AstraZeneca also started to implement the technology.  
 
In the beginning, the interest was primarily reflected through the discourse and conceptual 
development about what could be done. Over the years, a biomarker-associated vocabulary 
and rhetoric started to be used within the organization: spreading the ideas and influencing 
actions in projects. The initiative came from both the bottom of the organization - i.e. the 
scientists that worked in the project197 - as well as from the top R&D management198. 
Eventually, there were managers employed with the specific role of driving a biomarker 
development mindset within the company and influencing the projects to conduct biomarker 
development-related activities. In principle three different frameworks drove the change in 
rhetoric: the biomarker concept itself, the “Proof-Of” vocabulary, and the 3M concept. 
 
Finding and Spreading the Biomarker Concept 
 
The biomarker concept made its mark in the scientific community during the 1990s and, 
over the years, it gained more and more recognition; it was already used at AstraZeneca 
prior to the merger of Astra and Zeneca in 1999199. The concept and associated 
methodologies and activities for drug development were two of the discussion topics at the 
global R&D conference that followed the merger in 1999 200; it was noted that the concept 
was used differently within the company, and a common understanding was starting to 
form201. A couple of years later, NIH institutionalized the meaning in an article published in 
the scientific journal Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics (Atkinson et al., 2001), thus, 
creating an industry standard for the concept and spreading its use. The importance of 
biomarkers at AstraZeneca was indicated when the R&D executive vice-president used it in 
external communication to signal quality of projects in the portfolio (see Figure 28 for the 

196 See e.g. Interview2 and Interview17 that argue AstraZeneca scientists have been recruited based on strong 
academic merits. 
197 Several respondents indicate they were working directly with biomarkers in projects (e.g. Respondent1, 
Respondent2, Respondent3, Respondent5, Respondent13 and Respondent44) 
198 One of the global executive R&D managers at AstraZeneca claims to have influenced the R&D 
organization to start thinking about biomarkers through formal discussion at meetings (Interview17); it is also 
evident from external communication that biomarkers became an issue within the organization (Document12 
and Document13). 
199 Respondent13 at ParticipantObservation20 
200 Interview17 
201 Interview17 
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picture used)202. However, although the concept was used from the 1990s to the end of the 
2000s, its meaning changed over time. 
 

 
Figure 28 – A chart of the project portfolio with particular emphasis on 
biomarkers, used for external communication purposes. (From 
Document12) (Red arrow is added to emphasize the biomarker). 

 
The conference in 1999 gathered most of the top 100 influential managers and scientists at 
AstraZeneca. During the time, Biomarker was a buzzword without a clear definition. 
Scientists were not certain about what it meant and used it differently. Some thought that a 
biomarker was interchangeable with the clinical endpoint that was targeted in a project. 
With the conference, came a common understanding that shaped further use. By introducing 
and spreading the biomarker concept within the organization, there was an increase in the 
status of work associated with developing biomarkers and, consequently, investments in 
technologies associated with it. Defining biomarkers appeared to be the first step for the 
scientists to actually start using them.203  
 
Finding and Spreading the “Proof-Of” Vocabulary 
 
Almost at the same time as the biomarker concept came into being at end the 1990s, what 
can be called the “proof-of” vocabulary emerged. This implied that, instead of saying the 
objective of the activities in a drug development project was to show a drug’s efficacy in a 
human population, the goal of the projects would be to obtain Proof-Of-Mechanism (POM), 
Proof-Of-Principle (POP), and Proof-Of-Concept (POC): i.e. to build knowledge about the 
biochemical mechanisms (POM) and its connection to human physiology (POP) and the 
actual change in disease (POC). The work done in early in the process - particularly in the 
Animal Testing phase - could be goal-oriented since the vocabulary now stated what 
knowledge was needed later on in the process. 

202 Document12 
203 Interview17 
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The implementation of the Proof-Of vocabulary is important with regard to the evolution of 
biomarkers at AstraZeneca because the knowledge about the “proofs” cannot be created 
without a biomarker. There is a biomarker needed to indicate that drug changes the 
mechanism in order to get Proof-Of-Mechanism. The same holds true for POP and POC.  
 
Although there is no exact date recorded of when the concepts were first used, there are 
indications that it was introduced in the middle of the 1990s - at least at Astra204. During that 
time, it was more used informally as a way of thinking about the goals of drug development; 
after the merger between Astra and Zeneca, the “Proof-Of” vocabulary was used to try to 
control the projects. The objective was to establish POM, POP, and POC instead of saying 
that the project should pass through the Clinical Phases 1, 2a, and 2b. Proofs are needed to 
show that a drug impacts the intended mechanisms (POM), changes a clinical state (POP), 
and could work as a marketed drug for a given patient group (POC). POM, POP, and POC 
were not, in any way, the main label for the clinical trials; however, they were used on 
several occasions. The company still used the titles Phase 1, 2a, and 2b since they were 
institutionalized labels marking the phases of clinical research.205 
 
3M – Mechanisms, Marker and Models 
 
Another concept-family associated with biomarkers was the 3M - Mechanism, Marker and 
Model - that stands for what AstraZeneca considered to be important when conducting high 
qualitative pre-clinical animal studies. The concept of 3M implied that it was important to 
validate disease mechanisms, create translatable animal models, and validate (bio) markers 
when measuring drug effect. 
 
The 3M concept was used in external communication regarding what AstraZeneca was 
doing to “enhance R&D productivity”206. The vocabulary implies that it was not only 
important to build knowledge about the drug compound; this also holds true for the 
mechanisms, models and markers. The concept seemed to have an impact on the 
organization since respondents used it regularly in interviews207. The idea that the goal of 
the drug development process was to create proof for one’s hypotheses and that the 3M’s 
were important for high qualitative pre-clinical animal studies was nothing groundbreaking; 
as one respondent expressed: “it follows simple reasoning”208. Thus, the importance of the 
3M concept lies in raising the status of the biomarker.  
 
Still, it was later found that there were many projects that did not have 3M. Thus, this 
statement indicates that the scientists knew a better way of performing drug development, 
yet were locked into the old way of the Pharmacology Chain Process.   

204 In Interview17, Respondent35 claims this.  
205 Interview17 
206 Document13 
207 Interview13, Interview17, Interview18 and Interview29 
208 Interview17 
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6.3. Structural Changes of the R&D Organization for Biomarkers 
 
AstraZeneca’s functional organization during the 2000s was based upon the technological 
process for drug development that the company was pursuing. As explained in Section 5.3, 
the organization mirrored the technological process, where certain departments were 
accountable for different phases of the process. Consequently, there was no function 
accountable for the work involved in development of biomarkers since the activities were 
not part of the standardized process architecture. Or the other way around. Biomarker 
development activities were not part of the standardized process for drug development since 
there was no function accountable for the set of biomarker development activities. Hence, 
when the AstraZeneca R&D management wanted to incorporate biomarker development 
activities in the process, they constructed organizational units that would work with 
biomarkers. 
 
Numerous efforts were made over the years to “organize away”209 the problem that 
biomarker development activities did not fit into the Pharmacology Chain process, yet was 
organized “outside”210 the core process. In principle, two types of organizational measures 
were taken: (1) creating functional-like units that gathered competence about biomarkers 
and (2) influencing projects to demand that biomarker development activities were 
conducted within each project. 
 
The department-like organizations were sub-level units in either the Discovery or 
Development organizations. The units did not have any accountability for the project work; 
the members had to “promote”211 their competence and informally “influence”212 the 
projects instead.  
 
There were three types of department-like units to gather competence and resources for 
biomarkers: 

• Technology Centers – A sort of a “platform” of competence and resources 
regarding a particular technology associated with biomarkers. The department had 
resources to conduct experiments, yet did not have accountability for any part of 
project work. 

• Discovery Medicine Unit – A department within the Discovery organization with 
the purpose of driving clinical associated issues; in essence, this was biomarker 
development. The organization did not have the resources or the accountability to 
conduct any experimentation itself; however, the members within the organization 
were part of different management boards and could influence drug development 
projects in this way. 

• Clinical Discovery Team (CDXT) and Experimental Medicine Units – Two 
different types of functional organizations within the Development organization. 

209 Interview6 
210 Interview4 
211 Wording used in Interview18 
212 Wording used in Interview7 
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Both organizations focused on developing experimental methods to be used in 
clinical trials. On several occasions, this meant developing biomarkers through 
Clinical Phase 0 or Clinical Phase 1 studies. The organizations had some resources to 
conduct experimentation in clinical trials, yet had no accountability for any part of 
project work. Although the units were organized under the Development 
organization, they often worked with projects that were in early pre-clinical phase. 

 
In addition to gathering general knowledge about biomarkers in functional-like units within 
the R&D organizations, AstraZeneca also tried to incorporate biomarker development 
activities in the projects by changing the management of the project work. As 
aforementioned, following the enactment of the process-based organization in the late 
1990s, projects “belonged” to an organizational unit that accounted for the R&D activities 
during each phase. The standardized outcomes and process of that phase would lead to a 
performance increase of each phase; however, the problem was a shortsightedness to push a 
project to the next milestone emerged. To prevent this behavior, members of departments 
accountable for work in the later phases were included on the project team even though the 
project was in the early phase213. With such a structural change, the thinking was that 
members would influence the activity planning in the project, so they would be relevant for 
the future of the project. The pre-clinical activities would, thus, be more clinically 
significant.  
 
Biomarkers had their final use when testing the biochemical effect of the drug on patients in 
Clinical Phase 2. In order to accomplish the final goal, however, activities needed to be done 
before Clinical Phase 2. Therefore, AstraZeneca wanted to influence the projects to conduct 
biomarker development activities throughout the process. There were three types of project 
management methods: 

• Translational Science Plans – These became a standard part of the project plan 
where projects needed to stipulate what needed to be accomplished, in terms of 
biomarkers. 

• Translational Science Directors – Members of the project teams with the aim to 
influence the project from the inside created knowledge of how biomarker could be 
developed. Translational Science Directors were accountable for developing the 
Translational Science Plans. Some of the more senior scientists that became part of 
the management team of each RA (the Research Areas within the Discovery) and 
could evaluate projects from a biomarker-perspective. 

• Disease Area Organization – This informal cross-functional gathering of senior 
scientists within a given disease discussed the common development of all the 
projects within that disease area. Biomarker development was one of the issues. 

 
A review of the seven organizational initiatives taken to systematically implement 
biomarker development activities with AstraZeneca R&D can be found in this section.  
 

213 Interview17 
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Technology Centers for Biomarker-Associated Technologies 
 
The first of these units were the five technology centers, formed after the biotechnological 
investigations of 1995214. The idea with implementing technological centers was that it 
would integrate knowledge and competence about a specific technology in a common 
organization215. Some technologies were quite new and complex; they could not simply be 
taken “off the shelf” when needed. Organizing a center meant that issues about the 
development and proper application of the technology could be handled. The centers did not 
have accountability of any of the process phases, yet were similar to a service provider for 
the projects and organized as a separate unit within the Discovery organization. The project 
team decided whether they wanted to do any of the experimentation that the centers could 
provide. Consequently, the work within the center was to “create awareness about how the 
technology could be used in projects… and create best-practice examples”216: i.e. influence 
the scientists in the core part of operations to use biomarkers. 
 
2006 saw the integration of all technology centers into one common company-wide 
platform. This included imaging, genetics, transgenic technology, system biology, and 
advanced cellular models under a common organization called “Translational Science”. In 
spite of the name, it is still debatable whether or not this organization actually performed 
Translational Science217. The principle objective of the organization was not to develop 
biomarkers; rather, it was to make pre-clinical studies more relevant when predicting the 
outcome in clinical studies. Biomarkers were seen as one of many technologies that would 
enhance the performance of what AstraZeneca was already doing218. 
 
The transgenic technology had to do with genetically modifying animal models to be more 
“human-like” and, thus, improving the “translatability” of the model219.  As for the 
technology within genetics, it focused upon finding new targets and polymorphism of the 
target to segment patients based on genotype220. Two of the technological platforms that 
were almost explicitly involved with conducting biomarker development activities – 
specifically developing biomarkers – were those within MRI221 and PET. A huge investment 

214 Interview18. That use the word centra instead 
215 Interview18 
216 Interview18 
217 Respondent6 claims that they were not (Interview5) while Respondent57 claimed that they were 
(Interview18).  
218 Respondent55 called the work within biomarkers as a “strategic initiative” like any other. “Strategic 
initiatives go on all the time, you know. Somebody on the R&D leadership team said that we need to have a 
strategic initiative to look at outsourcing, personalized healthcare, generics, or there are these topics that come 
up again, again and again. And then somebody senior will lead that initiative, they will look at the organization 
and ask who knows something about this and pull in all the people who know something about that topic. So 
every couple of years, there will be an initiative like that.” (Interview16) 
219 Interview18 
220 Interview18 
221 MRI was discussed at a ParticipantObservation18 in order to get an agreement on some recommended 
activities for using MRI as biomarker in pain projects. Several different examples were brought up for how to 
use MRI studies as biomarker measurements. One of these issues was about how MRI can be used to measure 
changes and the activation of certain brain regions to distinguish what is the physiological response of a pain 
easing drug. In order to study the activation/deactivation of regions in the brain would require a biomarker that 
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in an in-house MRI center was formed in CNS/Pain in the middle of the 2000s222. A 
comprehensive collaboration with the PET-center at the Karolinska Institute was initiated in 
2006 based on earlier collaboration efforts223. Additionally, the genetics technology center 
helped develop stratification biomarkers. Later this center became known as the 
Personalized Medicine Unit. 
 
The benefits with organizing technology centers were that they concentrated competence in 
one place and made technological development possible. Scientists from the centers of 
genetics, transgenic technology, PET, and MRI all drove technological development within 
their respective fields. Meanwhile, AstraZeneca chose particular technologies as a basis for 
an in-house competence center, which meant that other technologies were not as prioritized. 
There were other technologies needed for biomarker that were not connected to the 
Technology centers. Examples of such technologies were micro dosing224, flow 
cytometry225, different blood flow measurements226 or, most commonly, simple biochemical 
assays227. There were scientists within the organization that had the competence to use these 
technologies; however, it is not known whether they would be used for the purpose of 
developing biomarkers.  
 
The drawback with grouping competence in a technology center was the risk that resources 
would not be purposely spent. There were occasions at AstraZeneca when there was a 
substantial reduction in the amount of work of a particular technology center that directly 
related to creating knowledge in a project, and a process-based department took the 
opportunity to develop their technology228. Scientists allocated their resources to further 
develop their technology instead of allocating them for the benefit of the projects. Balancing 
work between exploiting the technologies in projects and further exploring the technologies 
seemed critical to making the technology center work229.  
 
   

measured neuron activity. Such biomarker would be a functional biomarker; used to study the drug efficacy in 
the therapy area of pain. 
222 InformalInteraction9 
223 Interview7 
224 Pointed out by Respondent3 in Interview4 
225 Res7 was recruited specifically to Astra in 1993 to work with flow cytometry in one of the projects in order 
to develop a target engagement biomarker in an antibody drug project. After the project was terminated in 
1999 because the efficacy hypothesis of the project was simply proven wrong, Res7 did not work with 
cytometry again until 2011. According to Res7, the technology was probably not used at all during the time 
period at AstraZeneca within CNS/Pain, although it could have been used in a variety of business area s. 
(Interview11) 
226 Exemplified in Interview17  
227 As described in Section 4.6, assays are used to analyze content of a particular protein or biochemical in a 
sample.  
228 Interview5 
229 One example for when the scientists at AstraZeneca found it difficult to know the balance between project 
work and development biomarkers of a particular technology was in the H3 project, when there was a 
discussion whether to develop a PET methodology in order to study the pharmaceutical effect on the molecular 
mechanism. According to Respondent3, if the particular PET methodology would be only developed for the 
H3-project, it would take an unproportionate amount of project time and platform budget. If the methodology 
could be exploited in additional projects, such an investment, it would be easier to motivate. (Interview4) 
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Discovery Medicine Units –Biomarkers in the Discovery Organization 
 
A different sort of management structure for managing biomarker development was the 
implementation of Discovery Medicine Units. The idea was to try to integrate the biomarker 
development efforts done in the Discovery organization so that they were purposeful for 
what was later needed when the project entered into the Clinical Development phase. The 
role of the units was to recommend which biomarker studies should be done within the 
different projects. In comparison to the technological centers, the Discovery Medicine Units 
did not have any resources for conducting specific experiments. In order to realize the 
suggested biomarker activities, the Discovery Medicine Unit had to convince another 
department with laboratory resources to do it. This most often meant that it was the 
Bioscience Department of the Discovery organization responsible for Animal Testing that 
conducted it during this phase. In other cases, collaboration was conducted along with 
scientists working in the biomarker technology centers. Therefore, “the fundamental issue 
within such [an] organization was to get money to do stuff”, as Respondent2 expresses it230.  
 
The units additionally drove the strategic development of biomarkers for the entire 
Discovery organization: i.e. issues about how the governance of biomarkers should be, 
which technologies were worthy of investment, and so on. This work resulted in formal 
instructions that all projects had to develop Translational Science Plans, have Translational 
Science Directors, and invest in the PET center (see below). One could say that the unit was 
a carrier of competence about biomarker in general.  
 
The CNS/Pain therapeutic unit initially consisted of one person in 2003 that would 
investigate what could be done within the biomarkers area231. A scientific committee was 
connected to the organization, consisting of representatives from different parts of the R&D 
organization: from both Discovery and the Development organizations. This department was 
later developed to include three Translational Science Directors232 (see below), one for each 
cluster. These people worked with developing Translational Science Plans in the projects: 
the unit head was placed on the management team of the Discovery organization; the name 
of the unit was changed to Translational Science. Still, the unit’s work was regarded as 
being “virtual”233. Ambitions were also raised almost every year for when the Translational 
Science Plans should be developed and what the process of developing would look like234. 
The work of the Discovery Medicine Unit and, ultimately, the biomarker development 
activities progressively received higher status the older the organization became.  
 
Discovery Medicine Unit fulfilled its role, which was to make both the Discovery and 
Development organizations talk about common issues about the drug development projects. 
The result was that biomarker development activities were front-loaded in many occasions 

230 Interview7 
231 Interview7 
232 These three scientists in CNS/Pain had a primarily biomedical pre-clinical background. None of them had a 
background working with clinical trials.  
233 Interview7 
234 Interview7 
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before the project started clinical trials235. The scientists drove the strategic development of 
biomarker development within the R&D organization, making biomarkers a higher 
prioritized area.  
 
The unit clarified the directives about how the projects could and should integrate 
biomarkers with the project goals. Respondents argue that these accomplishments were 
important as a start for AstraZeneca’s early implementation of biomarkers236. Meanwhile, it 
is quite evident that the scientists within the Discovery Medicine Units had to struggle to get 
biomarker development activities done in the projects. The organization did not have any 
resources of their own to conduct studies; the personnel had to spend extensive amount of 
time “running around in corridors and in meetings to receive funding and resources [instead] 
of working efficiently with quality in the projects” 237. This is something that the 
respondents call “management by influence”238. Since the R&D organization was not used 
to work with developing biomarkers, the process of getting resources could take a long 
time239.  
 
CDXT and Experimental Medicine Units – Developing Clinical Biomarkers 
 
As the Discovery Medicine Units became integrated into the Discovery organization, a 
similar organization (sometimes referred to as a sister organization240) called Clinical 
Discovery Team (CDXT) was simultaneously formed within the clinical development 
organization. CDXT was organizationally part of the clinical organization, since its 
scientists owned competence of conducting clinical trials with human patients (even if they 
worked primarily with pre-clinical projects). The aim of this unit was to support projects that 
were still in the pre-clinical phase by developing potential methodology that would be used 
in the later clinical stage or to strengthen the target validation. Since only very low 
concentrations of compound were needed for this purpose (known as microdosing), less 
toxicology experiments were required241; these were done in either Clinical Phase 1 studies 
or in Clinical Phase 0 studies. Hence, the group was working with projects that were often 
still in the pre-clinical phase, yet were conducting clinical studies.242 This meant that 

235 Document12 
236 Interview17 and Interview7 
237 Interview7 
238 Interview7 
239 One example of this is when it took Respondent44 six months to get an approval for a clinical trial protocol 
in obesity to include simple biomarker studies. The protocol required that physicians who performed the trial 
make trivial measurements of, for example, changes in the abdomen of the patient and the difference in 
metabolism and hunger, which are standard in obesity research. Before the work could be done, the 
recommendation had to be approved by “almost all managers within the company”: a process that probably 
cost more than the actual study itself, the respondent claims. (Interview34) 
240 Interview7 
241 According to Respondent42 and Respondent44, a study within the MC4 with a tool compound was 
conducted; it was known that the tool compound was developed as a drug to engage with the MC4 receptor; 
however, the tool compound was based on a development of a drug for a different disease. The idea with the 
MeMo study was to measure the effects on obesity with the tool compound. In this way, the project could build 
confidence whether or not the hypothesis of the MC4 project was correct. (Interview32 and Interview34) 
242 Interview7, Interview32 
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biomarker development was organized as the first phase in the Clinical Development part of 
the process. 
 
Neither CDXT studies of the Clinical Phase 0 nor the Clinical Phase 1 were regarded as 
necessary for every single project. Therefore, the organization never developed in the way 
that the Discovery Medicine Units did: i.e. developing biomarkers “necessary” for all 
projects. CDXT representatives were not present in every project; the leader of the unit was 
not included in the R&D management group; and there were no mandatory plans for MeMo 
or Clinical Phase 1 studies for all projects in the organization. With the exception of these 
differences, the idea with CDXT was quite similar to that of the Discovery Medicine Unit. 
There was a CDXT Unit within every Therapeutic Area, although they did not have 
resources of their own for conducting experimentation and had to get permission from 
managers higher up in the hierarchy when they wanted to conduct an experiment243.  
 
Another organization with a similar function to the Discovery Medicine Units was the 
Experimental Medicine Unit that existed in certain business area s at AstraZeneca244. The 
unit was part of the Development organization; as with Discovery organization, however, 
there were no particular resources for conducting experiments. Instead, the unit consisted of 
scientists that were connected to the drug development projects and tried to develop ideas 
for how to conduct innovative clinical trials. Similar to the CDXT, this unit was responsible 
for developing biomarkers, yet differed in which types of biomarkers it developed. While 
CDXT focused on predicting safety and efficacy, the Experimental Medicine developed 
biomarkers to be used as surrogate endpoints used in the projects’ regular clinical trials245. 
The Experimental Medicine scientists did not have any resources of their own; they had to 
influence their projects to expand the standard clinical trials to include extra experimental 
methods to the study of potential surrogate endpoints246. The scientists that were involved in 
the unit’s work were clinicians with an experimental research background; this meant they 
held a unique competence: they could conduct advanced experiments in connection to the 
clinical trials.  
 
Translational Science Directors (TSD) 
 
With the same idea of including clinicians in the early projects, the project organizational 
model was changed to also include Translational Science Directors on the project teams. 
During 2008, the first employees that had the role of Translational Science Directors in 
CNS/Pain were appointed and were initially assigned to the highly prioritized projects. Later 
on, most projects had a dedicated Translational Science Director247. Although the content of 
the role changed over time, it was based upon having a dedicated role of working with 

243 Interview32 
244 There was one within CVGI, but none within CNS/Pain.  
245 Interview17 
246 Surrogate endpoints within CVGI could be both invasive models, such as studies of different blood flow as 
well as different imaging methods (Interview17) 
247 Interview7 
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biomarkers. Prior to 2008, biomarker development was a task that had a collective 
responsibility distributed to the whole project team. 
 
By including both clinicians and Translational Science Directors on the project teams while 
the projects were still in the pre-clinical phase, would influence the decision-making on the 
project level regarding which activities the project would perform. The problem from a 
biomarkers perspective was that there were no resources tied to the role of the Translational 
Science Directors. ”They could suggest anything, but they had no mandate. They had a very 
difficult time to get mandate to change the actual decisions in the projects”, as one 
respondent expresses it248. On many occasions, the Translational Science Directors worked 
with the technology centers. When the technology was beyond the competence of the 
technology centers, they tried to influence the Bioscience department. The same problem 
that the Discovery Medicine Unit experienced regarding the “management of influence”, 
also existed from the project perspective.  
 
Additionally, some of the Translational Science Directors were included in the R&D 
management teams within each Therapeutic Area; they formed the Research Area 
Management Team249: the management team of the Discovery organization within each 
business area . This team reviewed the activities of projects; they decided the projects’ 
future; and, they allocated resources among the departments and projects within the therapy 
area250. The projects were reviewed during the different milestones and tollgates of the 
process in accordance with the standardized requirements specified at each milestone (see 
Section 5.3). The job of the scientific review was to investigate whether the projects fulfilled 
the demands of a milestone. Making biomarkers a part of the requirements when passing 
through the tollgate was an additional way of influencing the work.  
 
Disease Area Organization 
 
The operational strategy to reduce lead times and increase project capacity led to the 
functional departments becoming short-sighted and not allocating enough resources to 
conduct the biomarker development activities. Still, biomarker development activities were 
valued when selecting the next project for the same target or even in the next project within 
the same disease area. There were synergies between projects with conducting biomarker 
development activities. 
 
To solve this problem, the R&D organization of AstraZeneca implemented a Disease Area 
organization in 2005 that could be regarded as a project portfolio organization or a “program 
organization”251. The projects would prioritize knowledge creation that could be used in 
further projects that, in essence, meant biomarker, biochemical mechanisms, and animal 
models (based on the 3M framework).  

248 Interview29 
249 Interview7 
250 Interview2 
251 Interview10 
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In essence, the Disease Area Organization consisted of a Disease Area Strategy team led by 
a Director, a Disease Area Strategy Leader, the Translational Science Director, the Medical 
Science Director (that was leading the clinical work within the disease area), and a Project 
Science Director. The Disease Area Organization did not have any resources, per se.252  
 
Translational Science Plans 
 
The Translational Science Plan was a document that was one of the parts in the project plan. 
The plan comprised of all the possible biomarkers that where applicable to the project, when 
and how these were to be developed. The plan was included in the document template of the 
main project plan that all projects needed to write and update when being reviewed at each 
tollgate. 
 
The initial idea for a having a Translational Science Plan was developed by the Discovery 
Medicine Unit in 2005 and was associated to its work253. In many cases, there were clear 
strategies about how and when to develop biomarkers in the projects. The problem was that 
the biomarker resources were scattered around the organization. The departments needed to 
be influenced in order to implement the work suggested in the Translational Science 
Plan 254.  
 
Although the plan contained a coherent strategy for which biomarker development activities 
to conduct and when, the implementation was done by conducting pieces here and there. 
Just because one organizational unit decided that a specific biomarker activity was going to 
be done, that did not mean that the other units would do their part. The whole scope of 
biomarker activities was seldom conducted. 
 
Over the years, the process structure of what was required of a project with regard to 
biomarker at a particular milestone shifted somewhat. Biomarkers were included in the 
tollgate requirements as part of the project plans. The consistently changing decision-makin 
templates determined how many biomarker development activities that were required for 
each project. If a project did not spend resources on developing biomarker methodologies, it 
would not likely reach the biomarker requirements of a tollgate and could face termination. 
While other structural changes for implementing biomarkers were based on creating means 
in the form of resources or access to knowledge for conducting biomarker development 
activities, implementing Translational Science Plans with requirements for biomarkers at 
project tollgates explicitly forced scientists to allocate resources so that the goals were 
fulfilled. 
 
  

252 E.g. Respondent1 
253 Interview7 
254 Interview11, Interview5  
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6.4. The Effect of the Management Structure Changes for 
Biomarkers  

 
The measures taken by AstraZeneca’s R&D top management team to implement biomarkers 
did have an impact. In 2002, the majority of projects had at least conducted one study using 
a biomarker (not the whole palette of biomarkers)255. Between 2004 and 2011, there were 81 
projects in CNS/Pain that used biomarkers to create knowledge about the binding between 
drug candidate and target256. The Discovery Medicine Unit obtained more legitimacy in the 
organization and the Translational Science Plans were taken more seriously. Overall, the 
AstraZeneca R&D organization was performing well in most parts of the R&D process with 
regard to the goals of lower cost and time per project257 and increased the success rate in 
each phase258. Even the personalized medicine drug IRESSA had been developed. 
 
The problem was very few drugs were approved and launched on the market259. In 
particular, it was failure in Clinical Phase 2 (when the drug was tested for the first time if it 
actually had a therapeutic effect), which was the problem260.   
 
AstraZeneca conducted an investigation in 2009 called the Baselining Report261; this was 
launched in order to understand the cause for the low success in Clinical Phase 2, and the 
reasons behind the failure of past projects. The company found that the overall reason for 
failure was because not enough projects had developed biomarkers. Most projects failed in 
Clinical Phase 2 because the drug did not have any therapeutic effect on sick patients, which 
in itself was expected; no one in the projects knew what to do after failure: start a new 
Clinical Phase 2 trial with a different dose, develop a new compound targeting the same 
underlying cause of the disease, or reject the project hypothesis altogether. No one knew if 
the failure in Clinical Phase 2 was because the wrong patients had been selected. The 
Baseline Report showed that too many projects (over 50%) had progressed without 
developing the biomarkers needed to create this knowledge262. 
 

255 Document12 
256 Primarily using the PET technology (Interview7 and Interview46) 
257 According to Document48, AstraZeneca had decreased the average cost per project that led to the Animal 
Safety phase from $70M in 2001 to $40M in 2008, which was considerably lower than the industry median of 
$70M in 2008.  
258 According to Document48, AstraZeneca had an average success rate of the phase between Animal Safety 
and FTIM of 65%: almost the same as the industry average and a 59% success rate in Clinical Phase 1, which 
was top performing in the industry.  
259 The performance was quite good in the early 2000s with the launch of the successful drugs Crestor, Iressa, 
Faslodex, Symbicort, Viozan, and Exanta and an innovative line extension of Nexium and Seroquel (source: 
annual reviews of 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2003), although this reflected only that AstraZeneca performed well 
during the end of 1990s. Between 2004 and 2008, AstraZeneca did not launch any new drug at all 
(Document48).  
260 Document48 
261 Document29 and Interview37. AstraZeneca later published the statistics of the Baseline Report in a publicly 
available scientific journal (Cook et al. 2014) 
262 Interview37 
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The different frameworks and structural changes at AstraZeneca appeared as though they 
did not make enough of an impact on how many biomarker development activities were 
conducted in the drug development projects (i.e. adapt a biomarker technology for a specific 
purpose of a drug development project). It seemed not to matter that there were allocated 
resources for biomarker development and change in the interest for biomarkers. The 
respondents argue263 that scientists employed to work with biomarkers had difficulties 
influencing the departments from their position in the management structure. The next quote 
is an example of how respondents talked about the effects of change in talk for biomarker 
development and its implication to the organization.  
 
“We had a gang of more or less fuzzy philosophers, that were thinking about stuff that could 
be done [in terms of biomarkers]… This has not been related to the project axis… In 
parallel, the projects have continued with their template-based development plans that 
followed a strict pattern”.264  
 
The domination of the Pharmacology Chain process within the AstraZeneca organization 
during the end of the 1990s to the end of the 2000s meant that some activities were not 
conducted. Non-standard activities were regarded as being part of a “no-man’s land” 265: i.e. 
not being a standard part of any phase of the process or being the responsibility of any of the 
R&D sub-functions. To initiate a non-standard study, scientists had to put in extensive 
negotiating efforts to receive resources from top managers who were in control of the 
budgets.266 Sometimes this negotiating process could take several months and require 
approval from many different managers, even though the study itself did not require many 
resources.267  
 
The three biomarker development activities were not done, i.e. biomarker technology was 
not adapted for a specific purpose of a drug development project. In order to establish 
knowledge about these issues, biomarkers were needed (target engagement, mechanistic, 
and physiological) that had not yet been developed in most projects268. Without biomarkers, 
the hypothesis in the project was not answered. Developing biomarkers required extensive 
work. The opinion was: “why put that work into developing biomarkers, when we can spend 
that money on other projects?”269.  
 
Knowledge about the hypothesis created in Animal Testing was not studied for several 
reasons, particularly the biochemical effects and the relevance of physiologic studies when 
predicting clinical outcome. There was an ambiguity about how many animal studies would 
be conducted since it was unknown whether the knowledge created in animal studies 

263 Respondent1, Respondent2, Respondent3, Respondent44 
264 Interview4 
265 Interview37  
266 Interview7 and Interview34 
267 Interview7 and Interview34 
268 Two examples where studies about the target impact effect on the molecular pathway were not prioritized 
are the H3 and MC4 project.  
269 Interview41 
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translated into knowledge about patients in the clinic270. The scientists that worked in the 
Animal Testing phase at AstraZeneca studied efficacy in pre-clinical models through target 
engagement and the effect on the animal physiology271. The problem with studying these 
parameters is that the translatability to the clinical setting must be established. Establishing 
target engagement in animal models does not mean the drug will have target engagement in 
a clinical setting since humans have a different metabolism272. Another reason was that 
physiological changes in animals could be quite difficult to measure on many occasions273. 
 
In retrospect, the lack of relevant studies of the physiological effects of drugs when 
predicting clinical outcome, can be associated with the poor connection between the 
Discovery and the Development organizations. There were many interesting methodologies 
used in clinical trials for testing pharmaceutical efficacy based on physiological effects; 
however, these were not used in pre-clinical animal studies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

270 Interview2, Interview24, Interview6 and Interview33.  
271 When asked “what do you work with?” the first answer from the scientists working in the Animal Efficacy 
phase was that it was working with these two issues; in most occasions, it was limited to this. (Interview15, 
Interview28, and Interview38). 
272 One example of this is when drugs are aimed to impact a target that is located in the brain, especially 
neuroscience drugs and also the MC4 target when aimed to treat obesity. It is the blood-and-brain barrier and 
the PHP protein that prevent alien substances from getting into the brain, which is a bit different between 
different species. There have been several projects at AstraZeneca where target engagement has been 
established in animal studies, but not in humans. 
273 This is clearly illustrated in the cognition example described in Appendix 9. 
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7. Transforming Into a New R&D process 
 
A major reorganization was initiated at AstraZeneca R&D in 2009. The poor performance in 
developing new drugs was not sustainable and something needed to be done. Since failure in 
the implementation of biomarker was singled out as one of the main reasons for the poor 
performance, the main focus of the reorganization was to make biomarker development the 
core of the R&D process. Management realized that organizing biomarker development 
within the logic and architecture of the Pharmacology Chain had not worked; a complete 
redesign of the R&D process was needed along with a structural change of the R&D 
organization. 274 
 
The new architecture of the drug development process I in this thesis call the Biomarker 
Loop (see Figure 29). The Biomarker part of the name refers to the new process component; 
Loop refers to managing project failure in Clinical Phase 2 as a core design feature. Most 
activities previously performed in the Pharmacology Chain process were also done in the 
Biomarker Loop process. Hypotheses were created based upon the same logic as before: 
chemical substances were developed; the drug candidates were tested in animal studies and 
in clinical trials. Thus, all activities in the Pharmacology Chain process that involved 
building knowledge about the substance and its effect in the body had to be done in the new 
architecture as well.  

 
Figure 29 – Architecture of the Biomarker Loop process 

 
 
The difference was the stronger emphasis on biomarker development activities for creating 
knowledge about the underlying cause of diseases and how drugs affect these causes. The 
knowledge was created in the previous Pharmacology Chain process’ core activities of 
Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 1, and Clinical Phase 2. The experiments though included 
testing through biomarkers, and not only the changes implied by the drug candidate on the 
symptoms. The dashed lines in Figure 29 represent the input needed from biomarker 

274 The change project to implement Biomarker Development was referred to as change of ”the operational 
model” under the project label ”One R&D Way of Working” (Interview1). The project of implementing the 
new operational model is outside the scope of this thesis. The focus of this chapter is to describe the final 
design of the Biomarker-Loop process and the aligned organization in order to argue that Biomarker 
Development required an architectural process change. 
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development activities to the process phases of Animal Testing and Clinical Phase 1, as well 
as the input of Animal Testing and Clinical Phase activities in biomarker development. 
  
In order to implement biomarkers as a solution to the three problems of the Pharmacology 
Chain (see Section 6.1), the company realized that biomarkers needed to be gradually 
developed and validated throughout the process – and not just isolated to one phase. The 
first ideas of how to measure drug effects had to be developed once the initial project 
hypothesis was created: i.e. binding a drug to a specific target will give therapeutic effects. 
The first prototype of an actual biomarker diagnostic tool could then be tested in animal 
studies first, used to select the right patients for the clinical trials, and then be validated in 
clinical trials (thus, solving the stratification problem). If both animal tests and human trials 
were conducted using the same biomarker, there would be a clearer notion whether or not 
the animal model was predictive (thus, solving the translational problem). When the 
completed biomarker tool was finally used in Clinical Phase 2, it could help inform 
scientists about whether the initially posed hypothesis could be verified or falsified (thus, 
solving the efficacy measurement problem). If a project failed because of poor efficacy, the 
project would at least have an outcome about why the project failed.  
 
The development of the biomarker tool needed to be done in parallel to that of the drug 
compound in a sole process component. This new process component consisted of all 
previously discussed biomarker development activities, and now grouped them into the 
same component of activity set (see Figure 29)275. The work had to be organized in parallel 
with the old process because the outcome of the Biomarker Development component was 
needed in the Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 1 and Clinical Phase 2. This ultimately 
changed the process architecture.  
 
Additionally, the R&D organization was completely changed so that it now aligned with the 
new process architecture. The two organizations of Discovery and Development were 
merged into a new organization called IMED (abbreviation for Innovative Medicine Unit); a 
department accountable for biomarker development was created; the performance 
management system was redesigned to build upon knowledge creation about the underlying 
causes of the disease; and, a stronger project portfolio organization was created to gather 
resources from which more than one project benefitted (similar to resources for biomarker 
development). The argument for the reorganization was that, if the structure of the R&D 
organizations would be left intact, the scientists would still be locked in the Pharmacology 
Chain. 
 
The outcome of AstraZeneca’s 2009 reorganization is described in this chapter: Section 7.1 
focuses upon the changes in the process architecture design; Section 7.2 emphasizes the 
structural changes in the R&D organization that the reorganization implied; and, lastly, a 
discussion about the effects is provided in Section 7.3.   

275 The respondents do not call the combined work done within Biomarker Development as a process 
component or a process phase. They call it a “Translational science package”: e.g. Interview4 and Interview9. 
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7.1. The Process Architecture of the Biomarker Loop Process at 
AstraZeneca 

 
Drug development based on knowledge creation about the underlying cause of disease with 
the help of biomarkers at AstraZeneca built on an iterative logic (see Figure 29 above). The 
process was about creating a hypothesis, testing it and, if the hypothesis was falsified, 
iterating back to earlier in the process and starting again. The biomarker tool was needed for 
answering the hypothesis.  
 
The Biomarker Loop process was the operationalization of the iterative logic; it existed as a 
blueprint for which activities the drug development projects were to follow. Many of the 
components of the Biomarker Loop were the same as within the Pharmacology Chain. 
However, there were two important design features that were different: (1) the parallel 
organization of Biomarker Development and the development of the drug substance and (2) 
the smaller changes between the other components and new interfaces. 
 
The Parallel Process Structure “Biomarker” Development and “Drug” Development 
 
The biomarker tool is a different artifact than the drug substance: the drug is a chemical or 
biochemical compound; the biomarker a diagnostic tool. Both were needed in AstraZeneca’s 
Biomarker Loop process. With this argument in mind, AstraZeneca reasoned that there were 
separate development activities needed to develop the biomarker. Value in the R&D process 
was not only creating knowledge about the drug compound; it is also about the biomarker. 
At the same time, the biomarker is used to create knowledge about the drug substance as a 
drug candidate. The logic was to develop it in parallel.  
 
The final value of biomarkers arises when a biomarker can be used to measure the drug 
efficacy in clinical studies and to stratify patients, either in Clinical Phase 1 or Clinical 
Phase 2. However, to be used in a clinical trial, a biomarker must first be invented, tested, 
and validated: e.g. in test tubes or in animal studies276. This three-step process is illustrated 
in Figure 30.  
 

276 This process is primarily reconstructed from Interview2, Interview29, Interview30, Interview34, 
Interview37 and ParticipantObservation11, and also represents the process of Biomarker Development in the 
MC4 and H3 project, as well as the prodromal working stream.  
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Figure 30 – Content of the Biomarker Development process component 

 
The first step of the process was biomarker invention277, which had the purpose of creating 
an idea for what could be a possible biomarker within the project. This was done in several 
ways. In general, project members tried to benchmark which biomarkers had already been 
developed for the same disease target and disease overall by other pharmaceutical 
companies278. Some biomarkers had been institutionalized by government agencies, which 
were a good alternative to be used within the project279. Some biomarkers could be used in 
all projects targeting the same biochemistry280 or even in the same disease281. Other 
biomarkers were based on the specific target within the project and needed a unique 
biomarker. In such cases, the Biomarker Invention activity could include a literature study of 
the possible biochemical effects of engaging with the target282, the possibilities of creating a 

277 The label “invention” was not used at AstraZeneca when describing the first stage of Biomarker 
Development. I coin the term here as an interpretation of the activities that initiated Biomarker Development. 
278 One of the first activities of the Prodromal working stream was to benchmark other biomarkers used to 
segment prodromal patients and monitor the disease progress of Alzheimer ParticipantObservation23.  
279 It is not known from the empirical data how many biomarkers were actually institutionalized as good 
efficacy or patient segmentation markers during the 2000s. This varies between disease areas and over time.  

Within the Alzheimer area, there were not any institutionalized surrogate markers for the Alzheimer 
pathology except for the measurements for cognition called ADAS-COG. Aβ levels in cerebral spinal fluid 
were explored as a molecular mechanistic marker for change of the Aβ pathway in the AstraZeneca Alzheimer 
projects. However, this had not been institutionalized by regulators as something related to the Alzheimer 
pathophysiology. It was still unknown what was a “normal” level of Aβ in cerebral spinal fluid. 
(ParticipantObservation20, ParticipantObservation22 and ParticipantObservation23) 

Within the obesity area, there were the standard measurements considered to be surrogate endpoints for 
obesity: food intake, fat burning, and different body volume measurements; however, there are no 
institutionalized biochemical based markers for the disease (Interview34). 
280 For example, there was an overlap in mechanistic biomarkers in the projects targeting the mechanism 
underlying Aβ formation, as described in Section 3.1. (ParticipantObservation20) 
281 Such as insulin levels when targeting diabetes. 
282 This was done in the H3 project (Interview28) and the MC4 project (Interview34). According to 
Respondent47, such activity was not done very often during the time when the Pharmacology Chain process 
was dominant at AstraZeneca. One example of a Biomarker Development activity based on a literature study 
was in the MC4 project at the beginning of 2012. In order to build knowledge about a possible way to measure 
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PET-ligand to measure target engagement283, the exploration of an imaging technology that 
would predict the drug effect284 or another search method for the development of a possible 
biomarker. With the exception of the PET-ligand development, which had the purpose of 
investigating drug-target binding in a clinical experiment, these activities did not create any 
knowledge about the effect of the drug candidate; it was about how the targeted underlying 
biochemical mechanism was connected to the disease symptoms on physiological level. 
 
The second part of the Biomarker Development component was developing the method for 
conducting and measuring the biomarker, and testing it in animal studies or even in a test 
tube. There was a specific technology needed to conduct the biomarker measurements in the 
drug development project. This could be an assay to analyze the content of a sample of 
blood285, cerebral spinal fluid286, brain tissue287 or some other biological material288, a 
modification or development of an established sophisticated technology for measuring 
symptom effects of the drug289, developing a PET ligand or some other biomarker 
methodology.  
 
A phase in constructing the biomarker technology was “testing it in practice”. Some projects 
did this in test tubes, others in animal studies; and, some did both. The development of the 
actual biomarker tool was a separate activity than that of creating knowledge of a drug 
candidate effect. However, when the development of the biomarker was done in animal 
studies, it could actually be used for decision purposes: i.e. if a drug is shown not to have the 
desired mechanistic effects in a pre-clinical animal model, for example, it could be enough 
information to terminate a project altogether. There could be synergy between developing 
biomarkers and the activities of developing the drug substance (the activities of the 
Pharmacology Chain), as described below. 

target engagement and whether the drug affected the molecular mechanisms, a literature review was conducted 
about which pathways included the MC4 receptor. The literature review was conducted through searches in 
medical databases of scientific articles that dealt with the MC4 receptor and its connection to different 
molecular mechanisms. The result was a map of the different pathways that included the MC4 receptor. 
According Respondent25, this pathway showed potential biomarkers for measuring target engagement and 
changes in the molecular mechanism. If the drug candidate engaged with the target and changed the 
mechanism, its effects could be detected downstream through the different biomarkers that could be measured 
in blood. 
283 ParticipantObservation21 
284 AstraZeneca had an imaging technology center with the competence to assist the whole global R&D 
organization with this issue (Interview18). Within both the MC4 and the H3 projects, different imaging 
technologies were considered for monitoring the physiological/functional effects of the drug (Interview30 and 
Interview34). 
285 This was used in the MC4 project when looking for the mechanistic effects of engaging with the MC4 
receptor (Interview34). 
286 This was suggested as a biomarker for Alzheimer projects targeting the Aβ pathway (e.g. 
ParticipantObservation20). 
287 Often used in CNS/Pain projects in order to study target engagement and mechanistic effects of a 
pharmaceutical in pre-clinical models (Interview5).  
288 Respondent47 suggest that a two dimensional mass spectrometry study could be done on tissue slices in 
order to locate where on a cellular and subcellular level a specific substance (drug candidate or something else) 
ends up during an experiment (Interview37). 
289 These could be MRI (Interview30), EEG (Interview30 and Interview34), flow cytometry (Interview11), 
other different blood flow measurement technologies such as ultrasound (Interview17), and many other 
technologies. 
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The third step of Biomarker Development was the sub-component of Clinical Trial Testing. 
Some biomarkers could already be used in Clinical Phase 1 studies; other could primarily be 
used in Clinical Phase 2. As Section 5.2 explains, studying drug effect on the underlying 
cause of the disease using biomarkers was not part of the Pharmacology Chain process of 
Clinical Phase 1 and Clinical Phase 2; therefore, a biomarker tool was needed to accomplish 
this.  
 
Some of the studies within Biomarker Development could be done in synergy as add-ons to 
standard activities of the Pharmacology Chain process; others had to be done as separate 
activities. Synergies between biomarker development activities and the standard 
Pharmacology Chain activities could be done, for example, when using healthy volunteers in 
Clinical Phase 1 studies290, using easy measurements of drug effect on underlying causes of 
disease in Clinical Phase 1 studies291, and using samples from experiments in animal studies 
for both biomarker analysis and the analysis of traditional physiological effects292. Separate 
activities – i.e. those that had to be done for the sole purpose of creating knowledge about 
biomarkers in a project – could be PET studies, for example, to establish target 
engagement293, developments of assays for analyzing biomarker samples294, etc. There was 
a need to prepare the analysis of the study regardless of whether biomarker development 
was organized as a separate activity or in synergy with other clinical trial activities.  
 
Biomarker development had different costs associated to them depending on the project and 
the type of knowledge that needed to be created. Some assays were quite easy to do; others 
were not trivial and required resources and time. An example of a rather cheap biomarker 
would be to study the biochemical effects of the drug by analyzing blood (only possible in 
certain projects), which could be done with regular Clinical Phase 1 trials by taking extra 

290 Using healthy patients in Clinical Phase 1 trials would lead to that knowledge of both efficacy and safety of 
the drug candidate was created in synergy in the same trial. This was done in the MC4 project. No respondent 
refers to a project using patients in Clinical Phase 1 trials instead of healthy volunteers; however, there is 
reason to believe that this was done in some drug development projects at AstraZeneca when the 
Pharmacology Chain process dominated the R&D operations. 
291 “Easy measurements” are here referenced as experiments that would be easy to conduct in a clinical setting 
when a subject is tested for something else. It could e.g. be a blood sample in CVGI projects when looking for 
metabolic diseases or it could be cerebral spinal fluid in CNS projects. This could also mean MRI scan or some 
other technology for measuring symptom effects. In the obesity disease area, physiological/functional effects 
could be studied through simple measurements of food intake and fat burn that could be done in synergy with 
other studies (Interview34). In the other CVGI disease areas physiological/functional effects could be studied 
through ultrasound measurements of flow in different blood vessels to measure blood pressure and flow or 
through invasive studies of blood flow (Interview17).  
292 Res8 claims that: “There are people in this building [referring to the building where lead optimization 
experimentation was done] and next door who are physical studies and maybe part of the animal handling that 
need injections; all of that is done by bioscience people. The samples that are taken from brain or CSF or 
plasma: some of them go to iScience for analysis and some of them go to translational scientists for analysis.” 
(Interview15) 
293 Interview4, Interview7 and Interview46 
294 Interview37 
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blood samples of health volunteers while studying the safety of the drug candidate. In 
contrast, the conducting PET studies could be rather expensive295.  
 
Changes of the Other Components in the Biomarker Loop and the New Interfaces 
 
All Pharmacology Chain activities needed to be conducted in the Biomarker Loop as well. 
There was still a need for a hypothesis about how a drug can change the underlying cause of 
the disease; a substance needed to be developed; animal studies had to be conducted to test 
the drug effects on animals; and clinical studies were to be made. Most of the content of 
these process components were the same as before, although there were four minor changes. 
First, the drug efficacy in animal models was to be investigated, and could be done through 
not only measurements of physiological changes; it could also be achieved through the use 
of the biomarkers developed in the Biomarker Development component296. In this case, 
examination this biomarker in the Animal Testing phase was an initial validation of that 
biomarker297. Because of the poor translatability between humans and animals, 
measurements used in animal model were chosen as much as possible so they could be 
replicated in humans.  
 
Secondly, the output of Target Validation subcomponent of the Hypothesis Creation phase 
was not considered in the same way as it was before. The study revealed that human target 
validation had to be done much later in the process (in most cases, it could only be done in a 
Clinical Phase 2b study), the initial validation was about acquiring evidence that indicated 
the target was connected to a disease, yet was not enough for a complete “validation”298.  
 
Third, the content of Clinical Phase 1 changed to also include studies with biomarkers to test 
drug effect on the mechanism in order to establish Proof-Of-Mechanism: POM-studies. The 
Clinical Phase 1 regulatory requirements were that a SAD and a MAD study are conducted 
to test the safety of the drugs at low doses. However, since the drug was already tested on 
humans, the efficacy of the drug could also easily be simultaneously tested to create synergy 
with the safety studies. In parallel with the SAD and MAD studies, a small extra study was 
done to investigate other cases (“POM” as is described in Section 5.2). A complete study of 
efficacy was not conducted; it was only to establish that the candidate drug engaged with the 
target and had desired physiological responses: i.e. to establish POM. By first coupling parts 
of the efficacy measurements to Clinical Phase 1, the project could know in advance 
whether the project was ready for the very expensive trials of drug efficacy that would 
occur, whether the substance had changed or if the hypothesis of drug effect was wrong 
altogether. The extra cost of measuring the different aspects of POM through biomarkers 
had to be done in Clinical Phase 2 anyway, if the project was to reveal how to handle project 
failure.   

295 Several PET-ligands are needed in order to study the drug effect on patients biomechanisms in the H3 
project: i.e. on the release of neurotransmitters. 
296 Interview37 
297 Interview37 
298 Interview24 
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Lastly, the way both Clinical Phase 2a and Clinical Phase 2b studies were conducted before 
the 2000s was based upon clinical endpoints, which respondents call “traditional clinic 
measures”299 or “physiological measures” 300; this includes mortality, how patients feel, and 
how patients function. Since one of the core components of the Biomarker Loop process was 
to develop biomarkers for efficacy that could be used as surrogate endpoints, this changed 
how efficacy in Clinical Phase 2 trials was measured and, consequently, how the studies 
were designed and the R&D was organized. 
 
There were not only modifications of the old components in the new process architecture; 
there were also new interfaces between the phases (see the dashed lines in Figure 29). The 
work done in the new Biomarker Development component of the process had interactions 
with the work done in the other components. As a biomarker was developed, it would be 
used in the other process components (Animal Testing, the new Clinical Phase 1 that 
included POM, Clinical Phase 2a and Clinical Phase 2b studies). That is to say, the results 
from the Biomarker Development component would be delivered as an input to other parts 
of the process. In order for these process components to start, knowledge created in the new 
Biomarker Development component was needed. Therefore, work done in the Biomarker 
Development component was organized in parallel to the other process components with 
part deliveries to the Animal Testing and the Clinical Phase 1 process components.301  
 
  

299 Interview17 
300 Interview30 and ParticipantObservation10 
301 E.g. Interview2 
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7.2. Management Structure Change 
 
The management structure changes made during the 2000s to implement biomarkers had not 
been enough. Therefore, AstraZeneca realized that there was a complete organizational 
structure change needed to match the architectural process change that the Biomarker Loop 
process implied. The new structure of the R&D organization was designed to align with the 
Biomarker Loop process.  
 
The reorganization of 2009 was considered the largest in the company’s history – even 
larger than that which occurred during the merger of Astra and Zeneca in 1999302. The work 
of designing the new organizational management structure was gradually implemented, and 
took over two years to fully accomplish. Because the reorganization implied a shift from 
knowledge creation about the drug and its effects on patient symptoms to knowledge 
creation about the underlying causes of the disease, there was also a shift in what 
departments that gained power. Therefore, many lengthy negotiations were needed at 
AstraZeneca in order to make the reorganization happen.  
 
The solution was a complete structural transformation of the R&D organization. A common 
organization for animal and clinical studies was founded with departments responsible for 
each of the process components in the Biomarker Loop chain; a new stronger project 
portfolio organization was created; and the performance management was shifted to 
incentivize for knowledge creation rather than moving projects forward to be tested in more 
complex biological systems (from test tubes, to animals, and finally humans). Everything 
was designed with the aim of aligning R&D with the Biomarker Loop process.  
 
A Common Animal and Clinical Studies Organization and a Department for Biomarker 
Development   
 
The most important and largest organizational change was the merger of the former 
departments in each business area to the new organization responsible for all test tubes, 
animal, and clinical studies. This included Discovery (that was once responsible for the 
Hypothesis Creation, Substance Development, and Animal Testing), Safety (that was once 
responsible for Animal Safety) and Early Development (that was once responsible for 
Clinical Phase 1 and Clinical Phase 2a). The new organizations were called Innovative 
Medicine Units (abbreviated IMED).  
 
The idea of creating the new IMED organization was to amalgamate pre-clinical and clinical 
studies, so that scientists with different competencies could learn from each other and build 
a holistic picture of how the different process components would create knowledge that was 
needed to ultimately develop a drug with therapeutic properties for a disease303.  

302 Interview2 
303 The concept of “Line of sight: PoC” was introduced into the organization in order to frame what was the 
goal with all work done in different phases of a project: i.e. to develop a drug that had therapeutic effects 
(called PoC = Proof of Concept). Among other things, it was used in the Document29 to signal to the scientists 
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On the lower level, the IMED organization consisted of departments responsible for each of 
the process components in the Biomarker Loop. The departments that were previously 
accountable for each of the phases in the Pharmacology Chain, maintained their respective 
responsibilities. The new department was that of Translational Science, which was 
responsible for Biomarker Development within AstraZeneca.  
 
There were several laboratories in the Translational Science department at each IMED: all 
with a mission to conduct biomarker development activities304. This differed from 
AstraZeneca’s previous structural changes during the 2000s. There were now departments 
that had the sole role of actually conducting the biomarker development activities. A rough 
organizational diagram of the formal organization is shown in Figure 31. 
 

  
Figure 31 – Rough organizational diagram of management structure 
after the 2009 reorganization. 

 
Each project still had to decide which biomarker development activities were to be 
conducted; the management team of the Translational Science department needed to approve 
each one. The projects were now not locked into using PET, MRI or any other specific 
technology that were previously part of the Technology Centers, compared to when the 
Technological Centers were the main organizational entity for all biomarker activities. 
Projects could decide upon which technologies to use in order to establish the knowledge. In 
general, no radically new technologies were used; classic technologies, such as clinical 
chemistry, mass spectrometry, PET, MRI,305and other experiments from the “standard 

working within the Animal Testing phase that the experiments should be designed with the ultimate goal of 
establishing a PoC in a drug development project.  
304 The Translational Science organization in CNS/Pain consisted of three labs: the “Functional Lab” working 
with physiological biomarkers, the “Biochemistry Lab” working with biomarkers to study the drug effects on 
the underlying cause of the disease on a biochemical level, and the “PET Group” that developed the PET 
technology that was specific for each project. There were two teams in the CVGI: the “Bioanalysis and 
Screening Team” working with biomarkers on a biochemical level and the “Biomarker Discovery Team”, 
which worked with all biomarker-related work that was not done in a wet laboratory (literature studies, 
genetics, and spectrometric analysis). 
305 Interview5, Interview6 and Interview37 
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toolbox”306 were used in drug development. Still, the new focus was partially instrumental 
in developing new technologies307.  
 
A New Project Portfolio Organization 
 
A new project portfolio organization was found in order to bring together knowledge and 
activities from which more than one project could benefit. The organization itself was called 
a “Cluster”. This should not be confused with the project management office that had the 
role of allocating manpower to the different projects and not actually planning which 
activities were to be done on portfolio level.  
 
The project portfolio was hierarchically organized based on a biomedical hierarchy, as 
discussed in Section 4.2 (see Figure 32 for an illustration of the project hierarchy). The 
hierarchical levels in AstraZeneca project organization were the following:  

• Disease Cluster 
• Mechanism 
• Target 
• Candidate Drug 

 

  
Figure 32 – AstraZeneca’s project portfolio hierarchy structure. All 
projects are circled. 

 
On the highest level, projects were divided into Disease Clusters, which roughly 
corresponded to a disease: e.g. Alzheimer’s, diabetes or Osteoarthritis Pain. Common issues 

306 Concept used by Respondent47 (Interview37) 
307 Two examples of this are the MS-MS (Mass Spectrometry) analysis in tissue slices and the new versions of 
the PET technology. According to Respondent47, the MS-MS analysis in tissue slices are done through an 
“image [of] the tissue slice with a typical staining and then you do a mass spectrometry on it, and you can 
quantify where is your drug in your tissue: sub-cellular region by sub-cellular region.” With such a 
methodology you can answer questions about, for example, “what is happening with cholesterol in the tissue if 
you are blocking cholesterol transport? Are you seeing changes in cholesterol in that tissue sample? Can you 
relate that to the drug concentration?” In this sense, Respondent47 argues that the MS-MS analysis in tissue 
slices are “not really new technology; it’s development of existing technology, if you go from looking in 
solution to looking in tissue sections”. (Interview37) 
According to Respondent38, within the PET technology, there had been many new versions of the PET 
imaging camera itself. A new camera was developed to help translatability with rodents. (Interview46) 
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within a cluster organization included patients’ profiles for recruitment (and stratification of 
patients), knowledge about the disease, efficacy measurements, pre-clinical animal models, 
and technologies. Each cluster had a separate manager.  
 
On the next hierarchical level were the hypothetical underlying biochemical mechanisms of 
the disease (or physiological phenomenon) in place, which AstraZeneca projects were trying 
to enhance or inhibit. A biochemical mechanism was not connected to one sole disease or 
pathological indication, yet could be a part of other indications as well. This meant that 
modifying the biochemistry with a pharmaceutical could provide a cure for several diseases, 
yet could also cause biochemical specific side-effects. The risk that the same biomarker 
could be used to study the biochemical mechanistic effects was a common issue in projects 
that targeted the same biochemical mechanism.308  
 
On the last hierarchical level were the protein targets that the pharmaceutical was aimed to 
bind to. It was at this level that the actual project was defined. A project could then include 
several candidate drugs (substances), which required separate knowledge creation about 
their efficacy and safety properties. Candidate drugs were the actual compounds that were 
tested for their therapeutic properties. 
 
There was now an organizational entity to spearhead the knowledge creation for activities 
from which more than one project could benefit. This was especially useful for biomarker 
development. Biomarkers developed to measure drug effects on a biochemical level were 
beneficial to all drugs with targets related to each other309. Likewise, biomarkers used to 
measure drug effects on a physiological level were useful for all projects that were trying to 
develop a drug therapy for the same disease310.311 
 
 
 

308 That which is called a mechanism here is called a pathway at AstraZeneca (InformalInteraction1 and 
Document55). This terminology is chosen here because that it corresponds to that of Menzies (2012). There 
were also something called “effect area” within AstraZeneca. The effect areas represent strategies for affecting 
the molecular mechanism; it could be inhibiting something, enhancing something else, removing, degrading, 
transporting away, etc. (InformalInteraction1 and Document55) 
309 One example of a biomarker development activity that was done on a cluster level was the prodromal 
working stream. This was an initiative to develop biomarkers to select patients that were in the early phase of 
the disease progression of Alzheimer’s (see Petersen 2004). Literature reviews of possible biomarkers that 
predicted the progression of Alzheimer’s were conducted during this working stream, as was an investigation 
of what other companies did in this area; suggestions were made for which biomarkers could be used. Potential 
biomarkers discussed included the measurements of Ab42, t-Tau, and pTau in CSF, the amount of plaques in 
the brain that could be measured by PET-ligands, brain activity measured through MRI, and cognition 
measured through different cognition tests. (ParticipantObservation22 and ParticipantObservation23) 
310 Testing EEG on rodents is one example of a biomarker development activity that was considered a broad 
method of development. According to Respondent10, EEG was a common biomarker used to test effects of 
drugs in clinical trials, and yet it had not been evaluated pre-clinically. Therefore, AstraZeneca started a 
program to gather results from old clinical trials and reproduce the tests on rodents to assess the translatability 
of the EEG on rodent translatability for clinical outcome. If the outcome from this program were to show that 
EEG results from rodent-experimentation was similar to that of humans, EEG could be a potential translatable 
efficacy biomarker (probably considered to be type 5: i.e. a PoP biomarker). (Interview30) 
311 Interview2, Interview9 
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Performance Management – Knowledge Creation About Underlying Causes of Disease 
 
AstraZeneca’s performance management changed significantly following the 2009 
reorganization. From being based on progressing projects in the Pharmacology Chain 
process and accumulating knowledge about drug pharmacology and drug effect on 
physiology of patients, the new model emphasized knowledge creation about the underlying 
causes of disease. The knowledge accumulated in the project became the base in the 
evaluation of whether projects would or would not continue to operate or be terminated.  
 
Projects were evaluated based on the “confidence” that the project hypothesis could be 
verified (that a target was connected to the underlying cause of the disease). On the project 
portfolio level, projects were grouped into four categories: Must-Win, High, Medium, and 
Low priority projects. A scientific expert panel did the grading, thus, reflecting the 
“biological underpinnings”: that the project hypothesis could be confirmed and project 
market success.312 Creating various “frameworks” for evaluation on the project level 
operationalized the ranking. The frameworks were designed to capture how well the project 
performed in resolving all issues of the accumulated knowledge that was needed to answer 
the project hypothesis.  
 
Frameworks for project evaluation existed on several levels of the project hypothesis. A 
framework called the 5R was used on the overall project level. On lower levels, there were 
specific frameworks for evaluating different aspects of the project; most importantly, the 
various frameworks evaluated how well projects performed with regard to biomarkers.  
 
The 5R stood for Right Patient, Right Tissue/Exposure, Right Target, Right Commercial, 
and Right Safety. The framework was used for “go/no-go” decision making by top 
management when evaluating if the project would or would not be terminated. The project 
managers needed to construct their presentation to the R&D management board based on the 
framework. The aim of the framework was to capture the uncertainties that needed to be 
resolved within the project: i.e. to prove (1) that the right patients had been chosen in the 
clinical trials; (2) that the drug reached the target in the human body and had enough 
exposure in the tissue where the target was located; (3) that the target is connected to the 
underlying cause of the disease; (4) that the drug has a large enough market; and (5) that the 
drug is safe enough. AstraZeneca published this framework in a publicly available scientific 
journal (see Cook et al., 2014). The project manager used the 5R framework when 
presenting projects to AstraZeneca’s evaluation committees, in order to structure the 
presentation and evaluate the content313. Additionally, two different IT-systems were 

312 Interview1 
313 Document54 is a presentation held by the H3 project’s project management group during an evaluation 
committee meeting. 
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constructed to help projects monitor the studies conducted within the 5R framework314 (the 
5R framework is further described in Appendix 6).  
 
Two frameworks were used within Biomarker Development to evaluate how well a project 
was performing: The Biomarker Classification Scheme and The Translational Science 
Technical Health Chart. The Biomarker Classification Map was used to capture the content 
of the Biomarker Development process component and was solely based on the 
pharmaceutical effects of the different parts of the human biological system that would lead 
to efficacy to a disease315. Those involved in the project used this in various meetings to 
display which biomarker was being considered for development. The Translational Science 
Technical Health Chart was a planning tool for communicating the project’s status, in terms 
of biomarker development and what needed to be done. The framework itself consisted of 
five sections that each represented knowledge about how the pharmaceutical affected 
different parts of the biological system. (See a detailed description of the two frameworks in 
Appendix 6 – Frameworks for Project Evaluation). 
 
The resource allocation system followed the performance management. The projects would 
receive a good rating on the priority scale if they scored well on the frameworks. The rating 
of the project would also reflect the resources being spent. Must Win projects were the 
highest priority. If a project received such ranking, which happened quite seldom316, then it 
would not suffer from resource problems317. The higher the priority, the more resources 
would be put into the project. There was also a global ranking across all business area s, 
which made the list of the most promising Must Win projects in the company318. High 
priority projects did not have any problems with resources either, yet did not do receive 
resources for any activities that were not entirely within the project scope. Medium priority 
projects were the bulk of projects that progressed operations at a slow pace: the best 
scientists were not allocated to these projects; and, there were no particular financial 
opportunities for activities that were not deemed the most necessary. A medium priority 
project could be upgraded to a higher rating if uncertainties about the project’s hypothesis 
could be resolved. Low priority projects did not receive any resources except those to 
conduct particular activities that were necessary in order to resolve an important problem in 
the project.  

314 The two IT-systems were referred to as Platform of Evidence (Interview1) and Knowledge Plots 
(Interview27). The project to establish the IT system initiated by AstraZeneca’s global biology network and 
implemented by its Research and Information and Translational Science organizations. Previously, scientists 
did, indeed, use methods for visualizing how the pieces of experiments and ideas from the outside built up a 
knowledge within the project; however, this was done ad-hoc with using simple personal excel lists without 
any common structure. (Interview1)  
315 The Biomarker Classification Map was used on a number of occasions; after a while, it became standard in 
the project. For example, it was used in the project review during ParticipantObservation11, when 
AstraZeneca’s highest scientific evaluation committee evaluated the H3 project (the Innovative Medicine 
Research Board abbreviation: IMRB). 
316 Only two projects in the CNS/pain portfolio and one in the CVGI portfolio were given a Must Win ranking 
out of more than 15 projects in each portfolio. 
317 Interview1 
318 Interview19 
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7.3. The Effects of Change in Process Architecture and 
Management Structure  

 
Assessing the effects of the 2009 change in process architecture and management structure 
is a difficult task: it would take several years to move a drug development project through 
the Biomarker Loop process, and probably even longer to see a statistically significant 
change on project portfolio level. Even if there was a chance to extend the case study several 
years, the analysis would still be impossible to do; just two years after the implementation of 
the Biomarker Loop process - i.e. in 2012 - AstraZeneca made a new reorganization where 
most of the large R&D sites were terminated and operations were moved elsewhere. 
 
The R&D sites in Södertälje (including the small site in Montreal) and Alderlay Park were 
terminated in 2014 (the R&D site in Lund had already been terminated in 2010). Operations 
in CNS/Pain and oncology were moved to what was regarded as the vibrant biotech hubs of 
Cambridge, Mass., USA and Cambridge, UK. Although it is not known why operations 
were moved to the new sites, one plausible interpretation might be that the top management 
of the company did not think the employees could transform to the new Biomarker Loop 
drug development process. 
 
Nevertheless, there are qualitative indications supporting that the 2009 reorganization made 
a significant impact on implementing biomarker development activities into operations, 
which meant that biomarker technologies started to become adapted for a specific purpose of 
a drug development project. The specification of the frameworks for evaluating biomarkers 
discussed in Section 7.2 is one indication. The reorganization spurred rapid development in 
specifying the content of biomarker development activities, which might not have occurred 
without the change in the management structure of R&D. As a result, AstraZeneca invested 
even more in biomarker-associated technologies319. 
 
When it comes to the implementation of biomarker development activities in drug 
development projects, there were several indications that the reorganization did have an 
effect. One indication is that the status of biomarker development activities in each project 
was a recurrent topic of discussion at meetings in the department accountable for Biomarker 
Development. There are numerous examples of cases when the result of biomarker 
development activities conducted in projects was discussed at these meetings. A second 
indication is that project managers or scientists accountable for Biomarker Development 
were asked to report the biomarker development activities conducted and not only what 

319 There was further development of MRI (fMRI and vMRI) that could serve as a measurement of a 
physiological biomarker in Alzheimer and Cognition projects, monitoring neural activities in certain parts of 
the brain associated with cognition. The MRI technology could be used to monitor the structural changes of the 
brain when a therapy was given: i.e. whether or not there was a change in the cavities that come up for 
Alzheimer patients (Interview30). EEG could be used for a similar purpose. There was already competence in 
these technologies at AstraZeneca, yet they gained new ground with the implementation of the new process. 
Two technologies for which scientists saw a need, but that had only been used to a small degree at 
AstraZeneca, were the new versions of the PET technology and MS-MS in tissue slices. 
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activities were planned to be conducted, as was the case prior to 2009320. The project 
managers were advised to use the two biomarker frameworks (see Section 7.2. and 
Appendix 6) to report the result and the status of biomarkers. Most projects also had to 
report on all frameworks321. In many cases, when they did not have results from conducted 
biomarker development activities, it was because it was a technologically difficult thing to 
accomplish. A third indication that the reorganization had an effect on the projects was that 
50% of the projects, at least in the CNS/Pain therapeutic unit, claimed to be “on track” with 
biomarker development activities322. There were not as many projects in the CVGI 
therapeutic unit in later clinical phases; however, of the ones that were, all had conducted 
the important biomarker development activities323. 
 
There were also biomarker activities conducted on the project portfolio level (i.e. Clusters, 
as described in 7.2). One example is the large working stream for developing biomarkers 
that could stratify Alzheimer patients in their early disease course, which was important for 
all drug development projects with the aim of treating Alzheimer’s. Another example was 
using insulin levels as a biomarker for the effect of, not only diabetes drugs, but for obesity 
drugs at AstraZeneca as well. 
 
The long-term effects of biomarker implementation at AstraZeneca are difficult to assess, 
however, since the company decided to terminate the R&D operations at two of the four 
major R&D sites, and move them elsewhere324.  
  

320 ParticipantObservation10, ParticipantObservation11, ParticipantObservation12, ParticipantObservation13, 
ParticipantObservation14, ParticipantObservation15, ParticipantObservation16, ParticipantObservation17, 
ParticipantObservation18, ParticipantObservation19, ParticipantObservation20, ParticipantObservation26, and 
ParticipantObservation27. 
321 During the time between September 2011 and January 2012, all reported projects performed biomarker 
development activities at least twice in CNS/Pain. 
322 Interview13 and also a summary from discussions during the portfolio review (ParticipantObservation10 
and ParticipantObservation11). 
323 ParticipantObservation26 and ParticipantObservation27. An example is a literature study of the biochemical 
mechanism of the MC4 receptor, which was also followed by blood sampling and analysis with an assay in 
Clinical Phase 1. 
324 As of 2015, there are reasons to believe that AstraZeneca has started to perform well. The AstraZeneca 
stock has gradually increased and there are several new drugs on the market. Whether this is due to the success 
in implementing biomarkers is not known.  
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8. Analysis of the AstraZeneca Case as an Established Firm 
Challenge 

 
Why was it difficult for the established pharmaceutical firm AstraZeneca to implement 
biomarkers in R&D? Although there was a top management commitment and a significant 
amount of resources allocated for biomarkers in the 1990s, the transformation was not 
realized until 2010. By building upon past literature using established firms as a framework 
for analyzing the case, the empirical enquiry has been conducted on the foundation that 
understanding the technological transformation problem requires an understanding of the 
organizational dimension as well. By further extending the framework to conceptualize 
technology as the process of innovation, the analysis of the research question becomes more 
meaningful.  
 
In this chapter, an analysis of the empirical findings is made in order to answer the 
overarching research question of the thesis. This is done by first, analyzing the case study 
using the conventional approach based on prior literature written about the established firm 
challenge where the focus is the single tangible product technology change over time (see 
Section 8.1). After concluding that this framework has little explanatory power, analysis is 
shifted to studying the process (see Section 8.2). Here, a summary of AstraZeneca’s two 
dominant process architectures (Pharmacology Chain and Biomarker Loop) during the 
2000s and after 2010 is given. I argue that the Biomarker Loop better exploited biomarker 
development activities than did the Pharmacology Chain, because the biomarkers required 
several steps of development; synergies could be obtained by conducting the activities 
concurrently with other activities of the process. There was consequently an “architectural 
process innovation” that was required to implement biomarkers. In Section 8.3, I further 
argue that, because biomarkers were not radically new technologies and AstraZeneca had 
the capabilities to conduct biomarker development activities, implementing biomarkers was 
a challenge of implementation in the organization. A change in management structure was 
required in order to align more successfully with the Biomarker Loop. AstraZeneca did not 
make the change in management structure because the lock-in to the old Pharmacology 
Chain process distorted the firm and kept it from recognizing the architectural change.   
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8.1. The Conventional Analysis of the Established Firm Challenge 
 
If one would transpose the established firm challenge as conceptualized in previous 
literature on the AstraZeneca case, one would analyze the company’s previously produced 
and developed radical products and its connection to the management structure of the time. 
For example, one could compare three of AstraZeneca’s drugs in the therapy area of 
neurology and pain: Xylocain, Seroquel, and AZD3293 (see Figure 33), and the 
management structure during the period when they were developed.  
 

 
Figure 33 – Product design (chemical formula) of three neurology and 
pain drugs developed in three different periods in AstraZeneca’s history 

 
The three drugs were developed during three different periods in AstraZeneca’s history. 
Xylocaine was a local anesthetic developed in Stockholm and Södertälje in the 1940s, 
becoming a world-wide bestseller in the 1950s; it is still on the market today. Seroquel was 
developed during the 1990s and 2000s in collaboration with several of AstraZeneca R&D 
sites (including Södertälje) and, as of 2015, is still one of the most sold drugs for 
neurological diseases, such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depressive 
disorder. AZD3293 was a drug in development originally synthesized in Södertälje and, as 
of 2015, is in Clinical Phase III for the treatment of Alzheimer’s (see several of the footnotes 
exemplifying various aspects of the AstraZeneca case).  
 
Xylocain and Seroquel have had a major impact on the overall profitability throughout the 
history of AstraZeneca and, ultimately, the development of the company, yet their product 
architectures have had limited effect on the organization of R&D, per se. If one would 
analyze the design of these product innovations that once were discontinuous innovations 
that once significantly changed medical practice in their respective business areas and the 
effects they had on AstraZeneca’s R&D management structures during the 2000s, it would 
not lead to much insight. The design of these product innovations had limited connection to 
the management structure in technological and organizational lock-in; for example: 

• The functional structure of R&D departments was not matched with corresponding 
components of the drug architecture, as one would expect following the implications 
from past theory (c.f. Baldwin et al., 2000; Fixson et al., 2008; Henderson et al., 
1990). There was little connection at all between the drug design and the functional 
structure. Conversely, the functional structure of R&D in the 2000s was based on the 
drug development project with the aim to expand radical innovations.  
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• The performance management system of R&D had little to do with improving the 
performance through incremental development of the product technology (Abernathy 
et al., 1985) or innovation of the manufacturing process (Utterback et al., 1975), 
which usually impedes established firms to transform in the face of technology 
change. Surely, AstraZeneca incrementally developed Seroquel by extending the 
therapy areas for which the treatment was initially assigned; however, this extended 
the knowledge about the drug effect rather than incrementally changing the design. 
Moreover, xylocaine was incrementally developed by adding new administrative 
methods. However, neither of these examples can explain the performance 
management of the scientists working in more than 400 basic drug discovery 
projects.  

• The resource allocation system within R&D was limited in improving the 
functionality of the product (Noda et al., 1996). The fact that the resource allocation 
system was based upon satisfying the will of current customers that provided the 
necessary resources (Christensen, 1997) has limited explanatory power in describing 
the technological regime of the time at which the drugs were developed. 

 
If one would compare the chemical compounds with each other or to the drugs that were 
being developed during the 2000s, such as AZD3293, it would make little sense. The 
resemblance would be that they were all chemical compounds, but the chemical structures 
were radically different from each other. The targeted biochemical mechanisms and disease 
target were also completely different.  
 
In order to understand the effect of the three drugs on the established firm challenge 
AstraZeneca faced during the end of the 2000s, one must look instead at the R&D process 
by which these were developed. Seroquel and Xylocaine were both developed by targeting 
large patient populations; the knowledge about the drug effect on patients was mostly 
concerned with the drugs’ safety and physiological effects rather than the biochemical 
effects.  
 
Take Losec, for example:  another drug developed at Astra during the 1980s for peptic ulcer. 
The project had no particular disease target in mind for which it designed the drug 
candidate; hence, neither target engagement was not developed (Östholm, 1995). This meant 
that there was no hypothesis about engaging with a target: that it would yield a positive 
curing effect of the disease. This was possible since there were no other drugs available for 
peptic ulcer prior to Losec and the barriers were relatively low. Furthermore and in 
retrospect, peptic ulcer has been seen as a relatively simple disease for which to develop 
drug in comparison to some of the neurological, cardiovascular, or oncological diseases 
targeted during the 2000s. There was no need to create knowledge about on which 
mechanism the drug had effect. Hence, there were no reasons to design the process or 
management structures to create such knowledge during this time. These properties of the 
process design regarding knowledge creation seem to have affected how knowledge creation 
was done in the latter part of the 2000s.  
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8.2. Challenge of Architectural Process Innovation  
 
A more meaningful analysis of the AstraZeneca case can be made if one shifts the focus to 
the change of R&D process architecture over time and its connection to the management 
structure. The empirical findings reveal that drug development projects followed two 
different process architectures at AstraZeneca: i.e. the Pharmacology Chain and the 
Biomarker Loop, which aligned with separate management structures. A summary of the 
Pharmacology Chain and Biomarker Loop processes are shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 – Summary of the Pharmacology Chain and Biomarker Loop 
processes  

 
Process Architectures at AstraZeneca 

 Pharmacology Chain Biomarker Loop 
Final 
Knowledge 
Outcome of 
Process 

Safety and efficacy of a drug 
candidate 

Answering the project hypothesis (that 
drug target is connected to disease 

physiology) 

Measurement 
of Drug Effect Physiology and disease symptoms 

Biochemistry and underlying cause of 
diseases 

Logic of 
Knowledge 
Creation 

Sequential Feedback-Loop Learning 

Process 
Architecture  

 
Importance of 
Biomarkers “Nice-to-know”  Crucial 

Level of 
Learning Project Project and Project Portfolio 

 
The Pharmacology Chain process was adapted to most of the projects at AstraZeneca that 
existed during the 2000s. The process was essentially formed as a logical operationalization 
of what needed to be done in order to obtain the final knowledge outcome: i.e. create 
knowledge that a drug compound was safe and efficacious against a disease. This was based 
upon measuring the drug effect through measuring the change on which the drug had on the 
physiology and disease symptoms. The process was based upon a sequential logic, where the 
knowledge creation in drug development projects was done by increasing biological 
complexity: from first experimentation in test tubes, then in animals studies and, finally, in 
human clinical studies. Since biomarkers were not needed to measure the efficacy of a drug 
on a physiological level, they were not of significant importance for the project and were 
considered as “nice-to-know”.  
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The Biomarker Loop that became dominant at AstraZeneca starting in 2010 was, instead, 
based on the measurement of the drug effect on a biochemical level in order to understand 
the underlying cause of a disease. The logic of the process was that feedback-loop learning 
formed this knowledge. As drug development projects failed, which most were expected to 
do in Clinical Phase 2, AstraZeneca could learn about the reason for this failure, create 
knowledge about the underlying cause of the disease, and make strategic decisions about 
how to continue the project. When projects failed, knowledge was created about the 
underlying cause of the disease; thus, learning occurred on a project portfolio level (about 
the disease, not just about the drug compound, as previous). Biomarkers were crucial to 
achieve this. The biomarker development activities (i.e. adapting biomarker technologies for 
a specific purpose of a drug development project) were organized in parallel to, and 
interacted with, the activities for testing the drug in test tubes, animal studies, and in the 
clinical phases so that the biomarker tool would be exploited in the other activities.  
 
The shift from the Pharmacology Chain process to the Biomarker Loop process meant that 
biomarkers were implemented to a much higher degree, which could be explained by the 
Biomarker Loop process better exploiting the biomarker development activities. 
Implementing biomarkers required an architectural process innovation.  
 
The Biomarker Loop Process – Better Exploiting Biomarker Development Activities  
 
As is evident from many of AstraZeneca’s efforts to implement biomarkers during the time 
when the Pharmacology Chain was dominant, the biomarker development activities did not 
fit into the logic or architecture of this process. None of the approaches used to implement 
biomarkers in the architecture of the Pharmacology Chain did worked. Consequently, none 
survived.  
 
Throughout the 2000s, AstraZeneca implemented biomarker development activities within 
the process logic and architecture of the Pharmacology Chain process primarily in two ways. 
First, all biomarker development activities were conducted in some drug development 
projects following the Animal Testing or Clinical Phase 1 activities. The other process 
activities were halted to ensure the project would solely focus upon conducting all the 
biomarker development activities at the same time: i.e. (1) inventing the tangible diagnostic 
tool for testing the effects; (2) conducting new animal studies to test the drug effects of both 
the biochemical and target engagement; and (3) finally using the biomarkers in clinical 
trials, as described in Section 7.1.). The problem with this way of implementing biomarkers 
was that the economic and time synergies of using biomarkers with the other activities of the 
Animal Testing phase were not realized. The biochemical effects could not be studied in the 
same experiments as those based on standard physiological effect measurements. This 
resulted in the full spectrum of biomarker development activities seldom being conducted 
due to the rush to move to the next phase; thus, the full benefit with biomarkers was not 
realized. The tool itself would have to be developed before it would be used in testing 
pharmacology and physiological properties of the drug in Animal Testing.  
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Secondly, in many drug development projects where biomarker development activities were 
conducted, biomarker development activities were done concurrently with the Animal 
Testing’ activities. Biomarkers were developed simultaneously while the regular activities of 
the early phases of Animal Testing were occurring, so they could be used in the later phases 
of Animal Testing. The benefit was that synergies could be obtained in the later phases by 
using both measurements of the drug’s physiological and biochemical effects in the same 
experiments. The drawback was that the biomarker development activities needed to be 
done quickly, so they were ready for the later phases. This often meant that certain 
biomarker development activities needed to be prioritized; the whole spectrum of 
biomarkers was seldom conducted. Another drawback was that some activities were 
thoroughly conducted and, therefore, did not need to develop; in some cases, certain 
activities were left out altogether. When AstraZeneca organized biomarkers only 
concurrently with the activities of Animal Testing, biomarkers did not make it to be tested in 
clinical trials, and were not realized to validate the disease target hypothesis.  
 
The effects of the 2009 reorganization indicate that biomarker development activities could 
be much better exploited with the Biomarker Loop process. AstraZeneca did manage to 
implement biomarkers in a significant amount of projects; the Biomarker Loop became the 
dominating process after 2010. The reason is that there were three benefits in organizing 
biomarkers within the architecture of the Biomarker Loop in comparison to how 
AstraZeneca tried implementing it in the logic and the architecture of the Pharmacology 
Chain. First, the Biomarker Loop process took into account that there are several biomarker 
development activities needed with sequential interdependencies in order to use a biomarker 
technology for a specific purpose in a drug development project. Secondly, synergies of 
concurrently measuring drug effect in Animal Testing and Clinical Trials on both the 
biochemical and physiological levels could be obtained with the Biomarker Loop process. 
Not that there was a strict reciprocal interdependency between biomarker development 
activities and those325 of Animal Testing and Clinical trials, although their simultaneous 
conduct leads to synergies. Third, the biomarkers were crucial in order to fulfill the final 
knowledge outcome of the drug development project that, in the case of the Biomarker 
Loop, was to answer the project hypothesis.  
 
This is not saying Biomarker Loop was the best way to organize biomarkers in a drug 
development process. The specific context of the AstraZeneca case has most certainly 
influenced how the implementation of biomarkers has occurred. However, the Biomarker 
Loop process fitted better with the nature of the biomarker development activities in 
comparison to how they were organized when implemented within the architecture of the 
Pharmacology Chain process. From a rational system perspective, one could say the 
Biomarker Loop was a more technically or functionally rational way of organizing 
biomarker development activities than the Pharmacology Chain process: i.e. the series of 

325 One could also argue that there was reciprocal interdependency. 
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activities were organized in such a way that the predetermined goals of applying biomarkers 
were achieved with higher efficiency (Scott, 1987: p. 31).  
 
Categorizing the Biomarker Loop as an Architectural Process Innovation  
 
Biomarkers implied an innovation of the process in regards to its design. Although it was a 
difficult challenge for AstraZeneca to implement the associated technology development 
activities, biomarkers were themselves not radical. During the dominance of the 
Pharmacology Chain, scientists and managers already knew that understanding the drug 
effects on the target, biochemical mechanism and physiology was important, and they had 
the competencies to conduct them. AstraZeneca had the capabilities to develop biomarkers 
in projects, performed several biomarker development activities, and actually was able to 
develop one personalized medicine pharmaceutical. Since the biomarker development 
activities themselves were not radically new, the transformation to biomarker development 
was not a case of creative or competence destruction (Schumpeter, 1942; Tushman et al., 
1986). Many biomarkers could be measured with conventional or simple technologies. In 
that sense, the Biomarker Loop was not a radical process innovation. 
 
The aim of the Biomarker Loop process was to create knowledge about the underlying 
biochemical mechanisms and, thereby, answer the project hypothesis. Operationalizing the 
aim into arrangements of activities meant there was a need to isolate all biomarker activities 
into a separated process component. The biomarker development activities that were 
conducted earlier in the Pharmacology Chain process, now needed to be rearranged. This 
indicates a resemblance to “architectural innovation” in that the changes were made on the 
highest architectural level; however, in this case, the innovation was in the process 
architecture and not the product architecture (Henderson et al., 1990).  
 
Component Level Changes During the Dominance of the Pharmacology Chain Process 
 
Meanwhile, and as time progressed, the Pharmacology Chain process changed significantly 
on the lower hierarchical level, as described in chapter 5. From this hierarchy perspective, 
one can understand the changes in the process that took place throughout the 2000s, as 
component level innovation.  
 
Several improved technologies and methods of working were implemented in the process 
components of the Pharmacology Chain. Some examples include radically new assays for 
analyzing the interaction between chemical compounds and drug targets, radically new 
translational animals for studying the physiological effect of drugs in pre-clinical animal 
models, and new methods for measuring drug efficacy on patients326. Radical innovation 
could take place on the component level as long as the departments attained the specified 
objectives. The innovation would only affect the small group of scientists in the department; 

326 For example, see development of the ADAS-COG framework in for measuring cognition used in Alzheimer 
Disease projects.  
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therefore, it was quite easy to manage without affecting the whole. This process innovation 
on the component level was the main reason why AstraZeneca was able to substantially 
enhance its component level performance during the 2000s. Process and organizational 
changes led to that cost of some activities decreased up to 50%, duration decreased by as 
low as 66%, and the quality (success rate of projects not being terminated in a phase) 
increased by up to 100%. 
 
The separation of the process into phases, components, and activities increased component 
level performance through the effects of standardizing the coordination of work and 
allowing specialization of knowledge within each department and on lower levels: a classic 
organizational theory argument (Thompson, 1967; see also the research on modularization 
in Baldwin & Clark, 2000). Problems could be solved within the boundaries of an assigned 
department instead of requiring the whole organization to participate. In the same way that 
product modularity is apparently effective because it enables modularity of the organization 
(Baldwin et al., 2000), this “process modularity” seems to have created efficiency with 
project management for AstraZeneca. 
 
When the Biomarker Loop process was finally implemented after 2010 and the management 
structures were transformed, innovation could also take place on the component level within 
biomarker development. There was, indeed, component level innovation regarding how to 
develop biomarkers during the domination of the Pharmacology Chain; however, it was after 
2010 that innovation really accelerated. More technologies developing biomarkers started to 
become explored: including, for example, different MRI technologies, EEG or two-
dimensional Mass Spectroscopy. The Biomarker Development process component was also 
innovated as new frameworks were developed for how to link the activities to the rest of the 
drug development activities and specifying the contents of the activities in the component.  
 
Therefore, when analyzing the changes in process, it has also been helpful to understand the 
R&D process as a complex technological hierarchy (c.f. Simon, 1962) ranging from an 
overall architecture at the top of the hierarchy to single activities of knowledge creation on 
the bottom. The overall aim of the process was to create drugs, which were safe, and that 
were efficient in curing disease. AstraZeneca broke down this overall aim into components, 
sub-components and, on the lowest level, activities. The hierarchy could be developed even 
further to describe the basic action that was conducted within the drug development process. 
The higher in the hierarchy, the more complex and aggregated the action would be, and the 
longer it would take to conduct.  
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8.3. Technology Transformation as a Management Challenge 
 
One can analyze which type of technological change implementation biomarkers required by 
comparing the two process architectures; although, it is not enough to answer the question 
why AstraZeneca did not simply transform its process. AstraZeneca did have capabilities in 
implementing and performing biomarker development activities and made necessary 
investments in biomarker development-related technologies. However, this was not 
sufficient. The technology transformation required a transformation of the management 
structure as well. By investigating the management structures during the period, one could 
conclude that the management structures needed to align how the AstraZeneca wanted to 
operate and how the company wanted to manage how it would operate. 
 
The 2009-2010 reorganization marked a momentary difference in how R&D was managed 
at AstraZeneca and when biomarkers were implemented. Before 2009, AstraZeneca aligned 
the management structure with the Pharmacology Chain process and, after 2010, with the 
Biomarker Loop. The alignment meant that performance was managed in accordance with 
the goal of the process: the formal organization was designed in accordance with the main 
activity components of the process, and resources were allocated based upon the measured 
cost, duration, and probability of the process’ activities. These two different management 
structures of AstraZeneca are summarized in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 – Summary of AstraZeneca’s Management Structures Before 
2009 and After 2010.  

 

AstraZeneca’s Management Structures  

 Before 2009 After 2010 

Formal 
Organizational 
Structure 

  
Performance 
Management 
Model 

Sequential value-chain Framework of knowledge creation 
needs 

Basis of 
Resource 
Allocation 

Standard figures of phase 
duration, cost, and probability of 

success 

Project ranking based on knowledge 
created about underlying cause of 

disease 
Alignment Pharmacology Chain Biomarker Loop 
 
Before 2009, AstraZeneca’s management structures were aligned with the Pharmacology 
Chain process, thus, enforcing it (see Section 5.3). The R&D management was process-
based with departments responsible for each of the Pharmacology Chain phases; 
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performance was modeled as a sequential value-chain, thus, incentivizing managers to 
progress projects through the process as quickly and cheaply as possible while still 
performing the standard activities; and resource allocation was based upon duration figures 
and probability of success for the standardized activities. The management structure was 
based upon managing the drug development activities as if the process was sequential, 
which was also the basic logic of the process architecture. In terms of performance, this 
proved to be effective, since the duration and cost of conducting the standard activities 
dramatically increased. The sequential logic of the process and management structure was 
also reflected in the culture of the R&D function. The sequential process was a symbol of 
how the company was to operate; the underlying value within the organization was that 
projects were to be pushed forward in the process. This was when biomarkers were 
implemented in the architecture and logic of the Pharmacology Chain. 
 
After 2010, management structures became aligned with the Biomarker Loop (see Section 
7.2). Performance was managed so that project teams and individual scientists would be 
incentivized to work toward achieving the main process goal: i.e. validating or falsifying the 
project hypothesis. The formal organization was formed to reflect the grouping of activities 
that the process architecture implied. Most importantly, this meant the former Discovery and 
Development organizations were transformed into the IMED organization (accountable for 
all project activities up to, and including, Clinical Phase 2) and the Global Medicine 
Development (accountable for Clinical Phase 3) since the Biomarker Loop process implied 
that the main tollgate was when the project hypothesis was answered in Clinical Phase 2. 
Decisions in projects that transcended the division of pre-clinical and clinical work - e.g. 
which biomarkers were to be developed and how to develop them - could be done within the 
common R&D management team of the IMED organization. On the lower hierarchical 
level, the formal organization included a department accountable for biomarker development 
activities, since these activities were now grouped together. Scientists working with 
conducting biomarker development activities had to have organizational connection with 
both departments working with Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 1, and Clinical Phase 2. 
Resource allocation followed in the same manner, and was focused upon ranking projects 
based on which had the best underpinnings about the underlying cause of the disease: i.e. the 
strongest evidence that the project hypothesis would hold. After 2010, highly ranked 
projects would receive all the required resources; before 2009, this amounted to a 
standardized amount for each standard project activity. The management structure after 
2010 aligned with the Biomarker Loop because it managed the process as an iteration of 
hypothesis testing. Answering the project hypothesis was the main purpose of the Biomarker 
Loop process architecture, and this was how it was managed after 2010. 
 
In order to transform the technology and keep the alignment, this had to be done together 
with management structure transformation. AstraZeneca’s top management would not have 
worked to keep the sequential based management structure if it wanted drug development 
projects to work with parallel work streams, iterate between process phases, and prioritize 
activities that would lead to project hypothesis testing. Regardless of how authoritative 
AstraZeneca’s R&D management would have been in dictating that the scientists should 
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implement biomarkers, without changing the management structure would mean work 
would be concurrently conducted in the two conflicting frameworks. This would send mixed 
signals: Valuing and incentivizing in order to quickly progress projects, while extending the 
project phase duration by conducting activities (for which there was no accountability nor 
resources in the project budget) that were not needed until much later in the process.  
 
All efforts to implement biomarkers in the Pharmacology Chain are indications that it was 
difficult to conduct biomarker development activities with the management structures prior 
to 2009. The management structure lead to the following: (1) that biomarkers required an 
extra effort in coordination because they transcended the phases of the Pharmacology Chain 
process; (2) biomarkers broke with the expected performance of the organization to 
prioritize those activities that led the projects to the next phase; and (3) lengthy negotiations 
among managers on different levels were required for resource allocation. This became self-
reinforcing (Sydow et al., 2009) as AstraZeneca became more strongly committed to 
developing drugs using the Pharmacology Chain process. For this reason, biomarker 
development activities were not conducted very often. AstraZeneca was not able to manage 
the implementation of biomarkers because there were too many impediments in the way 
when scientists actually wanted to do it. There was a counteracting force of the functional 
structure of departments: the notion of moving quickly and cost efficiently through the 
process, and the lists of the standardized activities in the process. This all worked against the 
implementation of biomarkers. Due to the strong path dependency, it did not make sense to 
conduct biomarker development activities at AstraZeneca before 2009. (cf. Sydow et al., 
2009). 
 
Analyzing the organizational dimension shows a management structural change was needed 
in order to make the technological transformation of implementing biomarkers. However, 
why did AstraZeneca not just change their management structure in order to implement 
biomarkers? The reasonable answer is that they did not recognize it. 
 
Failure to Recognize the Architectural Change 
 
All efforts that were made to implement biomarkers during the 2000s were within the 
architecture and logic of the Pharmacology Chain, therefore, sending mixed signals on how 
to operate.  
 
Biomarker development might seem to be a minor change in the process architecture and 
management structure and, therefore, appears easy to conduct. The reason why the change 
was not recognized was because it was considered to be minor. Biomarkers were not seen as 
something particularly innovative or especially difficult to do; they were not even 
considered new. Consequently, biomarker development was implemented within the 
architecture of the Pharmacology Chain process. The management structures of the 2000s 
distorted AstraZeneca from recognizing the architectural change. Allocating resources 
according to standardized resource needs, coordinating work into a sequential process, and 
expecting scientists to perform in accordance to progressing projects to the next process 
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milestone, lead to the company not recognizing the minor architectural process change that 
biomarkers implied (but that had significant effects on the knowledge being developed in the 
process). Given AstraZeneca’s commitment to biomarkers, if AstraZeneca had recognized 
the architectural process change that was required to implement biomarkers, the 
management structure would have been changed.  
 
Another argument for why AstraZeneca did not recognize the architectural change that 
biomarkers implied was the fact that the technology was labeled as “translational science”. 
An underlying characteristic of translational science was to better conduct Animal Testing 
so that they were better translatable to clinical relevance. In principle, this meant 
incrementally developing what the scientists were already doing. AstraZeneca conducted the 
implementation of biomarkers as one of many technologies within the firm (see footnote 
218).  
 
The drug development logic of the Pharmacology Chain was deeply rooted within 
AstraZeneca. Many of the biomarker development activities were conducted (or not 
conducted) within the existing departments, which traditionally had the capabilities to study 
drug effects using physiological measures. Biomarkers did not “creatively destroy” the need 
of physiological measures; rather, it added an additional competence that was needed in 
several phases of the process, which did not fit into an existing single process component, 
yet required an addition to the process architecture. 
 
Architectural change in the process might seem like a trivial issue. At the same time, 
AstraZeneca is not the first established firm to fail to recognize architectural changes. The 
case very much resembles the findings from the photolithographic alignment industry, 
where changes in product architecture led to the downfall of the (then) established firms of 
the industry (Henderson et al., 1990). In that case, the photolithographic established firms 
failed to recognize the change in architecture because of information filters, communication 
channels, and problem-solving strategies. The management structure had a similar role in 
the AstraZeneca case, as it guided the behavior of scientists and managers.  
 
In the case of AstraZeneca, Henderson & Clarks’ (1990) concepts of information filters, 
communication channels, and problem-solving strategies can be seen as being manifested in 
the management structure. The performance management system dictated that it was most 
important for scientists to communicate with those who had worked in the phase before the 
Pharmacology Chain process, as well as with those who would work in it in the future. 
Information was filtered so that scientists prioritized more knowledge on the process 
component level to improve the standardized knowledge outcome of each phase. This could 
mean looking for new genetic tools for finding existing targets for project hypothesis 
creation, new and improved technologies for drug compound synthesis, newly developed 
animal models dedicated for a specific disease, being in contact with public medical 
agencies to discover change in regulation, and so on. The problem-solving strategies existed 
as the underlying sequential logic that was the basis of the entire R&D operations. The 
problem was to show that a drug changed the disease symptoms of patients; the solution was 
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first show drug effect in a test tube, then in animal studies and, lastly, in humans, thus, 
increasing biological complexity. Solving the drug development problem of hypothesis 
validation/falsification with feedback-looping was not how problem-solving was 
conceptualized during the dominance of the Pharmacology Chain process. As with the case 
of the photolithographic alignment industry (Henderson et al., 1990), the information filters, 
communication channels, and problem-solving strategies of the 2000s distorted AstraZeneca 
from understanding that biomarkers required an architectural process change. 
 
Alternative Explanations for the Failure? 
 
One could consider several other explanations for this failure at AstraZeneca. The 
termination of R&D sites at AstraZeneca has had significant geopolitical impact, 
particularly in Sweden; this has caused much debate about the reasons of termination. 
Although the debate concerned more the reason for failure in the overall R&D performance 
see Section 1.3), it does have some explanatory power in the case of AstraZeneca’s failure to 
implement biomarkers. First, investments in high-scale biotechnologies made AstraZeneca 
prioritize the allocation of resources to expand the project portfolio rather than create more 
knowledge within a project; this is a sound argument for why biomarkers were not 
implemented. The high-scale biotechnologies were a core part of the architecture and logic 
of the Pharmacology Chain process; they increased component level R&D performance and 
strengthened the dedication to the Pharmacology Chain, ultimately making it even more 
difficult for scientists to prioritize biomarker development activities in the short term basis. 
However, the argument of architectural process innovation posed here takes the high-scale 
biotechnologies into account. However, the argument needs to be much broader than to only 
include this.  
 
Secondly, the implementation of lean management and six sigma as straining innovation is 
also a contributing argument for the challenges that AstraZeneca faced in implementing 
biomarkers. Similar to the high-scale biotechnologies, they are part of the larger logic and 
architecture of the Pharmacology Chain; yet, they cannot alone account for the challenge. 
Although these process management methods are not, per definition, bad for pharma 
innovation (see e.g. Cardinal, 2001), they did increase the commitment to the Pharmacology 
Chain by reducing slack resources that could have been used for biomarkers. If lean 
management and six sigma would be applied to the Biomarker Loop process they might, in 
fact, help the implementation of biomarkers to a higher degree.  
 
The third explanation that became popular in the debate about the failure in developing 
enough new drugs was that AstraZeneca had become too large and, consequently, too 
“bureaucratic” (in the negative sense). The underlying logic of the Pharmacology Chain 
process was that AstraZeneca had a R&D strategy based on scale advantages (which 
required a large organization); whether the large organization impeded the implementation 
of biomarkers per se is difficult to say. AstraZeneca was bureaucratic, indeed, in the sense 
that a given set of procedures were conducted in the process, formalized roles and expected 
performance of the personnel, and hierarchical control. However, this was only a problem 
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because biomarkers, accountability for conducting biomarkers in projects, and an expected 
performance for conducting biomarkers, was not part of the bureaucratic system. A 
bureaucratic system could be changed to involve biomarkers, under the assumption that the 
required changes would be recognized. The problem was that AstraZeneca did not recognize 
this necessary “bureaucratic change”. 
 
With the exception of the alternative explanations presented by others about the failure of 
AstraZeneca, there are also several conventional explanations in prior literature for the 
failure of established firms (see Chapter 2). First, one could argue that AstraZeneca failed to 
implement biomarkers because the company could not transform “complementarity assets” 
(c.f. Tripsas, 1997). In fact, as described in Section 6.1, the marketing department initially 
refused to abandon large patient market (defined by physiological similarities of patients) in 
favor of smaller patient markets (defined by underlying cause of diseases); it was not clear 
from the empirical findings how the political struggles between the marketing department 
and the proponents of biomarkers at AstraZeneca took place. However, there was, indeed, a 
dispute. This resembles the findings of Morison (1966), who argued that struggles with 
groups, whose entire career was based on the old technology, are now protecting old 
technology, thus, impeding technology transformation. However, as described in Section 
4.5, biomarkers decreased the potential market size for only certain activities (the 
development of genotypic biomarkers that stratified the patient population) of certain 
projects (those projects that could be stratified). Therefore, the internal dispute cannot 
explain why disease target engagement and biochemical biomarkers were not conducted. 
Additionally, as soon as it was realized that stratifying patient populations would lead to 
higher drug prices, the marketing department changed its opinion about these biomarkers. 
AstraZeneca’s increased commitment in personalized medicine is reflected in the launch of 
the Personalized Medicine unit in 2007. 327 
 
Secondly, one could argue that AstraZeneca had difficult in transforming because it was 
locked in by its institutional context and industry structure (cf. Christensen et al., 1996; 
Christensen et al., 1995; Hughes, 1983). Analyzing AstraZeneca’s relationship to customers, 
regulators, and the scientific community, does not provide much insight into why the 
company failed in implementing biomarkers, since these actors promoted biomarkers and 
even drove policy toward their implementation: particularly, those biomarkers that could 
help produce personalized medicine. However, one factor that contributed to the challenge 
of transforming management structure, particularly how performance was managed, was 
that financial analysts in the pharmaceutical industry during the 2000s expected AstraZeneca 
to disclose the quantity of projects in certain phases, as described in Section 5.3. The 
financial firms calculated the value of the R&D project portfolio based upon the same net 
present value method that AstraZeneca used in its value-chain performance management 
system. There could have been occasions when managers would want to maximize the 
AstraZeneca stock price by progressing projects to the future phases. In other words, there 

327 Production capabilities could also be considered as complementary assets; however, drugs developed with 
biomarkers were not more difficult to produce. 
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was an institutional pressure on AstraZeneca to keep its performance management system: 
i.e. progressing projects as quickly as possible to the Pharmacology Chain phases. However, 
projects did not acquire significant financial value until Clinical Phase 2: i.e. there was no 
institutional pressure on AstraZeneca to use the value-chain performance management 
approach prior to this phase. For this reason, the institutional pressure from the finance 
community cannot, on its own, explain why AstraZeneca managed performance throughout 
the early phases of the drug development process by adding value to a project at the 
different milestones.  
 
An additional possible explanation for this failure of AstraZeneca can be about the design of 
the R&D process per se. With regard to the literature on innovation processes, one could 
criticize the Pharmacology Chain process is a linear (Kline et al., 1986) and compression-
based model (Eisenhardt et al., 1995). Therefore, it is not well suited for discontinuous 
product innovation. However, this analysis is about changing the R&D process and not 
whether or not the R&D process is suited for performance. Implementing new technology in 
linear R&D processes than those based on iteration and concurrent design, such as the 
Biomarker Loop, might very well be more difficult. To my knowledge, however, no such 
studies exist.  
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9. Discussion – R&D Processes and Technology Change  
 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an understanding of the established pharmaceutical 
firm challenge in transforming R&D with regard to implementing biomarker technologies in 
drug development. By analyzing the technological and management structural dimensions of 
AstraZeneca’s efforts to implement biomarkers during the 2000s (in the strategic context of 
the pharmaceutical industry), this research illustrates how an R&D process architecture - the 
Pharmacology Chain - became the dominant way for the activities conducted in the drug 
development projects. The thesis argues that biomarker development activities did not fit 
with this process architecture, and required, what is here conceptualized as, “architectural 
process innovation”. When management structures were aligned with the Pharmacology 
Chain, they distorted AstraZeneca from recognizing the architectural change the biomarkers 
implied. After finally redesigning the process architecture, as well as changing the 
management structures, AstraZeneca successfully accomplished making biomarker 
development activities standard in the drug development projects.  
 
With the exception of contributing to the literature by developing an understanding of the 
established firm challenge regarding the most significant technological changes in the 
pharmaceutical industry today, this research also has implications on the wider academic 
innovation literature about established firms. The concept of architectural process innovation 
can be used to explain the challenges established firms face when implementing new 
technology into their R&D. By introducing the old concept of architectural innovation, used 
to explain the established firm challenge during product innovation (Henderson et al., 1990), 
into the context of R&D, this thesis develops an understanding of the phenomenon and 
suggests studying it with a process focus. Similar process technologies, such as biomarkers, 
have been introduced in many other R&D processes. Computer-Aided Design (CAD), 3-D 
printing, and Big Data, are examples of other technologies that are or have transformed 
R&D of established firms. Architecture process innovation can explain the challenges 
established firms face when implementing such technologies into R&D. 
 
This thesis has three contributions: First, it describes the process change and the firm’s 
managerial challenges associated with biomarker implementation; Second, it contributes to 
the literature on the established firm challenge by developing an understanding of the 
phenomenon of architectural process innovation; Third, it develops a process-based 
framework for studying technology change that affects R&D. The next three sections 
discuss these contributions. 
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9.1. Implication for the Established Pharmaceutical Firms 
 
The AstraZeneca case highlights the significance of the process architecture and 
management structures during technology change, which affect how a pharmaceutical firm 
conducts R&D. The pharmaceutical industry is relatively homogenous in how R&D is 
managed because of the strong regulations and similarities in the design of the product 
technology: i.e. the biochemical or chemical compound that forms the drug: an inherent 
feature in the drug development process that primarily comprises intangible knowledge 
creation about drug effects. Thus, because intangible knowledge creation dominates 
pharmaceutical R&D, the fact that the architecture of the process has an important role in 
influencing technological evolution, and is applicable to established pharmaceutical firm 
challenges overall.  
 
In order to discuss the generalization of the reason why implementing biomarkers in the 
industry is challenging, there are four parts of the AstraZeneca case require particular 
attention: the dominance of the Pharmacology Chain, the management structure during the 
2000s, the Biomarker Loop, and the management structure after 2010 (see summary in 
Table 4). 
 

Table 4 – Summary of the Generalization of the Four Parts in 
Explaining AstraZeneca’s Difficulty in Implementing Biomarkers 
 

Time Period 
1990s and 2000s After 2010 

Process 
Architecture 
on Industry 

Level 

Domination of Pharmacology 
Chain were dominating on industry 
level 

Biomarker Loop has started to  
emerge as a possible new 
dominant design in the industry 

Management 
Structures 

on Industry 
Level 

The management structures 
aligning with the Pharmacology 
Chain were widely adapted 

The management structures 
supporting knowledge creation 
about drug effects on biochemical 
level have started to become 
adapted in the industry 

 
 
The Dominance of the Pharmacology Chain 
 
The findings that the process architecture of the Pharmacology Chain was dominant at 
AstraZeneca are not surprising. What in this thesis is called the Pharmacology Chain is 
regularly referred to as the “traditional drug development process” (e.g. Eichler et al., 2012; 
Owens et al., 2015; Pisano, 2006). This dominating process has the same content as the 
Pharmacology Chain, which is evidenced by an unpublished benchmarking report used as a 
secondary source in this thesis (Document48). The benchmark report covers information 
about 15 of the largest pharmaceutical companies and their performance in different phases; 
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these 15 companies also had a process containing the phases of Drug Compound Synthesis, 
Animal Testing, Clinical Phase 1, Clinical Phase 2, and Clinical Phase 3. Each of these 
consisted of the same sub-components as the AstraZeneca’s Pharmacology Chain: the Drug 
Compound Synthesis of the sub-components Compound Family Identification and 
Compound Selection; Animal Testing of the sub-components Animal Efficacy and Animal 
Safety, and so on. Some pharmaceutical and biotech firms might have had specifically 
designed processes for drug development during the 2000s, especially those developing 
biopharmaceuticals on a large scale, which require different forms of production process 
development during the drug development process (Lim et al., 2006). Still, the activities of 
Animal Testing and the clinical phases are the same for the biopharmaceutical development 
as the processes are for small chemical compound drugs. 
 
The Widely Adapted Management Structures of the 2000s 
 
There are several indications that the alignment of management structures with the 
Pharmacology Chain process was the general practice within the pharmaceutical industry 
during the 2000s. The same aforementioned benchmarking report (Document48) shows that 
the other 15 established pharmaceutical firms used the same key performance indicators as 
AstraZeneca to monitor the performance of its R&D: i.e. cost, duration, and probability of 
success for every single phase of the Pharmacology Chain. Additionally, Ringel et al. (2013: 
p. 902) argue that many established pharmaceutical firms have engaged in what they call 
“progression-seeking” behavior during the past decade, which implies that scientists 
progress projects in the pipeline rather than “seek truth of the underlying science of a 
project”. This concept of progression-seeking behavior is closely related to what I have 
referred to as the sequential value-based performance management, which existed at 
AstraZeneca. 
 
The AstraZeneca resource allocation model based on modeling the R&D process as a funnel 
with standardized figures of cost, duration, and probability of success was also widely 
adapted in the pharmaceutical industry during the 2000s (Ding & Eliashberg, 2002; 
Gambardella, 1995). There are also several reports about how Lean Sigma has been 
implemented to reduce non-value added activities within drug development of established 
pharmaceutical firms (e.g. Carleysmith et al., 2009; Hammond et al., 2008; Ullman et al., 
2008). This is an indication that the resource allocation was based upon standardizing 
activities in the process and eliminating non-standard and non-value adding activities, as 
was the case with AstraZeneca.  
 
From the complementary case studies in this research (see Section 3.1); it is evident that the 
management structures of Pfizer and Boehringer-Ingelheim had almost identical formal 
structure for accountability in the process, performance management, and resource 
allocation within their respective therapy areas. 
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The Emergence of the Biomarker Loop – A New Dominant Design? 
 
Whether the Biomarker Loop will become the dominant way of implementing biomarkers is 
too early to evaluate. Still, there are some indications that the process architecture of 
Biomarker Loop has gained grounds. First, that feedback-loop learning after failure in 
Clinical Phase 2 is achieved only through biomarkers (a core characteristic of the Biomarker 
Loop) is already well established in the pharmaceutical industry (e.g. Frank et al., 2003; 
Ilyin et al., 2004; Pangalos et al., 2007). However, it is not known how many projects enter 
Clinical Phase 2 with a full palette of developed biomarkers. Secondly, several case studies 
on how some personalized medicines have been developed show that “companion 
diagnostics” were concurrently developed in a separated process (Cheng et al., 2012; Pickl 
et al., 2012): i.e. diagnostic tools used to select patients that are qualified for a given 
treatment (often genetic biomarkers); it is likely that other types of biomarkers are also 
developed concurrently in a similar way as companion diagnostic. Third, there are 
indications that the full process architecture of the Biomarker Loop exists at other 
established pharmaceutical firms (Owens et al., 2015).  
 
Additionally, the findings reveal that structuring biomarker development activities (i.e. 
adapting biomarker technologies for a specific purpose of a drug development project) with 
regard to the Biomarker Loop is a logical way of implementing biomarkers, and this 
implementation of biomarkers required an architectural change. In order to validate a 
biomarker in, first, Animal Testing and, subsequently, exploiting it in Clinical Phase 1, the 
activities need to be conducted concurrently with the activities of the drug development. 
However, one can expect some variations of the Biomarker Loop in future implementation. 
As has been shown in organization studies, technological implementation and technology 
use is influenced by human action and local practices (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992). The 
specific organizational and technological history of an establish firm guides the ongoing 
interaction between management structure and the use of technology (Barley, 1986). For this 
reason, the outcome of implementation is expected to be slightly different for organizations 
with different histories.  
 
The Management Structure After 2010 
 
Concerning the management structures after 2010 and the alignment with the Biomarker 
Loop, this thesis provides a comprehensive description of a how organization-technology 
alignment can take place. There have been some indications that established pharmaceutical 
firms have started using various knowledge-based frameworks to measure drug effect on a 
biochemical level in order to evaluate drug development projects in the way AstraZeneca 
has (Cook et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2012; Owens et al., 2015). However, it is unknown 
whether these evaluation frameworks have been used for performance management, and 
reflect the values within the firms that biochemical understanding of drug effect is crucial 
for performance. This thesis contributes to this literature by describing how management 
structures of the formal structure, performance management, and resource allocation can 
align with the architecture and logic of the Biomarker Loop.  
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Conclusion – A Dominant Design of the Drug Development Process? 
 
Given the fact that the Pharmacology Chain has been dominant in the overall pharmaceutical 
during the 2000s and that it has influenced the technological evolution, the concept of 
“dominant process design” is a relevant term to explain the industrial level lock-in 
dynamics. The concept of dominant process design could then help build an understanding 
of the dynamics in the pharmaceutical industry: in terms of firm entry, firm exist, and 
industrial organization (Suárez et al., 1995). This could explain what is the specialization of 
the firms in the industry (Sabatier et al., 2010; Stuart et al., 2007), the organization of an 
industry’s supply chain design (Nepal et al., 2012), the “value network” with all sub-
components linking to the overall platform (Christensen et al., 1995), and the high level of 
R&D collaboration in the pharmaceutical industry and the structure when firms collaborate 
(Fixson et al., 2008; Pisano, 1990).  
 
The concept of the dominant process design might also help in reinterpreting past studies on 
prior technological transformations of the pharmaceutical industry: for example, in the rise 
of molecular biology during the 1970s up to 1990s. By focusing upon the change in the 
process architecture and the aligned management structure, the concept of dominant process 
design can explain why some established firms struggled in transforming their R&D by 
implementing the new technology (cf. Cockburn et al., 2000). Meanwhile, molecular 
biology and other changes in the pharmaceutical industry might have affected the 
technological capabilities of the established firm, and not only the process architecture. For 
this reason, architectural process innovation might just characterize the shift in 
implementing biomarkers; whereas radical, disruptive, or component innovations may be 
more relevant concepts for understanding past and future changes in the pharmaceutical 
industry that affect the technological evolution and the established firm challenge. However, 
understanding these shifts to the process architecture may well provide some insight into 
how established firms change their management structure compared to previous and future 
technological shifts. 
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9.2. Architectural Innovation – Product vs. R&D Process 
 
The analysis shows that the established pharmaceutical firm AstraZeneca had challenges 
transforming its R&D when implementing biomarkers since the inherent features of the 
previous Pharmacology Chain process required an innovation of the process architecture. 
The management structures of the 2000s were aligned to the old process architecture and 
distorted the transformation. The new R&D process architecture was enacted only when the 
formal structure, performance management, and resource allocation were transformed.  
 
In this sense, the challenge of transforming R&D toward implementing biomarkers bears a 
strong resemblance to the conventional established firm challenge of architectural 
innovation (Henderson et al., 1990) or change in dominant design (Abernathy et al., 1978; 
Murmann et al., 2006; Suárez et al., 1995). Failure to recognize the need for architectural 
change could be used to explain both cases. The difference is, in the case of implementing 
biomarkers; it has to do with process technology rather than product technology.  
 
The source of the challenge of architectural innovation is a shift in the architecture of one 
product technology. The necessary accomplishment of the established firm is to develop a 
single product based on the new architecture. However, in the biomarker case, it would not 
have been enough to develop one new drug with knowledge about the underlying cause of 
the disease in order to overcome the technology shift. The necessary accomplishment was to 
continuously develop new drugs with knowledge about the underlying cause of the disease, 
which meant changing the R&D process architecture.  
 
Another difference is that failure of recognition during the architectural product innovation 
is said to occur because the management structures are aligned with the previous dominant 
product architecture, thus, distorting the development of a new product architecture 
(Henderson et al., 1990). I have argued in a similar way: that the source of the challenge of 
established pharmaceutical firms was the failure in recognizing the architectural change 
inferred by biomarkers. Because the management structures were aligned with the 
Pharmacology Chain process, the company was distorted from recognizing the architectural 
change. 
 
Whether there is a difference in recognizing product or process architectural changes is 
difficult to say from the empirical data; it might be easier to recognize changes in a tangible 
product than in an intangible process. One can dissect a product and observe which 
components are present and what interfaces are between them. In contrast, processes exist in 
the cognition of individuals working in the organization. Surely, representation of the 
process can be made through blueprints on paper, which can be dissected and analyzed. 
However, it still might be more difficult to get an overall understanding of the contents of 
two different process architectures. Since they had IP protected drugs on the market that 
ensured an inflow of revenue for some time, established pharmaceutical firms had a longer 
time recognizing a necessary technology change than the established firms have during 
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conventional technology changes. On the one hand, this is an advantage since there is longer 
time to react. On the other, this is also a drawback since there is less of an urgency to react, 
as the effects of a change are not revealed until much later. 
 
Finally, the management structure for the established firm during technology stability has 
been conceptualized in previous literature as being based upon the product being produced 
(Ansari et al., 2012; Henderson et al., 1990; Murmann et al., 2006); it is argued that the 
formal structure is aligned with the product architecture in efficient organizations (Baldwin 
et al., 1997; Baldwin et al., 2000; Henderson et al., 1990), which allows for specialization 
within the organization and separating the complexity of problem-solving (Nickerson et al., 
2004). In some occasions, there is even “mirroring” of the functional structure of 
departments and the structure of the product (Cabigiosu et al., 2012; MacCormack et al., 
2012). The hierarchy of the technical system aligns with the hierarchy of the product 
architecture.  
 
Conversely, in the case of process, the management structures were aligned with the process 
during the period of process technological stability within the pharmaceutical industry: i.e. 
when the Pharmacology Chain process dominated. The functional organization was process-
based with departments based on activity sets in the process. Projects were handed over 
from one department to another and the interfaces were handled with documentation of the 
knowledge developed in previous activities. This implies that the interfaces were based upon 
human interaction and not on tangible compatibility, as in the product case.  
 
In previous research, the performance management of established firms during technology 
stability has been found to be based upon improving the profitability, which can be done by 
increasing the product functionality by incremental product development (Abernathy et al., 
1985) often on component level (Henderson et al., 1990) or decreasing price by improving 
the production process efficiency (Utterback et al., 1975). Personnel become used to the fact 
that those activities that improve components are valued more than those breaking with the 
established set-up of components. This expected performance impedes architectural change.  
 
In the case of pharmaceutical firms, performance during technological stability was based 
upon optimizing the value accumulated in the sequential process. This was done with 
essentially three key performance indicators: duration, cost, and probability of success in 
each process phase. In essence, as with the context of products, performance management 
based on component level improvements was a factor that impeded architectural change. 
 
The resource allocation in the product case appears to be based upon the principles of 
prioritizing programs aimed to satisfy powerful existing customers (Christensen et al., 1996) 
and incrementally investing more and more into improving existing technology (Bower, 
1986; Burgelman, 1983). In the pharmaceutical case, the resource allocation principles were 
based upon the costs of standard activities of the process and the needed overall capacity. 
Eliminating non-standard activities ensured efficiency in resources used. 
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A summary of the comparison between the conventional case of architectural product 
innovation and the case of R&D process is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5 – Comparison Between the Conventional Established Firm 
Challenge of Architectural Product Innovation and the Challenge of 
Architectural Process Innovation of Implementing Biomarkers in Drug 
Development  
 

Type of 
Established Firm 
Challenge 

Architectural Product 
Innovation  

Architectural Process 
Innovation of Implementing 
Biomarkers in Drug 
Development 

Source of 
Established Firm 
Challenge 

Shift in architecture of one 
product technology. 

Need of knowledge creation in 
R&D process about underlying 
causes of diseases. 

Necessary 
Accomplishment 
for the Established 
Firm 
Transformation 

Develop one product based on 
new architecture. 

Change process architecture to 
the Biomarker Loop.  

Reasons for  
Difficulties of 
Transformation 

Failure to recognize architectural 
product change.  

Failure to recognize that 
implementing biomarkers 
requires architectural process 
change. 

Reason for Failure 
of Recognition 

Management structure aligned 
with previous product 
architecture. 

Management structure aligned 
with the Pharmacology Chain 
process architecture. 

Management Structure During Technology Stability Impeding Architectural Change 

Functional Structure 

Alignment between departments 
and component of product 
technology, sometime complete 
mirroring.  

Process-based. R&D departments 
accountable for phases of the 
Pharmacology Chain process. 

Performance 
Management  

Increase of profit margin by:  
- Incremental product 
functionality increase by 
incremental innovation often on 
component level  
- Radical manufacturing cost 
reduction  

Optimizing sequential value 
accumulation by decreasing 
duration and cost of each 
standardized activity, while 
increasing quality. 

Resource Allocation 

To programs satisfying the need 
of powerful customers and 
incremental development of 
product technologies. 

Based on figures of duration, 
cost, and probability of success of 
standardized activities in the 
process, thus, making it difficult 
to allocate resources for non-
standard activities.  
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9.3. Towards a Process-Based Framework for Studying Technology 

Change in R&D 
 
This study contributes to the literature on established firms by developing an understanding 
about the managerial challenges with regards to technology change in R&D. The findings 
illustrate how process architectures and management structures can create strong forces on 
directing technological evolution (or lack off) when a new R&D process technology enters 
an industry. In doing so, the research reveals a new type of established firm challenge 
phenomenon, and also contributes to the literature by suggesting that technology change in 
R&D can be studied with a process-based framework.  
 
Using process architecture of R&D activities as the unit of analysis is the foundation of a 
process-based framework. The R&D process can be understood here as both the tangible 
machinery (in plural) used to develop new products as well as the manual labor used. The 
process is the aggregations of these activities leading to a product or service (with the focus 
on products and services that are discontinuous innovation). The architecture then consists 
of components of activity sets that, in turn, consist of activities such as designing, prototype 
production, market testing, product conceptualizing, or whatever activities exist on lower 
levels. Depending upon the content of the technology and its effects on the prior activities of 
the process, new R&D technology (such as biomarkers, 3D printing or CAD) might change 
the process architecture. The focus on process architecture complements the conventional 
innovation literature that focuses on the change in tangible products and the transformation 
challenges of established firms (Ansari et al., 2012; Murmann et al., 2006; Podolny et al., 
1995).  
 
There are several characteristics important in building a process-based framework for 
analyzing technology change in R&D:  
 
Separation of Technology and Management Structure 
 
In past literature on the established firm challenge, in particular that which falls under the 
discourse of dominant design, one finds a distinction between “technology”, as manifested 
in the tangible artifact of the product being developed and produced, and “organization”, as 
the social structures and capabilities of the established firm. When studying technology 
change as a change in the R&D process for which new products and knowledge is the 
output, the distinction is not as straightforward.  
 
Following Barley (1986), one way of understanding the distinction is placing technology in 
the “realm of action”, and placing organization - or more specifically, the management 
structure - in the “institutional realm”: i.e. governing what is being performed (Barley, 1986: 
p. 80). Technology, its use and its development, reflect something that the organization 
performs and the management structures reflect how this is coordinated and managed. On 
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the firm level, separating technology and organization means a distinction between what the 
organization does and what the organization is. 
 
Firms, as actors, influence the use of technology by the shaping of management structure; 
the management structures are shaped by the technology used (Barley, 1986). Thus, they are 
interrelated and they coevolve. One needs to understand the importance of path 
dependencies of management structures when studying the inertness of technology through 
the process architecture and the challenges that firms face (Sydow et al., 2009). 
 
Levels of Processes  
 
Change in technology occurs at different rates on different levels. The dominant design 
literature shows that components of a product architecture can change without affecting the 
layout of the overall product (Murmann et al., 2006). The underlying model here is that 
technology is structured as a hierarchy with several components producing sub-functions of 
the overall one (c.f. Simon, 1962).  
  
The hierarchy model can be used to determine the level of technical standardization. In the 
dominant design literature, the model was previously used to describe evolution on several 
levels within an industry where a dominant design exists (Murmann et al., 2006). The model 
implies that, during technological stability (i.e. when a dominant design exists), 
technological evolution can still occur on lower component levels of the design. Each 
component of a design can, by itself, be a dominant design. This aspect of hierarchy is 
important when building a process-based framework when studying technology change in 
R&D. 
 
From this perspective, a new technology within the R&D process, such as a biomarker 
technology, can be understood as a subset of the whole R&D process of the established firm. 
The result of the activities may be either tangible product components that have certain 
functionalities and qualities, knowledge about the product functions, or market information 
about the future users of the product (e.g. in the case of biomarkers, this could be a 
biomarker tool or knowledge about drug effects on biochemical level). These activities 
interact with other activities within the process and are part of the overall R&D technology.  
 
Processes technologies can themselves be conceptualized as hierarchies. By applying the 
model, an analysis can be made about which level a new process technology has effects and 
whether or not there is standardization within the process. Standardization that occurs high 
up in the technological hierarchy (i.e. on the architectural level) means that a dominating 
process architecture exists overall; whereas standardization of a particular component 
determines that the market for this component is standardized. This implies a separation of 
the overall process into several lower level components, activity groups, and activities. A 
generic model of the hierarchy of a process is illustrated in Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla..  
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Figure 34 – Hierarchical model of knowledge creation in the R&D 
process 

 
When conceptualizing a process as a technological hierarchy, the interconnection between 
the activities becomes important. Following Thompson’s (1967) taxonomy, interconnection 
between activities in a process architecture can be determined as pooled, sequential, and 
reciprocal. Pooled interconnection implies that two activities do not have any relationship to 
each other except that they both are needed for the process outcome. Sequential 
interconnection implies that the outcome of one of the activities is needed as an input for the 
other. Reciprocal interconnection means that two or more activities should be 
simultaneously conducted.  
 
Dealing with Process Heterogeneity 
 
R&D process architectures are often heterogeneous over time and space, because 
standardization is difficult and often not even desirable. R&D processes have been 
categorized as “non-routine” since they are guided by primarily heuristics and interpretation 
(Lillrank, 2003). Usually, R&D processes involve a great deal of creativity, non-formalized 
work, and iteration between phases. The manual labor needed when conducting an activity 
will vary, in many occasions, when different organizations perform it and with different 
equipment.  
 
Heterogeneity is important when considering the “dominance” of process architectures 
within companies or industries. The more heterogeneous a process is, the less dominating it 
can be in the industry. In a sense, dominance and heterogeneity are each other’s 
counterparts: two poles on a continuous scale. Thus, the heterogeneous nature of processes 
directly impedes how widespread a process can become and how it can guide the overall 
technological evolution of the industry. 
 
However, even in very heterogeneous R&D processes, there are some features that are 
common; it is possible to determine how heterogeneous a process is across an industry and 
over time by focusing on the activities in the contents of the process and their outcome. In 
the case of the pharmaceutical industry during the 2000s, there was a different degree of 
standardization for the various phases of the Pharmacology Chain process. The Drug 
Compound Synthesis phase involved a lot of activity performed by laboratory machinery 
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with standardized process and clinical trials were governed by regulation; whereas, the 
Animal Testing phase were heterogeneous in the experiments performed.  
 
Heterogeneity is also a problem in the literature on dominant design. Murmann et al. (2006) 
provide the example of how the early airplane industry consisted of airplane designs with 80 
different variants of wing designs, three wing configuration, three different wing placement 
options, three wing angle options, five different wing curvatures, 20 different wingspan 
sizes, five different chord sizes, four different shapes of wings, and three tail placements: a 
total of 12,960,000 possible airplane designs. Still, there seemed to be commonalities in 
airplane designs.  
 
When solving the problem of heterogeneity in the case of dominant product designs, 
Murmann et al. (2006) propose the concept of “operational principle”. This defines “how the 
parts interact with one another to implement the goal of overall technology”. The argument 
is that it is useful to categorize product designs based upon what they accomplish, of which 
parts they consist, and the interaction between the parts. If one would use our research 
vocabulary, one can interpret the concept of operational principle as the composition of the 
overall process architecture in the performance of the components of which the architecture 
consists and the interfaces between those components. In the same way that two wing spans 
that are 15 and 20 meters are part of the same operational principle, two activities that take 
15 or 20 days would have the same operational principle, if the interfaces to the other 
activities were the same. The operational principle can be used to deal with heterogeneity 
when studying process architectures changes over time and space.  
 
In the case of the Pharmacology Chain dominance in the pharmaceutical industry, one can 
expect several of the process activities to change over time and vary between different 
therapy areas in several aspects. The activities even varied within AstraZeneca. Still, the 
operational principle can be the same for each activity if aggregated to the type of 
knowledge they created.  
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9.4. Future Research – Technologies Transforming R&D 
 
The process-based framework for studying the challenge of technology transformation is 
particularly relevant to established firms that have an innovation-based business model of 
continuously developing new product innovations, similar to that of established 
pharmaceutical firms. Although pharmaceutical companies are the most R&D intensive of 
all companies, there are plenty of firms that have large dedicated R&D units with the 
mission to develop next generations of products. Such innovative established firms might 
become locked in when new technologies change their R&D. Future research is needed to 
extend the description of this phenomenon in other empirical contexts.  
 
In a way, drug development is an ideal context for studying R&D process transformation of 
established firms. The reason is that the business model is based on continuously developing 
new radical drugs. The drug development process is quite easy to study since there is a clear 
separation between when R&D is transferred into marketing: i.e. the approval decision by 
the governmental medical agencies, thus, making the R&D process close-ended. 
Furthermore, because the drug development project can also be neatly enclosed based on the 
technological definition of one disease target or candidate drug, it is easy to track the 
development of discontinuous innovation over time. The regulation of clinical trials makes 
the R&D process quite homogenous across both time and space. All drug development 
projects must get approved to enter clinical trials and become market launched, which 
implicitly implies that the project will go through Clinical Phase 1, Clinical Phase 2, and 
Clinical Phase 3 in some way or another.  
 
In other empirical contexts, R&D processes are seldom as homogenous as those in drug 
development. One would expect processes to be rather messy, with phases floating in each 
other and unclear boundaries of what is the content of an innovation project. Nevertheless, 
such processes can even be somewhat stable because of path dependency (see e.g. Thrane et 
al., 2010). 
 
Innovating established firms could be affected by externally induced changes in the R&D 
process. In the AstraZeneca case, the change in the R&D process was induced by the 
requirement to create knowledge on drug effect on biochemical level, which led to a group 
of new technologies gaining ground in the industry. One could also think of other kinds of 
factors affecting the architectures of R&D processes. New practices in using digital 
collaborative tools may make it easier to technically adapt open innovation platforms for 
using external knowledge in the R&D process (c.f. Boudreau & Lakhani, 2013). Change in 
public or private financing of universities may decrease the amount of basic research and, 
thereby, influence R&D processes based on university-industry collaboration (c.f. Stuart et 
al., 2007). Change in financial and accounting regulations might enhance or impede the 
ability to spin-out internal corporate ventures from the ordinary organization (c.f. 
Burgelman, 1984). How these externally induced changes affect the architecture of R&D 
processes can complement the findings of this thesis.  
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Technologically induced changes of the R&D process can come in many shapes, as is the 
case with biomarkers. While biomarkers had an effect on the content and the architecture of 
the R&D process, other technologies might only enhance the activities already performed, 
or, in other words, affect only single components of the R&D process. For example, 
AstraZeneca did implement several component enhancing technologies during the 
industrialization of the Pharmacology Chain process, particularly the Drug Compound 
Synthesis process where new organic chemical synthesis technologies helped automatize 
activities that were previously done manually (also described in Nightingale, 2000a). There 
are most certainly technologies in other industries that only have change the R&D process 
on the component level as well. 
 
CAD – A Similar Story as Biomarkers? 
 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is one technology that can be understood as changing the 
architecture of the R&D process in a similar way as have biomarkers. Before CAD entered 
the world of product development (in the 1960s), most design activities were done manually 
with pen and paper (Liker et al., 1992). With the introduction of CAD, design work became 
digitalized and enabled product developers to envision 3D structures of prototypes, helping 
electronically transfer construction data from one site to another, and automating the tedious 
design work (Liker et al., 1992).  
 
Studies of the implementation of CAD in industrial practices have shown that it took a long 
time for established firms experienced in product development to realize its benefits (Forslin 
et al., 1989; Liker et al., 1992). Companies had committed management team supporting 
implementation of the technology and had devoted many resources to implementation (Liker 
et al., 1992). Although the technology had emerged during the 1960s, there were still few 
firms that had made use of CAD and got it to work in the 1980s (Liker et al., 1992). The 
problem was organizations saw CAD as a “replacement of old tools with new ones – move 
out of the drawing boards and give drafters a CAD system” (Liker et al., 1992: pp 76). In 
essence, CAD was seen as a technology that enhanced what the companies had always been 
doing.   
 
The reason behind the implementation failure was poor “integration” of mainly the product 
development and production departments (Forslin et al., 1989). Design work greatly 
benefitted from knowledge about how products could be designed, so they could be easily 
manufactured, which required communication with the production department. However, it 
was found that the CAD implementation made designers work separately in front of the 
work station, thereby, segregating them from the rest of the organization (Forslin et al., 
1989). In addition, moving from teamwork to working individually in front of the work 
station made other interfaces in the design process more difficult, such as integrating work 
between development of separate product components (Liker et al., 1992). Therefore, 
scholars argued that CAD implementation would benefit from “organizational integration 
mechanisms” (organization structure change, combined roles of workers, job rotations, etc.) 
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when designs are particularly complex (Liker et al., 1992), when there are new objectives 
for rationalizing collaborative work (Forslin et al., 1989), and when there are things to 
“break up” “functional jurisdictions” (Forslin et al., 1989).  
 
Based on the current findings, one would analyze the changes in the R&D process activities 
that CAD implied in order to understand the established firms’ failure in the technological 
transformation. Given the necessary integration of production-related issues to the early 
product design work and components of the product, one could interpret that CAD implied 
an architectural change of the R&D process. The troubles experienced by established firms 
could then be explained as failure in recognition of the process change; the recommendation 
of transformation in organizational management structure could be a solution to the 
challenge. In essence, a hypothesis would be that implementing CAD required a change in 
the management structure for coordinating the new type of work, incentives to promote team 
work, and resource allocation to projects rather than functions to enhance communication 
over organizational borders. 
 
3D Printing and Big Data Effects on the R&D Process  
 
The findings of this thesis can help to understand the implementation initiatives of two 
technologies that are currently transforming R&D: 3D printing and Big Data. 
 
3D printing is a discontinuous technology that is thought to revolutionize manufacturing and 
innovation as a whole (D'Aveni, 2015; de Jong & de Bruijn, 2013); it is sometimes called 
“additive manufacturing” since it produces objects by adding layer-by-layer, in contrast to 
traditional manufacturing technology of injection and molding presses. Within R&D, it can 
aid rapid prototyping and testing (Sachs et al., 1992) as well as collaboration between actors 
geographically distant from each other (de Jong et al., 2013). The 3D printing instruments 
can now be purchased for as low as $400, which makes it affordable for even the smallest 
business or even the private user (de Jong et al., 2013). Hence, it can be inexpensively used 
to rapidly produce small batches, a possibility very useful during the prototyping phases of 
product development.  
 
However, it is not known what the reactions have been of established firms with regard to 
the new R&D technology. In a similar way as CAD, 3D printing might change the work of 
product designers and their role in the firm. Since 3D printing is primarily a manufacturing 
technology, it can be safely assumed that the interface between product development and 
manufacturing expertise will merge in some sense. As 3D printing can be used to 
manufacture a variety of mechanical products, it is thought to revolutionize several 
industries. Whether the technology implies an architectural change in the R&D process is 
yet to be determined. Given the possibilities for mass customization of products, it might 
even change the whole business model of industries and, thereby, even radically change the 
R&D processes. Therefore, studying the effects of 3D printing on the change in activities of 
R&D processes and management structure might be a promising research agenda.  
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Big Data is another new technology that is thought to revolutionize R&D processes (Gobble, 
2013). Although there is no concise definition of the content of the technology, Big Data is 
discontinuous from traditional “data generation and analytics” in the following: (1) data is in 
a completely different magnitude of volume; (2) the new technology associated with Big 
Data helps monitoring change as data is constantly added to a database; and (3) the 
technologies enable integration of a variety of different data forms (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 
2012). The technological development in processor power and processor analytics in recent 
years has primarily made Big Data a useful. Within R&D, Big Data enables the use of new 
types of effective simulation tools, as well as acquiring real-time knowledge about customer 
behavior regarding product use and performance (Gobble, 2013).  
 
Currently, the main adopters of Big Data are said to be start-ups and companies born in the 
digital age – such as Google or Amazon; whereas, established firms have had troubles 
implementing the technology (McAfee et al., 2012). One reason could be the change in 
decision making during the product development phase, from traditional intuition to data 
evidence-based decision driven making. Another is the need for capabilities in data analytics 
and the creation of sensors for data gathering (McAfee et al., 2012). However, using the 
process-based framework to focus on the Big Data activities and their linking to the overall 
architecture of the R&D process may provide complementary insights about the challenges 
of established firms.  
 
Business Model Based on Continuous Innovation  
 
Technology change affecting the R&D process of a pharmaceutical firm can be particularly 
challenging for established firms with a similar business model: i.e. one that is based upon 
continuous development multiple new product innovation. There are different kinds of 
established firms with such a business model. 
 
In industries where technology change is rapid, established firms need to continuously 
develop product innovations to adapt. There are several examples of industries that have 
experienced multiple discontinuous technology shifts in a short period of time. In Tripsas’ 
(1997) famous studies, one established typesetter firm survived three technology shifts by 
continuously developing radical product innovations, one after another. Both the 
photolithographic (Henderson et al., 1990) and disc drive (Christensen, 1997) industries 
experienced four technology shifts during a period of just 20 years. In order for the 
established firms to survive all of the technology shifts, they needed to develop new product 
technologies over and over again. One could call firms that are able to accomplish after 
several technology shifts as “serial innovators” (similar to that of "serial entrepreneurs" in 
Westhead & Wright, 1998).  
 
Conglomerates328 (i.e. firms present in several industries at the same time) is another group 
of established firms that might experience challenges of implementing technology that affect 

328 These can also be referred to as M-form organized firms (Chandler 1990). 
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R&D. General Electric is an example of such a firm; it has a wide range of different 
businesses: from complex biochemical laboratory equipment (Idelchik & Kogan, 2012) to 
large gas turbines (Bergek et al., 2013). In both of these business areas, a significant amount 
of resources are dedicated to innovation, and a new technology might change the R&D 
process architecture of many of General Electric’s business areas.  
 
One can interpret General Electric as a “portfolio innovator” (similar to that of portfolio 
entrepreneur in Westhead et al., 1998): i.e. established firms that try to continuously develop 
several products concurrently that penetrate established markets or form new ones. Such 
firms have project portfolios with the aim of developing a wide variety of innovation types 
and targeting several industries. AstraZeneca is an example of a portfolio innovator in that it 
develops drugs for a portfolio of diseases. Sometimes such firms have a capability in a 
particular technology to which that they are trying to apply in different industries.  
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9.5. Future Research – Dominant Production Process Designs? 
 
The dominance of the process architecture of the Pharmacology Chain in the pharmaceutical 
industry had path dependency effects. This became evident in the AstraZeneca case as the 
implementation of biomarkers (i.e. a technology that required a change in the process 
architecture and management structures of R&D operations) became a challenge that took 
many years to overcome. In this sense, the process architecture has similar dynamics as 
dominant designs have on established firms in product-based industries (Ansari et al., 2012). 
One can even call the Pharmacology Chain a “dominant process design”: i.e. a design of the 
activities in process that became widespread in the industry and influenced the technological 
evolution. 
  
In a similar way, production processes may become dominant in an industry and influence 
the technological evolution. Particularly, the concept of “dominant process design” could 
also help describe technological evolution in industries where the product of the industry is 
mainly intangible or where the production process has a very important role. This research 
opens up further exploration about the concept.  
 
The introduction of the concepts of dominant process design and architectural process 
innovation concepts can help fill the literature gap on how technology changes in industries 
such the service industries (Barras, 1986) or the “process industry” (Linton et al., 2008). 
Dominant process design is a promising concept to describe technological evolution and 
structure of these industries due to the importance of the production process in the case of 
process industry (Linton et al., 2008) and the intangibility of the product in the case of 
service (Barras, 1986). Both have different characteristics than those of the pharmaceutical 
industry; nevertheless, their technological and industrial structure evolution can be 
influenced by process architectures. 
  
Process industries are categorized as being production intensive with large capital 
investments in manufacturing technology (Linton et al., 2008). In such industries, the 
product outcome of the process often has noncomplex design without separate functioning 
components and complex interfaces; it is the process of producing them that is complex 
(Linton et al., 2008). Therefore, technological evolution of the product occurs only when 
process changes (Linton et al., 2008; Novotny & Laestadius, 2014). Analyzing the change 
(or lack of change) in the architecture of processes and alignment with management 
structure might provide insight into, for example, the failure of established firms in the paper 
and pulp industry in transforming in the face of biorefining systems technology (Novotny et 
al., 2014). Analyzing process architecture and its change may be a good starting point since 
there is limited understanding about technology change or even innovation as a whole in 
such industries, at least in comparison to industries characterized by dominant designs. 
 
Services have been assigned to be different from goods because they are intangible, 
heterogeneous, inseparable between production and consumption, and perish when being 
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consumed (Lovelock & Gummesson, 2004). Since the process of service production is a 
core part of the service output - sometimes even completely inseparable (Gallouj & 
Weinstein, 1997) - focusing upon the architecture of the service production process and its 
change over time can provide insight into technology change in industries such as banking, 
professional services (e.g. consulting), or transportation. Dominant design of services would 
involve the study of “service blueprints” (Bitner et al., 2008) and their change over time. 
The focus on the process architecture in service innovation could complement the 
perspective on service output (e.g. Gallouj et al., 1997).  
 
However, in order to study dominant process designs in industries, such as the process-based 
and service, it has to be shown that processes designs do, in fact, guide technological 
evolution and determine the industry structure, following the definition of dominant designs 
(Murmann et al., 2006); it also has to be “dominant” in the industry. In contrast to dominant 
product designs, this research indicates that dominant process designs will have slightly 
different characteristics that should be taken into account; however, there are also 
similarities. Based upon the findings from this research of the phenomenon of dominant 
process design, it is helpful to consider technology as manifested in a process, dealing with 
process heterogeneity with the concept of operational principle, analyzing the technological 
levels of processes on which standardization occurs, and distinguishing between process and 
management structure.  
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9.6. Conclusion 
 
This thesis has developed an understanding of the established firm challenge in the face of 
technology change towards implementing biomarkers in drug development. By analyzing 
the technological and organizational dimensions of AstraZeneca’s efforts to implement 
biomarkers during the 2000s, the findings reveal that biomarkers imply an architectural 
process innovation. Since AstraZeneca had aligned its management structure with the 
process architecture, the logic of the way AstraZeneca was developing drugs became self-
reinforcing. Biomarkers broke with this line of thinking. The problem was that 
AstraZeneca’s management structure distorted the company from recognizing the required 
architectural change. 
 
Given the dominance of the Pharmacology Chain process in the pharmaceutical industry, the 
AstraZeneca case can explain the general challenges of established pharmaceutical firms to 
implement biomarkers into R&D. However, it is still too early to claim that there has been a 
shift in dominant process design, yet there are several indications that this can, indeed, 
happen. 
 
This thesis further suggests that the concept of architectural process innovation has 
implications for studies of established firm challenge, in general. By describing this 
phenomenon, this thesis opens for future study of technology change in R&D. In particular, 
it argues to study technology change in R&D using a process-based framework. Such a 
framework builds on (but is not limited to): understanding processes as a hierarchy of 
activities with several levels of analysis; dealing with process heterogeneity with the concept 
of operational principle; and distinguishing between process and organization. This 
framework can then be used to study the implementation of other technologies that affect 
R&D, such as 3D printing or Big Data, as well as established firm challenges in industries 
where it is primarily the process that drives technological evolution, such as service or 
chemical process industries. These are also contexts when one product innovation is not 
enough. 
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Appendix 1 – Respondents at AstraZeneca 
 
Code Frequency of Interactions Description 
Respondent1 Participant observations were made 

once or twice a week in informal 
interactions, two interviews (one 
during pre-study), and part of several 
meetings. Part of reference seminars. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Had been at 
AstraZeneca for almost ten years. Educational 
background as researcher in neurology. Large interest 
in biomarkers. 

Respondent2 Participant observations were made 
at several informal interactions, two 
interviews (one during pre-study), 
and part of several meetings. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Had been at 
AstraZeneca for almost ten years. Educational 
background as researcher in psychiatry, with ties to 
academia. Large interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent3 Once or twice weekly informal 
interactions, part of two interviews 
(one during pre-study) and part of 
several meetings where participant 
observations were made. Part of 
reference seminars. 

Project member of H3. Has been at AstraZeneca for 
almost ten years. Clinical educational background. 
Large interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent4 No informal interactions, part of one 
interview during pre-study and part of 
several meetings where participant 
observations were made (one face-to-
face and the other by telephone). 

Middle R&D manager and project member in 
CNS/Pain. Had been at AstraZeneca for about five 
years. Educational background in physiology. Great 
interest in biomarkers. Extensive international 
pharmaceutical industry experience. 

Respondent5 Once or twice weekly informal 
interactions, part of two interviews 
(one during pre-study) and part of 
several meetings where participant 
observations were made. Part of 
reference seminars. 

Project member of several CNS/Pain projects. Had 
been at AstraZeneca for several years. Background in 
research about drug development with natural 
substances found in nature. Large interest in 
biomarkers. 

Respondent6 Few informal interactions during the 
study period, part of three interviews 
(one during pre-study) and several 
meetings where participant 
observations were made. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years as Head of several 
pre-clinical research laboratories within the 
company. Educational background in pre-clinical 
research. Great interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent7 Few informal interactions during the 
study period, part of one interview 
and a couple of meetings where 
participant observations were made. 

Project member of several CNS/Pain projects. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for 15 years. Pre-clinical 
research experience. Great interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent8 Few informal interactions during the 
study period, part of one interview 
and a couple of meetings where 
participant observations were made. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Educational 
background in pre-clinical neurology research. Great 
interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent9 Several informal interactions during 
the study period, no interviews, and a 
part of several meetings where 
participant observations were made. 

Project member in a couple of CSN/Pain projects. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about five years. 
Educational background in bioinformatics and 
genetics. 
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Respondent10 Several informal interactions during 
the study period, two interviews, and 
a part of several meetings where 
participant observations were made. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about one year. Educational 
background in pre-clinical research. Great interest in 
biomarker. Extensive international experience in the 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Respondent11 Several informal interactions during 
study period. 

VP of CNS/Pain. Employed at AstraZeneca for more 
than ten years. Research background in 
neuroscience. International experience in the 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Respondent12 Several informal interactions during 
study period. Part of reference 
seminars. 

Middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for more than ten years. Educational 
background in chemistry. Great interest in 
biomarkers. 

Respondent13 Several informal interactions during 
study period, one interview, and part 
of several meetings where participant 
observations were made. 

Project member in a couple of CSN/Pain projects of 
which H3 was one. Employed at AstraZeneca for 
about 20 years. Educational background in clinical 
pharmacology. 

Respondent14 Several informal interactions, two 
interviews (one during pre-study), 
and part of reference seminars. 

Former middle R&D manager in CNS/Pain. Employed 
at AstraZeneca for more about five years in the 
beginning of the 2000s. Educational background in 
pre-clinical research. 

Respondent15 Several informal interactions, two 
interviews, and part of several 
meetings where participant 
observations were made. 

Project member in a couple of CSN/Pain projects of 
which H3 was one. Employed at AstraZeneca for 
about 25 years. Educational background in pre-
clinical research. 

Respondent16 A couple of informal interactions and 
part of a couple of meetings where 
participant observations were made. 

Project member in a couple of CSN/Pain projects. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about five years. 
Educational background in pre-clinical research. 

Respondent17 A couple of informal interactions, one 
interview, and part of a couple of 
meetings where participant 
observations were made. 

Middle manager within the Personalized Healthcare 
Business unit at AstraZeneca for a couple of years. 
Research background in personalized healthcare and 
genetics. Extensive international experience in the 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Respondent18 Once or twice weekly interactions 
during study period. 

Administrator in CNS/Pain. Employed at AstraZeneca 
for more than 15 years. 

Respondent19 One interview during study period. Head of academic research center that was in an 
extensive collaboration with AstraZeneca. 

Respondent20 One interview during study period. Administrator of academic research center that was 
in an extensive collaboration with AstraZeneca. 

Respondent21 One interview during study period. Project leader focusing on pre-clinical development in 
a couple of CNS/Pain projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about 15 years. Educational 
background in pre-clinical research. 

Respondent22 One interview during study period, a 
couple of informal interactions, and 
part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
made. 

Project portfolio leader in CNS/Pain and involved in 
couple of projects of which H3 was one. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Educational 
background in clinical research.  
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Respondent23 One interview and part of a couple 
formal meetings where participant 
observations were made. 

Project member focusing on clinical development for 
a couple of CNS/Pain projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Educational 
background in clinical research.  

Respondent24 One interview during study period. Project leader focusing on pre-clinical development in 
a couple of CNS/Pain projects of which H3 was one. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about ten years. 
Educational background in pre-clinical research. 

Respondent25 One interview during study period 
and several informal interactions. 

Manager working with project strategies and 
portfolio management in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Educational 
background in pre-clinical research. 

Respondent26 One interview during study period. Manager working with project strategies and 
portfolio management in CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about fifteen years. Educational 
background in pre-clinical research. 

Respondent27 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

R&D Manager and scientists working with several 
organizational projects within CNS/Pain. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Great interest in 
biomarkers. 

Respondent29 A couple of informal interactions and 
part of many formal meetings where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member focusing on clinical development for 
a couple of CNS/Pain projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about 25 years. Educational 
background in pharmacological research.  

Respondent30 Held a formal meeting where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager focusing on chemistry. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about ten years. 
Educational background in molecular biology.  

Respondent31 Held several project presentations at 
formal meeting where participant 
observations were conducted. 

Project member focusing on clinical development for 
a couple of CNS/Pain projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about ten years. Educational 
background in clinical research.  

Respondent32 Held a formal meeting where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager focusing on molecular biology. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about ten years. 
Educational background in neurochemistry.  

Respondent33 Held a formal meeting where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager focusing on medicinal 
chemistry. Employed at AstraZeneca for about seven 
years. Educational background in chemistry.  

Respondent34 A couple of informal interactions and 
part of several formal meeting where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager focusing on molecular biology. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for about ten years. 

Respondent35 One interview during study period. Former middle R&D manager within CVGI and 
globally. Employed at AstraZeneca for more about 
ten years in the end of 1990s and beginning of 2000s. 
Educational background in clinical research. 
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Respondent36 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member in CVGI focusing clinical aspects for 
MC4. Employed at AstraZeneca for more 30 years. 
Educational background in clinical research. 

Respondent37 One interview during study period. Project member in CVGI focusing clinical aspects in 
for MC4. Employed at AstraZeneca for about three 
years. Educational background in clinical research. 

Respondent38 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project leader in CVGI for MC4. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for about 25 years. Research background 
covers a wide range of areas. Great interest in 
biomarkers. 

Respondent39 One interview during study period. Middle R&D manager in CVGI working with strategic 
management. Employed at AstraZeneca for more 
than 20 years. Educational and research background 
in chemistry. 

Respondent40 One interview during study period. VP of CVGI. Employed at AstraZeneca for more than 
25 years.  

Respondent41 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member for MC4 in CVGI focusing on 
personalized medicine. Employed at AstraZeneca for 
about ten years. Educational background in genetics. 

Respondent42 One interview during study period. Middle R&D manager in CVGI focusing on clinical 
research. Employed at AstraZeneca for 15 years. 
Educational background in chemistry, biology and 
physiology. 

Respondent43 One interview during study period, 
several informal interactions and part 
of a couple formal meetings where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager in CVGI. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for 15 years. Educational and research 
background in both clinical and pre-clinical research. 
Great interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent44 One interview during study period, 
many informal interactions and part 
of a couple formal meetings where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member in many CVGI projects of which one 
is MC4. Employed at AstraZeneca for almost ten 
years. Clinical educational background. Great interest 
in biomarkers. 

Respondent45 One interview during study period. Project portfolio leader in CVGI and involved in 
couple of projects. Employed at AstraZeneca for 
more than thirty years. Educational background in 
pre-clinical research.  

Respondent46 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member in many CVGI projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for almost ten years. Clinical educational 
background. Great interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent47 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Middle R&D manager in CVGI. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for ten years. Educational and research 
background in pre-clinical research. Great interest in 
biomarkers. 
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Respondent48 One interview during study period 
and part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member in MC4 project focusing on pre-
clinical work. Employed at AstraZeneca for almost ten 
years. Clinical educational background. Large interest 
in biomarkers. 

Respondent49 Part of a couple formal meetings 
where participant observations were 
conducted. 

Project member in many CVGI projects. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for almost ten years. Clinical educational 
background. Great interest in biomarkers. 

Respondent50 One interview during study period. Project manager for organizational project conducted 
in CNS/Pain; results of the project will be used in the 
whole of AstraZeneca R&D. Educational and research 
background in engineering. 

Respondent51 One interview in pre-study period. Former project member focusing on clinical 
development within CNS/Pain. Worked for twelve 
years at AstraZeneca from the end the 1990s through 
2000s.  

Respondent52 One interview in pre-study period. Middle R&D manager in CVGI. Employed at 
AstraZeneca for 15 years. Educational and research 
background in chemistry. 

Respondent53 One interview in pre-study period. Manager in CVGI working with organizational project. 
Employed at AstraZeneca for 10 years. Educational 
and research background in engineering. 

Respondent54 One interview in pre-study period. Former middle R&D manager in CVGI. Worked at 
AstraZeneca for five years in the end of 1990s. 
Educational and research background in 
bioengineering and molecular biology. 

Respondent55 One interview during study period. Middle R&D manager within in Oncology. Worked at 
AstraZeneca for 13 years. Educational background in 
immunology and genetics. 

Respondent56 A couple of informal interactions 
during the study period 

High-level global R&D executive at AstraZeneca. 

Respondent57 One interview during study period Manager for a global R&D platform. Worked at Astra 
and AstraZeneca for 10 years from the mid-1990s to 
the mid-2000s. Educational background in genetics 
and clinical work. 

Respondent58 A couple of informal interactions and 
part of formal meeting where 
participant observations were 
conducted. 

Senior scientists at AstraZeneca with clinical 
specialization. 
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Appendix 2 – Interviews at AstraZeneca 
 

Code Respondent Date Recorded Location 
Interview1 Respondent50 2012-06-10 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview2 Respondent1 2011-09-29 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview3 Respondent4 2011-09-30 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview4 Respondent3 2011-10-03 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview5 Respondent6 2011-10-10 No AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview6 Respondent13 2011-11-16 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview7 Respondent2 2011-11-18 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview8 Respondent21 2011-11-29 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview9 Respondent22 2011-12-07 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview10 Respondent23 2011-12-14 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview11 Respondent7 2011-12-14 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview12 Respondent24 2011-12-14 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview13 Respondent1 2012-01-16 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview14 Respondent17 2012-02-06 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview15 Respondent8 2012-02-09 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview16 Respondent55 2012-02-13 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview17 Respondent35 2012-02-14 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview18 Respondent57 2012-03-08 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview19 Respondent25 2012-04-25 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview20 Respondent36 2012-05-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview21 Respondent37 2012-05-23 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview22 Respondent38 2012-05-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview23 Respondent39 2012-05-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview24 Respondent40 2012-05-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview25 Respondent41 2012-05-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview26 Respondent26 2011-11-20 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview27 Respondent27 2011-10-20 No AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview28 Respondent15 2012-02-02 No AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview29 Respondent6 2012-03-03 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview30 Respondent10 2012-12-05 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview31 Respondent5 2012-09-30 Yes AstraZeneca Södertälje site 
Interview32 Respondent42 2012-04-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview33 Respondent43 2012-04-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview34 Respondent44 2012-04-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview35 Respondent45 2012-04-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview36 Respondent46 2012-04-23 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview37 Respondent47 2012-04-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview38 Respondent48 2012-04-24 Yes AstraZeneca Mölndal site 
Interview39 Respondent51 2010-01-15 Yes Outside AstraZeneca site 
Interview40 Respondent54 2010-04-08 Yes Outside AstraZeneca site 
Interview41 Respondent14 2010-03-24 No Outside AstraZeneca site 
Interview42 Respondent14 2012-03-16 No Outside AstraZeneca site 
Interview43 Respondent52 2010-03-05 Yes Telephone interview 
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Interview44 Respondent53 2010-03-05 Yes Telephone interview 
Interview45 Respondent14 2013-02-22 No Outside AstraZeneca site 
Interview46 Respondent38 2012-02-13 No Outside AstraZeneca site 
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Appendix 3 – Participant Observations and Formal Meetings 
at AstraZeneca 

 
Code Description Respondent

s Present 
Date Time Taped Notes Docum

ent 
Location 

PartObs1 Reference group 
meeting 1 

Respondent1, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent5  

2011-
11-10 

2h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs2 Reference group 
meeting 2 

Respondent1, 
Respondent3 

2011-
12-03 

2h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs3 Reference group 
meeting 3 

Respondent1, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent14 

2012-
01-24 

2h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs4 Town Hall 
meeting 
Alzheimer cluster 

Respondent5 + 
around 50 
other people 

N.A. 4h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs5 Town Hall 
meeting 
Cognition cluster 

Respondent22 
+ around 50 
other people 

N.A. 2h No No N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs6 Presentation 
about target 
selection and 
generation at AZ 

Respondent32 
+ around 50 
other people 

2011-
11-04 

1:30h No Yes Docuem
nt23 

Outside 
AstraZeneca 
campus 

PartObs7 Presentation 
about lead 
identification and 
generation at AZ 

Respondent30 
+ around 50 
other people 

2011-
11-02 

1:30h No Yes Docume
nt24 

Outside 
AstraZeneca 
campus 

PartObs8 Presentation 
about target 
selection and 
generation at AZ 

Respondent31 
+ around 50 
other people 

2011-
11-07 

1:30h No Yes Docume
nt25 

Outside 
AstraZeneca 
campus 

PartObs9 Initiation project 
meeting and lab 
tour 

Respondent1, 
Respondent6 

2011-
05-31 

2:00h No No N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs10 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 1 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2011-
10-05 

4:30h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 
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PartObs11 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 2 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent7, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10, 
Respondent16 
+ 10 other 
people 

2011-
10-06 

9:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs12 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 3 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2011-
11-07 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs13 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 4 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+4 other 
people 

2011-
11-27 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs14 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 5 

Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2011-
12-07 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs15 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 6 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6,  
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+2 other 
people 

2012-
01-09 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 
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PartObs16 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 7 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent7, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2012-
01-16 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs17 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 8 

Respondent1, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2012-
02-08 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs18 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 9 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent9, 
Respondent10 
+3 other 
people 

2012-
02-22 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs19 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 10 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent8, 
Respondent10, 
Respondent16 
+3 other 
people 

2012-
03-28 

4:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs20 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 11 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent10, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent58 
+1 other 
person 

2012-
05-22 

4:00h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 
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PartObs21 PET course Respondent2, 
Respondent23, 
+ 14 other 
people 

2011-
11-30 

3:00h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs22 Prodromal 
working stream 
meeting 1 

Respondent5, 
Respondent6 + 
4 other people 

2011-
11-07 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs23 Prodromal 
working stream 
meeting 2 

Respondent5, 
Respondent6 + 
4 other people 

2012-
03-24 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs24 Translational 
Science 
Capabilities 
meeting 1 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent10 

2012-
12-18 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs25 Translational 
Science 
Capabilities 
meeting 2 

Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent4, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent10 

2012-
01-08 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs26 Translational 
Science Group 
meeting 1 

Respondent43, 
Respondent44, 
Respondent46, 
Respondent47, 
Respondent49 

2012-
04-24 

1:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Mölndal 

PartObs27 Translational 
Science 
Leadership Team 
meeting 1M 

Respondent43, 
Respondent44, 
Respondent46, 
Respondent47, 
Respondent49, 
+ 6 other 
people 

2012-
05-24 

2:30h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Mölndal 

PartObs28 MC4 Project 
Meeting 1 

Respondent36, 
Respondent37, 
Respondent38, 
Respondent41, 
Respondent44, 
Respondent48, 
+ 2 other 
people 

2012-
04-24 

1:30h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Mölndal 

PartObs29 MC4 Project 
Meeting 2 

Respondent36, 
Respondent37, 
Respondent38, 
Respondent41, 
Respondent44, 
Respondent48, 
+ 2 other 
people 

2012-
05-23 

2:30h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Mölndal 

PartObs30 H3 Project 
Meeting 1 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent34 

2011-
11-03 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 
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+ 3 other 
people 

PartObs31 H3 Project 
Meeting 2 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent34 
+ 3 other 
people 

2011-
11-25 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs32 H3 Project 
Meeting 3 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent34 
+ 4 other 
people 

2011-
12-13 

2:00h No Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs33 H3 Project 
Meeting 4 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent34 
+ 3 other 
people 

2012-
01-31 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs35 H3 Project 
Meeting 5 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent22, 
Respondent34 
+ 11 other 
people 

2012-
02-08 

3:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs34 H3 Project 
Meeting 6 

Respondent3, 
Respondent13, 
Respondent15, 
Respondent34 
+ 3 other 
people 

2012-
02-21 

2:00h Yes Yes N.A. AstraZeneca 
Södertälje 

PartObs35 Webcast - 2012-
02-13 

1:00h Yes Yes N.A. Internet 
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Appendix 4 – Informal Interactions at AstraZeneca 
Code Respondent Date Notes 

taken 
Location Description 

InformalInteraction1 Respondent1 2011-
12-04 

Yes Lunch 
room 
Södertälje 

Discussion in the lunch room with 
Respondent1 

InformalInteraction2 Respondent1 2011-
10-06 

Yes Car from 
AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Small talk in the car home from a 
meeting about AstraZeneca's 
commitment to science. 

InformalInteraction3 Respondent1, 
Respondent2, 
Respondent3, 
Respondent5, 
Respondent6, 
Respondent7 

2011-
12-07 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Evening event with TS leadership 
team and others. One discussion 
topic was exotic substances. 

InformalInteraction4 Respondent4 2012-
03-24 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Small talk before 
ParticipantObservation23 about 
how benchmarking is best done. 

InformalInteraction5 Respondent3 2011-
11-25 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Small talk before 
ParticipantObservation31 about 
the drawbacks of outsourcing R&D.  

InformalInteraction6 Respondent3 2012-
02-27 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Talk during lunch about the 
reorganization of AstraZeneca in 
beginning of 2012. 

InformalInteraction7 N.A. 2011-
11-14 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Talk during lunch about the merger 
of Astra Arcus and Astra Pain in 
1999. 

InformalInteraction8 Respondent9 2012-
05-22 

Yes AZ campus 
Möldal 

Lunch with genetisist about the 
difference between how the 
genetic technologies were used in 
CVGI projects in comparison to 
CNS/Pain projects: how genetics 
were improved at AstraZeneca, and 
the overall difference between the 
culture at the Södertälje and 
Mölndal site. 

InformalInteraction9 Respondent1 2012-
05-16 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Feedback to a project presentation 
of this project. 

InformalInteraction10 N.A. 2012-
01-24 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Small talk in coffee room with one 
of the project coordinators working 
in the project organization at 
AstraZeneca. 

InformalInteraction11 Respondent4 2012-
02-08 

Yes AZ campus 
Södertälje 

Small talk after TS LT with one of 
the participant. 

InformalInteraction12 Respondent1 2013-
07-01 

N.A. Online Feedback on project report. 
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Appendix 5 – Secondary Sources  
 
Code Description Secret Date Person 
Document1 The project portfolio of all projects in clinical 

phases at AZ in 2013-01-31. 
Public 2012-

12-31 
N.A. 

Document2 The project portfolio of all projects in clinical 
phases at AZ in 2012-01-31. 

Public  N.A. 

Document3 The project portfolio of all projects in clinical 
phases at AZ in 2011-12-31. 

Public 2012-
03-26 

N.A. 

Document4 A figure with the conclusions of the literature 
review of molecular mechanism of MC4 
receptor. 

Secret N.A. Respondent44 

Document5 Research article describing the high-scale 
experimentation system at Zeneca. 

Public 1998-
07-07 

N.A. 

Document6 Article reviewing the history of AstraZeneca. Public 2012-
11-27 

N.A. 

Document7 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy in 1999. Given by the 
head of R&D. 

Public 1999-
12-06 

N.A. 

Document8 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within discovery 
organization in 2000. Given by the head of 
Discovery. 

Public 2000-
12-12 

N.A. 

Document9 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2000. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2000-
12-12 

N.A. 

Document10 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2001. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2001-
12-31 

N.A. 

Document11 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2002. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2002-
11-07 

N.A. 

Document12 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within Discovery 
organization in 2002. Given by the Head of 
Discovery. 

Public 2002-
11-07 

N.A. 

Document13 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within Discovery 
organization in 2004. Given by the Head of 
Discovery. 

Public 2004-
10-06 

N.A. 
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Document14 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within Discovery 
organization in 2005. Given by the Head of 
Discovery. 

Public 2005-
11-08 

N.A. 

Document15 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2006. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2006-
06-08 

N.A. 

Document16 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2007. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2007-
12-07 

N.A. 

Document17 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2008. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2008-
09-09 

N.A. 

Document18 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2008. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2008-
09-09 

N.A. 

Document19 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2009. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2009-
11-23 

N.A. 

Document20 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within development 
organization in 2009. Given by the Head of 
Development. 

Public 2009-
11-23 

N.A. 

Document21 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within Phase 3 
organization in 2009. Given by the Head of 
Phase 3 Trial Organization. 

Public 2009-
11-23 

N.A. 

Document22 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
operation and strategy within Phase 3 
organization in 2009. Given by the Head of 
Phase 3 Trial Organization. 

Public 2009-
11-23 

N.A. 

Document23 PowerPoint presentation about the target 
generation and validation process. 
(ParticipantObservation6) 

Secret 2011-
11-04 

N.A. 

Document24 PowerPoint presentation about the Lead 
identification and generation process. 
(ParticipantObservation7) 

Secret 2011-
11-02 

N.A. 

Document25 PowerPoint presentation about the medicinal 
chemistry process. (ParticipantObservation8) 

Secret 2011-
11-07 

N.A. 

Document26 PowerPoint presentation about project 
management at AstraZeneca at a Swedish 
conference. 

Public 2002 N.A. 
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Document27 PowerPoint presentation about the 
performance of the Research Area CNS/Pain in 
2009. 

Secret 2009-
12-31 

Respondent25 

Document28 PowerPoint presentation about the 
performance of the Research Area CNS/Pain in 
2010. 

Secret 2010-
12-31 

Respondent25 

Document29 PowerPoint presentation held at an internal 
meeting at Neuroscience department. 
Referred to the result of the baselining report.  

Secret 2011-
08-25 

Respondent8 

Document30 PowerPoint presentation of the way of 
conducting clinical trials at AstraZeneca. 
Presented at ParticipantObservation12. 

Secret 2011-
11-07 

N.A. 

Document31 Article in the AstraZeneca intranet about 
management given by Respondent56. 

Secret 2011 N.A. 

Document32 Document of the whole project portfolio 
within CNS/Pain where each project is placed 
under the phase it is in. 

Secret N.A. N.A. 

Document33 PowerPoint Presentation used internally at 
AstraZeneca workshops about lean 
management in R&D. 

Public N.A. Respondent52 

Document34 Article published in Drug Discovery Today 
about AstraZeneca lean management efforts 
within medicinal chemistry.  

Public March 
2009 

Respondent52 

Document35 Organogram of the iScience (the later version 
of the Discovery organization) organization of 
R&D in Mölndal. 

Secret N.A. N.A. 

Document36 Organogram of the iScience (the later version 
of the Discovery organization) organization of 
R&D in Södertälje. 

Secret N.A. N.A. 

Document37 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of whole 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2008. 

Secret 2008-
12-28 

Respondent26 

Document38 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of whole 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2008. 

Secret 2008-
11-11 

Respondent25 

Document39 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of whole 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2009. 

Secret 2009-
11-25 

Respondent26 

Document40 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of entire 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2009. 

Secret Dec 
2009 

Respondent25 

Document41 The objectives for the RA and TA CNSPain and 
the outcomes for the year 2009. 

Secret 2010-
01-19 

N.A. 

Document42 The objectives for the RA and TA CNSPain and 
the outcomes for the year 2010. 

Secret N.A. N.A. 

Document43 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of whole 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2010. 

Secret Dec 
2010 

Respondent26 
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Document44 Diagrams showing how many projects are in 
each phase and what the goal of whole 
CNSPain portfolio is for 2010. 

Secret 2010-
10-06 

Respondent25 

Document45 Objectives and performance presentation 
material given by Respondent11 about both 
process goals and organizational project goals. 

Secret 2011-
02-09 

Respondent11 

Document46 The objectives for the RA and TA CNSPain and 
the outcomes for the year 2011. 

Secret 2011-
02-10 

Respondent26 

Document47 PowerPoint presentation about the sales and 
potential improvements of the R&D 
organization. 

Public 2005 N.A. 

Document48 PowerPoint presentation about benchmark of 
different managerial issues. 

Secret Aug 
2009 

N.A. 

Document49 PowerPoint presentation about the R&D 
strategy at a R&D roundtable discussion. 

Public Jun 
2012 

N.A. 

Document50 PowerPoint presentation of the Platform of 
Evidence IT-system proposal and the "vision" 
of how it would work. 

Secret Feb 
2012 

Respondent50 

Document51 PowerPoint presentation describing the 
process between the start of a project until it 
reaches the lead optimization phase. 

Secret Sep 
2011 

N.A. 

Document52 Chart showing the divisions and people in the 
Neuroscience department at CSN/Pain. 

Secret Nov 
2011 

N.A. 

Document53 Translational Science Plan of the BACE project. Secret 2012-
03-28 

Respondent4 

Document54 A presentation of the H3 project that was 
given to the highest research board at 
AstraZeneca. 

Secret 2011-
09-23 

Respondent3 

Document55 Sketch done by Respondent2 at 
InformalInteraction1 showing the construction 
of AstraZeneca's project portfolio within 
Alzheimer’s.  

Secret Dec 
2011 

N.A. 

Document56 Organizational chart of the CVGI IMED. Secret 2012-
01-01 

N.A. 

Document57 AstraZeneca’s 2011 annual report. Public 2013-
02-18 

N.A. 

Document58 Report on spendings on R&D by Fierce 
Biotech. 

Public 2013-
07-01 

N.A. 

Document59 Article in SVD with AZ Head of R&D where he 
calls AZ R&D operations a factory. 

Public 2004 N.A. 
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Appendix 6 – Frameworks for Project Evaluation 
 
The 5R Framework 
 
The performance and planning management system was changed in 2010-2011 to be aligned 
with the new process architecture and the new organizational structure329. The first and 
foremost method that was used for performance measurements and planning was the 5R 
framework. The 5R included the (1) Right target, (2) Right tissue/Right exposure, (3) Right 
safety, (4) Right patient, and (5) Right commercial. The 5R manifested what was determined 
to be quality within the drug development projects at AstraZeneca; it was up to the projects 
to show that the target was the right one with which to interact in order to have efficacy for a 
disease, that the drug had enough engagement at the target in comparison to the dose, that 
the drug was safe, that the right patient was treated, and that there was a market for a future 
therapy based on the drug.  
 
The 5R framework was used to develop knowledge on a cluster level as well by creating 
generic frameworks that could be adjusted to each project330. When a project usually begins, 
the aim is to create an innovative treatment, there were many uncertainties that must be 
resolved,331 and the 5R reflected the areas in which the uncertainties lied. Many 
uncertainties regarded whether or not it was the right target; the connection between the 
target and disease was the basis for why the project was started in the first place.332 
 
Another important uncertainty of the efficacy that was not often resolved in AstraZeneca 
projects333 was that it was not known how much of the drug actually reached the biological 
compartment (tissue) where the target was located. This was reflected by the Right 
tissue/exposure, which was a property of the substance itself; i.e. that a high enough 
concentration of the drug reached the tissue were the target was located. The measurement 
of Right tissue/exposure would be done through target engagement biomarkers334. 
 
The issues concerning the Right safety, Right patient, and Right commercial are self-
explanatory. This simply meant that uncertainties were resolved regarding the safety related 
to the substance and target; the market potential of the therapy; and that the right patient 
group was treated based on genotypic and phenotypic properties.  
 
The 5R framework was not simply implemented to change focus; it was also used when 
evaluating ongoing projects. All projects that the review board at AstraZeneca evaluated 

329 Interview26 
330 Interview35 
331 Interview24 
332 Like in the BACE project (Document53) 
333 Document29 
334 This connection was made e.g. in the H3 and BACE project (Document53 and Document54) 
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after 2010 were based on the 5R framework335. In order to progress to next phase in the 
process, each project needed approval to make the required investment in order to conduct 
future activities; this was done in a “sign-off meeting”336 where projects were evaluated 
based on project status and future plan. The whole presentation of the status of the project 
was structured based on the 5R framework; the team members did a self-evaluation about 
how well each of the five Rs had been established in the project based on a scale of high-
medium-low337. An evaluation committee could then agree or disagree with the project 
evaluation338. In a sense, the 5R was a framework for building value in projects and was 
assessed qualitatively. The Global Strategy Department took an initiative in 2011 to align 
the valuation of projects and portfolios with the 5R framework in order to develop a 
quantitatively based valuation; however, it had not resulted in a valuation model by the end 
of May 2012339. 
 
Translational Science Technical Health 
 
As depicted in Figure 35, The Translational Science Technical Health chart was used as a 
planning tool for communicating the status of a project in terms of Translational science and 
what was needed to be done. The framework itself consisted of five sections that each 
represented knowledge about how the pharmaceutical affected different parts of the 
biological system: target engagement, POM markers, and disease markers for POP & POC) 
(some scientists changed the label of this section to “Downstream biomarkers related to 
disease activity”), safety biomarkers, and PHC340 / Segmentation markers. In this sense, the 
framework was based on the biomarker connotation of Translational science rather than pre-
clinical / clinical transition. The first two fields of PKPD and disease markers for POP & 
POC was a division of drug efficacy on the molecular mechanism and the physiological 
effects. 
 

335 The framework was e.g. used in evaluation of the highest research board at AstraZeneca (IMRB) for the H3 
(Document54) and BACE project (Document53) (see also ParticipantObservation8 when talking about 
evaluation of early targets, and ParticipantObservation9). 
336 Used in Interview2 
337 E.g. Document53 and Document54 
338 When projects were evaluated by the Translational Science Leadership Team, it could happen that the team 
did not agree with the project team’s evaluation. 
339 Interview19 
340 PHC is an abbreviation of personalized healthcare: i.e. a popularized word about how to diagnose whether a 
patient is viable for the developed therapy or not.  
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Figure 35 – The Translational Science Technical Health (TSTH). 
Reconstructed from ParticipantObservation2 

 
For each section, the project team stated whether or not this knowledge had been established 
in the project341. If there was no knowledge at all within the project, the project team 

341 During this empirical study the Translational Science Health Chart was used only at one occasion to reflect 
the content of the activities in the Biomarker Development process component. This was during a major 
project review of Biomarker Development activities in all of the projects within CNS/Pain done by the 
Translational Science Leadership Team in 2011-10-06. There is no direct indication that it was used in any 
other of the business area s in this current form. Therefore the chart in itself is not an indicator of the actual 
content in the Biomarker Development process component. Nevertheless, the sections covered by the chart 
have each been discussed in several other instances when talking about what is to be done in terms of 
biomarkers in projects. The PoP and PoC biomarkers are almost always discussed in relation to Biomarker 
Development work. The target-specific safety biomarkers have, e.g., been discussed at various conversations 
within the H3 project (e.g. Interview4, Interview28, ParticipantObservation11 and ParticipantObservation32), 
the MC4 project (e.g. Interview20, Interview21, Interview34 and ParticipantObservation29), and have been 
brought up as a core issue in the Platform-of-evidence IT-system described in Section 7.3. (Interview1 and 
Document50). Whether the PHC / Segmentation markers section was a core part of the Biomarker 
Development process component or a separate PHC process component was a debated issue (Interview25). On 
the one hand, it was argued that developing segmentation biomarkers based on genotype was a different sort of 
activities than the biomarker development activities. On the other hand, the phenotypic biomarkers used for 
segmentation, such as the ones developed in the prodromal working stream or in the MC4 project, had directly 
to do with the disease biology and disease progression. In this sense it is not evident that the Translational 
Science Health chart did reflect the content of the Biomarker Development process component. Actually, in the 
beginning of 2012 it was decided with the Translational science organization in CNS/Pain (an outcome from 
the biomarkers capabilities build program) that the primary focus of the Biomarker Development process 
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suggested a biomarker that would reflect the knowledge that needed to be established. Each 
section would then be assessed based upon a scale ranging from high (green) through 
medium (yellow) to low (red), depending on the “level of confidence”. The coloring 
reflected how well each biomarker had been validated. A guidance chart that was distributed 
to the projects explained what was meant with each section and what could be an example of 
low and high level of confidence for each section. The following is a reconstruction of some 
examples of explanations of the sections and the level of confidence from the guidance 
chart: 

• Target Engagement & POM Markers – This section was about the relevant exposure 
and target engagement and human pharmacodynamics biomarkers. The difference 
between high and low level of confidence within this area would be the following: 
(1) whether or not it had been demonstrated or if it was uncertain that the drug 
candidate had reached the target342; (2) if there were validated target engagement 
biomarkers in the project, either preexisting or within the project, that measured the 
downstream effects on the molecular mechanism; (3) if there was any evidence that 
the drug candidate has any human clinical efficacy based on validated biomarkers; 
(4) if there is evidence that there is an exposure at the target for a desired period of 
time based on validated PK/PD markers343. 

• Disease Markers for POP and POC) – This section was about the efficacy of the 
drug on the disease. The difference between high and low level of confidence within 
this area would be whether there were any translatable biomarkers of the disease 
mechanism, disease state, and patient response. 

• Safety Biomarkers – This section was about measuring the target-specific safety 
through target-specific safety biomarkers. The difference between high and low level 
of confidence within this area would be whether there were safety concerns at all and 
if there were, that there was a method to investigate these by explored and validated 
biomarkers. 

• PHC / Segmentation Markers – This section was about understanding the risk and 
benefit of the therapy in a relevant patient sub-population based upon genetic or 
phenotypic variations between patients. Low level of confidence was considered 
when there was “no clear PHC plan in place or no knowledge of whether 
subpopulations are relevant to efficacy/safety or evidence of a sub-population with 
no means to identify that population (e.g. biomarker validation initiated, yet not 
demonstrated). A high level of confidence was considered when there was “clear 
evidence of heterogeneity in the patient population with technically qualified 
biomarkers or other patient phenotype tests to identify that population”. 

 

component is to develop PoM and target engagement biomarkers. The focus of biomarker development 
activities on PoM and target engagement biomarkers is elaborated further on below. 
342 In the chart, the pharmacological concept of bioavailability (see e.g. basic course book in pharmacology) is 
used to explain whether or not the candidate has ”reached” the target.  
343 PK is an abbreviation of pharmacokinetics, i.e. the effect of the pharmaceutical on the body, and PD is an 
abbreviation of pharmacodynamics: i.e. the effect on the body on the pharmaceutical. By studying the PK/PD 
properties of a pharmaceutical means to study when, under what period, and how much the pharmaceutical 
affects the body after administration. 
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Biomarker Classification Map 
 
The second framework that was used to capture the content of the Translational Science 
process component was the Biomarker Classification Map, as shown in Figure 36. In 
comparison of the Translational Science Technical Health Chart, the Biomarker 
Classification Map was solely based on effects of the pharmaceutical on different parts of 
the human biological system that would lead to efficacy of a disease344. Safety biomarkers 
were not included. As with the TSTH, the BCM was also based on drug efficacy both on a 
molecular mechanistic level and a physiological level. The difference was that the 
Biomarker Classification Map had a more detailed description of different types of efficacy 
biomarkers, where target engagement and POM biomarkers were actually four different 
types of biomarkers, and POP & POC) were two separate types of biomarkers on the map. 
Otherwise, the map was used in the same purpose as the Translational Science Technical 
Health chart, although the Biomarker Classification Map was used a bit more often345.  
 

 
Figure 36 – Biomarker Classification Map. Reconstructed from 
ParticipantObservation2 

344 The Biomarker Classification Map was used in a number of occasions and, after a while, it became standard 
in the project: e.g. it was used in the project review during ParticipantObservation11, when the highest 
scientific evaluation committee at AstraZeneca (the Innovative Medicine Research board abbreviated IMRB) 
evaluated the H3 project. 
345 During the biomarker review at CNS/Pain (ParticipantObservation11), each project used both frameworks 
to present what had been done regarding biomarkers within the project and what the plans were. After this 
occasion, projects at CNS/Pain used only the Biomarker Classification Map. And, the project teams used only 
the biomarker classification map in CVGI. 
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The actual map was based on the classification of biomarkers developed by Danhof et al. 
(2005)346, which is based on different levels of change of the biological mechanisms that the 
biomarkers would measure. The types of biomarkers here were: 

• Type 0 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate whether a patient had 
the right biological properties for the developed therapeutic based on a measures 
genotype or phenotype. In this sense, Type 0 biomarker is the same concept as the 
PHC / stratification marker in the Translational Science Technical Health chart. 
Further, Danhof et al. (2005) admit that, in a strict sense, this is a covariate rather 
than a biomarker of a pharmaceutical’s effect. 

• Type 1 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the drug 
concentration; it could be a measurement in blood or in another compartment that 
better predicted how much of the drug reached the site of the target.  

• Type 2 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the target occupancy: 
i.e. how much of the drug actually reached and reacted with the target.  

• Type 3 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the target site 
activation: i.e. if the candidate drug affected the mechanism of the target and, if so, 
how high was the effect for a certain dose.  

• Type 4 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the physiological 
response: i.e. if the drug affected the molecular mechanism of which the target was a 
part. This biomarker corresponds to the POM biomarker in the Translational Science 
Technical Health chart.  

• Type 5 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the pathophysiology 
response: i.e. whether or not the disease actually changes. This corresponds to the 
POP biomarker in the Translational Science Technical Health chart. 

• Type 6 biomarker – This biomarker was needed to investigate the clinical: i.e. the 
actual clinical endpoint, whether it is mortality, biological function, cognition or 
something else. This corresponds to the POC) biomarker in the Translational Science 
Technical Health chart.  

 
The Biomarker Classification Map was a slightly modified version of this framework in the 
sense that there was room for biomarkers representing two different Type 4 biomarkers (i.e. 
two types of physiological responses), separate fields of biomarkers for pre-clinical and 
clinical studies, a different name for Type 3 biomarker, and a characterization of what 
biomarkers are POM, POP and POC347. Having two fields for Type 4 biomarkers enabled 
the scientists to consider more alternatives for which physiological response was significant 
in the project. The separate fields for clinical and pre-clinical studies provided a 
visualization of the difference between system aspects of the species biology. Each type of 
biomarker could be compared between the suggested clinical and pre-clinical one. The 
validity of that pre-clinical model for that specific biomarker could be established if it was 
discovered that the same experiment gave the same result – either done pre-clinically and 

346 Examples of each type of biomarker are given in the original article. 
347 Project groups at AstraZeneca did not always use the same version of the Biomarker Classification Map. 
The one represented here is the most advanced version with all modifications.  
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clinically (i.e. with the same pharmaceutical and measured with the same biomarker)348. The 
change of name of Type 3 biomarker from Target Activation to Target Mechanism was only 
a change in label; the meaning remained the same. Activation and mechanism can be used 
interchangeably since target activation is measured through the changes on the downstream 
mechanism associated with the target. The characterization of which biomarkers were POM, 
POP and POC, was simply a homogenization with the AstraZeneca vocabulary.  
 
Dose-Response Model 
 
The third framework that reflected the content of the biomarker development process 
component is called the Dose-response-model. In comparison with the other two 
frameworks, the Dose-response-model was not developed to divide the biomarker 
development activities into some core sections. Instead, it focused on what was considered 
to be the core outcome of the Biomarker activity set component: a quantitative measurement 
of efficacy in relation to the dose was given. Such a measurement enabled the efficacy 
outcome to be compared with the safety issues in quantitative manner for each dose. The 
measurement of efficacy could then be one of the biomarkers developed in the project, in 
particular a POM-biomarker. The Translational Science Leadership Team349 argued that the 
most critical issue of biomarker development for a drug development project was to 
establish whether or not the drug affected the molecular mechanism. The reason was that 
“nobody´s going to make a decision on a POP-marker… the POP-makers aren´t 
predictive… POC-markers) are clinical to accountabilities… because that´s a clinical 
point”350. The POP marker is not predictive from pre-clinical studies in the CNS/Pain 
therapy area and POC) are a part of the clinical components. These biomarkers were 
considered to be important; although they were not considered to be the highest priority. 
Segmentation markers were also regarded as something of luxury to the projects, because 
they were seldom possible to find351.352 
 
Regardless of what was the content of the biomarker development process component or 
how it was framed, the actual activities could be conducted in several different ways. The 
activities in the Biomarker Development component of projects were similar to each other, 
yet were not always the same. The frameworks signaled that there was a certain knowledge 
that was needed, but not with which activity that knowledge was to be created. POP and 
POC biomarkers were very dependent upon the disease, which was to be treated. Likewise, 
the Functional biomarker was dependent upon the mechanism to be affected; not many 
projects had similar ways of measuring this. When genotypic Type 0 biomarkers were 

348 Interview29 and Interview30 
349 ParticipantObservation25 
350 Interview13 
351 Interview25 
352 The same discussion had not taken place in CVGI; it is not certain that there was the same focus on 
mechanistic markers at CVGI. A reason could be that the Translational Science organization at CSN/Pain grew 
out of the Discovery Medicine unit that belonged to the Discovery organization, while the Translational 
Science organization at CVGI grew out of the Experimental Medicine unit that had a clearer clinical than pre-
clinical focus.  
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applicable to a project, they would most often be developed through large genotype 
studies353: i.e. relative homogenous activities. Knowledge about target occupancy (Type 3 
biomarker) was obtained in some projects through a PET study354; in other cases, target 
occupancy was not regarded to be a very important issue, per se355. In the latter case, target 
occupancy could be established instead by creating knowledge about the change in target 
mechanism through, for example, measurements of concentration of certain biomolecules in 
blood or CSF356. Overall, work with biomarkers was quite variable. 
  

353 Interview25 
354 E.g. in the H3 project.  
355 E.g. PET was not regarded as a good option for measuring target occupancy in the MC4 project because the 
drug candidate was an agonist with a very small occupancy on the target: i.e. too small to be detected through 
PET (Interview34). 
356 This was the case in the MC4 project. 
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Appendix 7 – Alzheimer’s Disease – Drug Development for 
Complex Diseases 

 
The societal cost for dementia, which is mainly caused by Alzheimer’s, is estimated to be as 
high as $156B and affecting 27.7 million people worldwide (Wimo et al., 2006). Current 
projections are that relational growth of this figure can be up to 50%, accounting for up to 
1% of GDP of industrialized nations such as, for example, the UK (Comas-Herrera et al., 
2011). As of 2015, there is currently no effective disease modifying drug on the market for 
Alzheimer’s; only drugs that delay the cognitive decline of the patients exist on the market 
today (mainly the drug donepezil). There is an enormous market potential for 
pharmaceutical therapies in this area; it is not strange that there are extensive resources 
allocated, both public and private, for the research and drug development in Alzheimer’s 
disease. 
 
Meanwhile, Alzheimer’s is considered to be one of the most difficult diseases for which to 
develop a drug. An astonishing 519 interventional clinical trials have been completed in the 
development of a treatment of Alzheimer’s disease357, without a single effective treatment 
reaching the market. The research about the molecular mechanisms, for which the drug 
development is based on, has still only resulted in unverified hypotheses (Karran et al., 
2011).  
 
One reason for the slow scientific progress is that the disease is difficult to research both 
clinically and pre-clinically. Since the disease progression is quite slow, clinical studies 
must be conducted for a long period in order to see a significant change in the patient’s 
cognition. PhRMA (2012) point to three specific challenges that drug developers face when 
finding a treatment for Alzheimer: (1) the lack of biomarkers for the disease, (2) the limited 
predictability of pre-clinical models, (3) and the hypothesis-based knowledge about the 
molecular mechanisms underlying the disease.  
 
(1) The lack of biomarkers for the disease means there is no real good way of tracking and 
diagnosing the disease progression. Although there is an established method for measuring 
of cognition changes clinically, called the Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS-
cog), it is argued that is not a robust tool for measuring cognition. ADAS-cog consists of 11 
tasks measuring a patient’s performance in memory, language, attention, etc. that are core to 
Alzheimer’s disease. There is no strict biological diagnosis of the disease, compared to 
measuring one’s blood pressure, low blood sugar, and growth of tumors or infection by an 
antigen.  
 
Clinical trials for testing Proofo-of-Concept of the pharmaceutical are difficult to conduct 
since a substantial change in cognition must be shown in order to claim drug efficacy. In 

357 http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=alzheimer&recr=Completed&type=Intr , accessed in 2013-
02-06 
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order to assess the efficacy of the drug, clinical trials need to be organized, lasting up to six 
months, and even longer.  
 
As with most neurological diseases, drug targets of Alzheimer’s disease are located in the 
brain: an area that is protected by the blood-brain-barrier and the pgp protein, which both 
hinder alien substances from entering the brain. Simply designing a drug candidate that can 
enter the brain is difficult; measuring that the drug candidate actually does enter the brain of 
a human is an additional problem. One cannot measure if a drug goes into the brain by 
taking a brain sample and analyzing its content as is done in other business area s. There are 
sophisticated methods one needs to employ in order to know whether the designed drug 
candidate gets to the desired area at all (often Positron Emission Tomography is used). 
 
(2) The pre-clinical models that have been created to model the disease progression are 
considered to have relatively little predictive value. The cognitive abilities of animals differ 
significantly from those of humans, especially rodents that are the most common model used 
in pre-clinical studies. Rodents do not share the same molecular pathway as Alzheimer 
patients whose neurons have begun to degenerate. Many of the proteins that pharmaceutical 
companies use as drug targets do not exist in the pre-clinical model. There have been 
transgenic mice developed with the desired proteins, yet with limited translatable value.  
 
(3) Although there has been tremendous development in the field of Alzheimer’s, the main 
molecular mechanisms have still not been determined. Because there are no good pre-
clinical models with predictability of the disease progression and the clinical trials are 
difficult to conduct, a physiological screening alternative for drug development is difficult to 
consider. Patients have an impaired cognition because of the degeneration of neurons in the 
brain. Along the disease progression, large cavities are formed in the brain. Why these 
cavities happen remain unknown.  
 
Small red plaques and tangles consisting of amyloid-β proteins and hyperphosphorylated tau 
have been found in the brain of Alzheimer’s patients and it is thought that these have to do 
with the progression of the disease; however, why they are formed and how the plaques 
correlate to the physiological effects of cognition is not known. It is thought that decreasing 
the concentration of the two proteins would lead to physiological disease modification, 
although these are only two of the many hypotheses about what causes Alzheimer’s and how 
it could be prevented. 
 
Amyloid-β (also referred to Aβ) is created by cleavage of the Amyloid Precursor Protein 
(called APP) by two proteins called beta-secretase (BACE) and gamma-secretase (GAM). 
When cleaved, the Aβ protein is considered to be toxic. Therefore, pharmaceutical 
companies have designed drug candidates with the aim of binding to BACE and GAM with 
the hope of stopping the Alzheimer’s disease pathology by inhibiting Aβ formation (see 
Figure 37). 
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Figure 37 – Simple illustration of the Aβ cascade hypothesis of 
Alzheimer’s disease  

 
Hyperphosphorylated tau is apparently formed in two steps (see Figure 38). In its natural 
state, tau is a protein that is either bound to the microtubule or cellular skeleton of neurons 
for stabilization or it floats freely in soluble form. The soluble form of tau can be 
phosphorylated in two steps to form tau aggregates and, then, neurofibrillary tangles. The 
proteins that apparently phosphorylate tau are CDK5R1, MARK1, and GSK3, although this 
has not been confirmed. Pharmaceutical companies have tried to design drugs that either 
inhibit one of the CDK5R1, MARK1, and GSK3 proteins or develop a method for 
preventing the aggregation of tau. (Citron, 2010) 
 

 
 

Figure 38 – Simple illustration of the tau pathology hypothesis and 
neural degeneration caused by Alzheimer’s disease. Picture is modified 
from Citron (2010) 

 
It is known that this process happens in the brain. However, what mediates it, what are the 
proteins that catalyze it, and how the molecular process is connected to neural degeneration, 
remain unknown. Pharmaceutical companies have tried to cure Alzheimer’s disease by 
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either intervening the process by binding a drug to one of the phosphorylating proteins 
(MARK, CDK5R1 or GSK3) or by clearing the tau aggregates.  
 
With the exception of these three reasons, there is also the difficulty that the Alzheimer 
targets are located in the brain, which implies that establishing knowledge about a drugs 
target engagement is difficult to establish. One needs to develop a target engagement 
biomarker (which in principle would be a PET ligand) in parallel with the other activities of 
the drug development process.  
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Appendix 8 – Predicting Pharmaceutical Effect Through 
Animal Experimentation 

 
Despite the fact that it is the human biological system that a pharmaceutical is to affect, it is 
unethical and indeed expensive to only pursue clinical studies on patients. Therefore, there is 
a definite need for biological systems that model the human upon which one can test effect. 
However, models are just models and are not identical to humans. This is primarily a 
technological problem that is about translating the results from animals to humans; it is also 
an economic, organizational, and ethical problem when it is time to decide which studies to 
conduct in a drug development project and in what order.  
 
A substantial amount of organisms is already used in drug development: from simple 
bacteria cells to different types of rodents and non-human primates. Mammals and humans 
are biologically quite similar. For example, genetically speaking, rats are very closely 
related to humans and yet, a guaranteed translatability is highly improbable. In a project 
with the purpose of developing a therapy for leukemia and autoimmune diseases, a drug 
candidate was shown to be safe in non-human primate studies, but when only 1/500th of the 
dose was tested on humans, it injured several organs and caused gangrene on the fingers of 
one of the patients treated (Dowsing et al., 2007). Apes and humans are biologically similar; 
however, the small differences that do exist can result in devastating outcomes. There are 
some potential problems that cannot be foreseen. 
 
From a technological perspective, humans are the best biological system on which one can 
conduct drug development research: however, from our societal ethical point of departure 
and the economic aspects in the institutionalized drug development process, animals studies 
are needed to predict the pharmaceutical effect on future patients. The challenge is to design 
the animal studies and translate the results358. With the differences that exist between animal 
and humans, one can say that the pre-clinical studies achieve what prototypes do when 
developing tangible products: i.e. the general efficiency of the drug and the expected results 
from future clinical studies.  
 
In common practice, models are used in most parts of the pre-clinical development. First and 
foremost, the basic research is done on molecular mechanisms and diseases. A whole palette 

358 The translatability problem holds not only for the use of animal studies. A big part of the pre-clinical work 
in modern drug development is conducted not only on animals; it is also on other types of “biological 
systems”: e.g. cells, computer models or in easy reaction mechanisms in non-biological systems, such as 
between an isolated target protein and the substance that is the candidate drug. The trials are done for the same 
economic and ethical purpose as the animal studies. In the same way that there are regulations for clinical 
studies, there are also ethical principles for when and how an animal should be used in the development 
process. A human life may be more valued than that of an animal from an ethical perspective; however, there 
are no reasons to take an animal life if it can be avoided. At the same time, there are many economic 
advantages with not doing pre-clinical research in animals. Except for the fact that the actual material is often 
cheaper, many in vitro experiments can be automatized to gain scale advantages in experimentation, which 
involve technologies as 3D modeling of a target protein, effective analysis of large genetic data or parallel 
experimentation of protein-substance interactions (Nightingale 2000a).  
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of different animal models with different methodologies is used for basic research purpose. 
Secondly, there are studies done on animals to generate new targets for further research. One 
technology is the “knock-out mice” technology. When knockout mice are created, a gene is 
removed from the mouse embryo and studied for how this affects the mouse. By removing 
the gene, the protein that the gene codes for is also removed and a study of the physiological 
change can be done. For example, if a gene is removed that makes the mouse fat, there are 
reasons to believe that the protein – which the gene codes for – is in some way connected to 
obesity. This protein could then be used as a drug target. A third application area for animal 
models is in the testing for the actual drug effect in the development of substances for 
examination of efficacy and safety.  
 
Although animal models are used extensively in drug development, the core challenge is 
obtaining knowledge about how different models can be used in drug development. This 
complex question is generally difficult to answer. The validity of animal models to mimic 
human disease must be assessed case-by-case, project-by-project, and disease-by-disease. 
The models used to study a given drug’s safety are often generic irrespective of the project, 
unless some specific safety aspect is connected with the actual target. The efficacy aspects 
are more difficult to assess. Van Dam and De Deyn (2006) claim that the validity of a model 
can be captured in the four following ways:  
“Face validity”: a model that completely mimics the clinical disease pathology;  
“Predictive validity”: a model that is capable of contributing to finding potential drug 
candidates; 
“Construct validity”: a model that mimics an aggregated human physiological state, such as 
depression; and,  
“Etiological validity”: a model that mimics a cause of the disease.  
 
For most diseases, there are no animal models with face validity; there are often cases with 
poorer validity that model the different aspects of the disease pathology. In this case, other 
studies are needed to explore different aspects of the disease pathology.  
 
In summary, the use of animal studies in the knowledge creation of a drug development 
project can result in many technological problems. Given the fact that the human biology is 
the best model, there must be a balance between to animal studies with poor translatability 
and expensive clinical studies. Delaying project progression due to excessive pre-clinical 
studies can also be very expensive. 
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Appendix 9 – The H3 Project at AstraZeneca 
 
The H3 project was part of the Cognition Cluster in CNS/Pain IMED. The project was 
aimed to develop a pharmaceutical therapy against cognition by binding to the Histamine 3 
receptor (H3) that is involved in cell signaling between nerves. The researchers synthesized 
and screened out a candidate drug that specifically binded to H3. Clinical Phase 1 safety 
trials of the candidate drug were just completed in the H3 project, and researchers were 
about to study the efficacy of the pharmaceutical in Clinical Phase 2a. 
 
The project was initially developed for the treatment of depression. However, this was 
strategically repositioned to target the treatment of pain first, and then Alzheimer’s disease 
patients. This strategic repositioning makes the project an interesting case for how molecular 
mechanisms can be coupled to different physiological phenomena and diseases.  
 
The Histamine 3 receptor is one of four histamine receptors that, through molecule 
histamine activation, send a signal to a neuron to release a bunch of different 
neurotransmitters359 into the nervous system, such as acetylcholine, noradrenaline, and 
dopamine360. Researchers do not completely know if any or all of these are released, and if 
any are other neurotransmitters are released as well. The other three histamine receptors 
have been more characterized (see the molecular mechanism of action for the H1 and H2 
neurotransmitters in Figure 39, but not the H3)361. Since histamine (HA) is released from a 
histaminergic neuron and binds to H1, H1 has been found to be a signal for vigilance, 
attention, and lower feeding. H2 has been found to be a signal for an increased working 
memory since histamine is released from a histaminergic neuron and binds to H2. At the 
time of the study, the action of H3 had not been completely identified; a high concentration 
of histamine also inhibits further histamine release and inhibits the release of other 
neurotransmitters (NT) such as acetylcholine (ACh), noradrenaline (NE), and dopamine 
(DA) that signal cognition and sensory gating. It has also been found that most of the H3 
receptors are located in the brain and very few in the periphery.  
 

359 A neurotransmitter is an endocellular-signaling molecule that can lead to different physiological effects 
when released. For example, adrenalin is connected to heart rate, blood vessels, air passage diameter, and 
metabolic shifts, and leads to a fight-or-flight behavior of humans. 
360 Document54 
361 Document54 
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Figure 39 – Illustration showing the molecular mechanism of H1 and H2 
receptors; the molecular mechanism of the H3 receptor is unknown. 
(From Document54) 

 
An inhibition of H3 appears to cause the release of more neurotransmitters and leads to an 
increased cognition. This means the drug could start many physiological reactions and be 
involved in the treatment of many diseases. The H3 project revealed that binding to the H3 
and inhibiting histadine (abbreviated HA in Figure 39) and binding to the receptor led to an 
increase of multiple neurotransmitters (abbreviated NT in Figure 39): histamine (abbreviated 
His in Figure 39), noradrenaline (abbreviated NE in Figure 39), dopamine (abbreviated DA 
in Figure 39), and acetylcholine (abbreviated ACh in Figure 39). The experiments were 
conducted in a rat model; therefore, results can only be considered preliminary. The 
cognitive effects of the candidate drug were also tested in a pre-clinical model of rodents 
with memory loss, created by induced scopolamine (c.f. Flood & Cherkin, 1986) and by a 
Morris Water Maze test (c.f. Morris, 1984). 
 
Researchers do not know which and to what concentration the neurotransmitters were 
released clinically in the human subjects. The actual cognitive effects of the drug were not 
studied in humans either. The hypothesis of the drug effect could not be tested; therefore, 
future trials were planned. 
 
The research was initiated at the R&D site in Wilmington with the aim to finding a 
treatment for depression. The project was later moved to Montreal and was first developed 
as a possible therapeutic for pain, which was the core competence of the scientists at the 
Montreal site. When the pre-clinical work was finished and the project was to enter clinical 
trials, the project was transferred to the Södertälje site since this was where the clinical 
organization was located. In Södertälje, the project was reconceptualized as a cognition 
project, due to of the strength of the biology362. The project members still had the old 
disease area in mind when developing the project further. Later on, there were some thought 
to also target schizophrenia, excessive daytime sleepiness, depression, and pain.   
362 InformalInteraction12 
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Appendix 10 – The MC4 Project at AstraZeneca 
 
The aim of the MC4 project was to develop a treatment for obesity using the MC4 receptor 
(melanocortin-4 receptor) as a target. The hypothesis was that MC4 was strongly involved in 
the underlying molecular mechanisms of hunger and metabolism control. Confidence that 
the drug target was associated with the disease was built in the projects, although issues 
needed to be resolved about the target-based safety, stratifying the right patients, and the 
measurement of target specific efficacy. This high-priority project in CVGI was based at the 
Mölndal R&D site at the start of 2007 in collaboration with the American biotech company, 
Palatin Technology. 
 
The MC4 is a multifunctional protein located in the brain, which is involved in many 
molecular mechanisms, one of which is the control of food intake and metabolism363. The 
main candidate drug in the project at the time364, was an agonist, meaning the drug would be 
used as a therapeutic agent based on enhancing the molecular actions of MC4 (compared to 
an antagonist, which inhibits the actions of proteins). During the time of this research 
project, the candidate drug was tested in a Clinical Phase 1 MAD study where high weight 
patients (BMI over 27) were tested for safety and partly efficacy effects365. The molecule 
itself was a peptide; that is to say, a small protein. 
 
Palatin had the competence in developing large biological molecule drug candidates against 
melacortin receptors for different indications. This collaboration was based on AstraZeneca 
gaining access to compound libraries, core technologies, and Palatin’s melacortin 
expertise366. 
 
Results from one of the Palatin melancortin projects, which revealed some efficacy towards 
hunger control is what led to the MC4 project. Once the project was transferred to 
AstraZeneca, it was further developed to investigate the possibility of using the MC4 
receptor as a target for obesity.  
 
There was extensive knowledge created in the project about the linkage between the target 
and the physiological phenomenon of controlling hunger and metabolism. There was a 
general confidence that engaging with the target could lead to a possible treatment. This was 
established through a study of a “tool compound”: a Palatin developed drug candidate that 
targets another disease, which had shown efficacy for obesity367.  

363 There was no synthesis published about all of the different molecular mechanisms of which MC4 was a 
part. Therefore, a literature review was conducted in the project with the aim to categorize all mechanisms (see 
Document4), yet this was not published publicly. 
364 There were also other candidate drug in the project that had not yet entered into clinical development: both 
small and large molecules (Interview22, Interview32, Interview34). 
365 Interview22, Interview32, Interview34. 
366 http://www.palatin.com/investorcenter/pressreleases.asp?offset=120 accessed 2013-02-14 
367 Interview22, Interview32, Interview34. The concept of “human target validation” was used in all interviews 
to signal the degree of confidence in the project about the connection between the target and physiological 
phenomenon. The concept is later described in chapter 5 and 6. 
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Several issues regarding knowledge needs remained: specific safety concerns and 
measurements of the candidate drug actually engaging with the target.  Most MC4 receptors 
were located in the brain, which meant the molecular mechanistic effects would be difficult 
to study. PET was considered a solution, yet the concentrations of the drug needed to obtain 
the agonistic effects were thought to be so low that the PET technology could not sense it368. 
Therefore, blood samples were taken to measure the molecular mechanistic downstream 
effects of the drug.  
  

368 Interview34 
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